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ABSTRACT 

Companies collaborate to maximize profits and reach new markets. They aim 

their endeavours at achieving project goals and objectives they could not achieve as 

effectively or as efficiently on their own. Trust is identified as a factor for successful 

collaboration. To understand collaborative trust the research asked "how trust is built 

on collaborative projects?" To answer the question, research focussed on project teams, 

collaborating in the Information Technology (IT) Industry. IT businesses fiequently 

collaborate, and also have a high rate of project failure. A key result of the study was 

the generation of models for building trust. These models address how managing 

perceptions through shared processes and conditions may build trust. The thesis shows, 

by example, how project managers can apply "Strategic Sharing" throughout the phases 

of project delivery to build collaborating team trust. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 1 

CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

This chapter introduces the topic and the area of research. A general introduction 

into corporate collaboration is discussed. This is followed by a summary of the literature 

findings, research questions, methodology, and accomplishments of the study. The 

chapter concludes with a guide to the thesis. 

Definitions 

Terms, like "parmering," "alliances," "strategic alliance," "joint ventures," and 

"virtual partnerships" are used to explain and identify many old, new and emerging 

forms of business relationships. Initially the research intent was to explore trust building 

in strategic alliances. From the literature it was found that those researching various 

forms of business relationships often confuse and interchange definitions. This occurs 

not only by different authors in the different research, but also by the same author(s) 

within the same research. In particular some literature used the term joint venture and 

strategic alliance interchangeably, while other literature made a distinction between 

them. The research discovered that today, companies form business relationships with 

other companies to maximize profits and reach new markets. They aim their endeavours 

at achieving project goals and objectives not achievable as effectively or efficiently on 

their own. For this study, these business relationships have been termed collaborations. 

Collaborations were defined using Mohr and Spekrnan's' definition of "purposive 

strategic relationships between independent firms who share compatible goals, strive for 

mutual benefit, and acknowledge a high level of mutual interdependence." 

Mohr, J. & Spekman, R. (1996). Perfecting partnerships. Marketing 
Management 4,3543. 
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Trust and Collaborative Relationships 

Consideration for the research was a result of previous departmental research by 

Cam G ~ f i o n , ~  Blom, Halland and ~ohnsen-' into corporate partnering and "strategic 

alliances." A central finding of the research was that trust among alliance partners was 

necessary for collaborations success. Concurrent departmental research into trust by 

Hartman and Romahn4 and Hartmans also confirms that trust is a critical success factor 

for business relationships. The research question initially addressed for this study was 

how is trust built among collaborators? To begin the study of this question, trust and its 

impact of relationships was looked at first. 

Research into trust is necessary because in today's changing business world it is 

essential to update our appreciation of m s t  continually and reinvest in building trust, for 

trust is the foundation upon which we build successful and profitable collaborations. 

Barbef suggests that "Instead of decrying the distrust in our society and cultivating a 

nostalgic fondness for some perhaps mythical past when all Americans lived in trust, we 

need to discover and continually rediscover how to foster hust and make it more 

effective." 

C a m  Gofton, J. W. (1998). Sustainable Alliances. Unpublished master's thesis, 
University of Calgary, Calgary, AIberta, Canada. 

Blom, K., Halland, K.E. & Johnsen, G. (1998). Sustainable Strategic Alliances. 
Unpublished master's thesis, University of Calgary, Alberta, Canada. 

Hartman, F. T., & Romahn E. (1999). Trust: A new tool for project managers, Proiect 
Management - Institute 1 999 Seminars & Svmposium. Philadel~hia. Pennsylvania. USA: 
Papers Presented October 10 to October 16. 1999. [CD Rom] Newtown Square, PA: 
Project Management Institute. 

Hartman, F.T. (1999) The role of trust in project management, Proceedinas of 
Nordnet "99" ~ n t i m a t k a l  Proiect ~ a n a ~ e - m & t  conference, Helsinki, Finland, 
September 1999, 

Barber, B. (1983). The loeics and limits of trust. New York, NJ: Rutgers University. 
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Philosophical thinkers such as Bok,' Gardener: and Solomon and Higgens9 claim 

that through history the societal and religious necessity for trust and trustworthy 

behaviour has been so people can work together for the common good of society, and so 

individuals in a society know what to expect of others and what others expect of them 

for societal acceptance. ~ u k u ~ a m a ' ~  discussed trust as a form of "Social Capital," 

beginning in a community of regular, honest and cooperative behaviour, based on 

commonly shared norms, on the part of members of that community. He explains the 

capability to succeed results from the prevalence of trust in a society or in certain parts of 

it. Societies are considered as being anything from the smallest family group to the 

nation, and all other groups in between. 

Corporate collaborative business relationships are one of the "other p u p s  in 

between." If' trust is a form of "Social ~a~ital" 'O and if collaboration is a "purposive 

strategic relationship,"" then collaboration can be described as a social group dependent 

on trust as a form of capital investment for the attainment of goals and objectives. By 

paraphrasing the substance of Fukuyama's explanation of high and low trust societies, 

collaborations having high levels of trust, would be successful as  they will be 

Bok, Sissela. (1982). Secrets: On the ethics of concealment and revelation. New 
York: 

Pantheon. 

Bok, Sissela. (1989). Lving: Moral choice in ~ubl ic  and ~r iva te  life. New York: 
Vintage. 

Gardner, J. W. (1978). Morale. Toronto, Ontario: George J. McLeod. 

Solomon, R. T., & Higgens, K. M. (1997). A passion for wisdom: A brief histoy of 
philoso~hv. New York: Oxford University. 

'O Fukuyama, F. (1995). Trust: The social virtues and the creation of ~rosoerity. 
London, England: Hamish Hamilton. 

'I Mohr, I. & Spekman, R. (1996). Perfecting partnerships. Marketine, 
Management 4,3543. 
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organizationally innovative as a result of a wide variety of social reIationships. 

Collaborations having low levels of trust will cooperate only under a system of formal 

rules and regulations with a legal apparatus, serving as a substitute for trust, These legal 

mechanisms, required by the distrusting collaborative, will exact costs which could be 

termed a tax on their economic activity. These are costs that trusting collaborations will 

not pay. 

Collaborative "societies" evolving a high level of trust are better positioned to take 

action to position themselves strategically and successfuIly to weather changing 

economics and technologies. The researcher's project management experience affirmed 

to her that trust is important to successful project delivery. However, personal 

experience and literature review did not reveal the mechanisms by which building trust 

influences collaborative projects. 

The process of collaboration involves a wide spectrum of negotiations, agreements 

and contracts. Marks & Mirvislz recommend that collaborators "either trust your partner 

or walk away." However, those assigned by corporate management with the task of 

delivering the projects, cannot just "walk away." CEO's of partnering concerns may 

trust each other, or may have learned to trust each another while planning the 

collaboration. Many individuals fiom several partnering companies and corporations are 

assigned to a project team(s) to deliver a partnering project(s) sponsored by their 

respective managements. The literature review found there was little information how, 

at the working level, collaborating project teams build trust. 

If trust and trust building are vital ingredients to successful collaboration, how do 

those on collaborating project teams, charged with the responsibility for completing and 

delivering the successful projects, build trust? From this basis, the study into how 

l2 Marks, M. L., & Mirvis, P. H. (1998). Joining forces: Making one ~ l u s  one ecual 
three in mergers. acauisi tions. and alliances. San Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass. 
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collaborative trust is built, was directed at how collaborating project teams build trust. 

Research Summaw 

Building and sustaining trust on collaborating project team relationships is 

necessary because the individuals assigned to the collaborative project(s) are ultimately 

responsible for project success. Senior management and project managers should be 

concerned that trust is built on their project teams, because integrating trust into the 

collaborative team milieu, will help position those teams, and their respective companies 

to compete strategically and successfully in an ever changing and increasingly 

competitive marketplace. 

The research into collaborating project teams and how they built trust focussed on 

the Information Technology (IT) Industry. IT is a new and growing industry, conducting 

much of its business in a corporate collaborative project context. Jergeas et. all3 found 

that the IT industry also has high incidences of project partnering claims and disputes. 

Although the study concentrates on the practices of one industry, the answer to the 

question of how trust is built on collaborating project teams, may have cross industry 

applications. 

Research Ouestions 

The fundamental research question was "How is trust built in collaborative 

projects?" The research of this question was directed at project de!ivery tearn(s) whose 

members may have little input into the corporate partnering contracts and agreements for 

project(s), or even with their assignment to the project delivery team. The objectives of 

l3 Jergeas, G., Beekhuizen, R. & Henog, L. (1997). Claims and dis~utes in the IT 
industrv. Project Management Institute 1997 Seminars & Svm~osium. Chicago. Illinois, 
USA: Pawrs Presented Se~tember 29 to October 1. 1997, [CD Rom] Newtown 
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the research are to: 

Determine what trust building processes are used by those working on and 
assigned to corporate partnering projects. 

Identify how these processes might be integrated into project management 
practices. 

Determine what is a trusting environment for a successful corporate partnering 
project. 

Identify barriers to the key trust building processes for successful corporate 
partnering projects. 

Develop recommendations for trust building practice in corporate partnering 
projects- 

To discover these questions and main research question interviewees were asked 

open ended questions based on the folIowing six question outline: 

1. What is trust to collaborating project teams? 

2. How does previous collaborative experience an effect trust? 

3. How do corporate collaborative cultures influence team trust? 

4. How do senior management, project managers, and team members buiId trust? 

5. How does the contract and project charter affect team member trust? 

6. How do issues of risk and money influence trust? 

Research Methodology and Analvsis 

Because trust and tmst building deals with human and personal relationships, and 

because the study is attempting to understand the hndamental means and circumstances 

by which trust is built, a qualitative research approach was considered most appropriate 

for this study. This thesis research, "Building Information Technology Collaborating 
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Team Trust" was conducted using a schatzrnan'sl4 Grounded Theory Approach of 

Dimensional Analysis to the qualitative research. This method employs in depth, one on 

one interviews of research participants and subsequent analyses of the verbal responses 

and opinions of the interviewees. Responses are analysed by fragmenting the data into 

categories, and comparing the categories against each other until the researcher 

determines significant factors which explain the research conditions. 

Interviews were conducted with twenty participants from four IT projects. The 

interviewees had positions on the teams ranging from senior management, project 

manager, technical design manager, production manager, through to the junior technical 

and design levels of the team. The interview data was coded and analysed using 

ATLAS. ti@ Qualitative Research Software. 

Benefits 

Research into trust and collaboration identified trust as a key success factor for 

collaborations. It also indicated that the foundations of trust must be built, fostered, and 

maintained for success. Most literature however was directed at collaborative trust at the 

senior management level and not at the project teams directly involved with the 

collaborative project delivery. This study focuses on how trust is built on collaborating 

project teams. 

Today's business world is one of evolutionary communications and changing 

business practices. Project management practices should keep in step with these 

changes. The study proposes trust-based project management approaches which senior 

management and project managers can apply to project management processes to build 

- --- 

l4 Schatzman, L. (1991). Dimensional analysis: Notes on an alternative approach to the 
grounding of theory in qualitative research. In D. R. Maines (Ed.), Social or~anization 
and social Drocess: Essays in honor Anselm Strauss (pp 303 - 314). ~ a w t h o i e ,  NY: 
Aldine De Gruyter. 
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collaborating team trust. Project Managers, by integrating trust building approaches into 

the collaborating team milieu, will help position teams, and their respective companies 

for strategic competition in an ever changing and increasingly aggressive marketplace. 

Accom~lishments 

The literature review resulted in: 

Finding most literature research on collaborative trust building is directed at the 
senior management and corporate levels of collaborations. 

Discovery of lack of information on the mechanisms of how trust is built on 
collaborating project teams- 

The interview questions are summarised on page 6 and elaborated in Appendix 

'A.' Analysis of the responses to the questions by members of the four collaborating 

project teams in the Calgary's information technology industry: 

Advances understanding of how perceptions influence collaborative trust. 

Advances understanding of how "sharing" builds collaborating team trust. 

Advances understanding of trusting environment as one in which 'sharing" is a 

key component. 

Illustrates the interrelationships between the "shared" processes and conditions. 

Advances "sharing" as the trust building link between the formal project 

delivery and control processes and collaborating team interpersonal issues and 

perceptions. 

Develops a theory and model for "Strategic Sharing" as a project management 

tool for building coIIaborative team trust. 
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Guide to the Thesis 

Cha~ter 2: Cornorate Collaboration. 

This chapter gives a description of corporate collaboration. It discusses the 

changing global and economic pressures which are causing companies to collaborate 

with each other. It discusses the forms coIlaboration takes, business drivers shaping 

corporate collaborations, challenges facing collaborations today, and success factors for 

today's corporate collaboration. Previous research has identified trusting  relationship^'^ 

between collaborators as a critical success factor resulting in successful collaborations. 

The influence of trust is introduced in this chapter. 

Cha~ter 3: Literature Review -Trust and Cornorate Collaboration 

Successful corporate collaborations are characterised by trust between and among 

the collaborators. To better understand trust's importance to success of corporate 

collaborations, this chapter discusses the Iiterature review to discover what trust is, what 

it means to relationships in general, and its significance to a corporate collaboration. 

Literature is reviewed regarding the history of trust, and its philosophical underpinnings. 

It further explores how trust operates generally in society, and in the society of business 

collaborations. The section concludes by addressing the constituents of trust that make it 

essential to collaborative success. 

Cha~ter 4: Research Method 

This chapter describes methods employed to conduct research for the thesis. An 

essential component to research development was the choice of the research 

methodology. The research strategy provided the framework for the study and 

---- 

Is Cam Gofton, J. W. (1998). Sustainable Alliances. Unpublished master's thesis, 
University of Calgary, Calgary, Alberta, Canada. 
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associated activities, and ensured the validity and reliability of the results. This section 

discusses various quantitative and qualitative methods and the reasons why a qualitative 

research approach was taken. The chaprer further outlines qualitative research method 

and the reasons for selecting a grounded theory approach to the research. The research 

strategy, research design, data collection and analysis are also discussed. 

Cha~ter 5: Method of Analvsis 

Chapter 5 discusses how a Grounded Theory Approach of Dimensional Analysis 

was employed to analyse the complexity and approaches to trust building used by the 

collaborating teams researched for this study. It discusses how the computer assisted 

qualitative data analyses tool of ATLAS.ti@. was employed in the data analyses. The 

section, also addresses how the data was analysed and validated by comparative analyses 

to confirm and verify the results by illustrating explanatory models of the data analyses 

process, and examples of how they were applied to the data. An explanation of the data 

set is provided, with project and interviewee descriptions, and explanations of responses 

as related to the research question. 

Cha~ter 6. Discussion of Results 

This chapter discusses the results of the analyses of the interviews conducted on 

four Information Technology projects. It describes the data integration and analyses of 

projects 1 and 2, with verification and substantive data analyses of projects 3 and 4, on 

collaborative project team trust building. The research concludes that "Perceptions" are 

principal influencing conditions for building trust at the collaborative project team level. 

By considering perceptions as  an influencing factor in collaborating team trust, further 

data analyses found the process and condition of "Sharing" directs collaborating teams to 

develop and build team trust. The chapter discusses the of theory of "Sharing" as a 
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major trust building factor. Explanatory models of "Perceptions" and "Sharing" are 

shown, with an introduction of how "Sharing" may be strategically used throughout 

project delivery phases . 

Chapter 7 Discussion on the Ap~lication of 'StratePic Sharine" 

This chapter, explains how "Strategic Sharing" can be used by project managers 

and senior managers to build collaborating team trust. Approaches recommended use 

the theoretical and practical research findings to review the methods. Ways by which 

project managers can establish and maintain collaborating project team trust throughout 

the project delivery phases, and by which they can encourage the foundations for 

continuing ongoing relationships, are discussed. 

Chapter 8. Recommendations and Conclusions 

The research found that collaborative team trust is influenced by individual, and 

team perceptions of self, of others, and of the processes and conditions of collaboration. 

By investigating how team perceptions of self influenced trust building on collaborating 

teams, the processes and conditions of sharing were discovered to be an instrumentaI 

factor affecting collaborative team trust building. The chapter discusses how "Strategic 

Sharing" may be used by project managers throughout the project delivery phases to 

encourage trust building on collaborating project teams. The chapter discusses the 

study's limitations, the implication of the model for team trust building, practical 

implications and implications for further research. 

Summaw 

The initial question was to find "How is trust built in collaborative projects?" 

Particularly the research was directed at the project delivery team(s) as opposed to senior 
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management. The research found that trust on collaborating teams is influenced by 

perceptions the teams have of themselves (as a team and as individuals,) and the 

perceptions they have of others, and their perceptions of conditions and processes of 

project delivery. Subsequent research discovered that sharing, of these conditions and 

processes, enables collaborating team members to build trust high levels of trust on 

collaborating project teams, The study recommends ways that project managers and 

senior managers may employ sharing strategically to increase the possibilities 

collaborative project success. 
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CHAPTER 2 

CORPORATE COLLABORATION 

This chapter describes corporate collaboration. It discusses the changing global 

and economic pressures which are causing companies to collaborate with each other. It 

reviews the global forces shaping corporate collaboration, the forms collaboration takes, 

business drivers shaping corporate colIaborations, challenges facing collaborations 

today, and success factors for today's corporate collaboration. Previous research 

identified trusting relationships between collaborators as a critical success factor that 

results in successful collaborations. The influence of trust is introduced in this chapter. 

Whv Collaborate? 

The last twenty years have seen many technological, political and economic 

changes. Computers have changed the boundaries of how we distribute information, and 

have changed how we live and work. Berquist et all explain that knowledge has become 

a form of currency and a new source of capital. This technology has given birth to the 

knowledge-based revolution. While technology may drive the pace of change today, 

they explain that other factors have clouded the way of doing business. Some of these 

factors are: 

Shifting political boundaries and the resultant change in global economics, 

Once clearly defined economies, societies, industries, company employees, and 
gender are being redrawn rethought, reengineered and transformed. 

Boundaries once drawn by others are defined by personal boundaries based on 
mutual trust and commitment, 

Bergquist, W., Betwee, J., & Meuel, D. (1995). Building strateeic relationshi~s: How 
to extend vour organization's reach through ~artnershi~s. alliances. and ioint ventures. 
San Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass. 
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Instead of travelling around the globe, we can now "surf" the airwaves to 
communicate, face to face. 

As access to people and experiences of the world are expanded, we become 
more focused on our local actions and our individual relationships. 

Corporate collaborations face challenges in aligning similarities and differences in 

a transnational and transcultural globat marketplace. At the same time as this new 

competitive trend has been happening business has been redefining its organisations by 

flattening organisational hierarchies and introducing collaborative team driven 

structures. These new business boundaries present challenges to the internal dynamics of 

a corporation attempting to deliver services with a diverse cultural work force, The 

challenge is multiplied when multiple corporations join forces for their mutual benefits. 

The boundaries of trust, which many authors say are essential to partnering success, are 

tested regularly in collaborations. 

To understand the full scope of corporate collaboration, the literature was first 

reviewed to learn what the characteristics are of today's corporate partnering? 

Bergquist, et. al? suggest that while hierarchical organizations will not become extinct, 

and most businesses will retain their hierarchical structures, they will and are 

reorganising and flattening their management layers to meet changing global demands, 

changing technology, political, and economic boundaries. 

Partnering is a way business organizations address change. They have existed in 

one form or another for many years. Businesses are changing and adapting partnering 

activities so they can compete in the reality of today's shifting global economy. While 

new alternatives are being developed by business, industry, and government to meet their 

- - 

2 Bergquist, W., Betwee, J., & Meuel, D. (1995). Building strategic relationshi~s: How 
to extend vour or~anization's reach through - ~artnershi~s. aIliances, and - ioint ventures. 
Sari Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass. 
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changing needs, traditional forms of partnering continue to be practised. 

Twes of Partnerine Relationshi~s 

The way businesses intend to conduct partnering relationships influences how the 

relationship is structured. The structure of collaborations should be based on the goals, 

objectives, and intentions of the collaborations. For example long or permanent 

relationships will be structured more formally than temporary ones. The most important 

decision collaborators make is the legal structure of the collaboration. The following is a 

breakdown of forms current and future collaborations take based on the work of Berquist 

et. aL3 and Kantep: 

Partnershi~s of Shared Direction 
Product and Service-Based Partnershi~s - partnerships organized to accomplish 
one or more of three goals. 1.) To link together stages or steps in production or 
in the provision of services, 2) to expand into new product or service line, and 
3.) to combine resources for the production of single product or service. 

Value Chain Partnershi~s - link together stages or steps in production or in 
provision of services, to reduce costs and/or improve quality. These 
partnerships are among the strongest and most closely bound. 

Joint-Venture Partnerships - expand into a new product or service line. 
Partnerships of this type can reduce risks and often costs as well. This type of 
partnership arrangement, is one that requires moderate strength and closeness. 

Mutual Service Partnerships - seek to fulfill concerns by combining resources 
for the productions of a single product or service. They are weak relationships. 

Bergquist, W., Betwee, J., & Meuel, D. (1995). Building strategic relationshios: How 
to extend vour organization's reach through partnerships, alliances. and ioint ventures. 
San Francisco, C A: Jossey-Bass. 

Kanter, R. M. (July/August,l994) Collaborative advantage: The art of alliances. 
Harvard Business Review 72 (4), p. 96-108. 
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Customer-Based Partnershi~s - established to 1) link products or services 
offered to a single customer by disparate organizations, to reduce costs for the 
organizations while improving product or service quality. 2) help organizations 
expand into new customer populations, to increase revenues and reduce risks. 
3) bring multiple customers together, to increase revenues and reduce costs. 

Partnershins - of Structure 
Partnerships of A m m e n t  - Are what we commonly think as partnerships. 
Formal agreements are at the heart of these enterprises, typified by professional 
partnerships based on complex, formal contracts. These partnerships wilI 
remain common place, but their growth wiIl be limited as Iarger companies 
acquire them, and professions move to more business-oriented or corporate 
mentalities. 

Partnershi~s of Function - Typify most partnerships formed today. Formed 
when it makes sense for two organizations to work closely together for 
pragmatic reasons, or because they share interests of shared direction. 
Partnering of shared function is broken into three types. 

- Cross-Licencing Ameement - An arrangement enabling companies to share 
specific information or expertise for mutual benefit. 

- Alliances - Formal pacts between two or more organizations to achieve a 
mutual goal or set of goals. Distinguished from a cross-licencing 
arrangements in two important ways 1) sharing can involve any number of 
assets, from product expertise to knowledge of specific markets and, 2) the 
degree of sharing is often much greater. Alliances are broken into: 

a. Pro_iect S~ecific Alliances - Focus on single-project success. Thomson 
et. al.' explain project specific partnering is a commitment between two 
or more organizations to achieve specific project objectives by 
maximizing effectiveness of each participant's contribution. While ~ i s k ~  
says project alliances transform contractual relationships into cohesive 
cooperative project teams with a single set of goals and established 
procedures to resolve disputes in timely and effective manners. 

Thomson, P. Crane, T., Sanders, S. & Benzel, R. (1996). The ~ar tner in~  arocess: It's 
benefits. im~lementation. and measurement. Clernson, SC: ~temson university. 

Fisk, E. R. (1997). Construction project management, ( 5th ed.). Upper Saddle River, 
NJ: Prentice Hall. 
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b. Strategic Alliances - Thomson et.aI.7 term these long-term commitments 
between two or more organizations to achieve specific business 
objectives by maximizing effectiveness of each participant's resources, 
focusing on the long-term relationship goals to obtain maximum benefits. 

- Joint Power Ameements - - A type of strategic alliance, popular with public 
agencies who share a common purpose, are faced with similar problems, or 
have overlapping or adjacent jurisdictions, to accomplish specific goals. 

Partnerships of Commitment 
Partnerships of commitment are less common partnering structures that wilI 
become more commonplace in the future. CoIlaboration and joint development 
characterize these structures. Business is exploring many different arrangements 
of this partnering mangement to make extensive sharing of resources 
relationships and values possible, Two structures have received attention in 
recent years: "the hollow corporation" and the "virtual corporation." In many 
respects both are extensions of the strategic alliance. 

- EIollow Cornorations - Many if not all components of a product are made 
outside the company. The benefits of this arrangement, are much greater 
fIexibiIity and lower overhead. The job can be done for less because a 
company does not have to do the job all by itself. 

- Virtual Cornorations - A network of companies that can quickly be brought 
together to seize fast-changing and often short-lived opportunities. Instead of 
growing as business grows, a company creates a rock-solid network of partners 
and farms work out to them. This is not subcontracting or "outsourcing." as 
companies Iead complementary corporate lives sharing capital, knowledge and 
markets. Each specializes in what it does, They cut Ioose from the costs of 
running larger-scale enterprises and cash in on efficiencies that elude rivals. 
The companies save money on Iawyers' fees as they may not base agreements 
on formal contracts but do most of alI business on a handshake. 

This discussion of partnering arrangements and their combinations illustrates the 

vast variety of ways business is forming its partnering relationships to meet changing 

technological, political and economic trends. The reasons for partnering and how the 

- 

' Thomson, P. Crane, T., Sanders, S. & Benzel, R. (1996). The oahering orocess: It's 
benefits, im~lementation, and measurement. Clemson, SC: Clemson University. 
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internal organization of each partnering scenario was not discussed in depth. While 

discussing strategic alliances, authors acknowledge that "joint ventures" remain an 

important partnering approach. Authors such as ~rsenault~ Conlon and ~ i o v a ~ n o l i ~  

Doz and  ame ell' Hargrove" and Yoshino and Rangadz debate whether a joint venture is 

a strategic alliance or not. Even those who discuss strategic alliances as being distinctly 

different entities from joint ventures, discuss both as important to doing business in 

today's global economy. Doz and HamelI3 explain the following structural differences 

between joint ventures and strategic alliances: 

Joint Ventures 
Formed to contain and share known risks, not to create an expansive future. The 
risks are well understood, 

The strategic foundations are clear to the collaborators, whose managers focus on 
the economics and contractual design of the agreement, 

One collaborator usually assumes operating responsibility and for practical 
purposes, runs the operation as if it were the sole owner. 

* Arsenault, J. (1998). Foreine non profit alliances. San Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass. 

Conlon, J. K. & Giovagnoli, M. (1998) The power of two: How com~anies of all 
sizes can build alliance networks that generate business o~~ortunities. San Francisco, 
CA: Jossey-Bass. 

lo Doz, Y. L. & Hamel, G. (1998). Alliance advantage: The art of creating: value 
through ~artnering. - Boston, MA: Harvard Business School. 

l 1  Hargrove, R. (1998). Mastering the art of creative collaboration. New York: 
McGraw-Hill . 
I2 Yoshino, M. Y & Rangan, U. S. (1995). Strategic Alliances: An entre~reneurial 
a ~ ~ r o a c h  to nlobalization. Boston, MA: Harvard Business School. 

l3 Doz, Y. L. & Hamel, G. (1998). Alliance advantage: The art of creating value through 
partner in^. Boston, MA: Harvard Business School. 
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StratePic Alliances 
Have greater uncertainty and ambiguity. 

The manner in which value is created is not preordained. 

The collaborative relationship evolves in ways that are hard to predict. 

Today's ally may be tomorrow's rival, or a current rival in another market. 

Managing the alliance relationship over time is usually more important than 
crafting the initial formal design. 

Agreements are concerned less with success than adaptability to change 

From this it can be seen that the joint venture collaboration lacks the dynamism of 

a strategic alliance. In keeping with previous research, this study continues the 

examination of the strategic alliance, but also includes the joint venture, and the variety 

of other partnering arrangements which remain fundamental to business. For the 

purposes of the research these arrangements are termed colIaborations. In this study, 

collaboration has been defined using Mohr and Spekrnan's14 definition of "purposive 

strategic relationships between independent firms who share compatible goals, strive for 

mutual benefit, and acknowledge a high level of mutual interdependence." Although 

these partnering relationships are operationally different with some being less 

predictable and more subject to risk, companies enter collaborative arrangements for 

similar reasons, and are affected by many of the same success factors. Collaboration is 

further reviewed to examine its business drivers. 

Business Drivers for Cornorate Collaboration 

A dynamic global marketplace, with quickly shifting economies, political, 

technological and customer boundaries is leading business to explore new ways to 

-- - -- 

l4 M o b ,  J. & Spekman, R. (1996). Perfecting partnerships. Marketing 
Management 4,3543. 
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compete and survive. The movement to globalization, and information and 

communication technologies have created new industries. As a result, existing markets 

and established industries are being dramatically altered. Competitors are hastening to 

position themselves profitably in this new industry revolution. Doz and   am el" say that 

in this business climate, collaboration is essential for the following reasons: 

The great opportunities of the information age require melding of skills and 
resources that few individual companies now possess entirely. 

The business revolution is not being built on vertically integrated structures of 
single corporations. Increasingly it is built on whoever is first with a strong 
network solution will enjoy lasting first-mover advantages, as there is room for 
very few successful competitors. 

Uncertainty, inherent to the information economy, requires alliances not only 
serving the purpose of uniting complementary strengths, but also of combining 
insight and understanding to reduce uncertainties and accelerate learning 

Products and services supplied by today's business environment, are influenced by 

many differing critical technoIogies. These technologies are changing quickly. To 

operate globally one must collaborate because most companies can no longer maintain 

cutting-edge sophistication in all of them. In shoa order, as 0hmaeL6 explains, as 

technology becomes generally available, it makes time an even more critical element in 

global strategy. Nothing stays proprietary for long, and no one player can master 

everything. 

Today's customer is no longer in a single market. In the past, business served a 

local market. However, today and in the future, businesses' customers will be dispersed 

globally. They will have a duplicity of needs, which business must meet. On the global 

DOZ, Y. L. & Hamel, G. (1998). Alliance advantag: The art of creating value through 
partnering. Boston, MA: Harvard Business School. 

l6 Ohmae, K. (1993). The global logic of strategic alliances. In Bleeke & Ernst (Eds.), 
Collaborating to com~ete: Using: straterric alliance and acausitions in the global 
markemlace. New York: John Wiley & Sons. 
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arena, they will require similar services. On the local level the products and services will 

have to meet individual, and sometimes political agendas of countries to which the 

products and services are provided. Therefore, business must collaborate to give value 

to the services and products they provide, while seeking to manage fixed costs of 

supplying the global goods and services. 0hmae17 says the following is characteristic of 

stresses which compel collaboration: 

Convergence of customer need with relentless dispersion of technology has 
changed business logic. 

Value-based needs of customers can't be met entirely on one's own. 

The technology and skills of others are required. 

Retaining in house technology is short lived. Having a superior technology is 
important but it is not sufficient to guarantee success in the market. 

Meeting customer needs is the key - no matter what the source of technology. 

To compete in the global arena fixed costs must be incurred and defrayed. 

A variable-cost game can't be played. 

Partnering helps amortize fixed costs. 

These are complex business pressures which companies face. The insight, 

capabilities, and infrastructure required to meet this changing business world can't be 

mastered by most companies on their own if strategic advantage is to be gained. Missing 

important opportunities leads to poor competitive positions. Ohmae suggests that in 

house advances are slow and problematic for meeting the rapidly changing business 

environment. Collaborations make it possible to bypass slow and costly efforts to build 

one's capabilities and to access new opportunities. However, to collaborate for 

Ohmae, K. (1993). The global logic of strategic alliances. In Bleeke & Ernst (Eds.), 
Collaborating: to commte: Usina stratercic alliance and acausitions in the global 
markemlace. New York: John Wiley & Sons. 
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collaboration's sake may be foolhardy. To be successful, collaborating companies must 

choose their associations well to ensure some measure of success. A study by Bleeke 

and ~rnst ' '  indicated that when a company reaches across borders, its ability and 

willingness to collaborate are the best predictors of success. The more equal the 

partnership, the brighter its future. This means that both partners must be strong 

financially and in the product or function that they bring to the venture. Of 49 

collaborations they examined in detail, two thirds of those between equal matched strong 

partners succeeded, while about 69% of those involving unequal partners failed. 

Doz and Hamellg discuss the factors of co-option, co-specialization, and learning 

and internalization as benefits to collaboration. This further explains why collaborations 

are important to being competitive in the changing global and business environments. 

They identify the following benefits: 

Co-o~tion - turns potential competitors into allies and providers of complementary 
goods and services allowing new businesses to develop. 

Potential rivals are neutralized as threats by bringing them into the alliance, 

Firms with complementary goods to contribute are moved to create network 
economies in favour of the coalitions. 

Co-s~ecialization - the synergistic value creations that result from the combining 
of previously separate resources, positions, skills, and knowledge resources. 

Partners contribute unique and differentiated resources for alliance success. 

Resources are more valuable when bundled in joint effort than when separate. 

- 

'' Bleeke J. & Emst, D. (1993) The Death of the Predator. In Bleeke & Emst (Eds.). 
Collaboratin~to commte: Using stratefzic alliance and acausitions in the global 
marketplace. New York: John Wiley & Sons. 

DOZ, Y. L. & Hamel, G. (1998). Alliance advantage: The art of creating value through 
partnerinn. Boston, MA: Harvard Business School. 
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Cospecialization is important, as companies refocus on narrower ranges of core 
skills and activities, and as opportunities become systems and solutions rather 
than discrete products. 

Learning and Internalization - Alliances may be an avenue for learning and 
internalizing new skills that are hard to obtain and internalize by other means. 

Core competencies are not for sale on an open market. Knowledge one gains 
from an alliance partners can be leveraged broadly into other activities and 
businesses beyond those covered by the alliance. 

With these types of market forces, and communication based technological 

directed industry changes, companies are faced with many challenges to maintaining 

their competitiveness and profitability in the current business climate. These challenges 

are further exasperated by collaborating with other companies. 

Challenges to Collaboration 

Managers delegated to collaborate, are ill prepared to handle the dynamic qualities 

of a global collaborative network. Doz and Hamel" say very little in their experience 

has provided suitable training. The result is many alliance managers falter, procrastinate, 

or burn out, and the collaborative linkages they are charged with nurturing come apart. 

Part of the problem is the managers have been trained in a competitive market, and bring 

to collaborations a competitive mind set. Collaborations formed for reasons of placing 

businesses in strong competitive positions, headed by managers who have been trained 

with a competitive mind set, result in corporate collaborative structures that are under 

stress. Conflict and cooperation coexist and can be put to use and optimised in 

collaborations. Stresses between conflict and cooperation vary with the nature of the 

collaborating firms and their interactional need for collaborative effort. Successful 

pp -- 

a' Doz, Y. L. & Harnel, 0. (1998). Alliance advantage: The art of creating value through 
partnering;. Boston, MA: Harvard Business School. 
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collaborations address this competing conflict and cooperation by prioritizing their key 

strategic objectives. Yoshino and Rangan" explain these objectives as falling into four 

broad categories, with two being positive relating to enhancing firm effectiveness and 

two negative aimed at preventing loss of effectiveness. They are: 

To add value to a firm's activity. 

To augment a f m ' s  strategic competencies by learning from its opposite. 
Willingness to learn leads to product and process innovation. 

A partnering firm must maintain strategic flexibility. 

A firm must guard against its core competencies or strategic advantages being 
appropriated by a partner. 

Yoshino and Rangan go on to explain that these opposing forces of competition 

and collaboration, conflict and cooperation, place considerable stress on collaborations 

which have formed to counter risks and reap advantages of the changing and ambiguous 

boundary shifts of the global economy. Challenges facing managers of these 

collaborative arrangements are: 

Ambieuitv in Relations 
Collaborators are independent firms with their own agendas. One can never be 
entirely certain of another's true incentives for collaboration. 

Different managers in the same firm may bring different expectations and 
commitments to their task. 

Legal documents are not complete and exhaustive. Details of day-to-day work 
must be elaborated between managerial counterparts in collaborating firms. 

Collaborations are created and negotiated at higher levels of organizations. 
Day-to-day management is done by lower-level managers and supervisors who 
field sensitive issues on short notice without recourse to superiors. 

2L Yoshino, M. Y & Rangan, U. S. (1995). Strateeic Alliances: An entre~reneurial 
approach to ~lobalization. Boston, MA: Harvard Business School. 
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Coo~eration Versus Com~etition 
It is important to know why the others are interested in collaborating and be 
aware of motives. Once another's motives are suspected, suspicion can 
immobilize the entire relationship. 

Striking a balance between trusting other collaborators and ensuring self 
strategic interests and assets are not compromised is difficult across multiple 
collaborations over time. 

Manageria1 Mind-Sets 
The difficulty of a collaboration's management tasks is compounded by a 
manager's lack of experience in it. Collaborations entrusted to individuals who 
do not believe they can succeed clearly begin with a handicap. 

Managers are hindered by their organizations' managerial systems and 
processes. Many managers are in no position to effect change to make systems 
better suited to management of collaborations. Despair companions managers 
struggling to make collaborations work against ingrained prejudices and 
programs stacked against success. 

Tvrannv of Details 
Getting the job done and success of a collaboration involves close attention to 
many details, many of them not obvious at the outset. 

Com~Iex Systemic Issues 
Collaborative interrelations hips (eg. strategy, structure,) are not understood, 
and aren't well documented and analysed. Problems for management range 
From lack of recognition to active resistance to implications of these linkages. 

Reconciling systemwide practices of two parent firms with hierarchical 
operations in mind is difficult. 

Internationaf alliances are subject to difficulties arising from differences not 
only in corporate but also in national cultures. Distance, language. and cultural 
differences can lead to serious misunderstandings in corporate headquarters 
and wholly owned subsidiaries. 

Managing the interface between collaborators is difficult in multinational 
companies with multiple overseas subsidiaries and in diversified firms with 
collaborations in more than one division. Many collaborations require firms 
interact with more than one subsidiary or division. Firms exposed to 
information scattered throughout a partnering organization can piece it together 
yielding to competitive advantage. 
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The Network Problem 
As firms gain experience with collaboration, they move to establish other inter 
firm relationships. They are then faced with the task of managing not one 
alliance, but a network of alliances, some being mutuaIIy compatible, some not. 

Maintaining a coherent strategic intent overall can be difficult. CoIlaboration 
entails compromises to firms' various strategic objectives. The more partners, 
the more compromises, the more diluted a firm's strategic objectives are. 

Managing a multiplicity of interfaces in an internal network of subsidiaries is 
difficult, between a subsidiary network and a network of alliances formidable. 
Adding multiple business divisions and overseas subsidiaries compounds the 
challenge. 

Uniaueness of the Challen~e 
Collaboration of subsidiary management, problems of ambiguous links, tension 
between cooperation and competition, problems of managerial mind-sets, 
tyranny of details and the complexity of system wide links requires a different 
management style. 

CIearIy corporate collaboration involves many challenges making it difficult to 

believe these ventures could be successful or profitable. In fact, corporate collaboration 

is an activity with a high degree of failure. Segiln quotes a study by professor Kathryn 

Rudi Harrigan that found 55 percent of all strategic alliances fall apart within three to 

five years of inception. In her cross-industry sample, the remaining 45 percent, the ones 

considered successfui, had a further life expectancy of just 3-5 years. She stated that 

ways to develop and manage collaborative relationships must be found that will ensure a 

better success rates. The question might be asked whether a collaborative relationship 

that lasted 6 - 12 years may have outlasted its lifespan, given the ambiguity and changing 

nature global economies and technologies affecting the collaborative reIationships. The 

fact remains, some corporate collaborative ventures succeed and others fail. What are 

the determining factors for successful corporate collaboration? 

" Segil, L. (1996). Intelligent business alliances: How to profit using todav's most 
important s t r a t e ~ c  tool. New York: Random House. 
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Factors for Successful Collaboration 

What distinguishes successful fiom unsuccessful collaborative ventures? ~ a n t e p  

identifies five levels of integration necessary for successful collaboration: 

1. Strategic: Overall positioning related to ventures' operational environments. 

2. Tactical: Specific and measurable objectives, coupled with assignment or 
deployment of resources to achieve those objectives. 

3. Operational: Day-to-day management. 

4. Interpersonal: Planned process of assigned staff getting to know one another. 

5. Cultural: Planned processes for increasing understanding of how each 
sponsoring organization operates and for ensuring an appropriate culture is 
established for the joint project having shared direction. 

Bergquist, Betwee, and ~ e u e l , ~  discuss Kanter's integrative systems at length, but 

differ from Kanter, stating there are six levels of integration. Those levels are: structure; 

systems; culture; operations; competency; leadership; and management. They elaborate 

by saying: 

Information flows from side to side rather than from top to bottom. 

Interactive networks typify successful partnerships. 

Authority is distributed evenly or in changing, even ambiguous, manners 
among collaborators. Static authority structures are rare in active 
collaborations. 

Either no "leading part" in the collaboration, or multiple leading parts. The 
collaboration itself provides the primary guiding leadership function. 

Because of fluid lines and bases of authority, collaborators can't rely on written 
- - - - - - - 

Kanter, R. M. (July/August, 1994) Collaborative advantage: The art of alliances. 
Harvard Business Review 72 (4), p. 96-108. 

Bergquist, W., Betwee, I., & Meuel, D. (1995). Building stmtedc relationships: How 
to extend your orrranization's reach through ~artnershi~s. alliances. and ioint ventures. 
San Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass. 
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agreements or memoranda when communicating. 
Authority shifts subtly, often requiring brief in-person collaborator interactions. 

Interactions should take place with all partners in the room at the same time as 
shifts in power and authority are subtle and rapid in a dynamic, collaboration. 

Successful collaborations move beyond the safety net of legal contracts to a 
shifting, dynamic relationship based on trust and communication. 

These characteristics of successful collaboration practices, emphasise the dynamic 

nature of the corporate parmering projects. The question is, what attributes should 

members of collaborating enterprises bring to make for success? Berquist et. alez go on 

to suggest: 

Autonomv and flexibilitv 
Flexibility lets collaborators resolve problems and adapt to change over time. 

Collaborators can best resolve or avoid conflict when empowered by their own 
management and a strong board with operational decision making authority . 

Flexibility to address changes, and other events that occur during the life of the 
alliance that cannot be anticipated. 

Flexibility to overcome problems many alliances encounter early on. 

The link between flexibility and success is strong. Once colIaborators begin 

collaborating, they broadened scopes of initial agreements. Bleeke and ~ r n s ? ~  state that 

some collaborations expand to new geographic or product markets, and others require 

major investments. Indications are that successful, ongoing collaborations evolve and 

change scope by allowing authoritative flexibility, while unsuccessful collaborations 

2s Bergquist, W., Betwee, J., & Meuel, D. (1995). Building strategic relationshi~s: How 
to extend your organization's - reach through ~artnershi~s.  alliances, and ioint ventures. 
San Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass. 

26 Bleeke J.& Emst, D. (1993) The way to win in coss-border alliances. In Bleeke & 
Ernst (Eds.), Collaborating to comwte: Using strategc alliance and acauisitions in 
the global market~lace. New York: John Wiley & Sons. 
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with no authoritative flexibility, and where scope remains unchanged have high rates of 

cancellation. Success is proportional to willingness and flexibility to accept differences. 

Collaborations with legal or financial structures not permitting change are certain to fail. 

Bleeke and ~rns?' say further that by ensuring collaborations do not need to 

depend on their parents for basic operating functions, the collaboration's separateness is 

reinforced from their parents. This simplifies coordination of a collaboration's activities. 

Senior management can help corporate collaborations and give them strong leadership 

by further encouraging autonomy. Managers of successful collaborations embrace this 

authority and build employees' loyalty to the collaboration rather than to the parent 

companies. This loyalty is not always easy to cultivate because key employees usually 

are drawn from parent companies and will likely return there. However, strong leaders 

can gain support they need to operate as a freestanding business. 

Marks & ~ i r v i s , ~  say the following four key elements define the right mind-set 

for joining forces in an alliance or venture: 

1. Trust - Either trust in the relationship, such that both partners are confident the 
other intends to do what it says, or trust must grow through honest and reliable 
conduct during pre-combination planning. Trust cannot be negotiated as a 
condition for a deal, nor can a lack of it be compensated through financial or 
legal manoeuvring or any collaborative design to keep parties at arms' length. 
h shoa, either trust your partner or walk away. 

2. Comwtibilitv - Collaboration infers individuals from the combining 
organizations can work well with one another. At minimum, a bond needs to 
form between people allowing them to resolve difficult issues and conflicts. 
More positively, a spirit deveIops propelling collaboration and encouraging 
eagerness to work together in the enterprise. 

" Bleeke J.& Emst, D. (1993) The way to win in coss-border alliances. In Bleeke & 
Ernst (Eds.), CoIIaborating to c o m ~ t e :  Usina straterric - alliance and acauisitions in 
the global market~lace. New York: John Wiley & Sons. 

" Marks, M. L., & Mirvis, P. R (1998). Joining forces: Makina one PIUS one equal 
three in mergers. acauisi tions. and alliances. San Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass. 
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3. Shared Pumose - Successful collaborators share a sense of purpose and an 
agreeable direction. All sides are open about what they want from the 
collaboration and work together to achieve it. Each may have distinct goals 
and priorities, but rely on their interdependent interests to forge achievements. 

4. C o o m t i v e  S ~ i r i t  - Competition needs to be displaced by a cooperative spirit. 
Collaborators must believe in and find win-win resolutions to issues, and see 
structures, operations, risks, and rewards to ventures are fairly apportioned. 
Egos are fed by team achievements as much as by personal victories. 

Thomson et. aIF9 say that failed ventures are frequently characterized by 

incompatible personal chemistry, lack of trust, shortsightedness, and inability to change 

from selfish to cooperative pursuits. Successful ventures are characterized by internal 

support (commitment and enthusiasm), strategic match (widwin objectives), and 

development of a joint strategic plan. segilM recommends that structures of 

collaborative relationships should be continuously reexamined to ensure continued 

viability and success by asking the following key questions: 

Does the benefit of collaboration outweigh the cost's of participation? 

Is the alliance achieving the return on investment? 

Does the alliance conform to its business plan? 

Is teamwork an issue? 

Are there leadership or champion problems? 

Is conflict resolution being well handled? 

Might there be a need for internal mentoring? 

What is consensus regarding strategic fit - is collaboration still the "right" one? 

" Thomson, P. Crane, T., Sanders, S. & Benzel, R. (1996). The ~artnerincr process: It's 
benefits. im~lementation. and measurement. Clemson, SC: Clemson University. 

Segil, L. (1996). Intelligent business alliances: How to profit using todav's most 
important strategic tool. New York: Random House. 
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Confidentid team-assessment & improvement tool every six months or 
annually and apply results. 

Segi13' goes on to suggest that how companies manage teamwork and 

communications internally is a good indication of how successful they will be at 

integrating these critical factors when collaborating. Companies with well-developed 

internal processes for good teamwork and communication between corporate-level 

business-development and the operating managers are generally able to set up and 

manage collaborations more successfully than those where there is tension between 

corporate-level and operations managers. 

Because of differences between the collaborating partners, there may be "gaps" 

which must be overcome in the collaborative structure. Doz and  ame el'^ suggest that 

such gaps as the following have been identified: 

Initial contexts of collaboration seldom encourages cooperation. Partners often 
lack mutual familiarity, understanding, and trust, the absence of which can lead 
to adversarial relationships. 

Collaborators' expectations and initial results often differ. 

Collaborators have different rules and behaviours leading to success. This 
misalignment results in conflicting partner assumptions of the collaboration. 

Collaborators may harbor different or unrealistic expectations, leading to an 
expectations gap between plans and results. 

Differences in styles, values, beliefs, and approaches to decision making, sets 
allied firms apart in organizational context gaps. 

There can be a confidence gap among partners who doubt in their ability to 
make the alliance work, and who have private fears about their roles. 

Segil, L. (1996). Intellieent business alliances: How to profit using today's most 
im~ortant stratepic - tool. New York: Random House. 

32 DOZ, Y. L. & Hamel, G. (1998). Alliance advantage: The art of creating value through 
partnerine. Boston, MA: Harvard Business School. 
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Berquist et. al.)3 say that to overcome the gaps, and create a corporate culture that 

promotes cooperation and even cocreation, institutional dogmas, competition for career 

advancement and rewards based on individual rather than group achievements, must be 

changed. Not only must the competitive edge be encouraged and acknowledged, but 

also must cooperative agreement- They recommend that group success must be 

acknowledged and that "random acts of kindness" take place. Shifts in basic values, 

beliefs, and patterns of leadership in an organization, or organizational culture are 

needed. Cultures should encourage movement from confrontation and competition to 

acceptance and collaboration. Cultures must develop and sustain respect for individual 

rights and collective responsibility, and change competition to cooperation. To move 

beyond cooperation to co-creation organization& cultures create a community of shared 

commitment and interdependency in the midst of alienation and rampant individualism. 

Such organizations look for commonality in a worId of competing interests. 

Remarking on companies' internal cultures, Nanda and BartIett? explain that one 

company was successful at collaborating because the basic culture of the organization 

encouraged cooperation, reduction or elimination of hierarchical, authoritarian 

relationships, and is a supportive, anxiety-reducing environment. Effective 

collaborations with other organizations seed and blossom these conditions. A 

company's specific objectives should not be to create collaborations, but to select 

collaborative business structures that provide the best chance of success in a particular 

market. 

" Bergquist, W-, Betwee, J., & Meuel, D. (1995). Building strategc relationshim: How 
to extend vour organization's reach through ~artnershi~s. alliances. and ioint ve&res. 
S an Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass. 

Nanda & Bartlett, (1991). Coming Incorporated: A Network of Alliances. In Bartlett, 
C. & Goshd, S. (Eds.), Transnational Management: Text. Cases and Readings, p. 457. 
Hornewood Ill: Irwin. 
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The importance of having a good internal corporate culture before embarking on a 

collaborative endeavour, means potential partners will bring with it to the table a mind 

set that promotes success. Berquist et. aL3' say this is extremely important to the success 

of corporate collaborating, as success begets success. Success becomes embedded in 

organizational cultures and the corporate mystique in such ways as story telling of past 

collaborations. Lessons are repeatedly taught through anecdotes, jokes, and folk wisdom 

about "how" business is done. A successful corporate culture, leads a potential 

collaborator to successful collaborative efforts. Others seek corporations such as this out 

because they have established a reputation for success. Potential collaborative partners 

trust their corporate competency because of their reputation for successful collaboration. 

Learning was identified earlier as an important strategic consideration when 

entering collaborative arrangements. Yoshino and ~ a g a n ' ~  state that collaborations, 

afford opportunities for learning from rivals, and from customers, suppliers, competitors, 

and even other industries. Transfers of knowledge occur in all types of collaborative 

structures. Market exchange of knowledge through licensing of technological expertise 

is widely practised, and collaborations have been used to create and transmit knowledge. 

By learning from fellow collaborators, a corporation familiarizes itself with its partner's 

culture, its way of doing business, and its value system. Familiarity creates a foundation 

by which collaborators can establish a basis for trusting relationships. Berquist et. a137 

-- 

" Bergquist, W., Betwee, J., & Meuel, D. (1995). Building strategic relationshi~s: How 
to extend your organization's reach through ~artnerships. - alliances. and joint ventures. 
San Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass. 

36 Yoshino, M. Y & Rangan, U. S. (1995). Strateeic Alliances: An entre~reneurial 
approach to globalization. Boston, MA: Harvard Business School. 

37 Bergquist, W,, Betwee, J., & Meuel, D. (1995). Building strateaic relationshi~s: How 
to extend your organization's reach through - ~artnershi~s, alliances. and ioint ventures. 
Sari Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass. 
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and Kante9' suggest there are three critical components related to learning in successll 

collaborations: 

1. Learning 

2. The capacity to think critically 

3. Ability to clarify one's personal and the organisation's aspirations 

Through the process of learning about and comparative self reflection and through 

making mistakes and correcting them with the fellow collaborator, the parties to a 

collaboration begin to acknowledge and appreciate the differences between them. This 

allows the collaborating parties to think critically regarding the realities of their 

individual businesses. Critical thinking allows partners to: 

Think like the other collaborator thinks even respective to their way of 
planning, managing or solving problems differently. 

Reason and analyse from relative b e s  of reference, considering different 
perspectives, while being clear and critical about our own perspectives. 

Think systemically about one's own organization in a newly emerging world. 
Systemic thinking about one's own organization, the collaboration, and the 
other participating companies is critical for survival in complex and frequently 
changing organizational settings. 

Critical examination of the differences and the realities of the individual corporate 

worlds and relating these to their own reality, leads to greater understanding of self and 

of other collaborators. Understanding also allows collaborators to position themselves 

comparatively to clarify individual corporate values. Clarification of values allows 

collaborators to be clear about their individual mission, aspirations, and institutiona1 

values related to the collaboration. The ability to clarify values, purpose, and mission 

'' Kanter, R. M. (July/August,l994) Collaborative advantage: The art of alliances. 
Harvard Business Review 72 (4), p. 96-108. 
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helps reduce organizational anxiety generated by collaboration. Collaborating in an 

arbitrary way may result in partners losing their sense of personal identity and integrity, 

and jumping from venture to the next. A sense of personal purpose and value is lost, 

while adapting to the diverse cultures of many other collaborating organizations. Critical 

examination guards against the loss of organizational identity caused by pursing 

collaboration's potential benefits of tempting resources and strategic advantages. 

Berquiest et. ale3' say that by discussing and aclcnowledging differences in mission, 

vision and corporate vision allows anxieties to dissipate, and allows collaborators to deal 

with differences openly, and maintain their individual identities, while accepting, 

acknowledging, learning, and benefiting from the collaboration with others. The ability 

to acknowledge and discuss differences (and similarities) allows collaborators to be 

comfortable with their own and their partners' positions. This comfort level promotes a 

basis on which partners can build trusting relationships in which they can discuss 

contentious issues openly and honestly. They say four ingredients seem critical for 

pamenhips to remain successful after the initial honeymoon: 

1. Respect for differences of opinion among the collaborators, fiequent and open 
communication, and an underlying shared vision helping collaborators build an 
enduring relationships that bridge hard times. 

2. Continued attention to preserve trust in collaborators' intentions and 
competencies. 

3. Establish a balance between specialization and division of labour, and 
integration and coordination of functions within and around the collaboration. 

4. Collaboration is enjoyable especially if they are voluntary, having flexibility to 
encourage varying interests and aspirations. 

With the spectrum of collaborative ventures being so wide, the literature has 

" Bergquist, W., Betwee, J., & Meuel, D. (1995). Building strategic relationshios: How 
to extend your orrranization's reach through - ~artnershi~s. alliances, and ioint ventures. 
Sari Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass. 
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indicated that corporate collaborators must build a trusting basis for working together in 

through flexibility, communication, acknowledging differences and diversity, learning 

about and from each other, enjoying the relationship, and sharing vision, mission and 

values. The need for trust internally and between collaborators is required for successful 

collaboration. Because trust results from these factors, the study looks further at 

literature on the dynamics and mechanisms of trust to understand better what trust means 

to collaborators and collaborative success. 

Summary 

The way of doing business in today's world is changing. Because today's 

communications, and the resulting access to information to the peoples of the world, 

goods and services are being requested globally. To compete with others who supply 

similar goods and services, businesses are having to deliver the goods and services world 

wide. Simultaneously the local markets, besides wanting access to materials that other 

people in the world have, want their products individualised to their needs. Companies 

cannot afford to build offices and factories around the world to supply these local 

individualised markets with the global goods and services they need, As a result, 

business uses a variety of ways of collaborating with other businesses and corporations, 

at local, regional, national and global levels to ensure business success. 

This chapter explored types of collaborative arrangements companies use to secure 

market share. Partnering from the traditional contract, to virtual partnerships were 

discussed. For this study, the wide range of partnering arrangements was termed 

collaboration. Business drivers for collaboration and challenges to collaboration were 

reviewed, followed by a discussion of its success factors. 

Trusting relationships between the collaborators is a factor identified that results in 

successful collaborations. Factors affecting trust were discussed summarily. The review 
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of collaboration did not discover what trust means to collaborators, how its presence, or 

absence results in collaborative success or failure, or even why collaborators trust. 

Because trust is an important factor in collaborative relationships, it is necessary to 

explore trust and its relation to collaboration to learn how it operationally affects 

collaborative relationships. The next chapter is a review of literature on trust, its affect 

on relationships, and on collaboration. 
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CHAPTER 3 

LITERATURE REVIEW: TRUST AND CORPORATE COLLABORATION 

A factor characterising successful corporate collaboration is trust between and 

among the collaborators. To understand trust's importance to success of corporate 

colIaborations better, this chapter discusses literature reviewed to discover what trust is, 

what it means to relationships overall, and its significance for corporate collaboration. 

The chapter reviews literature regatding the history of trust, and its philosophical 

underpinnings. It further explores how trust operates generally in society, and in the 

society of business collaborations. The section concludes by addressing the constituents 

of trust that make it essential to collaborative success. 

The Historv and Philoso~hv of Trust 

Trust and ethics have influenced society for centuries. Behaving ethically and in a 

trustworthy manner is well documented throughout the centuries as it has at its roots the 

principles for living in religious and societal communities. Solomon1 suggests society is 

a voluntary association of individuals who in their natural state would be more likely to 

kill one another than cooperate with each other. Theories of justice, accordingly, are 

cooperative plans that appeal to our self-interest to give us reason to help one another 

and support public institutions, even if doing so runs counter to our o-wn interests. 

Historically trust and ethics evolved so individuals in societies could live together in a 

cooperative and civilized manner. Solomon and ~iggens* describe the basis of 

Confucianism as the need for societal order. 

Solomon, R. T. (1990). A passion for justice. Don Mills, Ontario: Addison- Westley. 

Solomon, R. T., & Higgens, K. M. (1997). A passion for wisdom: A brief histow of 
phiioso~hv. New York: Oxford University. 
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In the sixth century B.C.E., China was already a highly advanced political culture. 
But it was also a society in turmoil. Accordingly, Confucius (Kong Fuzi, 600-500 
B.C.E.) developed a philosophy that was concerned almost entirely with social 
and political issues. He talked about harmonious relationships, leadership and 
statesmanship, getting along with and inspiring others, self-examination and 
self-transformation, and cultivating personal virtue and avoiding vice. The central 
aim of Confucianism was to define and cultivate the Way (Tao) to a harmonious 
society. 

They explain at about the same time, the ancient Greeks, and Religious thinkers of 

the day began questioning their mythological gods who had poor morals, and childish 

manners and began developing guiding mord and ethical principles for the individual in 

society. 

Trust and Societv 

Intellectual discourses about trust took place throughout history in the philosophy 

of various religions and societies. Although peoples of the world follow different 

doctrines, at the basis of them all, is the requirement for the individual and society to 

behave in an ethical and mstworthy manner. Such edicts as the Ten Commandments, 

Buddhism's Eightfold Path, Conhcianism' s Tao, and those of the many Greek 

philosophers, are at the foundations of societal ethics. Truth about the human state has 

been evolving, but it has always had a basis of morals and ethics. Living in harmony 

with other people requires that individuals in a society have a clear understanding of 

theirs and others' place and role in that society. It means that individuals have a clear 

sense of what was good for themselves, and for the group or society as a whole. 

Conforming ethically with society's norms, means individuals act in a way which is 

good for the "common good" of society and for their own good. 

Although sometimes the common good and individual good are seen to conflict. 

For example if the pursuit of a personal objective or good were incompatible with the 
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good of society, or if a society's good were burdens to individuals. ~ngrandona~ 

explains that this is not so. 

To understanding the relationship between common good and personal good, the 
origin, subject and ultimate purpose of all institutions is and must be the human 
person. For theorists of the common good, society is for man, not man for society. 
The good of individuals does not conflict with that of society, but is part of it. 
The two are not opposed, nor even separate: man seeks good, but he cannot 
achieve it except in society; for that reason, seeking the good of society is for him 
one way of securing his own personal good. 

Gardner4 believes that society is the context for humanity's striving for moral and 

ethical behaviour. A commitment to self is a commitment to society's good. An 

enduring basis for moral commitment is to affirm our alIegiance to, and associate 

ourseIves with the human spirit striving for the best. To remind ourselves is a message 

of solidarity for every seriously striving person. 

That trusting and ethical behaviour is grounded in the society, or the group is 

therefore important to understand, before transferring it as a success factor in business 

relations. Much of the previous discussion on collaboration discusses mutual benefits, 

and corporate positioning for profit sharing and risk reduction. As Gardner4 further 

explains, trust and ethical behaviour goes beyond profit and material gain, for if decent 

behaviour depended on material rewards, it would have died out early in history. In 

stable communities, ethical behaviour does sometimes bring material rewards, but those 

who behave ethically for that reason aren't necessarily virtuous. They are investors in 

morality. Trust, then must go beyond reward and gain, and the benefits of trust and 

ethical behaviour must speak to individuals in the group or society. It must afford 

personal fulfilment, gratification and recognition. Each individual must be responsibIe 

Angrandona, A. (July, 1998). The stakeholder theory and the common good. Journal 
of Business Ethics 17 (9/10), p. 1093-1 103. 

Gardner, J. W. (1978). Morale. Toronto, Ontario: George J. McLeod. 
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for, and be willing to Iearn with humility from those who are wiser, and bring these 

teachings to life. ~ardnex? says that this cannot be done alone as this is too much 

responsibility, but must be done within a group framework. Learning then within the 

group, or societal setting then is also an important factor of trust. 

The group and societal dynamics of trust, mean that to have trust, one must have 

collaboration. ~uku~arna~ directs his discussion of trust toward economic reasons to 

collaborate and trust, because in modem society, the economy is one of the most 

fundamental and dynamic arenas of human sociability. IndividuaIs gain satisfaction by 

being connected to others in the workplace grows out of a desire to have one's worth 

recognised. Individuals alone cannot achieve this kind of recognition. It can come 

about only in a social context. Therefore economic activity represents a crucial part of 

social life and is knit together by many norms, rules, moral obligations and other habits 

that together shape the society. Being recognized by behaving in a moral and ethical 

way, the value of this behaviour is reinforced. He says that society rewards conforming 

moral behaviour by acknowledging the individual's cooperation and collaboration 

toward that society's success. Fukuyarna attributes trust for being an important factor 

for the success of a society's collaborative effort, when he terms trust as society's 

"Social Capital" arising with a community of regular, honest and cooperative behaviour, 

based on commonly shared norms, by members of that community. He states that: 

Social Capital is a capability that arises from the prevalence of trust in a society or 
in certain parts of it. It can be embodied in the smallest and most basic social 
group, the family, as well as the largest of all groups, the nation, and all the other 
groups in between. pt] differs from other forms of human capital insofar as it is 
usually created and transmitted through cultural mechanisms like religion, 
tradition, or historicd habit, 

Gardner, J. W. (1978). Morale. Toronto, Ontario: George J. McLeod. 

Fukuyarna, F. (1995). Trust: The social virtues and the creation of oros~eritv. London, 
England: Hamish HamiIton- 
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Fukuyama7 goes on to discuss that most effective organizations are based on 

communities of shared ethical values, where extensive contract and legal regulation of 

relations aren't needed because a prior moral consensus gives members of the group a 

basis for mutual trust. Social capital is not acquired, through a rational investment 

decision, but by habituation of the moral norms of a community and, in this context 

acquires virtues like loyalty, honesty and dependability. The group has to adopt 

common norms as a whole before trust can become generalized among its members. 

Social capital cannot be acquired by individuals simply acting on their own, but based 

on the prevalence of social, rather than individual virtues. 

Because a society is acting ethically, does not necessarily mean that trust is a 

result. The ethical way in which a society's individuals are behaving has to be based on 

common societal principles. These principles may have developed historically over 

time, or may develop for control and direction when a society creates itself. Fukuyama 

would term a corporate collaborative enterprise a "society." In these terms, ethical 

principle of corporate collaborating endeavours would be those developed through 

history, resulting from humanity's societal and religious developments. However, it 

could also include ethical principles brought to the corporate collaborative enterprise as 

standards by which the colIaborating parties wish to operate. In either case, trust is built 

in collaborations when the collaboration's societal noxms are followed and acted upon. 

However, to trust, individuals must have some way of verifying, assessing, and 

measuring of the truth of another's behaviour so they can decide the value of and level 

of trust with that individual. Trust can be eroded in a society whether in a society as a 

' Fukuyama, F. (1995). Trust: The social virtues and the creation of prosperity. London, 
England: Hamish Hamilton. 
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whole, or the "Corporate Collaborating" society. Bok8 theorises that trust in truth, 

functions as a foundation for relations among human beings, and when it shatters 

institutions collapse. The function of truth as a foundation of trust is important, because 

one can trust that others will treat them fairly and have their interests at heart, and will 

do them no harm. Nevertheless, if they do not trust the word of others, can they have 

genuine trust in the first three? If there is no confidence in the truthfulness of others, is 

there a way to assess their fairness, or their intentions to help or to harm? How then can 

they be trusted? 

By terming corporate collaborating enterprises societies, one can see how 

collaborations are microorganisms of society's ethical and moral norms and principles. 

On a global perspective, corporate collaborators, by applying principles of social capital 

to colIaborations, invest not only in the common good of the collaborative enterprise, 

but also by extension give back to the cccomrnon good" of societal whole from which 

humanity has derived those principles. Angrandonag explains that in giving back to 

common good of society, corporate collaborations reap the benefits of their moral and 

ethical behaviours because the common good extends beyond the confines of the 

company. She says that by extension all the company's relationships will carry an 

element of common good, and therefore, collaborations must extend the list of 

stakeholders to include customers and suppliers, banks and unions, the local 

community, authorities at different levels, interest groups, competitors, and so on, until 

it encompasses all men of al I  times, by virtue of the unity of the human family. The 

idea of the common good then focusses the nature of the company's duties toward all 

Bok, Sissela. (1989). Lving: Moral choice in public and private life. New York: 
Vintage. 

Angrandona, A. (July, 1998). The stakeholder theory and the common good. Journal 
of Business Ethics 17 (9/10), p.1093-1103. 
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these stakeholders, and their duties toward the company. The important thing is to 

consider what kind of social relationships a company and its internd members maintain 

with internal and external stakeholders. By doing so coIIaborations can identify what 

comprises the common good for their collaborative society, and the rights and duties 

that emanate from that common good. 

The result of acting in an accepted ethical and moral behaviour, based on 

principles developed over the centuries, and directed at serving the common good and 

not self interest, is trust. ~ukuyarna" describes trust as a dynamic force which can 

make, or as in its alter ego - distrust, break a societal relationship. Trust, resulting from 

adherence to and practising of moral and ethical principles for the common good, then 

becomes, a form of "social capital," which corporations operating on today's global 

world stage cannot disregard. 

Trust and Successful Cor~orate Collaboration 

Corporations entering collaborative relationships do so at their peril, if they do not 

intend to enter the relationship for the good of their partner, and for their own good. By 

addressing the need to collaborate for the "common good" of the collaborative, 

corporations acknowledge the reality that to be successful in business today and in the 

future, they must conduct their business differently from the past. To be successful and 

competitive, business must shift from one of competition and power struggles to 

cooperation and the establishment of trust. 

The literature stressed, without exception, the necessity for corporate collaborators 

to establish trusting relationships. Reiss" explains that because collaboration is based 

'O Fukuyama, F. (1992). The end of history and the last man. New York: The Free Press. 

I'  Preiss, K., Goldman, S. L., & Nagel, R. N. (1996). Cooperate to compete: Building 
aszile business relationshivs. New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold. 
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on multiple relationships outside organisations, mutual trust and shared values and 

ethics are a criticaI success factor in the new relationship-based business environment. 

However, So10mon'~ asks the question that if collaboration depends on building 

dynamic inter finn trust for success, what are ethical and moral reasons for business to 

operate in this social arena? He suggests answers to the question of "Why business and 

ethics?" are: 

Ethical errors end careers more quickly and definitively than mistakes in 
judgment or accounting. To em is human. To be caught lying, cheating, 
stealing, or reneging on contracts is not easily forgotten or forgiven in the 
business world. Such actions undermine ethical foundations on which the 
business world thrives. Unethical thinking isn't just bad business, it is an 
invitation to business disaster 

Ethics gives a broader framework in which business life can be understood. 
Most successful executives understand business is part of life. Executives are 
most effective and successful when they retain a "real life" view of 
themselves, their position and the human world outside, and inside the 
corporation. 

Nothing is more dangerous to a business than a tarnished public image. 
Business ethics is an alternative language in which business people must 
articuIate their own awareness and aims of the work that they do. The 
alternative assumption is "If they won't tell us what they're doing, they must be 
doing something wrong." 

By behaving in a way consistent with these values, the dynamic of trust can 

develop as a positive factor for a colIaboration's success. Trust, being a dynamic factor, 

can become distrust without continuous monitoring of corporate ethical values. Doz 

and HamelL3 say a corporation having a reputation for operating with ethical and moral 

principles, has a reputation for being a potential partner with whom to place one's trust. 

l2 Solomon, R. T., & Hanson, K. (1985). It's good business. New York: Antheniurn. 

l3 DOZ, Y. L. & Hamel, G. (1998). Alliance advantage: The art of creating value through 
partnering. Boston, MA: Harvard Business School. 
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ICegan14 suggests that trust and collaboration is necessary for successful "Regenerative 

Organizations." In today's global collaborating economy, this type of reputation is one 

without which a company cannot do. They say that further interaction is needed to 

confirm and establish a company's trustworthiness. Trust cannot be guaranteed before 

collaborators establish a relationship. Unless repeated collaboration occurs with the 

same partners, or unless a partner's reputation is very strong, they must earn trust. Top 

management cannot order managers to trust others, particularly when those 

collaborators are rivals. Managers can be encouraged to build trust over time through 

collaborative processes, in which they neither trust blindly nor act with caution such that 

they make cooperation impossible. 

Cannon and  one^'^ suggest that collaborative relationships with high levels of 

trust, enable parties to focus on the long-term benefits of the relationship, and ultimately 

on reducing transaction costs and enhancing competitiveness, They say inter 

organizational trust operates as a mechanism to mitigate opportunism. It aIso reduces 

conflict and enhances member satisfaction. Trust increases commitment and likelihood 

of a continuing relationship. They go on to explain that collaborative trust is an 

influence to be nurtured over time. It can be lost instantly through unethical and amoral 

behaviour, and that collaborations without trust aren't collaborations. You can have 

everything else in place, but if either party suspects the other's motives, feels that the 

other is getting more than its fair share, or feels misled or deceived, then the alliance 

won't be effective. Because trust is such a priceless commodity to corporate 

collaboration, one would think that it is well understood and the mechanisms to 

" Kegan, D. (December, 1971) Organizational development - description, issues, and 
some research results. Academy of Management Journal 14 (4), p.453. 

IS Cannon, J. P. & Doney, P. M. (April, 1997). An examination of the nature of trust in 
buyer relationships, Journal of Marketing 61 - 
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establish collaborations trust levels well developed. Doz and ~ a r n e l ' ~  state that trust is 

a simple, powerful, and emotionally laden word. It can be a source of confusion if used 

prescriptively for collaboration. Deeper experiences of trust are more informal, as when 

people learn on whom they can rely when given a difficult or impossible task. Sennett'' 

says that such social bonds take time to develop, slowIy rooting into the cracks and 

crevices of institutions. With the time it takes for informal trust building experiences to 

develop, so too do collaborating characteristics involving trust improve with time. 

Thomson et. al." say that the time it takes to build trusting relationships places a burden 

on collaborative relationships. This burden does not prevent the relationship from being 

successful, but only prevents it fkom achieving its potential -ater success. 

Ethics and moral principles are the foundation of trustworthy behaviour. They 

have developed and will continue to develop over centuries. Collaborations, by taking 

time to nurture ethical and moral behaviour increase their likelihood of success by 

enabling trust building. Shortening the time it takes to build trust between collaborators 

will allow them to reach the full possibilities of their collaboration's potential. By 

discovering how trust is built in corporate collaborations, ways for increasing 

collaborative potential can be identified. 

Trust Buildinp in Corporate ColIaboration 

Since the dynamic of trust is founded in societies ethical and moral principles, a 

view of trust as a progressive initiative is particularly apt. Trust flows through 

l6 DOZ, Y. L. & Hamel, G. (1998). Alliance advantage: The art of creating value through 
partnering;. Boston, MA: Harvard Business School. 

l7 Sennett, R. (1998). The corrosion of character - The wrsonal conseauences of work 
in the new ca~italism. New Yerk: W. W. Norton. 

Thomson, P. Crane, T., Sanders, S. & Benzel, R. (1996). The oarmetine vrocess: It's 
benefits. imvlementation. and measurement. Clemson, SC: Clemson University. 
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collaborating organizations, beginning with its champions. It is their responsibility to 

develop trust in their own organizations, between and among those who influence the 

collaboration. Conlon and Giovagnolilg say the phrase "building trust" is instructive, as 

champions must build trust in stages. They say trust must be built to the point that 

neither collaborating partner questions the other's motives, refuses to share information, 

or feels the need to keep certain people in the dark for fear they'll set up obstacles. Trust 

must also be built until strategic direction can turn on a dime without arousing 

collaborator suspicions about proprietary interests, and until pursuit of opportunity 

transcends any politics and pettiness that arise in any collaboration. 

To understand, more comprehensively, the role trust plays, acknowledging that 

individual collaborators are not without faults is necessary. Lewis" says that we all 

come to coliaboration's arena with personal assumptions, prejudices, faults and virtues. 

Acknowledging this fact, and the fact that today's collaborating companies have vast 

amounts of information flowing into, through, and out of them each day, he says that 

partners can then acknowledge: 

No firm can have everything under its control. 

Unexpected events may force changes in plans. To trust each other 
means each firm can take the other's statements at face value. 

When tough issues are raised constructively, the response will be 
constructive. Communications are threatened otherwise. 

High levels of trust don't require full disclosure. Firms must protect 
separate interests. Conflicting objectives are less a problem than 

l9 Conlon, J. K. & Giovagnoli, M. (1998) The Dower of two: How companies of all 
sizes can build alliance networks that generate business o~portunities. San Francisco, 
CA: Jossey-Bass. 

Lewis, I. D. (1990). Partnerships for orofit: Structuring and manaping strategic 
aI1iances. New York: The Free Press. 
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deception about them. 

Lewis goes on to explain that surprise can defeat trust, which reduces 

predictability. He recommends that some ways to make it easier to solve problems and 

manage your differences are: 

Plan steps together in more detail than one might for internal activities. 

Express concerns in advance before failing at tasks others depend on to 
succeed. 

Be open about probIerns before they happen. If commitments can't be 
met, let others know as early as possible. 

Don't expect others to raise all issues affecting their interests. Bring issues 
affecting others to their attention when spotted. Issue-spotting reduces 
surprise and helps build confidence that you're looking out for other's 
interests, and working to understand their needs. 

Trust has to flow in both directions. Don't think about your ability to trust 
them, think how your behaviour affects their willingness to trust you. 

Be aware that differences leave a margin for misinterpretation. 

Pledges made lightly may be significant to others. Be dear whether 
commitments are being made or not. 

Behave reliably. It gives weight to statements and opportunity for influence. 

These are broad parameters for establishing trust at the initial stages of 

collaboration. These guidelines about how one shouId behave toward other 

collaborators, and the expectations one might have of their partners apply throughout a 

collaboration. The recommendation to planning steps together in more detail than one 

might use for internal activities can be associated with one of the most important initial 

tasks to building a corporate collaborative's trust. That is the task of establishing a 

definition of common ground which all parties to a collaboration can accept. Doz and 
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Hamelzl state that common ground emerges over time, and that it usually requires 

convergence and collective sense making among a collaboration's participants. Less 

successful collaborative networks often fail entirely to define a common strategy. 

Doz and HamelzLgo on to explain that common ground has a strong behavioural 

element based on norms of trust and reciprocity. Who will be part of a collaboration 

and how they will behave toward others is determined by establishing a common ground 

that promotes development of standards of behaviour for potential members. A bond 

and common ground needs to form between collaborators that allow for resolution of 

difficult issues and conflicts. Marks and h f i r ~ i s ~ ~  state that a spirit develops that propels 

a collaborative eagerness to work together in the enterprise. Both sides must be open 

about what they want and work together to achieve it. Collaborators must believe in and 

find win-win resolutions to issues, and see the structure, operations, risks, and rewards 

of a collaboration are fairly apportioned By resolving differences and conflicts within a 

collaborative, the very act of coming to a common ground establishes a framework and 

guidelines for building collaborative trust. 

Learning from one's fellow collaborators is one reason for collaboration. Another 

aspect of learning is that it promotes understanding. Doz and Hamel also explain that 

by understanding one's fellow collaborators one gains a better comprehension of their 

values, objectives, and reasons for collaborating. Although collaborators need not agree 

with each other, understanding assimilated through learning, can provide the flexibility 

needed to preserve trust in collaborations. Learning from and about fellow collaborators 

at a collaboration's outset allows affiliates to address and bridge initial differences 

'' Doz, Y. L. & Harnel, G.' (1998). Alliance advantage: The art of creating value through 
partnerinrr. Boston, MA: Haward Business School. 

22 Marks, M. L., & Mirvis, P. H. (1998). Joinins forces: Making one ~ l u s  one equal 
three in mergers, acauisitions. and alliances. San Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass. 
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successfully. 

The literature also suggested good communication is vital to building trust in 

co1laborations. However, what is good communication and how does it effect trust? 

Berquist et. al? say that one way of understanding good communications is to 

understand what it isn't. They give five reasons why colIaborators fail to communicate: 

1. Collaborations are stressed as issues of control and authority occur. Control 
and authority must be clearly and constructively discussed as these issues are 
never permanently resolved in a dynamic collaborations. 

2. Collaborators don't keep others informed about what they are doing. Frequent 
updates on activities are essential, as perceptions may lead others to think the 
worst of their fellows. Informing all collaborative levels is critical. 

3. Collaborators remain ignorant of regular organizational details and problems. 
They assume, or hope, problems will be taken care of by others. The result is 
no one is in charge. 

4. Collaborations' leaders lack the skills to make decisions and solve problems 
col1aboratively. They are used to giving orders or managing within clearly 
defined, hierarchical structures. 

5. Discussion results when collaborators try to win each other over. Dialogue 
results in common understanding, and shared vaIues and visions. 
Collaborations need more dialogue and less discussion. 

Since communication is vital to building trust in corporate collaborations, the 

literature shows there are causal communicative actions which trigger trust between 

those partners. These causal communications may be as a verbal or nonverbal action or 

deed. Some communication factors which foster trust are to: 

Bergquist, W., Betwee, I., & Meuel, D. (1995). Buildine strategic relationships: How 
to extend vour or~anization's reach through Dzirtner~hiDs, alliances. and ioint ventures. 
San Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass. 
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Behave predictably. Do what you say you will do when you say you'll do it." 
Share information to help collaborators better understand others' needs. This 
understanding leads to development of viable widwin  objective^.^ 

Encourage extensive and skilled interaction among the c~llaborators.~ 

Communicate willingness to make idiosyncratic investments. This provides 
evidence that fellow collaborators can be believed, care about the relationship, 
and will make sacrifices. Willingness to place oneself at risk signaIs to others 
one is willing to cooperate and that their motives are benev~lent.~ 

Other ways trust can be built through communications are:" 
Discuss it up front 
Make the first move 
Bring a business opportunity 
Reveal intentions 
Set realistic expectations 
Eliminate hidden agendas 
Treat one another as equals 

7% Preiss, K., Goldman, S. L., & Nagel, R. N. (1996). Cooperate to corn 
agle - business relationshi~s. New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold. 

22 Thomson, P. Crane, T., Sanders, S. & Benzel, R. (1996). The ~artnering process: It's 
benefits, im~lementation. and measurement, Clemson, SC: Clemson University. 

26 Bergquist, W., Betwee, J., & Meuel, D. (1995). Building strategic relationshi~s: How 
to extend your organization's reach through ~artnershi~s. alliances. and ioint ventures. 
San Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass. 

'' Cannon, J. P. & Doney, P. M. (April, 1997). An examination of the nature of trust in 
buyer relationships, Journal of Marketing 6 1. 

" Conlon, I. K. & Giovagnoli, M. (1998) The Dower of two: How companies of all 
sizes - 

can build alliance networks that generate business o~~ortunities. San Francisco, CA: 
Jossey-Bass. 
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Thomson et. al." say that business in the past has involved competitive "them 

against usWactions. Collaboration requires "you and I" actions. They recommend the 

following are some collaboration oriented "you and I" trust building actions: 

Openness - "You tell me what you want, I tell you what I want" 
Activities - Sharing information -" open book policies" 

- Frank evaluation of results 

Equity - "You get what you are supposed to get, I get what am 
supposed to get" 
Activities - Look at issues from the other's perspective 

- Interpret contract documents in spirit intended 
- Focus on best interests of the project 

Commitment - "I pledge to serve your needs, you pledge to serve mine" 
Activities -Sign off on project-specific or long-term agreement 

-Project performance report cards 

Competence - "1 produce quality work, you produce quality work" 
Activities - Jointly review work performed 

- Research past performance capability of parties. 

Confidentiality - "You protect me from harm, I protect you from harm" 
Activities - Sign off on confidentiality of information 

- Post visible reminder of ethical standards 

Familiarity - "We both make every effort to understand one another" 
Activities - Team building sessions and social activities 

- Scheduled meetings 
- Survey of participant attitudes and concerns 
- Co-location of offices 

This is some of the literature discussion on building trust in corporate 

collaborative relationships. It is representative of the range of thought regarding trust 

building. Top management can achieve maintenance of trust through the  dynamic and 

active ethical management, and by maintaining a flexible, yet shared perspective, trust 

" Thomson, P. Crane, T., Sanders, S. & Benzel, R. (1996). The partnerine Drocess: It's 
benefits. im~lementation, and measurement. Clemson, SC: Clemson University. 
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may be maintained in corporate collaborations. ~ r s e n a u l p  states that a simple ethical 

error could jeopardize inter firm trust which has been established over a considerable 

period of time. Literature reviewed discusses one aspect of maintaining trust is the 

deIicate balance of the collaborators' intentions and of their competency. Berquist et. 

ala31 state that a balance between specialization and the division of labour on one hand, 

and the integration and coordination of functions within and around the collaboration on 

the other is also required. Striking and maintaining this trust and balance is important 

for collaborations to remain flexible without falling or being tom apart. They state that 

all collaborators must enjoy and be nurtured by the work they are doing for the 

collaboration. When work is enjoyable and gratifying, collaborators can withstand 

stresses and strains associated with establishing and maintaining trust, and also the 

balance between specialization and integration of functions within the colIaboration. 

Similar to our every day personal relationships, where we may forgive the faults 

of our loved ones due to our trust in them, in a collaborative relationship partners can 

forgive errors, omissions, and poor judgements, if they are knowledgeable about their 

partner's intentions through continuous communications. The trust built by familiarity, 

communication, and knowledge allows partners to act in an informal manner which 

allows them to "enjoy" the partnership and find "gratification" in it. Like our private 

lives, this satisfaction, built on trusting relationships, serves to confirm collaborations' 

worth to the participating corporations, and to strengthen the resolve to participate in 

ongoing or future collaborative enterprises. 

" Arsenault, J. (1998). Forgna non profit alliances. San Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass. 

Bergquist, W., Betwee, J., & Meuel, D. (1995). Building strate& relationships: How 
to extend vour organization's reach through ~artnershi~s, alliances. and ioint ventures. 

- .  

San Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass. 



Trust and the Corporate Collaborative Project Team 

Collaboration is determined at the corporate and senior management levels of 

various corporations and businesses considering partnering. Through the negotiation 

process, familiarity, and aligning their strategic common ground, these various corporate 

management individuals may come to trust their future partners. Marks and ~ i r v i s ) ~  

suggest that collaborators should ensure that: 

Trust is present in the relationshipsuch that both partners are confident the 
other intends to do what it says-or it must grow through honest and reliable 
conduct during pre combination planning. Trust cannot be negotiated as a 
condition for a deal, nor can a lack of it be compensated through financial or 
legal manoeuvring or and alliance design that keeps parties at arms' length. In 
short, either trust your partner or walk away. 

TypicaIly in the corporate partnering process, once agreed to, senior executives 

and corporate managers assign the collaborative endeavour to a project team charged to 

deliver the project successfully. Unlike their corporate leaders, those assigned with 

project delivery, cannot just "walk away." CEO's of partnering concerns may trust each 

other, or may have learned to trust while planning the collaboration. One can ask the 

question how do those at the project delivery phases of the partnering enterprise build 

trust at their level in the organisation? 

Doz and   am el^^ suggest collaborating teams exhibit the characteristics of a 

business's or corporation's operational structures. If these structures are amenable to 

collaboration, the companies will have an advantage when collaboration is undertaken. 

For example, if a company's structure is a horizontal, non vertical organization, 

'' Marks, M. L., & Mirvis, P. H. (1998). Joininn forces: Makinp one nlus one wual 
three in mergers, acauisitions. and alliances. San Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass. 

33 Doz, Y. L. & Hamel, G. (1998). Alliance advantage: The art of creating value throuph 
~artnering. Boston, MA: Harvard Business School. 
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attributes and pitfalls of this type of organization are translated to all levels and 

members of that corporation. They say as members of collaborating project teams 

should come from all levels of companies, colIaboration should consider the following 

for team success: 

Quali tv Communication - Rapid and effective. Companies without barriers to 
vertical and horizontal communication are more ready to collaborate than firms 
having internal communication difficulties. Good Communication: 

Distributes leadership and decision making, 

Weakens the effects of functional "silos," 

Fosters mutual understanding and trust. 

Accumulation of Exmrience - Companies that strategically pursue collaboration 
profit most from it when lessons are learned fiom the other's activities. 
Organizational learning is key to long-term success. Most companies fail to 
capitalize on experience gained from one collaboration to the next. 

Encouragement of Continuitv - Continuity of personnel helps build understanding, 
self-confidence, and trust between managers. Many companies undermine 
continuity through rotation and promotion policies. A lack of continuity caused by 
rotations has detrimental effects on ability of collaborators to maintain a trust. 

Executive Oversipht - Constant attention needed, Some senior executives have 
expertise to give collaborations plenty of attention. Others are less methodical, 
tending to overlook strategic incompatibilities that can break collaborations apart. 
Under investing in day-to-day management, putting reliance on formal contracts 
and governance agreements, overlooking informal relationships and agreements 
that ultimately define how collaborations work. 

These considerations may seem repetitive of trust building factors previously 

considered. Given companies' organizational structures, they may also be a 

consideration for collaborating project team success. Additionally, senior management 

must ensure team members are treated ethically to promote trust within the team. 

When addressing project team makeup and functioning, corporate management 

must be aware of the debilitating nature of teamwork when related to typical verticaI 
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hierarchical organizations of many corporations. Sennet? explains that deeper 

experiences of trust are informal, as when people learn on whom they can rely when 

given a difficult or impossible task. The short time frame, of modem business, limits 

maturation of informal trust. 'The strength of weak ties" characterises modem 

institutional networks. This means fleeting forms of associations are more useful to 

people than long-term connections, and that strong social ties like loyalty have ceased to 

be compelling. Sennett says these weak ties are embodied in teamwork, where the team 

moves from task to task and the team's personnel changes in the process. 

Collaboration is a mean's of mitigating risk, by spreading it among many parties. 

However, collaboration has its own risks. Collaborating project teams assume visibility, 

by the fact that they are the means by which collaborations succeed or fail. One way of 

building trust is to recognize team member efforts, and the risks they assume by 

partaking in the project. preiss3' recommends the following as a ways of motivating and 

rewarding risk-taking teams of employee or in house senior managers: 

Identify important points of view to collaboration success in the next few 
years. 

For each point of view, determine a vision of success and the metrics to be 
used in measuring success. 

Identify obstacles to be overcome to achieve the vision and achieve metrics. 

Resolve conflicts in the vision for each point of view. 

Develop a unifying point of view and vision of success, paying careful 
attention to preserving the vision in the metrics. 

Identify a method by which each obstacle can be overcome. 

" Sennett, R. (1998). The corrosion of character - The oersonal conseauences of work 
in the new capitalism. New York: W. W. Norton. 

" Preiss, K., Goldman, S. L., & Nagel, R. N. (1996). Coo~erate to comwte: Building 
a d e  business relationshi~s. New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold. 
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Convert all of the above to time lines with clear links for realizing the vision. 

Identify critical success factors on the time line to achieve vision metrics. 

Although Yoshino and ~angan 's '~  five critical tasks for collaborating managers 

below are aimed at upper management echelons, they may have application to the 

operational level of collaborating project teams: 

Establish the Right Tone - The right chemistry between collaborators is necessary 
for success. The right chemistry means organizational trust within firm and trust 
between collaborating firms. Managers are responsible create and preserve both. 

Build one-on-one personal relationships to encourage development of lasting 
personal bonds that promote prompt, honest reactions by one partner to ideas 
advanced by the other. 

Language and cultural differences complicate relationships. Invest timeleffort 
to promote understanding between the cultures. It requires patience and 
constant effort, but once built it establishes an important asset. 

Familiarity with a partners strategy, organization and culture. 

Tangible results, there is nothing more powerful for cementing relationships 
than one or two mutualIy beneficial accomplishments earIy in relationships. 

Continuity in management teams. Lack of continuity is perhaps the greatest 
impediment to trust and setting the right tone for coIIaborations. 

Monitor Partner Contributions - What to monitor lies in the mission, scope, and 
role of the collaboration. Determine a t  input stages by stipulating requisite 
qualifications and experiences. 

Identify what is to be monitored, break it down into identifiable elements and 
measure those elements. 

Monitor continuously 

36 Yoshino, M. Y & Rangan, U. S. (1995). Strategic Alliances: An entreoreneurial 
a ~ ~ r o a c h  to rrlobalization. Boston, MA: Hanard Business School. 
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A manager must be prepared to remedy shortcomings 

Recomize the Im~ortance of Information - Ensuring smooth and timely flow of 
information between collaborators is crucial to success of collaborations. 

Simultaneously manage outward flow of information with care, safeguarding 
their own firms' competitive positions, 

Exploit the extraordinary opportunities for learning from partners and manage 
the inward information flow to advantage. 

Direct and centralize control of information flows 

Channel information through a designated person or office affords some 
control over content and timing 

Clearly determine what sorts of information a partner wants can reveal a great 
deal about a partner's motives vis-A-vis the collaboration 

Reassess Stratep;ic Viabilitv - Reassess the firm's strategy-changes in strategy 
frequently incur changes in the firm's operations. 

Recognize the Importance of Internal Relationshi~s - 

Be seen as a champion, not a mouthpiece 

Seek organizational understanding 

Maintain links at all levels 

Manage internal demands and expectations. 

These points suggest that building the right tone in a project lies in internal and 

inter organizational trust, grounded in sound communications, continuity, monitoring, 

and reassessment. Preiss" says a good leader is required to successfully juggle a mix of 

opposites in collaborations. A good leader must: 

See the general picture, but does not lose sight of details; 

" Preiss, K., Goldman, S. L., & Nagel, R. N. (1996). Coomrate to commte: Building 
agile business relationshi~s. New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold. 
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Deal well with people, but understands technical questions in detail; 

Show both controlled ambition and understanding humility; 

Want credit for success, and give more credit to others than is due; 

Ruthlessly pursue business aims, and honest in acknowledging personal errors; 

Be affable and friendly in the crowd, yet not intimidated by loneliness of 

leadership; 

Exude a sense of urgency, yet is patient with people doing their best; 

Be an active thinker and thoughtful activist; 

Know when to hold and when to fold, when to persevere and when to let go; 

Be protector and servant of his people; 

Know there is no substitute for experience, yet no time to gain experience. 

Another factor relating to collaborative trust is first impressions. Literature 

directed at collaborations' senior levels, may be applicable to collaborating project 

teams. Hargrove3' discusses meetings as a way of building trust He states first 

meetings are important. A key objective at first meetings is to spend time building 

relationships, making it a priority to create an intimate atmosphere where people can be 

authentic and vulnerable. This is necessary to overcome stereotypes and prejudices and 

to build trust. He gives examples of shared meaIs, a whiskey or two around a bar with 

good humour, and off-site meetings where shared visions are built or team building 

sessions take place as a way to do this. He says first meeting introductions are 

important as they build community, and suggests first meetings may be more effective if 

held as meetings without agendas. This is so people get to know each other as human 

beings, and not in positions of business functionaries. 

Hargrove adds that important for building trusting relations hips are the regular 

38 Hargrove, R. (1998). Masterins the art of creative collaboration. New York: 
McGraw -Hi 11. 
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meetings of the collaboration. He recommends useful ground rules for facilitating 

collaboration meetings that may also apply to building collaborative team tmst are: 

Treat everyone as a colleague. 

Speak with good intent (nothing you say is neutral). 

Ask questions from genuine curiosity, not from cynicism. 

Openly disagree with anyone in the group. 

Avoid attributions about other motives, thinking, etc. 

Invent new options that break logjams. 

Retract proposals until coIlaborators reach agreement. 

Embrace breakdowns as part of reaching breakthroughs 

Respec: confidentiality. 

Other Ground Rules 

When making a statement, give an example. 

Acknowledge and accept all differences and accept them as real. 

At meeting's end, discuss how the dialogue progressed and what the group 

learned about collaborating. 

preiss3' says teams success depends on being aligned with top management 

vision(s) for the colIaboration. Some ways for senior management to help are: 

Decide the strategic aim for the organization 

Project unambiguous, clearly-understood, specific goals that generate 
enthusiasm. 

Appoint a coach. 

Align methods of evaluating individuals so goals of collaborations become 
goals of individuals. This promotes enthusiasm, and assures individuals align 
with the collaboration's goals. 

39 Reiss, K., Goldman, S. L., & Nagel, R. N. (1996). Cooperate to conmete: Building 
arrile business relationships. New York Van Nostrand Reinhold. 
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Establish agreed-upon norms of behaviour for the team. 

Ensure success is well-defined and that there is red reward for success, and 
winning or losing is each team member's concern. 

Define boundaries of authority, allow for resource negotiation, and boundary 
changes. 

Ensure the team consensus does not ovemde professional expertise. 

Reward team entrepreneurship, being careful to avoid favouritism. 

Trust the team, let them do things their way. 

Corporate collaborating project teams are closely related to and an extension of 

their corporate management parents. Literature focussed on the trust building 

behaviours characteristic of the corporate parmering parents, and by extension suggested 

that they were also integral to the corporate pamering teams charged with delivery of 

the corporate partnering project (s). However, if team member selection, introductions, 

communications, and team continuities are not well managed with top management 

support, additional baniers influence collaborating team development of trust. Senior 

management of collaborations must work to make sure their collaborating project teams 

are aligned with executive corporate vision for the collaboration. For collaborating 

project teams to be successful it is essential that trust building on those teams be 

considered important to senior managers negotiating collaborations. 

Trust and the Collaborative Contract 

In the past, because unethical practices have been conducted in the business 

world, the contract became an instrument for communicating terms and conditions of 

partnering and working together. Contracts outline obligations of parties involved in 

collaborations, the behaviour of each party toward the other, and binds these obligations 
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in law. They have long been a part of business practice. In fact, contracts can range 

from the formal and written, to the informal and unwritten. They are documents, 

developed by societies over the centuries, to communicate their ethical and moral 

principles . Solomon and Hanson* link virtuous business behaviour to contracts. They 

explain that virtues sustain and improve practices. A business virtue is an ethical trait 

that makes business possible. Such virtues, for example, show respect for contracts, and 

also show concern for product quality, consumer satisfaction and the bottom line. A 

vice degrades and undermines practice. Shady dealing and reneging on contracts are 

vices and unethical not because of any absolute moral law, but because they undermine 

practices that make doing business possible. 

Contracts then, are meant to formalise ethics which make business relationships 

possible. Recently, there has been criticism about the role contracts play in business 

relationships. Contracts have been accused of creating more problems and in particular 

costs to business relations than they solve. ~olornon'~ suggests these costs are not so 

much related to contracts as to the involvement of the justice system and the courts in 

resolving Iiability conflicts resulting from contract obligations. He explains that the real 

culprit is the legal system which encourages and reinforces the worst aspects of us all. 

The idea of liability is the party who is responsible for injury to another should pay, both 

as punishment and victim compensation. However, insurance undermines this idea as 

guilty parties do not pay, the entire pool of subscribers and customers pay. They are all 

punished through premiums and higher prices. Payment is therefore not punishment. 

Solomon also says that punitive damages can make the cost of blame exceed the 

* Solomon, R. T., & Hanson, K. (1985). It's good business. New York: Anthenium. 

41 Solomon, R. T. (1992). Money and morals: Fate and the liability crises, Solomon, R. 
T. (Ed.). Entertaining - Ideas-Po~uIar Philoso~hical Essavs 1970- 1990. Buffalo, NY: 
Pometeus. 
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victim's actual loss and exceed the guilty party's ability to pay. "Deep pockets" 

legislation undermines the idea of Liability, as fault is no longer the issue. The purpose 

of the liability system has become less one of compensating victims and the punishment 

of those responsible for their plight and more a ramshackle, runaway vehicle attempting 

to care for all injured persons in the name of punishment. The system no longer 

punishes but encourages fraud and greed in the name of justice which is more often 

revenge. 

Lately, attempts have been made to get back to the roots of ethical and moral 

reasons of why humankind collaborates to develop their relationships and trust in one 

another, to live together, and to do business with each other. ~ewis"  discusses this 

when he states "Success of collaborations depends as much on mutual faith as on 

anything put on paper. It is hard to take risks with someone you don't trust. You can't 

write agreements about enthusiasm." 

The review of the literature showed considerable debate regarding the value of 

informal documents (Hargrove,)" versus the value of the legal contract (Doz and 

Ha~nel.)~" The former author is in favour of less formal ties, and the latter authors, tend 

toward the legal document. However, even Doz and Hamel acknowledge that trust 

figures in a collaboration's formal documents, are affected by factors besides the 

documents themselves. One factor in particular is the level of preexisting trust between 

partners. Collaborators who already trust each other find it easier to handle high levels 

of uncertainty informally. Trust makes it possible to agree to adjustments in sharing a 

42 Lewis, J. D. (1995). The Connected Cornoration: How leading companies win 
through customer-su~~lier alliances. New York: The Free Press. 

" Hargrove, R. (1998). Mastering the art of creative collaboration. New York: 
McGraw-Hill. 

44 DOZ, Y. L. & Hamel, 0. (1998). Alliance advantage: The art of creating value through 
~artnering. Boston, MA: Harvard Business School. 
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collaboration's benefits mutually. These collaborators sometimes abandon formal 

agreements after some time and replace them with informal arrangements. 

If trust is such an important determinant of how successful an informal partnering 

agreement will be, what ways can documents be formatted, or what actions can 

collaborators take, to build trust into their partnering contracts and agreements? Again 

literature review stresses flexibility. Although it now suggests that instead of individual 

collaborators being flexible, that the documents, which outline the ethical and moral 

underpinnings of the partnering relationship, must also have flexibility built into them. 

An examination of some contracts by which corporate partnering operates shows some 

problems inherent in these documents. Yoshino and ~ a n g a n ~ '  discuss two contracts 

types commonly used to govern collaborations: 

Arm's-Lenpth - Used when short term, and when collaboration is not perceived to 
pose threats to core competitive advantages. Collaborations that have well-defined 
activities and little spillover into other business areas are likely constituted as 
arm's-length contractual agreements. As inter firm relationships become more 
involved and interdependent, collaborators are liable to insist on equity based 
hierarchical structures. 

Eauity-Based - Used when core competence may be at risk and ensuring fellow 
collaborators do not become rivals is important. Gives greater control, and 
preserves strategic flexibility by reserving the option to enter the third party 
markets, and anticipates the need to maintain access to the partners' technology 
development. 

Although the collaborators may intend to deal with each other in informal ways, a 

tendency develops, due to perception, to maintain an individual business autonomy and 

to move toward the more formal contract for structuring the partnering relationship. 

" Yoshino, M. Y & Rangan, U. S. (1995). Strateeic Alliances: An entrepreneurial 
ap~roach to globalization. Boston, MA: Harvard Business School. 
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Limerick and C~nnington~~ say that collaborators instead of relinquishing control 

that makes collaborations stronger and more vibrant, tend to move toward the security 

of retaining control of proprietary rights. This inhibits the growth and benefits of 

collaborating. Thus, while expounding the virtues of informal relationship ties and the 

risks of formal contracts, collaborators tend to move from the informal to the formal in 

an attempt to maintain control. How can partners maintain the informal relationships, 

which encourage trust building and successful parmering? In managing these hard 

processes they suggest that the answer may lie in trust itself. Limerick and Cunnington 

explain that only recently have we come to realize the English word for trust is really 

too limited to convey the essential relationship within collaborations, as the English 

usage implies an unconditional relationship. However, the trust relationship within 

collaborations is reciprocal and is based on a mutual set of understandings about the 

expected behaviours of each collaborator. Trust in a collaboration cannot be 

open-ended or unconditional, as English usage suggests. Trust and trust building as it 

relates to collaboration infers people accept obligations and are committed to their 

fulfilment, but never so much that collaborators will expect another to endure h m  and 

to neglect self-interest. Obligations are mutual and therefore one member does not ask 

for conduct that will create an imbalance. Thus, trust in the collaborating context and 

the concepts of equity, fair sharing, and balance are inextricably intertwined. To 

achieve lasting trust relationships in collaborations, partners have to pay attention to 

many hard issues. Limerick and Cunnington say that first among the harder issues are 

the processes of contract formation and negotiation. Contracts or the lack of them, will 

not ensure a successful collaborations, however racing ahead into collaboration ends in 

'6 Limerick, D. & Cunnington, B. (1993) Manaeing the new organization: A blue~rint 
for networks and stratecric alliances. San Francisco, CA: lossey-Bass. 
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imprecise agreements, which have to be amended later. The need is for a clear 

cooperative understanding. The contract must express the basic conditions of equity 

and fair sharing. Still, to arrive at such a contract is no mean feat. Collaborators 

assume that they get more power if they empower fellow collaborators. Moreover, they 

have come to see other stakeholders as collaborators. This requires tolerance for 

ambiguity, because the boundaries between collaboration and competition have become 

transient and shifting. Organizations can be competitors one moment and coIlaborators 

the next. Collaborators have to be able to tell the difference between the two arenas, the 

two relationships of collaboration and competition. Therefore, defining the scope and 

mission of a collaborative contract is important. Limerick and C~nnington~~ suggest that 

successful negotiations arise when the participants negotiate from interest, not from 

position. If the negotiation is a result of preset positions, the best that collaborators can 

hope for is an uneasy compromise. By contrast, as collaborators learn to focus on each 

other's interests, it's possible to find creative, superordinate solutions that satisfy 

everyone's interests. A concern for the other's interests m d  negotiation processes 

reflecting these concerns are essential requirements for collaborations to survive. 

Botkin and ~ a t t h e w s ~  suggest ways contracts could be strengthened and negotiated in 

collaborations are: 

" Limerick, D. & Cunnington, B. (1993) Managing the new organization: A blue~rint 
for networks and s t ra te~c  alliances. San Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass. 

a Botkin, J. W. & Matthews, I. B. (1992) Winnine combinations: The coming wave of 
entrpreneurial partners between large and small com~anies. New York: John Wiley & 
Sons. 
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Focus on Mutual Benefits 

Clear understanding of befiefits each party is seeking, by collaborating, is the 
basis for negotiating acceptable tradeoffs. 

Don't give up important rights in one arena without getting back additional 
benefits of equivalent value in another. 

Remember the principle of multiple relationships and don't sign away all rights 
to a particular company. 

Understand the benefits the other party expects to derive from the 
collaboration, and the benefits for which you are looking. 

Explain mutual benefits to help negotiators uncover unrealistic expectations. 

Negotiations undertaken by the collaborating managers responsible for the 
results of the coilaboration, and by those on the collaborating project team 
carrying out the contract. These key personnel will feel directly vested, and 
are likely to try harder to develop successful relationships when they 
understand intimately, the benefits each side hopes to achieve. 

Start S im~le  
Start with simple goals and clearly articulated outcomes and/or measures of 
achievement. If it goes well, the collaboration can be expanded in thefuture. 
Simple well-defined goals make it easier to assess if the collaboration is 
achieving its intended purpose. Goals also provide focus OR 

Develop a multi-phase contract, with continuation of the next phase dependent 
on reaching specified milestones in the cwrent phase. This provides 
opportunities for collaborators to build confidence in one another before 
moving to more ambitious tasks. It also provides for an exit point if the 
collaboration fails, or if needs begin to diverge. 

Set Benchmarks 
Periodic reviews allow collaborators to assess progress or lack of it. Reviews 
help manage expectations, and enable collaborators to make adjustments early 
rather than wait until deviations are substantial and cause for alarm. 

Build trust and move from simple to more complex interdependencies by 
setting out a series of milestones or stages. 

Allow for the possibility that the collaboration will outlive its usefulness for 
one or both partners. 
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In the contract, explain terms and conditions for renewal or termination. 

Document outcomes to achieve for the collaboration to continue. 

List things that can lead to the termination of the arrangement. 

Specify requirements collaborations' principals must meet at least every year. 
Review progress, and agree on future plans and goals for the collaboration. 
Revise terms and conditions of renewal and termination as needed. 

Contracts or colIaboration agreements need to specify the phases or stages. 

Suspend progress to the next stage and reopen negotiations if a coIIaborator 
fails to meet its part of the bargain at the end of each stage of the contract. 

Involve the Lawyers Last 
Corporate legal departments perceive their mission is protecting their corporations 
from risk. Lawyers' roles and orientation require they take defensive, risk-adverse 
postures, that can derail negotiations before they get underway. A quick way to 
kill enthusiasm is to call lawyers in too soon. Keeping lawyers out until later, 
prevents them from advising top management whether to enter an agreement or 
not, and assure their role is as drawing up sound documents that protect both 
parties and give coIlaborations solid foundations. If lawyers raise problems and 
objections about specific aspects of the partnership arrangement, further 
negotiations to address legal problems should not be difficult if mutual trust has 
been established. 

The literature on contracts, suggests they are both a help and a hindrance to trust 

building. The challenge is to create flexibility in them to allow for informal relationship 

building which leads to trust and long-lasting relationships. 

Whv Studv How Trust is Built on Collaborating Pro-iect Teams? 

Building trust in general society, and in collaborating societies, is a dynamic 

activity. Literature review suggested trust is a process, not an outcome, and that it is 

resistant outcome-based measurement that is necessary to support claims of steady-state 

differences in trust between cultures. Trust is a dense and complicated relational 

construct, involving both the trustee and trustor, which makes it difficult to generalize 
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through measurement and definition. 

Literature review consistently discussed trust building and the need for trust as 

success factors in collaboration. In particular wording such as "open and honest 

communication," "open and honest," "socializing" and "having fun and enjoyment" was 

cited as means of trust building. However, review of literature found a Iack of 

discussion and observation regarding the trust building phenomenon. 

Although the literature acknowledged that trust in those with whom one works, is 

necessary to successful project delivery, the phenomenon of building trust on 

collaborating project teams is not well understood. Concurrent to this study, Jassawalla, 

& EZemantJg looked at collaborative - cross functional project teams, while Das & T e n p  

have researched the affects of resource-based collaboration and its importance to 

coIlaborations' success. Carrs Gofton:' in her research into success factors for 

"Strategic Alliances," proposed that successful alliances have three types of trust. 

Those are emotional, ethical, and competency trust. Hartmans2 has investigated this and 

other studies. His research into the three types of trust furthers the undentanding of 

trust. However, research is lacking on trust's meaning for those who deliver projects 

resulting from corporate collaboration agreements and contracts. How, on collaborating 

project teams, is trust built and what theory, if any, could be developed by knowing 

" Jassawalla, A.R. & Hemant C.S. (August 1999) Building collaborative cross- 
functional new product teams. The Academy of Management Executive. 50-63. 

Das, T. K. & Teng B.S. (2000) A resource based theory of strategic alliances. Journal 
of Management 26 (I), p. 31 - 61. 

SL Cam Gofion, J. W. (1998). Sustainable Alliances. Unpublished master's thesis, 
University of Calgary, Calgary, Alberta, Canada. 

" Hartman, F. T., & Romahn E. (1999). Trust: A new tool for project managers, Proiect 
Management Institute 1999 Seminars & Svmposium. Philadel~hia, Pennsylvania, USA: 
Pamrs Presented October 10 to October 16. 1999. [CD Rom] Newtown Square, PA: 
Project Management Ins ti tute. 
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about the collaborating team trust building phenomenon? ~ a r b e P  supports the need to 

answer these questions by suggesting society bemoans distrust in society and cultivates 

nostalgia for a past when everyone lived in trust. Instead, societies need to discover and 

continually rediscover how to foster trust to make it more effective. 

By developing a theory of trust building on collaborating project teams, the study 

aims at discovering and understanding causal conditions, strategies, and consequences 

of the trust building phenomenon for the project phases of coIlaborations. Theory 

developed regarding the trust building phenomena in this context may lead to practical 

applications which corporate managements can set up at the partnering planning phases, 

or encourage at the partnering planning phases, or encouraged and supported by them 

during the project delivery partnering phases. Experts in team building have long said 

that project teams must to go progressively through the four stages of "forming," 

"storming," "norming7' and "perf~rming""'~ ~ a r t r n a n ~ ~  in his discussion of 

"egenerative Teams" suggests that these teams are high performers because they skip 

the "storming" phase of team building. Research into how collaborating project teams 

build trust may suggest ways that teams can shorten the "fonningy7 and "norming" stage 

of team building, and eliminate the "storming" phase, enabling project teams to become 

more successful by spending time on the "performing" phase. The study's results may 

also suggest areas for further research of the trust building phenomenon. 

53 Barber, B. (1983). The loeics and limits of trust. New York, NJ: Rutgers University. 

" Tuchan ,  Bruce W. (1965). Developmental Seauences in Small Grou~s.  
Psychological Bulletin 63:384-399. 

" Labedovich W. (Winter, 1997) Project team building and interpersonal skills.. MOHR 
69 1. Calgary, Alberta: University of Calgary. 

56 Hattman, F. T, (2000). Don't oark your brain outside: A oractical a i d e  to imoroving 
shareholder value with SMART management. Newtown Square, PA: Project 
Management Institute. 
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Summarv 

The literature review confirmed that trust is necessary for successful 

collaborations. Most literature focussed on collaborating senior managers building or 

fostering trust. There were long lists of means to build trust, which included the 

discussion of various forms of contracts and their effects on trust. However, other than 

listing means of building trust and discussing contractual implications, little 

investigation into the dynamics of the trust building phenomena was apparent. If 

discussed, it is directed at senior or top management levels and not at project teams 

engaged in a collaboration project(s) delivery. The literatures' lack of understanding of 

the trust building phenomena resulted in this thesis being directed toward discovery and 

understanding of trust building on collaborating project teams and at the project delivery 

stages of collaborations. The research is also directed toward developing theory about 

the collaborating team trust building phenomenon. Such a theory may lead to practical 

applications which corporate managers can set up at collaboration planning phases, to 

encourage and support the collaborating team during the team building and project 

delivery phases. The following chapter outlines the research methodology used to 

research the trust building phenomenon. 
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CHAPTl3R 4 

RESEARCH METHOD 

This chapter describes the methods employed to conduct research for this study. 

An essential component to development of the research was the choice of the research 

method. The research strategy provided the framework for the study and associated 

activities, and ensured the validity and reliability of the results. A number of research 

methods are available to use. These methods vary in both philosophy and procedures. 

This section discusses the various quantitative and qualitative methods and the reasons 

why a qualitative research approach was taken. The selection of a qualitative research 

method is a reflection of the research question and desired results. The chapter further 

outlines the qualitative research methodologies and the reasons for selecting a grounded 

theory approach to the research. The research strategy, research design, data collection 

and analysis are also discussed. 

Research Ouestion 

Initial consideration for the research was based on the assumption that trust was 

built on "openness." Literature review confirmed a researcher's assumption that 

openness is a basis for trust building. Besides those cited previously, others such as 

and Goodplaster & sayer,' have asserted that openness was essential to 

building trust. The research assumption was based on the researcher's experience as a 

Case, 1. (1995) Open-book management - The coming business revolution. New 
York, NY: Harper Business. 

' Case, J. (1998) The own-book exoerience. MA: Addison Wesley. 

Goodplaster, Kenneth M., & Sayer, Kenneth E. (Ed.) (1979). Ethics and problems of 
the 21" centurv. Notre Dame, IN: University of Notre Dame. 
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project manager. The premise follows that by behaving openly in formal or informal 

work and social interactions, trust with others is built. The Concise Oxford ~ ic t ionary~  

defines "openly" as "without concealment, publicly, frankly." Although the assumption 

that openness is a major influence in building trust, the literature also indicated other 

factors influenced trust building. As in the literature, viewpoints of others, who have 

worked on project collaborations, may differ from the researcher's perspective. In 

research these differences should be explored to determine what are the multiple and 

divergent perspectives of others regarding trust building in the project pamering 

context, Trust is cited many times in literature as a major factor effecting successful 

collaborations, and it has also been identified by previous departmental research by 

B l ~ r n , ~ C a m  G ~ f t o n , ~  and Hartrnan 7. * as a critical success factor in joint ventures and 

alliance settings. Due to literature review, these partnering scenarios, along with others 

have been termed collaborations. 

The characteristic structuring of typical collaborations is shown in Figure 1, 

expIained in the Figure Captions section, page 195, shows creation and implementation 

Fowler, H. W., & Fowler, F. G. (Ed.). (1969). The concise oxford dictionary of 
current English, (5th ed.). Oxford, England: Clarendon. 

Blom, K., Halland, K.E. & Johnsen, G. (1998). Sustainable strategjc alliances. 
Unpublished master's thesis, University of Calgary, Alberta, Canada. 

Cam Gofton, J. W. (1998). Sustainable alliances. Unpublished master's thesis, 
University of Calgary, Calgary, Alberta, Canada. 

Hartman, F. T., & Romahn E. (1999). Trust: A new tool for project managers, Project 
Management - Institute 1999 Seminars & Svm~osium, Phifadel~hia. Pennsylvania. USA: 
Pa~ers  Presented October 10 to October 16. 1999. [CD Rom] Newtown Square, PA: 
Project Management Institute. 

Hartman, F.T. (September 1999) The role of trust in project management, 
Proceedinrrs of Nordnet "99" hternational Proiect Management Conference, Helsinki, 
Finland. 
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of typical collaboration projects. Those fiom collaborating companies charged with 

project delivery are not the individuals who negotiate the terms of a collaboration's 

contract and agreements. Project manager(s) may or may not have been a party in the 

negotiations. Project managers and their teams may not know each other, and may 

come from different corporate or ethnic cultures. As a result, the researcher began to 

question trust as a factor for those charged with delivering the projects that result &om 

partnerships and alliances formed at the corporations' executive levels. The basic 

question for this research became: How is trust built in collaborative projects? 

f 3 
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F i ~ u r e  1: Creation of a Typical CoIIaboration Project - Current Practice. Sumrnarised fiom 
Botkin & Mathewsg 

The research of this question is directed to project delivery tearn(s) whose 

members may have little input into the corporate partnering contracts and agreements 

Botkin, J. W. & Matthews, J. B. (1992) Winnine combinations: The coming wave of 
entxwreneurial partners between large and small companies. New York: John Wiley & 
Sons. 
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for project(s), or even with their assignment to the project delivery team. The objectives 

of the research are to: 

Determine what trust building processes are used by those working on and 
assigned to corporate partnering projects. 

Identify how these processes might be integrated into project management 
practices. 

Determine what is a trusting environment for a successful corporate partnering 
project. 

Identify key trust building processes for successful corporate partnering 
projects and barriers to these processes. 

Develop recommendations for trust building practice in corporate partnering 
projects. 

Research Stratew 

Because the research is how collaborating project teams build trust among their 

members, research participants were chosen to reflect experience in corporate 

collaboration project delivery. The inquiry sought viewpoints of experienced 

individuals, regarding their appreciation of trust building in colIaborations. As the 

participants had experience with trust building, the purpose of the research was to 

develop theory based on the various individual perspectives. Participants' perspectives 

toward building trust in collaboration projects are based on their own values, biases, and 

personalities related to their interactions with others working on a partnering project(s). 

Exploration of the various value differences, and biases to comprehend fully and 

interpret the trust building phenomenon to forward the god of comprehending the trust 

building phenomenon in the corporate partnering project context, and initiate discovery 

and development of related theory. 
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Overall Stratew and Rationale 

Based on previous departmental research, and personal experience, the study was 

initiated with the general assumption that trust is an essential component to successful 

corporate partnering and alliance ventures. Consequently the researcher began a 

literature investigation into what other sources observed regarding strategic partnenng 

and alliances and how trust was a component in corporate partnering and alliances. 

Separate literature reviews were conducted regarding trust to learn what trust is, how is 

trust built, and trust's effect on interpersonal and business relationships. Also, a 

literature review was conducted into various research methodologies to find an 

appropriate research approach for investigating the question of how trust is built in 

corporate partnering projects. Subsequent to the literature search on research methods, 

the researcher partook in a qualitative research course to confirm convictions that a 

qualitative approach would be the best method for answering the research question. 

Research Considerations 

There are two methods of research guiding researchers in their inquiries. These 

are the Quantitative and the Qualitative Research Methods. Quantitative research is 

based on the systematic collection and quantification of research data into 

understandable paradigms, usually with the intention of confirming or disproving 

hypotheses. The quantitative researcher traditionally quantifies the data as it is collected 

and then analyses the numerical information. 

Qualitative research is based on the paradigms (realities, patterns, and examples) 

observed in previous research, and on a researcher's personal paradigm. The intent is 

not to quantify existing data, but to understand the underlying question of the reality. 

The researcher attempts discover and develop the underlying theory behind the question. 

There are several approaches to investigating a question, collecting, and codifying 
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information in Qualitative Research. The approach the researcher takes is based on the 

nature of the question they are investigating. Unlike Quantitative Research, Qualitative 

Research does not attempt to add meaning to the number of times a response was 

received, but on observing underlying theory. The type of qualitative research approach 

taken depends on the nature of the question being investigated. There are five basic 

Qualitative Research Approaches. Those are 1) Biography, 2)Phenomenology, 

3)Grounded Theory, 4) Ethnography, and 5) Case Study. Authors often define 

qualitative inquiry by comparing it to quantitative Inquiry. In general terms, a key 

difference in quantitative and qualitative research is that quantitative researchers work 

with a few variables and many cases, whereas qualitative researchers rely on a few cases 

and many variables. A qualitative researcher should be at ease with the ambiguity and 

decision process involved in a qualitative study.'O 

Considerations for a Ouantitative Versus Oualitative Research A ~ ~ r o a c h  

Quantitative research employs statistical methods and mathematical models to 

verify a hypothesis, and is concerned with acquiring and analysing relatively small 

amounts of data from many subjects. Its tools include mass interview studies, self 

completion questionnaires and statistical techniques, which at a simple level may be 

summarized as head-coun ting. 

The proposed research for this study involves how trust is built among 

collaborating project delivery teams. As the investigative researcher, looking at this 

enquiry, the question of how to quantify data related to trust building in corporate 

collaborative projects, became a question itself. There would have to be large number 

of questionnaires generated to elicit sufficient data base for analyses. Also the question 

lo Creswell, John, W. (1998). Ouali tative inquiry and research desim: Choosing among 
five traditions. Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage. 
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of how to quantify the Yeelings" of what the respondents regarded as trust building 

behaviour was problematic. Participants7 subjective opinions and impressions of trust 

building in their corporate collaborative relationships, would have to be given meaning 

by quantifying large amounts of respondent information. The researcher's 

interpretation, of the data generated by a quantitative method, would then require a 

subjective response to the objective data. The researcher had concerns regarding the 

quantification of subjective principles such as 'Trust7' and 'Trust Building." However, 

the differences between qualitative and quantitative methods are more fundamental than 

the numbers of respondents and amounts of data At the root of the differences is the 

concern of how we make valid sense of the world and people's behaviours. There the 

choice of approach should be concerned with the question the research is trying to 

answer. 'I  

A quantitative research approach endeavours to control conditions of the study by 

manipulating external influences, while a qudi tative approach seeks to understand the 

phenomena occumng in its natural state. Because trust building is behavioural in nature 

the researcher then considered a qualitative approach for exploring and understanding 

the phenomena of trust building by corporate partnering and alliance project teams. 

Table 1 describes the differences in approach that quantitative and qualitative 

methodologies follow. 

" Oulton, Tony. (1995). Management research for information. Management Decision 
3 p.65. -9 
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Table 1 
Ouantitative versus Oualitative Research Methodologies'" 

Ouantitative Methodologies Oualitative Methodolonies 
Hypothesis stated at outset Hypothesis emerges through study 
Data reduced to numbers. Nan-ative descriptions 
Validity - reliance on statistical indices Validity through triangulation 
Random sampling techniques Purposive sampling - expert informants 
Control of extraneous variables Narrative description of procedures 
Statistical summary of results Narrative summary of results 
Compartmentalizes phenomena for analysis Holistic description of complex phenomena 
Willingness to manipulate aspects in study of phenomena UnwilIing to tamper with naruraIly occurring 

phenomena 

Qualitative Research 

Qualitative researchers normally approach investigations through one of five basic 

methods- These methods may be combined in a research study. However, Anderson 

and Anderson,I3 and  res swell," experienced researchers, recommend that novice 

researchers focus on only one of the qualitative research methodologies. The reason 

being the novice researcher risks the potential of not following the rigour prescribed for 

any particular one of the methods. The resulting research may not be deemed by 

qualitative researchers to have the proper bases for qualitative research. The resulting 

investigation, may more properly be based on a qualitative approach as opposed to a 

qualitative research method. 

" Southwest Missouri State University. (August 19,1997). Department of Educational 
Administration. 3678. [http://www.srnsu.edu~EdAdmin/links/quantita.htm]~ 

l 3  Anderson, A. & B. (January 27, 1999) Qualitative Inauirv: Amroaches to data 
generation, organization and analysis. Nursing 683. Calgary, Alberta: University of 
Calgary. 

'4Creswell, John, W. (1994). Research desim: Oualitative & quantitative avvroaches. 
Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage. 
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The following is  res swell's'^ synopsis of each of the five qualitative traditions. 

Biogra~hv - is the study of an individual and her or his experiences as told to the 
researcher o r  found in documents 2nd archival material. A biographical method is 
the studied use and collection of life documents that describe turning point 
moments in an individual's life. These studies are 6ased in literary, historical, 
anthropological, psychoIogical and socioIogical perspectives as well as 
interdisciplinary views. It may take the form of a pure biography, autobiography, 
life history, o r  oral history. Researchers doing this type of study need: 

An extensive information base about the subject of the biography. 

A clear understanding of the historical, and contextual material to position the 
subject within the greater societal trends. 

A keen ability to determine the stories, slant or  angle regarding the individual. 

An ability to be immersed in the narrative and acknowledge their standpoint 
using an interpretive approach. 

Phenomenolo~y - describes the meaning of the lived experiences for several 
individuals about a concept or phenomenon. Phenomenologists explore the 
structure on consciousness in human experiences. To do Phenomenological 
studies researchers need: 

A solid grounding in the philosophical precepts of phenomenology. 

To choose study participants carefully using those having experienced the 
phenomenon. 

The researcher's personal experiences may be difficult to bracket. 

To decide how and in what way their personal experiences will be introduced 
into the study. 

l5 Creswell, John, W. (1998). Oualitative inouirv and research design: Choos in~  among 
five traditions. Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage. 
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Grounded Theory - intends to generate or discover a theory, an abstract analytical 
schematic of a phenomenon, that relates to a particular situation. This situation is 
one in which individuals interact, take actions, or engage in a process in response 
to a phenomenon. Researchers need to: 

Set aside theoretical ideas or notions so the analytic, or substantive theory can 
emerge. 

Recognize this is a systematic approach to research with specific steps in data 
analysis. 

Determine when categories are saturated, or when a theory is sufficiently 
detailed. This may be difficult. 

Recognize the primary outcome of the study is a theory with specific 
components, a central phenomenon, causal conditions, strategies, conditions 
and contest, and consequences. These are prescribed categories of information 
in the theory, 

Ethnogra~hv - is a description and interpretation of a cultural or social group or 
system. Such studies are usually based on observed behaviour as opposed to 
interviews. Researchers need: 

A grounding in cultural anthropology and the meaning of a social-cultural 
system as well as the concepts typically explored by ethnographers. 

Time to collect data is extensive, involving prolonged time in the field. 

The ability to write in a literary, story telling style, which often limits the 
audience for the work, and often leaves the work open to challenge by 
researchers accustomed to traditional approaches. 

Researchers have been known to "go native" and be unable to complete the 
study, and be compromised by the study. 
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Case Studv - an exploration of a "bounded system" or a case (or multiple cases) 
over time through detailed, in-depth data collection involving multiple sources of 
information rich in context. Case study researchers need: 

To decide on their bounded system or case to study. 

Consider studying single or multiple cases. Study of more than one case often 
dilutes the andyses. The maximum number of cases studied is normally no 
more than four. 

A rational purposeful sampling strategy for selecting the case and for gathering 
information must be determined. 

Sufficient information to present an in-depth picture of the case limits the 
value of some case studies. 

The boundaries of the case, and how it might be constrained in terms of time, 
events and processes may be challenging. 

A Grounded Theory A ~ ~ r o a c h  

Clearly the topic of 'Trust Building" by coIlaborating project delivery teams is a 

phenomenon. The research on this topic could therefore be either in the realm of a 

Phenomenological Study or Grounded Theory Study. Initially consideration was to 

research the phenomenon of trust building on collaboration projects within the 

parameters of a Phenomenological study. However, because phenomenology is directed 

toward understanding the phenomenon of the human experience, it limited research to 

that understanding. The research question, had the broader scope of the development of 

theory regarding trust building in collaborating projects. A grounded theory approach 

was chosen for the study because it is directed at developing theory related to 

phenomena. AnseIm Strauss looked at social processes and the need to develop 

theory.16 He partnered with other social scientists including as Glaser, Quint, 

I6 Weiner C. (1991). Arenas and careers: The complex interweaving of personal and 
organizational destiny. In D. R. Maines (Ed.), Social organization and social Drocess: 
Essavs in honor Anselm Strauss (pp 175 - 206). Hawthorne, N Y  Aidine De Gruyter. 
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Schatzrnan, and Denzin. In 1967 Strauss and GIaser advanced "Grounded Theory" as a 

means to build theories of social processes. Researchers concerned with building theory 

also believe that theories represent the most systematic way of building, synthesizing, 

and integrating scientific knowledge. Strauss and Corbin17 say a grounded theory, is 

inductively derived from the study of the phenomenon it represents. That is it is 

discovered, developed, and provisionally verified through systematic data collection and 

analysis of data pertaining to that phenomenon. Hence, data collection, analysis, and 

theory are in reciprocal relationship to one another. In grounded theory one begins with 

an area of study and what is relevant to that area is alIowed to emerge. 

Munhdl and Oiler-~oyd'' explain that symbolic interactionism, is the 

philosophical foundation for grounded theory and guides the research questions, 

interview questions, data collection strategies, and methods of data analysis. Both the 

behavioural or interactional level and the symboIic level of behaviour are important to 

symbolic interactionists. They aim grounded theory research at understanding how a 

group of people define, via social interactions, their reality. The generation of grounded 

theory relies on the inquiring, analytical minds of its researchers/theorists. Their task is 

to discover and understand the essence of complex interactional processes. The 

resulting theory emerges as an entirely new way of understanding the observations from 

which they are generated. It is this understanding that permits the development of 

relevant interventions in the social environment under consideration. 

C r e s ~ e l l ' ~  advises that whatever type of study, it should also be reviewed in terms 

l7 SWUSS, A. & Corbin, J. (1990). Basics in qualitative research: Grounded theory 
procedures and techniaues. Newbury Park, CA: Sage. 

" Munhall, L., & Oiler Boyd, C. (1993). Nursing research: A qualitative perspective. 
(2nd ed.). New York: National Jkague for Nursing. 

I9 Creswell, John, W. (1998). Oualitative inquiry and research desim: Choosing among 
five traditions. Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage. 
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of an ideological perspective. Examples of some ideological perspectives are positivist, 

post positivist, post-modemism, critical theory, constructivist, and feminism. They are 

philosophical assumptions, which influence all qualitative studies in one form or 

another. For example the following is a discussion of the some philosophical 

underpinnings that researchers may use for their research: 

Positivist: - Reality, is discovered by research (naive realism) and the researched 
"object" is independent from the researcher. This dualism or objectivity is central 
to the positivist methodology of experimental manipulation of confounding 
variables when seeking to verify hypotheses to uncover knowledge. Prediction 
and control are theoretical aims." 

Postpositivist: Reality exists and can be partial, but not fully understood (critical 
realism). Postpositivist researchers pursue accumulated knowledge through 
modified experimental research and hypothesis falsification, but concede 
analytical viewpoints collected through qualitative research have value. 
Prediction and control remain theoretical aims.20 

Post-modernism: Post modernists advance a reaction to, or critique of 
technology, reason rationality, universals, science and the positivist scientific 
method. The basic concept is reality is set within conditions of today's world and 
the multiple perspectives of class, race, gender and other group affiliations." 

Critical Theorv: An interwoven relationship between the inquirer and a particular 
group (the coparticipants) subjectively transacts value-mediated findings. To find 
knowledge, a reconstructive discourse and dialectical process is facilitated 
between coparticipantsfO 

Constructivist: The researcher engages in constructions that are dialectically 
transacted, thus aiming for more informed and sophisticated consensus 
constructions to provide a reconstructive understanding of a phenomenon." 

Feminism: The goals are to establish collaborative and non exploitative 
relationships, to place the researcher within the study so as to avoid 
objectification, and to conduct research that is tran~formative.~~ 

Annells, M. (August, 1996). Grounded theory method: Philosophical Perspectives, 
paradigm of inquiry, and postmodemism. Oualitative Health Research 6 (3), p. 379-393. 

21 Creswell, John, W. (1998). Oualitative inauiq and research desim: Choosing among 
five traditions. Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage. 
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A researcher may elect to use ideological perspectives to draw attention to the 

needs or requirements for action based on qualitative research. These perspectives 

provide additional philosophical and conceptual frameworks that might guide a study. 

Grounded theory can be viewed from many paradigms. Schatzmanz explains that 

although interactionist vocabulary abounds in the teachings, some grounded theorists 

suggest that grounded theory is perceived as design strictly for method and linked to no 

particular substantive paradigm, and therefore they give no theoretical anchorage. This 

study, of trust building on collaborative projects teams, is considered in the genre of a 

positive paradigm as it holds that research can determine the true nature of inquiry 

(naive realism) and that the researched "object" is independent from the researcher. It is 

also in the constructivist reality where the researcher engages in an inquiry process that 

creates knowledge through interpreted dialectically transacted constructions. 

If as Barber says we must discover and continudly rediscover how to foster trust 

and make it more effective, and we must strive for the most effective and morally 

satisfying mixture of trust and other social control mechanisms in changeful societie~.~ 

If, as Fukuyama says, societies equipped with high levels of trust as "social capital" can 

adopt new organizational forms to technological and market change,kd,  if as he says 

a society can be as small as a family to as large as a government, then corporate 

collaborations are societies. As BenolielU says Grounded Theory is built on 

" Schatzman, L. (1991). Dimensional analysis: Notes on an alternative approach to the 
grounding of theory in qualitative research. In D. R. Maines (Ed.), Social organization 
and social process: Essays in honor Anselm Strauss (pp 303 - 3 14). Hawthorne, NY: 
Aldine De Gruyter. 

Barber, B. (1983). The logcs and limits of trust. New York, NJ: Rutgers University. 

" Fukuyama, F. (1995). Trust: The social virtues and the creation of prosperitv. London, 
England: Hamish Hamilton. 

Benoliel, J. (August, 1996). Grounded theory and nursing knowledge. Ouali tati ve 
Health Research 6(3), 406-4 15. 
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assumptions that knowIedge is not static; people are undergoing change; and context 

functions to facilitate, to hinder and to influence human goals and social psychoIogical 

processes. Utilizing grounded theory to discover how trust is built in corporate 

collaboration applies a research method consistent with the non static nature of that 

societal context. 

Research Methodolow 

Detailed Met hodolo~y 

A grounded theory approach employs a "constant comparative method" toward 

data analyses. This is the process of taking information from data collected and 

comparing it to categories that emerge or that are identified in the data anaIyses. 

 res swell^^ explains that in grounded theory, participants are "theoretically sampled" to 

help the researcher best form the theory. For example in this research, individuals 

interviewed and "sampled" were all from teams working on collaboration projects in the 

Information Technology Industry. A researcher forms initial categories of information 

about the phenomenon being studied by segmenting information. Within each category 

the investigator finds several properties or sub categories, and looks for data to 

dimensiondise, or show the extreme possibilities on a continuum of the property. By 

taking the data apart, defining categories, and sub categories; coding, and constantly 

comparing categories one against another; and then reassembling the data, a researcher 

arrives at a substantive theory regatding a phenomenon. The intent is that data directs 

research, and theory is derived from data. Figure 2 illustrates the process. It is explained 

in the Figure Captions section, page 195. 

26 Creswell, John, W. (1998). Oualitative inquiry and research design: Choosing among 
five traditions. Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage. 
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- - 

Researcher looks For Patterns (Theories) 

Researcher Asks Questions 

Researcher Gathers Information 

Firmre 2: The Inductive Mode of Research in a Qualitative studym 

Problematic concerns because of premature definition of categories and coding led 

~chatzman" to contend one cannot define a problematic situation without beginning its 

construction, as nature provided no such "situation." Conjuring, assembly and 

configuration or patterning of situational components, conceived dimensionally is 

analysis. The definition of a constructed theory is a theory of it. Hence, situational 

construction analysis and definition are inseparable processes. Weine~?' discusses that 

Grounded Theorists define a contextual arena as a place of action and contest where the 

27 Creswell, John, W. (1994). Research desim: Oualitative & auanti tative aooroaches. 
Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage. 

" Schatzman, L. (1991). Dimensional analysis: Notes on an alternative approach to the 
grounding of theory in qualitative research. In D. R. Maines (Ed.), Social organization 
and social process: Essavs in honor Anselm Strauss (pp 303 - 3 14). Hawthorne, NY: 
Aldine De Gruyter. 

" Weiner C. (199 1). Arenas and careers: The complex interweaving of personal and 
organizational destiny. In D. R. Maines (Ed.), Social or~anization and social Drocess: 
Essavs in honor Anselm Strauss (pp 175 - 206). Hawthorne, NY: Aldine De Gruyter. 
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processes of bargaining, tacit understanding, and shared agreements characterize 

organizational life. This study is situated in the contextual arena of the corporate 

collaborating project. To conduct the study, data analyses and evaluation was 

conducted using Schatzman's grounded theory approach of Dimensional Analysis. 

Schatzman3' proposes that a story is framed ''from perspective, context, under, 

conditions, specified actions, with consequences in terms of an explanatory logic 

embedded in a matrix for explanatory paradigm (from) perspective." The contextual 

arena of corporate collaboration projects will be analysed to perspectives of trust 

building action(s), interaction(s) or process(es), with theory subsequently being 

developed. Dimensional analysis uses a "matrix of explanatory paradigm [from] 

perspective" The matrix, in Figure 3 is the structural and procedural underpinning for 

analysis. It is explained in the Figure Captions section, page 195. 

" Schatzman, L. (1991). Dimensional analysis: Notes on an alternative approach to the 
grounding of theory in qualitative research. In D. R. Maines (Ed.), SociaI organization 
and social process: Essavs in honor Anselm S trauss (pp 303 - 3 14). Hawthorne, NY: 
Aldine De Gruyter. 
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(attributes) 
Dimensions 

(from) 

Designation 

(with) 
Consequences 

Dimensional Analyses Exploratory Matrix 

Figure 3: Matrix for ExpIanatory Paradigm (from) Perspective [Schatzman, 199 11 3' 

"Open coding," defined by Strauss and  orbi in" as the first basic step where data 

are broken down into discrete parts, closely examined, compared for similarities and 

differences, and researchers ask questions about the phenomena as reflected in the data. 

Dimensional analysis is operationally different, requiring all codes be formed as 

dimensions of experience without regard, initially, to whether they first appear as 

structures or processes, context or condition. In this research, data was andysed so a 

critical mass of dimensions was gathered before naming and designating them to the 

matrix. This allows the researcher to find enough coordinates or benchmarks to assign 

relative salience and especially to decide which dimensions(s) will be theoretically most 

fruitful as perspective. Once dimensions, and sub-dimensions are documented, they 

31 Robrecht, L. (May, 1995). Grounded theory: Evolving methods. Oualitative 
Health Research 5 (2), p. 169-177. 

" Strauss, A. & Corbin, J. (1990). Basics in qualitative research: Grounded theory 
procedures and technia ues. Newbury Park, CA: Sage. 
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were analysed, by raising some to perspectives on the matrix, and then comparing the 

perspective's attributes to those of other dimensions which are positioned relative to 

context, condition, action, and consequences. Researchers raise and lower dimensions 

from positions of dimension and perspective, and they may also place dimensions into 

any of the reaIms of context, condition, action, or consequence to compare them 

adequatelyP3 

As main designations or categories of a phenomenon emerges, and the 

dimensions, conditions, processes, and consequences for the categories become 

apparent, data analysis continues until no new understanding of the category is 

forthcoming. Qualitative researchers call this phase "Saturation." CreswellY says that 

some grounded theorists recommend that twenty to thirty interviews be conducted to 

saturate (or find information that continues to add until no more can be found ) the 

categories, while Anderson and ~ n d e r s o n ~ ~ s a y  as few as eight or ten interviews can be 

conducted depending on the research question and experience of the researcher. 

Respondent Selection 

To investigate trust building in corporate partnering projects, the researcher 

examined four corporate partnering projects in the Information Technology (IT) 

industry. One industry was chosen to concentrate the research focus, to avoid possible 

problems with cross industry investigation that could result in fractured data. Also, 

33 Schatzrnan, L. (1991). Dimensional analysis: Notes on an alternative approach to the 
grounding of theory in qualitative research. In D. R. Maines (Ed.), Social organization 
and social urocess: Essavs in honor Anselm Strauss (pp 303 - 314). Hawthorne, NY: 
Aldine De Gruyter, 

Creswell, John, W. (1998). Qualitative inquirv and research desim: Choosing 
amone five traditions. Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage. 

35 Anderson, A. & B. (January 27,1999) Oualitative Inauirv: 
A~~roaches  to data generation. organization - and analysis. Nursing 683. Calgary, 
A1 berta: University of Calgary 
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choosing one industry limited the number of interviews that would have had to be 

conducted to cover all possibilities fully. 

IT was chosen because it is a relatively new and growing industry, conducting 

much of its business in a collaborative project context, and having a high incidence of 

project claims and dispute," part of which are attributed to lack of trust. Interviews of 

approximately one hour in duration were conducted with twenty individuals from the 

four collaborating project teams. Participants were selected from all perspectives from 

the various collaborating corporations. As the Data collected from interviews was 

transcribed and analysed using a grounded theory approach. Researchers found in 

literature who have employed a grounded theory approach to conduct research into the 

IT industry are Friend et al.,37 Garcia & Q u e ~ k , ~ '  and Guinan et al.39 

Participants were reached through industry contacts, and through introductions 

from the Department of Civil Engineering, Project Management Specialisation. 

Introductions were all initiated at the management level of the corporate collaborations. 

The researcher had to negotiate introductions and agreements between the various 

collaborating partners on three of the projects to see other collaborating team members. 

36 Jergeas, G., Beekhuizen, R. & Herzog, L. (1997). Claims and disputes in the IT 
industry. Proiect Management Institute 1997 Seminars & S m ~ o s i u m .  Chicago. Illinois, 
USA: Pa~ers  Presented Se~tember 29 to October 1. 1997. [CD Rom] Newtown Square, 
PA: Project Management Institute. 

37 Friend, J., Bryant, D., Cunningham, B. & Luckman, J. (December, 1998). Negotiated 
Project engagements: Learning from experience. Human Relations 51 (12), p. 1509- 
1542. 

" Garcia, L. & Quek, F. Qualitative Research in Information Svstems: Time to be 
Subiective? Presented at the IFIP WG8 -2 Working Conference on 'Information Svstems 
& Oualitative Research' 3 1 -May 31 03- June 97. Philadel~hia. USA. Paper published 
in Conference Book. London: Chapman & Hall. 

" Guinan, P., Cooprider, J., & Faraj, S. (June, 1998). Enabling software development 
team performance during requirements definition: A behavioral versus technical 
approach. Information Svstems Research. 9 (2), p. 101 - 125. 
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On the fourth project, the collaboration's sponsors arranged access. Selection of 

interview participants was based on functional factors such as senior managers, project 

managers, and design and delivery team members. Therefore, research participants 

were such as the project manager, a design team member(s), and other individual(s) 

charged with project delivery. Because participants had previously been assigned to the 

respective project teams by management, the researcher considered that their expertise, 

qualifications, and competencies for the projects had been addressed prior to having 

been assigned or accepted on the team. 

Initial consideration was to study five to six IT corporate partnering projects, with 

between twenty and thirty interviews conducted. The research was restricted to the four 

projects as limitations occurred due to time restrictions on research and the ability to 

find additional projects to research. Also, as discussed in the next chapter, the data 

became saturated after the analysis of nine interviews. 

Protection of Respondents Rights 

Participants were assured their participation is confidential. This is essential, as 

the researcher is concerned that the research does not create friction and disagreement 

between participants. Participants were asked to review and sign an ethics agreement, a 

sample of which is attached as Appendix 'B', and were advised they could withdraw 

from the research anytime. To protect anonymity, the corporations and participants 

were given pseudonyms for tracking purposes. The participant's individual pseudonym 

is tied to the corporate pseudonym. The actual corporate function will not be 

identifiable from others companies performing the same function. For example, the 

study has four IT service companies. Each is coded in its relationship to the project is 

was associated with. For example an IT colIaborator is coded as Project 1-ColIaborator 

2-1. Background information on each collaborator is non identifying, but puts the 
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collaborators in the context of their project collaboration. A file was set up for tracking 

the pseudonyms and individual interviews resulting from the research. It will be 

destroyed once the research is complete. 

relations hi^ with Res~ondents 

The researcher maintained an objective relationship to the participants. The aim is 

to solicit participants' perspectives. By being open to interviewee perspectives, the 

researcher will be able to investigate the opinions diverse from the assumptions upon 

which the initial research question was grounded. 

Testing the Ouestion 

Because the study is directed toward finding information discovering theory, the 

Literature recommends researchers use a "semi structured7' (also called focus~ed)~  

interview. The interviewer introduces the topic, then guides the discussion by asking 

specific questions. Appendix 'A' lists the semi structured open-ended questions devised 

to investigate the phenomena of how trust is built in corporate partnering projects. 

These questions were tested on a sample population, and adjusted before proceeding 

with final interviewing with the IT industry experts. The literature on qualitative 

approaches to questions and in particular the grounded theory approach suggests that 

during the interviewing process the questions evolve. Also, because data is being 

collected in conjunction with data analyses, new questions arise, which must be 

integrated into the research in the data collection, and often reexamined with those 

interviewed previously. Through this process of data collection, analyses, evolutionary 

questioning, and comparison of data and analyses one to the other, understanding and 

" Rubin, H., & Rubin, I. (1995). Oualitative interviewing: The art of hearing data. 
Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage 
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theory of how trust is built in the corporate partnering project context will appear. 

Data Collection 

Data collection was limited to interviews. Supporting literature was reviewed for 

validation and verification. Data was collected on a basis of the semi-structured open- 

ended questions. Creswel14[ recommends approximately five open-ended questions. 

This is consistent with a grounded theory approach that aims to discover knowledge and 

evidence that are contextual, situational and interactive interviews may need to be 

flexible and sensitive to the specific dynamics." Appendix 'A' lists the questions used 

for the initial interviews. 

Data Tracking 

Following grounded theory principles, the interviews were tape recorded, with 

agreement of individual participants. Data accumulated from the tapes was transcribed 

verbatim, and given a pseudonym referenced to the participant file. Research related 

activities, requirements, methodological notes, decision making, personal observations 

and experiences were tied to the researcher's daily diary and to a research journal. The 

research journal and the daily diary, along with a progress file, were used to track 

matters related to the non static nature of grounded theory research developments, 

process notes, reactions, direction and questioning. Using ATLAS.it @43 Grounded 

Theory Computer software, available to researchers in the Department of Civil 

*' Creswell, John, W. (1998). Ouditative inauirv and research desim: Choosing; 
among five traditions. Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage. 

" Mason, J. (1996). Qualitative research. London: Sage. 

43 Muhr, T. (1998). ATLAS.it Q (Version I for Windows) [Computer software]. Berlin: 
Scientific Software Development. 
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Engineering, Project Management Specialization, was a tool used to supported the data 

analysis. 

Data Verification 

In grounded theory, data verification is done through a process of reviewing the 

data looking for evidence, incidents and events that support or refute questions asked 

while dimensionalizing, Differences and variations are investigated further, to 

understand their impact on the phenomena. Strauss and Corbina say that through a 

process of hypothetical questioning and statements of relationships, the relationships are 

compared to the data, both to verify the statement and support differences between the 

contexts at the dimensional level. Applying a constant comparative process assures the 

data is continually verified and validated during analyses. Substantive literature 

research was conducted to verify and validate research discoveries. Reviewing and 

discussing data and concerns, with other researchers familiar to grounded theory 

approaches, helped to ensure that the principles of the grounded theory approach 

research were being followed. 

Data Presentation 

Using the IT industry arena, the study's focus is to generate theory on how trust is 

built on corporate collaboration projects. A theory and models explaining the trust 

building phenomenon in colIaboration is developed. The theory lead to practical 

applications which corporate managements and project managers may use at the project 

planning phases, and encourage and support at project team building phases. Merideth 

" Strauss, A. & Corbin, 1. (1990). Basics in aualitative research: Grounded theory 
procedures and techniclues. Newbury Park, CA: Sage. 
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and MantrelQ say that too often project managers receive little support from senior 

management. By giving support senior executives can greatly enhance the prospects of 

success. The study resulted in suggesting areas for further research of the trust building 

phenomenon. The theory developed, its conclusions, and recommendations were 

presented to a thesis review committee before finalization for publication in this thesis. 

Summary 

This chapter reviewed the various types of research methods applicable for 

studying the question of how collaborations build trust. By comparing the advantages 

and disadvantages of the research methods, it was determined that the grounded theory 

approach of dimensional analysis is the most applicable for researching the question. 

The chapter reviewed how the industry focus of Information Technology and research 

participants were chosen. It also explains measures for tracking, managing, validating, 

and presenting the data set. The following chapter describes application of the data 

analysis procedures to the data to discover theory about trust building collaboration 

project teams. 

" Meredith, J. R. & Mantel, S. J., Jr. (1995). Project management: A managerial 
a ~ ~ r o a c h  (3rd ed.). New York: Wily. 
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CECAPTER 5 

METHOD OF ANALYSIS 

This chapter discusses how the Grounded Theory Approach of Dimensional 

Analysis was employed to analyse the complexity and approaches to trust building that 

were used by the colIaborative teams researched for this study. The chapter discusses 

how the computer assisted qualitative data analyses tool of ATLAS-ti@ was used as a 

tool to assist in the data analyses. This section, also addresses how the data was 

analysed and validated against itself to confirm and verify the results by illustrating 

explanatory models of the data analyses process, and examples of how they were applied 

to the data. An explanation of the data set is provided, with projects' and interviewee 

descriptions, and explanations of responses as related to the research question. 

Oualitative Dab Analvsis 

Literature review confirmed that trust, and building trust are factors for successful 

collaborations. Even the most technical collaborations need trust to be built among the 

collaborators. The literature also suggested trust and trust building are social 

mechanisms operational in society which allow a society's individuals to work together 

for the common good. Building trust, is a social phenomenon that has not been 

investigated with consideration to the processes influencing collaborating team trust 

building. Because 'Trust" and "Trust Building" are social phenomena, the researcher 

chose to take a qualitative research approach to advance theory. A Grounded Theory 

Approach of Dimensional Analysis was chosen for the study. ATLAS. ti@ qualitative 

research software was used as a tool to assist in data analysis process. 

Muhr, T. (1998). ATLAS.it O (Version 1 for Windows) [Computer software]. Berlin: 
Scientific Software Development. 
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Coin~uter Assisted Oualitative Data Analvsis Software 

In recent years qualitative research has been aided by the development of software 

specifically designed as a tool for qualitative data storage, and to aid in analyses. 

Because of how much data was to be organised, coded and analysed, the researcher 

considered that a computer aided qualitative data analyses software program to be an 

essentid aid for the research. There are several types of software marketed- Amongst 

the software programs are Decision Explorer@,2 NUD*EST@-' and ATLAS.ti9.4 

The researcher reviewed these progmms, in a cursory manner prior to starting the 

data analyses. Decision ~xplorer@~ has a visual approach to analyses. Data information 

is inputted directly into the program from the research transcriptions. The program is 

focussed on a Phenomenological research approach, and on coordinating other software 

programs. NUD*EST@ is a program that has been marketed for some years, and is well 

known to qualitative researchers. It has the advantage of being well-developed, having a 

good program based training manual, and help components. It is designed so a variety of 

qualitative research approaches can be adapted to it. The method employs a database 

where data is warehoused, coded and retrieved through distinct levels of files, defined 

and determined by the researcher. The coding and file relationships are text based- 

ATLAS .tiQ4 has been developed for the Grounded Theory Approach to research. It 

is a newer software program, with its program-based training and help mediums not well 

developed Similar to NUD*ESTO it employs a warehousing database with distinct 

Decision Explorer@ (1996) [Computer software] Glasgow : Banxia Software, and 
Thousand Oaks, CA: Scolari, Sage Publications Software. 

Richards T. & Richards L. (1995). QSR NUD*IST40 (Version 4) [Computer 
software] Thousand Oaks, CA: Scolari, Sage Publications. 

Muhr, T. (1998). ATLAS-it O (Version 1 for Windows) [Computer software]. Berlin: 
Scientific Software Development. 
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levels of files, defined and determined by the researcher. Unlike NUD*EST@ it has the 

advantage of being visual in nature. Photos, documents of various kinds, and tape 

recordings may be coded. The analytical output can be viewed, manipulated, saved and 

printed in a graphical format. The graphical format, also allows the researcher to view 

the data and the subsequent andyses fiom a variety of visual perspectives. 

Because the researcher's past professional training is one of graphical 

interpretation and representation, and because her understanding of systems is 

diagrammatic in nature, the use of the  ATLAS.^^^^ as a research tool was considered the 

most congenial software package to her personal approach to research. The researcher 

had initial resel-vations regarding the applicability of the Dimensional Analyses 

Approach to Grounded Theory using the ATLAS.tiO software program, as the program 

is based on Corban and Strauss's (1990) approach to Grounded Theory. The data 

analysis section of this chapter describes how the Dimensional Analyses Approach was 

applied to the research data, 

Research Data 

To investigate trust building in corporate partnering projects, four corporate 

collaborative projects in the Information Technology (IT) industry were examined. IT 

was chosen because it is a relatively new and growing industry, conducting much of its 

business in a corporate partnering project context, and as Jergeas et. al.7 explain, it has a 

Richards T. & Richards L. (1995). QSR NUD*IST40 (Version 4) [Computer 
software] Thousand Oaks, CA: Scolari, Sage Publications. 

Muhr, T. (1998). ATLAS.it O (Version 1 for Windows) [Computer software]. Berlin: 
Scientific Software Development. 

7 Jergeas, G., Beekhuizen, R. & Herzog, L. (1997). Claims and dis~utes  in the IT 
industry. Proiect Mana~ernent Institute 1997 Seminars & Svrn~osium. Chicago. Illinois. USA: 
Pauers Presented Se~tember 29 to October 1. 1997. [CD Rom] Newtown Square, PA: PMI. 
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high incidence of project partnering claims and dispute. 

Primarv and Substantive Data 

Twenty individuals fiom four teams were interviewed for the research. During the 

data coding process, category codes were saturated (definition of saturation is found in 

data analysis section) after coding of project one and two, or after nine interviews. The 

result was the third and fourth projects were used as substantive data to confirm, test and 

modify developing theory by comparing the data from the eleven interviews of projects 

three and four to the emerging theory from analyses of projects one and two. 

Each interview of the four projects was tape recorded and transcribed verbatim 

into an ANSI@ text word processing format, compatible for data input and analyses with 

ATLAS-ti@ software. Each transcribed interview was filed individually for import into 

the ATLAS-ti@ program so that each interview could be analysed separately, relative to 

all other interviews, or relative to selected interviews. The interviews fkom projects one 

and two transcribed and imported into ATLAS.tiC3 is considered primary data, 

interviews from projects three and four being considered substantive data. Appendix 'C' 

shows an example of a transcribed interview. Other documents were also imported into 

the program and considered primary data texts were the researchers descriptive and 

reflective notes for each interview, and a contract document one partner shared with the 

researcher. Appendix 'D' shows an example of descriptive and reflective notes. 

A contract document was provided by one project team. The contracting parties 

would be readily identifiable without edits to the primary document. Editing would alter 

the document's intent and subsequently influence the data. For these reasons the 

contract document has not been included as an example in the appendices. However the 

contract was used as part of the data set analysed for the first nine projects. It was coded 

for it's possible affects on trust and trust building. 
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Collaborative Pro iect Coding 

Project teams comprise individuals collaborating from different companies. The 

researcher devised a system of coding to identify the interviewees. The system was 

designed so that the data could be compared project to project, partner to partner, and 

expertise to expertise. The project coding is illustrated in Table 2. 

ATLAS .ti@ dIows a researcher to create families of codes. This allows 

researchers to compare data and analyses from all interviews of projects coded Project 1 

against those coded Projects 2,3 and 4. From this example one can see that families of 

codes from the Project Managers of the four projects could be created and compared one 

against the other. Additionally, each interviewee was asked a series of demographic 

questions- This layed a foundation for the researcher to compare the coding and analyses 

in terms of age, sex, cultural background, and project management experience, if she 

chose. 

Table 2 
Collaborative Froiect Coding; 

Example: Project 2 C1-2, IT Technical Expert 4, Project Manager 2 Tape 6 

Project 2 This is the project identifier- It is for keeping track of the project. In this instance 
this shows the example is an interview from Project 2. 

IT Tech Expert 4 

Project Manger 2 

Tape 6 

In order of interviews. the interviewee's collaborative side and interview number. In this 
case the interviewee is a member from colIaborator number 1, and they were the second 
individual interviewed from this collaborator. 

From all of the interviews conducted in all of the projects. the individual is the fourth with 
technical expertise from the IT industry. 

The position the interviewee has on the team. and the second Project Manager interviewed 
in d l  of the projects. 

The tape upon which the interview can be found 
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The Collaborative Projects 

The project's studied were all from the Information Technology (IT) industry. 

With two projects researched, and two projects used for data substantiation, the 

researcher discovered that the IT industry covers a wide spectrum of enterprise. Full 

profiles of the projects can be found in Appendix 'E' . 

Proiect 1 - The project was to set up a Peoplesoft human resource systems 

management tool to integrate the payroll, pay and benefits administration functions, and 

have them accessible to human resource personnel. The project gave staff access to their 

personal pay and benefit files. The Initial project schedule was for two years. It began 

in August of 1997 and was completed two weeks over the schedule in August of 1999. 

Proiect 2 - The project began when a company identified the need to correct 

variance problems in existing data banks. They required an application for comparison 

of variances between the differing databanks. The requirement was for an integrated 

system where they could enter and compare existing data and new data. In IT terms the 

project is considered a data warehousing project. The project was a small one by IT 

industry standards. However, the collaborating companies are large concerns. One 

collaborator is a large multi national IT firm, and the other is a major oil and gas 

company. 

Proiect 3 - The project began as an IT company in house initiative to develop, 

produce and market a software product with integrated hardware. Severai company 

employees had identified a market need and were supported by their senior management 

to explore the initiative to develop the product and market it. The project began in 1995. 

it has been affected by funding and organizational change that resulted in changes in the 

team participants and numbers. However, from the project's inception, two individuals 

have remained constant to the project. They might be termed the project's champions. 

In 1997, the in house project team had concerns about in house marketing capability. By 
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mid to late 1998, they made an agreement to collaborate with another company from a 

completely different industry. The other colIaborator's role is to help with design and 

market the software, and integrated hardware product. In early 2000, the project team 

broke with their parent company and formed their own company. The collaboration is 

now one between the original parent company, the newly formed software/hardware 

development company, and the marketing collaborator. 

b i e c t  4 - The project is to set up a Geographical Information Systems (GIs) 

project. Two collaborators on the project termed the project a GIs data warehousing 

project. The client's company employs direct company employees, contractors, and long 

term contract personnel. They bring in consultant expertise on a per project basis as 

required. Consultant involvement may be one of several weeks, to many months 

depending on the complexity of the IT project being developed. Five individuals, on the 

project delivery team, from four collaborating concerns, were interviewed. The project 

began in late summer 1999 and is expected to be completed by mid 2000. 

Collaborative Team Member Profiles 

The team members interviewed for the four projects come from a range of 

experience and backgrounds. The participants had previously been assigned to the 

project teams by management. Therefore, the participant expertise, qualifications, and 

competencies for the respective projects had been addressed by their management prior 

to this research. Table 3 illustrates the profiles of those interviewed related to each of the 

four projects, while Table 4 shows the interviewee profiles related to experience and 

demographics. 
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Table 3 
ProfiIes Related to Project 

Interview Project Collaborator Role 
1 1 C1 Project Manager 

2 1 CI Senior Technical Manager 

C2 Technical Expertise 

C1 Senior Manager 

CL Project Manager 

C1 Technical Expertise 

CI Senior Technical Manager 

8 3 Ci Production Expertise 

9 3 C1 Technical Expertise 

10 3 CI Senior Technical Expertise 

I 1  3 C1 Senior Technical Manager 

Technical Expertise 

Senior Manager 

Technical Expertise 

Senior Manager (PM) 

16 4 C1 Senior Manager 

17 4 C2 Project Manager 

18 4 C2 Senior Project Manager 

19 4 C3 Technical Expertise 

20 4 C4 Stakeholder Liaison 
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Table 4 
Profiles Related to Ex~erience and Demomuhics 

Interview Project Manager Educational Workforce Sex Age Culture 
Trainin? - 

- 

Background Experience 
1 On Job, Day Courses Human Resources 30 Years F 51-60 AngloEurope 

On Job. Day Courses 

On Job. Day Courses 

On Job. Day Courses 

On Job. Day Courses 

None 

On Job. Day Courses 

On Job. Day Courses 

None 

None 

None 

On Job, Day Courses 

On Job, Day Courses 

On Job. Day Courses 

On Job. Day Courses 

On Job. Day Courses 

On Job. Day Courses 

On Job. Day Courses 

On Job, Day Courses 

On Job. Day Courses 

Computer Science 

Computers Technical 

Computer Science 

Computers Technical 

Chemistry/Computer 

Physics 

Production Eng. 

Electrical Eng. 

Computer Science 

Electrical Eng. 

Electrical Eng. 

Economics 

Computer Science 

Computers Technical 

Economics 

Computers Science 

Business/Meteorology 

Civil EngJComputer 

Economics 

19 Years 

15 Years 

18 Years 

15 Years 

1 Year 

14 Years 

32 Years 

6 Years 

10 Years 

7 Years 

2 Years 

30 Years 

25 Years 

35 Years 

33 Years 

14 Years 

18 Years 

I 6  Years 

13 Years 

Anglo/Europe 

AngloEurope 

AngloEurope 

AngIo/Europe 

Asian 

Angio/Europe 

AngIoEurope 

Asian 

Asian 

Asian 

AnglofEurope 

AngloEurope 

Anglo/Europe 

AngloEurope 

Anglo/Europe 

Asian 

AnglolEurope 

Anglo/Europe 

Anglo/Europe 

Analvsis Process 

Qualitative research requires that researchers become familiar with the data. 

Data from the first two projects was analysed to identify themes and relationships. A 

Grounded Theory Approach is considered a constant comparative method of analy~es.~ 

It involves data analysis involves examining, sorting, categorizing, evaluating, 

- -- 

a Strauss, A. & Corbin, J. (1990). Basics in qualitative research: Grounded theory 
procedures and techniaues. Newbury Park, CA: Sage. 
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comparing, synthesizing and contemplating coded data and also reviewing the raw and 

recorded data. This means the process of examining, sorting, categorizing, evaluating 

and comparing the data is ongoing throughout the research. During analyses, recurring 

patterns and relationships are identified, resulting in further data review, collection, 

analyses, and eventually conclusions. Concepts are formulated and reformulated and 

grounded in the data collected, until no new information appears to the researcher. This 

point is considered the point when data has reached the point of theoretical saturation. In 

this research, data from the first interview was coded, and subsequently the second 

through to ninth interviews were coded. As new categories, patterns and concepts 

emerged from subsequent interview data analyses, the researcher returned to previously 

anaiysed data, to re-analyse, compare and confirm results to strengthen them and ground 

them in the data. After analysing the data from the first seven interviews (two projects), 

no new categories patterns or concepts were emerging. The remaining two interviews 

from Project 2 were coded and as no new codes emerged the data was considered 

theoretically saturated after nine interviews. The data from projects three and four was 

used to ground the data further by using the constant comparative method on that data to 

confirm the emerged theory. To better understand the data during the analyses process, 

the Grounded Theory Approach of Dimensional Analyses (Schatzrnang) explained by 

Kools et. d.1° and ~obrecht ' l  was used. It examines the data from perspective, 

Schatzman, L. (1991). Dimensional analysis: Notes on an alternative approach to the 
grounding of theory in qualitative research. In D. R. Maines (Ed.), Social organization 
and social Drocess: Essays in honor Anselm Strauss (pp 303 - 3 14). Hawthorne, NY: 
AIdine De Gruyter. 

lo Kools, S., McCarthy, M., Durham, R, & Robrecht, L. (August, 1996). Dimensional 
Analysis: Broadening the Conception of Grounded Theory. Oualitiative Health 
Research 6 (3), p. 312-330. 

Robrecht, L. (May, 1995). Grounded theory: Evolving methods. Ouali tative Health 
Research 5 (2), p. 169-177. 
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context, under. conditions, specified actions, with. consequences. The approach does not 

exclude basic coding and analysis techniques developed by other researchers, but adds 

another tool for understanding data. 

Data Coding 

Grounded Theory researchers break data down into categories, reviewing, 

comparing and rebuilding it into concepts and related theory regarding the phenomenon 

being shrdied. Open Coding and Dimensional Analysis were the means used in this 

research to develop the theory. Once key categories emerged through open coding 

Dimensional Analyses was used to understand and conceptualise the data. Figure 4, 

explained in figure captions section on page 195, shows the research analysis process. 

~e":2:,"p*,es \ 
Context Conditions Processes Consequences 

I . 
Dimensional Analysis 

I 
I 

I I 
I I I 
+ I I 

Dlmrnrlonal 
Analysl~ 

Key Concepts 

Fimre 4: Data Analysis Process 
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Analysis Procedure 

Open Coding 

Open Coding as applied in this research is the process of taking the text based 

transcribed verbatim from the nine interviews conducted in projects 1, and 2, and 

reviewing it for broad-based categories and concepts. It is the process of fracturing the 

data which allows one to identify categories, their properties and dimensional locations. '' 
The data was reviewed line by line, and open coded. In this research, the primary data 

set was fractured into more than two hundred open codes, comprising more than 

eighteen hundred quotations. Appendix 'F' lists the codes and quotations. During open 

coding process the researcher found that broad-based key categories emerged. Table 5 

shows the broad based key categories which emerged from the open coding of the 

research data- 

Table 5 
Kev Categories From Oven Coding 

Key Categories 
Charter 
ColIaborating 
Communication 
Contract 
Corporate Culture 
Documents 
Environment 
Learning 
Partner 
Project 
Problems 
Project Manager 
Senior ManagemenVDecision Makers 
Stakeholders Other 
Team 
Team Members 
Trust Building 
Trust characteristics 

Each of the key categories is made up of a number of subcategories. Table 6 shows 

" Strauss, A. & Corbin, J. (1990). Basics in aualitative research: Grounded theory 
procedures and techniaues. Newbury Park, CA: Sage. 
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an example of the subcategories for the broad-based category of "Team" which emerged. 

Appendix 'G' has all key categories and sub categories Iisted. 

Table 6 
Sub-Cate~ories for Kev Cateeorv Team 

Key Category Su b-Categories 
Team Team - No finger pointing 

Team - Not a team 
Team and individual expectations responsibilities (clear or not) 
Team communications 
Team decisions 
Team differences and problems 
Team environment 
Team environment - Open space or not 
Team external environment - Working 
Team goals and objectives have value/make sense 
Team individual processes 
Team member - Admitting you don't knowhave problem 
Team member - Finds answer o r  not 
Team member conunitment to the teamlproject 
Team member interrupted 
Tearn member length of time on project 
Team member perceptions 
Team member pride 
Team member professional opinion respected or not 
Team member professional-mature 
Team member reputations 
T e r n  member value to team and recognition 
Team members assimilate 
Team open. but copes with intrusion 
Tearn outside of working environment 
Team perception of by others 
Teams perceptions of self 
Team performance - Goals and objectives set, met or not 
Team relationships 
Team size 
Team tells all 
Team trust building activities (social) 

Dimensional Analyses 

To understand the categories and subcategories, the process of Dimensional 

Analysis was used to discover the key concepts and processes of the broader-based 

categories. Each "key category" or dimension was dimensionalised to its context, 

conditions, processes and consequences until key concepts with properties and 

dimensions emerged. Dimensional Analyses is akin to the process Corbin and Stmuss 

describe as Axial Coding. It puts data back together in new ways by making connections 
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between a category and its sub categories.I3 At this point the objective is not to relate a 

broader-based categories to the other broader-based categories, but to develop a category 

beyond properties and dimensions to focus on identifying a category (phenomenon) and 

its conditions which explain it. Table 7 is an example of how the dimension of the Key 

Category Team might be dimensionalised. 

Table 7 
Exam~le of Kev Cateeorv Team and its Sub Cate~orv Dimensionalisation 

Sub Categories Sub Categories Sub Categm'es Sub Categories 
as Contexts as Conditions as Rw:esses as Consequences 

Sub categories may be interchanged and analysed as contexts and conditions. processes and consequences - t 

Team Decisions Competency* Celebrations* Expectations Met* 
Team Environment Getting Along* Gossip* Fun and Enjoyment* 
TeamExtemal Open No Secrets* Mentoring* Team Member 
Environment Stress* Sharinp Finds Answer or not 
Teamand Individual Team Differences and Team Communications Team Member 
Expectations and problems Recesses Perceptions 
Team Member Team Environment Team Member - TeamMember 
Professional Mature Open Space or not Admitting you don't Value to Team & 
Team Outside Team gmWobjectives knowlhave problem Recognition 
working environment have value make sense Team Members Team Performance 
Team Relationships Team Member Responsibilities assimilate Goals & Objectives 
Team Size Clear or not Team Member set or met or not 

Team Member length intempted Team perception o r  
of time on project Team Member Opinion others 
Team Member C o b m e a t  Respected or not Team Perception of Self 

to project / team Team - no finger pointing* 
Team Perceptions of Self Team Open but 
Team Member Ride copes with intrusion 
Team Member Reputations Team Tells A11 
Team & Member Pride Team Trust Building 
Understanding* Activities (social) 

Work Meaningful* WorkJoad* 
* Sub categories influencing Dimension Team and but also influencing related to other key categories. 

Dimensional Analysis looks at each category as having the potential of being the 

key category or phenomenon. Each major or potential key category discovered during 

open coding is analysed according to it's context (its specific set of properties) in which 

it is embedded; the action/interactional strategies by which it is handled, managed, 

carried out, and the consequences of those strategies. The specifying features of a 

category are referred to as subcategories, and although they also are categories, because 

l3 Strauss, A. & Corbin, J. (1990). Basics in qualitative research: Grounded theorv 
procedures and techniaues. Newbury Park, CA: Sage. 
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they are related key categories the prefix sub is added. 

In the work of Corbin and Strauss (1990) during the Axial Coding stage 

relationships between the key categories are noted relative to their properties and 

dimensions. Table 8 illustrates the relational properties of the key categories relative to 

the question of factors influencing trust. 

Table 8 
Trust Influencing; Factors on Kev Categories - 

Key Categories Conditions Processes Consequences 
as the Context 

Charter Competency Admitting Appreciation by/of 
Collaborating Confidentiality Vulnerabilities others 
Celebrations Decision Making . Co-located Teams Expectations Met 
Communication Differences and Communication Occurrence of Trust 
Contract ProbIems Processes Perceptions of Trust 
Corporate Culture Evolution Fun and Enjoyment Survival 
Documents Other Expectations Getting Along Trust Built Formally 
Environment Experiences Individuals Solve Trust Built Informally 
Learning Meaningful Project Problems Understanding 
Partner Openness Joint Problem Solving 
Project Owners hip/ Meeting Expectations 
Problems Acceptance Mentorinflraining 
Project Manager Partner Non No Fingerpointing 
Senior Management Threatening No Gossip 
Decision Makers Perceptions Open- No Secrets 
Stakeholders Other ProbIem Solving Sharing 
Team Set Up/Structure . Stress Management 
Team Members Stress Trust Building Activities 
Trust Building Survival Understanding Self & 
Trust Characteristics . Training Growth Others 

Understanding 
Workload 

A core category, with sub categories, overshadowing d l  other categories should 

emerge fiom the data. The core category is key to a phenomenon being researched. 

However, a core category may not emerge that easily. Several categories may seem 

equally as important as others. At this point, the potential is high for misidentifying a 

category core to the phenomenon. Dimensional Analyses, endeavours to overcome this 

problem by better understanding of each key category. This is done by anaiysing its 
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properties and dimensions in relation to the other categories and their dimensions. The 

result is that key concepts emerge which explain the larger categories. Key concepts are 

further dimensionalised and compared back to the data base until each major category is 

fully understood, and no new concepts emerge. Figures, explained in figure captions on 

page 195, shows an example of the process. 

Key 9Oegory 
Emerged Dunng Open Coding 

Dimensional 

of Key  Categories 

&:%En 

to Exlnlng and 
NQW Data 

Andysis 
of Key Concepts 

Dimcnsionllised for 

I 
I Sub Category I Key concept1 I Sub Camom I Kcv Concc~t 1 
4 Erneraes with I 

Properties a d  Dimensions 1 
\ 

, Ebr.-."7* - - -- -, 
Properties and Dimensions 

Key Concept 
Dirnensionalised for 

Dimensional Key Context, Condition 
Analyslis Process, andlor Consequence 

Dirnensionalised for 
Condidon, Process 

Consequence 

Constant t ~ r n D a ~ ~ n  r nd I 
k'rnensions Identified 

DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS 
of CORE PROPERTIES 
AND DIMENSIONS TO 
DISCOVER THEORY I 

Fieure 5: Process of Data Internation 

The key categories, which emerged, had a number of subcategories influencing 

them. Appendix 'F' lists all the key categories and the associated sub categories from 

which key concepts emerged. When the researcher looked at each category and its 

subcategories, it became apparent that there were interrelationships between them that 
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over shadowed and influenced each of the categories beyond itself. For example the key 

categories of Senior Management and Team both had Communications, Teaching, 

Learning Perceptions, Competency, and Expectations associated with them. 

Additionally, subcategories such as Competency and Stress, influenced each other, and 

the main key categories. To understand the dynamics and interrelationships of the 

categories and subcategories, they were again dimensionalised until key concepts 

emerged. For example, dimensionalising the sub categories reIated to team shown in 

Table 7, and anaiysing (dimensionalising) them to the common sub categories 

influencing trust as illustrated in Table 8, the research became focussed on the dominant 

contexts, conditions, processes and consequences influencing the phenomena of how 

collaborative teams build tnist on collaborative teams. Figure 6, explained in figure 

captions section, page 195 is an exampIe of key category 'Team" dimensionalisation. 

The Core Category 

In the process of dimensionalising key categories, subcategories and key concepts, 

the researcher concentrated on the context and conditions of the dimension's 

internelationships, recognizing that processes and consequences are equally important 

facets of the data analyses procedure. By concentrating on context and conditions at this 

stage of analyses, researchers looked at the data from a broader viewpoint. Each 

dimensionalised category was considered a perspective, and tested against the others 

with "each potential perspective providing a different interpretation of meaning. The 

dimension that provides the greatest explanation for the relationship among dimensions 

is ultimately selected as the central or key perspective from which to organize or 

"choreograph" the data.14 Dimensional Analyses strengthens the process because each 

l4 Kools, S., McCarthy, M., Durham, R, & Robrecht, L. (August, 1996). Dimensional 
Analysis: Broadening the Conception of Grounded Theory. Oualitiative Health Research 
6 (3), p. 3 12-330 
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category is reviewed as having potential to be the core category, or perspective. This 

ensures that dl categories are considered to the fullest extent possible, before further 

explanatory analysis is pursued. 

Dimensional 
Analysis 

of Key Categories 

Constant t .-p..- 
to Existing and 

New Data 

Key Category Team Dimensionalisation 

Team Propartles 
Team Sub Team Sub Team Sub Team Sub 
CaleQorles Categories Categories Categories as 
P Contexts as CondlUons as P I O C e S ~ S ~ q m c ~  - Designations 

Dimensional Analysis 

Eg , Perceptions, Training Understanding 
Expectations Met 

Dimensional E.G. Key Concept of 

Analysis Perceptions 

o f  Key Concepts 

OlMENSlONAL ANALYSIS 
of CORE PROPERTY 

SHARINO'S DIMENSIONS TO 
DISCOVER AND EXPLAIN 

THEORY I 

Constant 
Comparison t Key Context 

Condition, Process andlor 
to Exid-ng and Consequence Emerges 

New Data 

Fieure 6: Example of Analyses of Key Category Team 

Dimensional 
Analysis 

of Key Concept 
Condition, Process 

andlor 
Consequence 

Perceptions Dimensionalised for - Core Properties and Dimensions 
Related to How Collaborative 

Teams Build Trust 
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to Existing and Sharing Identified 
New Data 
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Research Substantiation 

Figures 4,5 and 6 illustrate how the researcher compared the data throughout the 

analyses process. As open coding of the first two projects progressed, the analyses 

produced no new categories or sub categories emerged following the seventh interview. 

The researcher continued the open coding process until all nine interviews from the first 

two projects had been coded. At this point, the dimensional analysis and comparison of 

the categories and subcategories comrnenced- As the concepts and theory emerged from 

the data coded in projects one and two, the findings from the data analyses of project one 

and two coding were compared against themselves, and with the data from projects three 

and four. By constantly comparing the emerging data against itself and against the data 

in projects 3 and 4 the emerging theory was confirmed, tested, and understanding of it 

more fully comprehended. As the data from projects 3 and 4 was analysed, new insights 

or contradictory data that arose was compared to the original data and evolving theory. 

These points of agreement and difference were noted during the analyses, with points of 

agreement considered verification of data results, and differences reviewed and 

"compared" against the research data for an explanation. These differences are then 

integrated back into the data and researched for consideration and explanation within the 

theoretical explanation of the phenomena. In this manner, complementary insights were 

used to confirm the emerging data, while conflicting information was analysed in 

relation to the initial data and emerging theory to learn its relational effects and attributes 

to the theory. A Grounded Theory Approach to research considers the constant 

comparative method an integral part of saturating the data and helps to ensure the 

credibility of the emerging theory." Additionally it is considered a way to "ground" the 

developed theory with other data and in the literature. With this research being partially 

l5 CresweII, John, W. (1998). Qualitative inauiry and research desian: Choosing 
amona five traditions. Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage. 
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in the positivist paradigm of exploring and reviewing research that has preceded it, and 

in the constructivist paradigm of constructing theory, the researcher considered it 

particularly important to substantiate the theory through comparative analyses of 

interviews for projects 3 and 4, and in current literature, 

Summary 

A Grounded Theory Approach to data analysis was chosen to analyse the data. 

The Atlas.itO software program for Grounded Theory research was chosen to help in the 

data storage, analysis and the generation of the theory. Research data consisted of 

interviews from four projects. To track the data the researcher developed a method for 

tracking primary documents, tapes and interviewees- 

The analyses process consisted of Open Coding and Dimensional AnaIyses to 

analyse and reintegrate the data. The researcher employed Dimensional Analysis to 

ensure the core category and emerging theory were fully integrated with other major 

categories, subcategories, and concepts, and to reintegration it through context, 

condition, processes and consequences and ground it in the data, To vdidate and test the 

theory a "constant comparative method" was used to ground it substantively. 

The analyses found that key categories emerged, each having sub categories 

associated with it. Comparison of key categories to each other, to their sub categories, 

and related them to context, conditions, processes and consequences, resulted in a core 

category emerging, The discovery of the core category of "sharing" and its meaning for 

building collaborating team trust is discussed in Chapter 6. 
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CHAPTER 6 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

This chapter discusses the results of the analyses of the interviews conducted on 

four Information Technology projects. It describes the data integration and analyses of 

projects 1 and 2, with verification and substantive data analyses of projects 3 and 4, on 

collaborative project team trust building. The research concludes that "Perceptions" are 

principal influencing conditions for building trust at the collaborative project team level. 

An explanatory model of "Perceptions" influence on collaborative team trust building is 

presented for deliberation. 

Having considered perceptions as the influencing factor in collaborating team 

trust, the question remained, what, if any, trust building mechanisms are operational on 

successful and productive collaborating project teams? Further data analyses found the 

process and condition of "Sharing" directs collaborative teams and their members to 

develop and build trust collaborating team trust. The chapter discusses the theory of 

how individual and team "Sharing" is a major trust building factor resulting in team 

trust building. Explanatory models of "Sharing" are presented with discussion of how it 

may be strategically used in project delivery 

The Proiects 

The four projects were all considered "successfuI" by those interviewed. What 

defined success was relative to the interviewee. Some interviewees cited project 

success by the traditional success factors of quality, on time and on budget. Others 

determined project success as having a satisfied client and a quality project. Still other 

interviewees considered success by how satisfied they personally were with the project. 

The fact all four projects were considered successful by the collaborating teams was first 
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considered a limitation of the study to an understanding of only successful projects. 

However, all the interviewees. having considered the immediate projects, were not shy 

about discussing project failures, incidents, and concerns which affected their ability to 

trust others with whom they had collaborated in the past. 

Analvses for Collaborative Trust 

To discover the processes that collaborating team members use to build trust the 

data was first open coded. Key categories and their sub categories emerged. These key 

categories are shown in Chapter 5,  Table 5, and Appendix 'F' show the key categories 

and their related sub categories. Through analysis of the key categories and sub 

categories the fundamental process directing a collaborator's ability to trust was found 

to be perceptions a collaborator had of self, and of other stakeholders. Some examples 

of perceptions are of fellow collaborators, project sponsors, senior manager(ment), 

project manager or end users. Further, the collaborators had perceptions regarding the 

every day processes which team members use to collaborate on projects. The 

perceptions of the processes relative to a team member's perceptions of other project 

team collaborators adds complexity to collaborative team trust building. 

Appendix 'G' is an example of how key and sub categories were re-categorised 

through reflective memoing and relational analyses of each category to others suggested 

the complexity of the interrelationships between all categories. By example Table 9 

illustrates the relational analyses for sub categories of the key category '2eaming." 

regarding possible links with some other identified sub categories. 
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Table 9: 
Relation of Other Categories to Learning's Sub Categories 

Learning's Related to Some Other Sub Categories 
Sub Category Identified in Open Coding 
Learning - Willingness To, Partner Team Member Characteristics 

Wanting ro Learn Team Member - Admitting You Don't Know/Have Problem 
Trust and Hurnility/Ego 
Trust and Confidence 

Learning Experience 

Mentoring 

Training and Growth 

Getting Alonflorking Together 
Fun and Enjoyment 
Mentoring 
Sharing 
Team Member - Admitting You Don't Know~Have Problem 
Team Member - Finds Answer Or Not 
Trust and Providing Resources 
Trust and Information/ Understanding Requirements 

Fun and Enjoyment 
Problems Solved Jointly 
Team Goals and Objectives Have ValueMake Sense 
Team Member - Admitting You Don't Know/Have Problem 
Team Member - Finds Answer Or Not 
Learning Experience 
Sharing 
Team Member Perceptions of Self 
Team Member Pride 
Trust and HumiIity/Ego 
Trust and Confidence 
Trust and Providing Resources 
Trust and Information/ Understanding Requirements 

Learning Experience 
Mentoring 
Project Management Training 
Project Manager - Evolution of a 
Team Communications 
Trust and Providing Resources 

Other Influencing Considerations and Sub Categories on Trust Buildine for Kev Categorv Leamin~;, 

Training 1 Learning and Team Member Getting AIongNorking Together 
Perceptions of Their Value to Team Learning Experience 
(New Idea to explore - underlined) Mentoring 

Prizes/Rewards/Celebrations 
Shm-ng 
Trust and Providing Resources 
Trust and Information1 Understanding Requirements 

Training / Learning and Team Member Getting Along/Working Together 
Perceotions of Others Open - No Secrets 
(New Idea to explore - underlined) Partner Admits They Can't DeIiver Ahead of Time 

Partner Non Threatening 
Team Environment 
Team Member Admitting You Don't Knowmave a Problem 
Tnrsting Environment 
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Table 9: continued 
Relation of Other Categories to Learning's Sub Categories 

Learning's Related to Some Other Sub Categories 
Sub Category Identified in Open Coding 
Trust and Risk Collaborative Competency 
(Category Not Previously Considered Competencies 
a Sub Category of Learning) Getting AlongNforking Together 

Open - No Secrets 
Perception of Partner Good or Bad 
Sharing 
Trust and Infomation/Understanding Requirements 
Trust and Providing Resources 

Perce~tions and Trust 

Open Coding of the data, the research found the broad based (key) categories 

emerged These are found in Appendix 'F'. There were also categories which could be 

termed "fiee standing," or seemingly not related to any particular category. The free 

standing categories are included in Appendix 'F'. Although seemingly unrelated to any 

one category, the free standing codes such as stress, fun and enjoyment, sharing, and no 

gossip have associations with the broader key categories. By dimensionalising each of 

the categories one against the other to their context, conditions processes and 

consequences with attention given to comparing the free standing codes to the main 

categories the researcher explored their links with the main key categories. The 

resulting analyses found that, the condition of perceptions emerged as a critical factor in 

shaping the interviewees' ability to trust other collaborators on their teams. Colouring 

the perceptions team members have of others on the collaborative team are the team and 

individual perceptions of processes procedures employed in project delivery. Of the 

twenty interviewees, the "word" perception and perceive were used only ten times. 

Three individuds on the project 1 collaborative team, and one individual on each of the 

project 2 and project 4 teams used the word. In the over three hundred quotes attributed 

to the code family perceptions most interviewees referred generally to what they 

perceived and were similar to the following interviewee from project 1 he said: 
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If you have two similar projects going on, and the people on one project team see 
the other project team getting the dollars for the newer technology, getting the 
work stations that are, you know super duper, or whatever, having more parties, 
you know, silly things, that can, can erode the morale of a project team. You earn 
a certain amount and then you look around at other companies and you can find 
another company paying something quite different, and say why am I here. And 
then it's like, well what, where do they see me in this, if they're paying me less 
than I think I should be making, because they've got a lesser of an impression of 
me than I have of myself, or the rest of the industry has, then leave, I've got to 
leave. 

This quote shows how individual and team members actions can be affected by 

their perceptions. In it one can see how perceptions of providing resources to one team 

versus another may affect team morale. It also illustrates how team member perceptions 

of their value to the company, project, and team, and of their own self worth may be 

affected by perceptions of their compensation. Additionally it shows how valuable team 

collaborators may be lost through mismanagement of their perceptions, by example in 

this case a team member leaving the project because of a perception of their value 

related to compensation received. 

There may well be an underlying truth to perceptions, but without management 

and open discussion, misunderstandings, and problems could arise. Whether the 

collaborative relationship is new, or whether it is ongoing, collaborating parties come to 

the relationship with their own perceptions of self, and of their needs, expectations and 

motives, They also bring to the relationship perceptions of those with whom they are 

collaborating, including perceptions of other collaborators' needs, expectations and 

motives. These perceptions influence the relationships from the outset. Perceptions 

also effect the relational and business conditions and processes and conditions resulting 

in specific actions which enable collaborators~ expectations to be met or not met. The 

result is trust between the collaborating parties may be built or not built. This research 

discovered that many different perceptions must be managed. Table 10 shows examples 
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of perceptions identified in this research, and some related conditions and processes 

found to direct collaborator perceptions toward trust or distrust. The Perceptions of 

Partner, Project and Team are expanded upon to show how each perception can have a 

muItitude of additional characteristics which apply to it. 

Table 10 
Perce~tions, Processes and Conditions Affecting Trust and Distrust 

Perception of Processes and Conditions 
Documents (Charter, Contract, Other) Ability to be Receptive 
Corporate ~ l l t u r e  - Own 
Corporate Culture - Others 
Confidentiality 
Communications 
Competence 
Contract Relationship 
Environment 
Expectations (Self & Others) 
Getting AIongNorking Together 
Goals and Objectives 
Humility/Ego/Pride 
Openness 
Motives (Self & Others) 
Partner Non Threatening 
Partner and Other Team Members 
Partner (competence, power. authority 

commitment, individual vs. 
corporation, expectations 
motivations, decision making, 
performance, reliability. 
characteristics, problems with) 

Performance (Team, Self) 
Problems 
Project Manager(s) 
Project Success 
Project (quality, schedule. funding, 

budget, beginning, ending, changes, 
consequences, compensation. 
length, pIan. scope, resources,) 

Stakeholder - Others 
Risk 
SaFetyIRisk 
Senior Managers 
Tearn (communications, decisions. 

expectations and responsibilities, 
problems, environment, workload, 
individuals. commitment. pride. 
reputations. size 

Tearn Self 
Training & Member Value to Team 
Trustworthiness 
Self-value to Team 
Value of Work (Project) 

AssimiIation 
Admitting Vulnerabilities 
Collaborative Methodology/ Process 
Communication 
Communication Type 
Communications Plan 
Expectations Met (result) 
Fun and Enjoyment 
Getting AIonflorking Together 
Goals & Objectives Understood 
Gossip 
Joint Problem Solving 
Learning 
No Finger Pointing 
Open - No Secrets Stress 
Opinions Respected 
Project Planning 
Prizes/ Rewards/ Celebrations 
Project Tracking 
Problems Addressed 
Providing Resources 
Survival 
Teachinoraining 
Trust Building Activities 
Understanding (Empathy) 
Value Team Member & Project Recognised 
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Table 11 shows exarnpIes of some stakeholders, processes and conditions found in 

this research, and some of the perceptions that were related to them, 

Table 11 
Exam~les of Interviewee ColIaborative Issues. and Perce~tions of Issues 

Collaborative Issue Perceptions of Issues 
The Project This project will or will not be helpful to my career. 

The project I am working on is or is not worthwhile. 
I'm on this project because I am a valuable resource, management isn't sidetracking 
me. 
Management is or  isn't behind the project 
I'm going to learn a Iot by being on this project 

Senior Management Senior management take sides. 
Doesn't know why they're doing this project 
We never see them They don't know we're here. 
Gives us resources to do the work. 

The Contract 

The Charter 

* The contract is for Iawyers. 
The contract sets a tone for the relationship, otherwise it's not much use. 
The only time you need to look at the contract is when you're in trouble- 

* What we're supposed to be doing, isn't in the contract. 

It's a piece of fluff. 
It's a lot of pIatitudes and Iike to haves. 
It's the flavour of the day. 
A charter is a lot of work and takes a lot of commitment to be successfu1. 

Collaborative Team* We're proud to be on this team because it has a good image. 
People are on this team because they are competent. 
Team Building exercises are helpful (or not) at getting the team to know each other. 
Our team is judged ( by others,) 

Collaborative Partner They're just in it for the money. therefore their motives are questionable. 
Their corporate culture isn't as  open as ours (or vice versa) 
They certainly have a lot more experience than we do in certain areas 
We can learn a lot From them. 
They're nothing but a bunch of salesmen. 

Communications 

Project Manager 

Communications are poor (or good) 
Communications are informid (or formal) 
We like to keep things light, that's a good way to communicate. 
Open and Honest Communications make projects successful. 

The PM keeps us informed, 
The PM is involved with the work- 

* The PM cares about our personal and professional needs. 
The PM fights for our rights and sticks up for us. 
Project Managers should listen, 

Figure 7 is an exemplification of the research findings showing how one 

collaborator's perceptions of another's motives, another's expectations, perceptions of 
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self, and risk are influenced by their own expectations and motives related to certain 

conditions and processes taking place. It indicates that specific actions resulting from 

the conditions and processes lead to expectations being met or not being met, and to 

trust resulting or not resulting. In presenting the model, it is considered a point of 

departure for understanding the role perceptions play in enabling or discouraging mst. 

The model shown in Figure 7, and discussed in the figure captions section, page 195 of 

thz thesis, attempts to show how perceptions structure an individual collaborator's trust 

in fellow collaborators and impressions of fellow collaborators' trustworthiness. The 

synthesis of the model becomes more involved once consideration of fellow 

collaborators' perceptions are integrated with the first collaborator's perceptions. 

Further to this, a collaborating company, may come to the collaboration with a number 

of individuals, who each come to the project with their own perceptions, motives, and 

expectations. Some of these motives, perceptions and expectations may be in 

alignment, but many are possibly divergent. Table 10, lists some team member 

perceptions of processes and conditions found in this thesis. Because they are 

interrelated to one another in many ways, understanding the complex dynamics 

perception pIays on collaborators' ability to trust and to build trust is difficult. By 

controlling, managing and aligning perceptions to the best of their abilities, project 

managers will increase the likelihood of a collaboration's success. 

Figure 7, is preliminary, and requires additional study to explore its import and 

implications. The research question is how do collaborating project teams build trust? 

The role that perceptions play is a significant factor in whether or not trust develops 

between the collaborating parties. However, the researcher discerned the in-depth study 

required to investigate the phenomenon's complexities, was beyond the scope of her 

research. Also given consideration was the fact that the determinant to how trust is built 
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on collaborating project teams may lay in the conditions, processes and specific actions, 

of Figure 7, in which collaborative parties engage. To this end, the research was 

refocused at these dimensions in relation to the research findings relative to perceptions. 

Firmre 7: Model of Collaborator's Perceptions and Resulting Trust 

Processes and Conditions Related to Building Collaboratin~ Team Trust 

With perceptions being a factor influencing the conditions, processes, and 

resulting specific actions related to trust building on collaborative teams, the researcher 

began re-analysing the categories which emerged with perceptions at their core. 

Particular 
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attention was given to the categories related to team perceptions, team perceptions of 

self, perceptions of partner as a team member. Further the relationships of how 

expectations, motivations, and risk related to how these perceptions affected trust 

building was examined. Appendix 'H' represents an ATLAS-ti@ analytic graphic 

representation of the focussed research on team perceptions or self, trust building and 

risk. Appendix 'H' also shows the list of code relationships derived through graphic 

analyses. Focussing from this viewpoint, allowed the for exploration of processes and 

conditions which the interviewees considered important to building collaborating team 

trust. Table 16 Appendix 'I' is a list of explanatory observations of sharing on 

perceptions derived Erom the analyses of the relationship of the processes and conditions 

derived in Appendix 'H.' 

Collaborative Team Trust Building 

By studying the processes and conditions related to perceptions, a factor was being 

sought that affects development of collaborating team trust. Through this further 

analyses of the processes and conditions the process (condition) of "Sharing" emerged 

as the determining factor in building trust on collaborating teams. Figure 8, discussed in 

the figure captions section on page 195, shows the processes and conditions identified in 

this research related to perspectives which sharing encompasses. The result is sharing 

facilitates the process of open and honest communication. A limitation to this model is 

the consideration that there may be additional processes and conditions not identified by 

this study. However, to support the argument, after nine interviews, comparative review 

of the 11 substantive interviews no new conditions and processes were noted. 

Literature review, suggests that "Open and Honest" communication is essential to 

building trust. This research found the interviewees considered open and honest 

[communication] resulted from shared processes and conditions. Five of the twenty 
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interviewees used the term "open and honest " while sixteen of the twenty talked about 

"open and openness." However, this research indicates the role, sharing plays in 

fostering trust, goes beyond "telling all." It is also a part of the subjective and 

perceptive ability of an individual to trust. Being open demonstrates sharing, but this 

research indicated that sharing displays other social interactions, example kindness, 

interest, empathy and understanding, the ability to show vulnerability, and being non 

threatening. Table 12 shows an example of learning as a shared process or condition 

which was identified in this research, and how can begin to promote "Open and Honest" 

Communication . 

Table 12 
Exam~le  of Learning as a Shared Process and How "Open and Honest" Communication Begins 

Components of Learning Shared Factors in Research How Open & Honest 

Learning - Willingness Team and Individual Interests Partner Non Threatening 
To, Wanting to Learn VulnerabilityfAdmitting Inexperience Value of Team Members to 

Interest in Others Work/Experience Project 
Learning Experience Humility/Ego - Ability to Ask for Help Understanding of Others on Team 
(Team and Individual) Hurnility/Ego - Pride at being able to Help Humility Demonstrates Openness 

Experience and Competency of Others Goals/Objectives Discussed 
Mentoring Inexperience of Others Personal Learning Interests Met 

Getting AlongJWorking Together Project has VaIue 
Training and Growth Fun and Enjoyment Discussion of Risks - Problems 

Problem Solving Team Resources Put to Project 
Resources Communications Processes 
Information/ Understanding Requirements Initiated 
GoaIs/Objectives/Project Value/Make Sense Trusting Environment - Defined 
Team Pride by interviewees as one where 
Prizes/Rewards/CeIebrations anything can be said without fear 
Inability to Meet DeadIines of reprisal 

Learning as shown in Table 12 is but one example of processes and conditions 

discovered in the research. Similarly each one of the processes and conditions found by 

the analyses can be influenced by sharing, and therefore begin the process of open and 

honest communication. Figure 8 shows the conditions and processes interview 

participants considered important to share for the delivery of successful projects. It 
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shows that by sharing the processes and conditions the result is a foundation for 

building "Open and Honest" Communication. 

The model in figure 8 has numbers beside each process and condition. These 

signify the number of responses to that were received compared with the twenty 

interviews, and as such suggest the relative importance of the process and condition to 

the respondents. A limitation to the rankings is that the interviewees may not rank them 

with the same importance, if they had ranked them following this study. As contact 

with the participants is problematic, due to team member dispersals, this was not done. 

Also, a much bigger numerical (or quantitative) sampling of this prioritisation would 

confirm, modify, and validate the rankings. 

The rankings, of one process or condition shown in Figure 8, must also be 

considered relative to each other. For example, sharing of the process and condition of 

"knowledge" has a ranking of nine responses, but in the data analysis it was Iinked 

closely with the processes of "learning," and "no secrets" which have the rankings of 

eighteen and sixteen respectively. Additionally data analyses found ''learning" linked 

closely with "fun and enjoyment." From this, one can see that although one process and 

condition may be ranked low or high, it's importance in relation to the other processes 

and conditions may be substantiaI. 
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Firmre 8: Sharing a Foundation for Open and Honest Communication 

Sharing and Buildinn Trust on Collaborative Projects 

To understand the operands of sharing on building trust among collaborative 

project team members, the researcher developed models of how sharing or lack of it 

would function in successful and unsuccessful project scenarios. By relating the shared 

processes and conditions found by analyses research, and relating these to a project life 

cycle, the research could then be focussed on how team sharing could be used to 

strengthen its role as a trust building tool for project managers and senior managers. 

With the four projects having been considered successful by the interviewees, along 
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with their information about past unsuccessful ventures research could focus o n  the 

research data from the perspective of both successful and unsuccessful projects. Sharing 

was examined in successful and unsuccessful projects from a their outset to their 

completion. 

Sharing and Pro iect Success 

Figure 9, discussed in the figure captions section on page 195, shows sharing's 

place in the life cycle of a successful project, while Table 17 Appendix 'J' discusses the 

data related to project success from the four projects researched in relation to the model. 

To begin in developing the model, the researcher assumed the collaborating team 

members did not know each another. This allowed sharing to be positioned at the 

beginning of the project delivery process. Project collaborators begin the project each 

with their own motives and expectations. For example, projects 1, 2, & 4 may be 

considered client and provider relationships. Each of these three projects had client 

collaborating team members who were expected to deliver a quality product, at a good 

cost, and on schedule. The providers were a range of large muiti national, mid size, and 

small independent computer services providers, who had a profit motive tied t o  

schedule and cost. However, all IT service providers stressed that it wasn't in their own 

or their clients long term interests if the product was not one of quality and if the client 

wasn't happy. Project 3 is a relationship of two service providers collaborating to 

develop a new product and market it. One collaborator may be considered the marketer, 

the other the developer. Expectations and motives for product development are again 

determined by best quality for the function (not necessarily best engineering) with best 

price and schedule determined by market testing and competitor products entering the 

market. 
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Entering into these relationships, the collaborating team comes to the project with 

initial perceptions of their fellow collaborators. By openly sharing the processes and 

conditions identified in the sharing model, the collaborators build a trusting 

environment in which they can get along, solve problems and meet deadlines, and trust 

is built between the collaborators. As a result expectations are met. hart ma^^'.^ has 

found that there are three types of trust. This research does not indicate what types of 

trust are built, in the process of sharing. However, for example in the case of learning, 

on projects 2 & 3 junior members remarked on how experienced and capable 

(competent trust) their team members were and how being associated with experienced 

people was important to learning their profession and to their careers. Also on project 

land project 2 more senior technical people expressed gratification by being able to 

show their capability by being mentors to more junior team members, On all projects, 

the project managers, and a number of the senior team members remarked that they 

thought "it's important that the people know, if you don't know something you say so. If 

I find that people will come to me and ask questions a lot. I think that's important to 

building trust." Sharing with others that you don't know or need an answer would 

promote ethical and emotionaI trust by team members being able to admit they needed 

help or were unable to meet deadlines, and the perceived humility it took to do this, The 

model shows a link between perceptions, sharing, and the types of trust that are built. 

' Hartman, F. T, (2000). Don't Dark your brain outside: A ~ractical guide to im~roving 
shareholder value with SMART management. Newtown Square, PA: Project 
Management Institute. 

' Hartman, F. T., & Romahn E. (1999). Trust: A new tool for proiect managers. Project 
Management Institute 1999 Seminars & Svm~osium, Philadel~hia, Pennsylvania. USA: 
papers Presented October 10 to October 16. 1999. [CD Rom] Newtown Square, PA: 
Project Management Institute. 

Hartman, F.T. (1999) The role of trust in project management, Proceedings of 
Nordnet '99, International Proiect Management Conference, HeIsinki, Finland, 
September 1999. 
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By meeting expectations, levels of trust are high, the projects are likely to be successful, 

and the collaborating team, or their managements, make a joint decision to continue on 

in future collaborating relationships. 

start 

Fimre 9: Sharing in the Life Cycle of Successful Projects 

Table 17 Appendix 'J' explores the model of success shown- in figure 9 to the 

four projects researched. It discusses each of the project phases in terms of the projects 

status, and sharing's role in success of each projects related to its current phase. 
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Lack of Sharin~ and Unsuccessful Projects 

To better understand the role sharing p!ays, the researcher considered how the lack 

of sharing might affect an unsuccessful project. Although all four projects were 

considered successful by team members, they had cited problems with other 

collaborating relationships. The team members from Collaborator L - project I, had 

collaborated unsuccessfully with another in the first phases of the project 1. The result 

was not happy, with collaborator 1 undermining and ridding themselves of their first 

partner. Reasons given were: 

they weren't receptive to any other ways of doing the project, or learning of 

others [no shared problem solving, no sharing of expertise] 

they quite frequently worked around us, [work not shared, individuals working 

on their own] 

they didn't share our objectives, or our view of objectives [no shared 

alignment] 

we found them, pretty self serving, and not terribIy accurate. They were pretty 

much sleazy salesmen. [Self interest over team shared interests] 

On Project 2, one interviewee experienced being in a collaboration where the 

dynamics of the other collaborator's corporate culture resulted in non shared activities. 

Other collaborators were acting in ways directed at saving their careen, over sharing 

team efforts at project delivery. The situation described was not one where "fun and 

enjoyment" could take place. The collaboration between these firms has ended. Project 

Managers on projects 3 and 4 both described how individual team members, had to be 

dissociated From project teams because of their self interested approach to the project 

and their inability to share in other team members activities, goals and objectives, 

problem solving, and many other processes and conditions identified in this research. 

By looking at the non shared processes and conditions, the model in Figure 10 was 
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developed to reflect how the absence of sharing, gives collaborative team members no common 

foundation upon which to build a trusting environment and a framework for getting along. 

Figure 10 illustrates how a lack of sharing influences an unsuccessful project's outcomes. The 

conditions and processes for building trust may be present both in a positive form, for example 

training, o r  a negative form, such as keeping secrets, however, sharing, the glue that promotes 

and cements the trust, in its absence is weak or non existent. 

COLLABORATOR 1 PERCEPTIONS I 

+r+i EXPECTATIONS 

SHARING 
of 

PROCESSES & CONDITIONS 
MINIMAL OR NON EXISTANT 

CONFUCT 
DISCORD 

MISUNDERSTANDING 

I LEVEL OF TRUST LOW 
LOW POSSIBILITY OF 

TRUSTING RELATIONSHIP I 
PROJECT SUCCESS 

IN DOUBT I I LOW PROBABIUN 
CONTINUING 

RELATIONSHIP 1 I PROSPECT OF 
NEW PROJECT 

DOUBTFUL I 
Firmre 10: Unsuccessful Projects and Lack of Sharing 
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Com~arative Discussion of Sharing: in Successful and Unsuccessful Proiects 

The comparison of Figure 9, where sharing binds the collaborative team, to Figure 

10, where the absence of sharing is not compatible with trust building, highlights the 

importance of sharing as a key component in building collaborative trust. Although the 

conditions and processes shown in Figure 9 and 10 may be alike, and may both have a 

negative or positive connotations associated with them, sharing or lack of it can impact 

and influence a project's outcome. For example on Project 2, one interviewee discussed 

a project he knew of, where financial resources and managerial support, was withdrawn 

f?om a project. However, the project team had developed a shared understanding 

regarding the project's value, a shared goal of completing the project, jointly shared in 

mitigating stress, professional risk and problem solving required to successfully deliver 

the project. As a result, they focussed their efforts, while completing other assigned 

work loads, and delivered a successful project. The result was senior management was 

impressed with the product, and happy that a project, put off for lack of funding, had 

been done with limited resources. 

On other projects, all the ingredients, for example funding and resources, for 

project success may be in place. However, without the processes and conditions being 

shared, as was the case on Project 1 with their first collaborator, the likelihood that the 

collaboration will not succeed, and that there will be problems with project success is 

high. In project 1's first collaboration, the conditions and processes for shared learning 

and goal setting were in place, but the willingness to share, was not evident. The result, 

was the relationship failed and a new group of collaborators with whom Project I Cl-1's 

team could share was found. 
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Strate@c Sharing a New A ~ ~ r o a c h  to Project Mana~ement Practice 

Findings from this research confirm literature searches that contend successful 

coIIaborations based on trust are dense and complicated processes of interpersonal 

connections and internal infrastructures. The processes and conditions of sharing are 

variables of that complexity. The research also found that collaborative sharing 

occurred at specific phases of the project delivery, and not on a continuum throughout 

the delivery phases. Collaborative sharing usually deveIoped at the stage when the 

colIaborating team members worked together and shared the tasks required to deliver 

projects. Finding that sharing, is a factor for colIaborating team trust buiIding, is 

important because this knowledge advances understanding of sharing as the trust 

building link between team perceptions and the processes of project delivery. 

Because of the finding that success on collaborating project teams is a result of 

sharing, and that unsuccessful collaborating project teams lack shared processes and 

conditions, this study proposes that sharing be used as a strategic tool for project 

success. Senior managers and project managers cannot rely on collaborating teams and 

their members developing trust solely on their own. Therefore this thesis recommends 

"Strategic Sharing" as a way to build collaborating team trust. The Concise Oxford 

~ ic t ionary~  defines "Strategic" as " is, of, dictated by, serving the ends of." The 

researcher applied the dictionary definition and defined "Strategic Sharing" for this 

research as: 

"Sharing applied using a conscious, knowledgeable, and planned approach to 

Project Management Processes to enable and encourage the building 

collaborative trust." 

The conditions and processes of sharing should be shared throughout a11 phases of 
-- 

"owler, H. W., & Fowler, F. G. (Ed.). (1969). The concise oxford d i c t i o n ~  of 
current Ennlish, - (5th ed.). Oxford, England: Clarendon. 
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collaborative projects. It means that the sharing of the conditions and processes should 

also be considered outside the project team environment, at all levels of the 

collaboration. In these terms, sharing would be applied "Strategically" throughout d l  

projects' life cycles by all stakeholders. Illustrated in Figure 1 1 and discussed in the 

captions section on page 195 of the thesis is how the processes and conditions of 

"Strategic Sharing" identified in this research can be applied strategically to traditional 

project processes. At the hub, shown centrally in Figure 11, are the shared processes 

and conditions found in this research. Outside the hub, are examples of traditional 

project delivery concerns and practices which occur on a project. By rotating the two 

wheels about each other, Project Managers can determine how each item in the sharing 

hub influences each of the traditional practices. At the outer edge are examples of 

various collaborative stakeholders who should consider not only the sharing processes 

and conditions related to project management practices, but should also consider how 

they will share these considerations with each other. The illustration in Figure 11 may 

seem complicated and time consuming to apply to collaborative trust building efforts. 

However, the research found successful collaborative project teams already use shared 

processes and conditions to build trust, enable open and honest communication, getting 

along and development of trusting collaborative environments. Even on unsuccessful 

projects, individual collaborative team members could rightly say they share something 

of themselves with others on the team. The important factor is that with forethought, 

planning, and attention to the familiar conditions and processes of sharing, "Strategic 

Sharing" can be a valuable and powerful business tool for building collaborative team 

trust. 
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Figure 11: A Model for Strategic Sharing 

This study views sharing as an integral part of a non linear process. For example, 

collaborating teams should share celebrations throughout the project, as opposed to at 

project completion. Joint decisions and problem solving required for continued 

relationships should be shared and take place long before the current project is 

complete. Much of the literature reviewed suggested that team building requires formal 

team building processes. Some interviewees for this research agreed that forma1 team 

building sessions are helpful. One interviewee from Project 2 suggested it was 

especially needed on dysfunctional teams. However, this research suggests sharing of 
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the activities processes and conditions on a continuous and daily basis is as important a 

foundation for building collaborative trust, than are formal trust building sessions. The 

teams and team members studied for this research intimated that the day to day 

activities, processes and conditions of project delivery and sharing of them enabled 

collaborating team trust to be built. If Project Managers establish "Strategic Sharing" at 

project initiation, and strategically manage it throughout the project delivery process, 

they will add a practice to their project management "tool kit" that could reduce the 

need for formal trust building sessions, and improve rates of project success. 

The research showed successful collaborations have several concurrent ongoing 

teams in place. From the initial collaborator selection involves various teams such as 

(a) Senior Manager Team Collaboration, (b) Project Manager Team Collaboration, (c) 

Project Delivery Team Collaboration, and (d) Collaborative teams with other 

Stakeholders are established. Each af these collaborative teams influences the project 

success during the Project Design, Project Implementation and Project Completion 

Phases. "Strategic Sharing" among and between the various teams, and throughout the 

project delivery phases will facilitate trust building and result in project success. 

Summaw 

This chapter discussed how team perceptions of self, of others and of the 

processes and conditions of project delivery influenced trust on collaborating teams. 

The research identified processes and conditions affecting collaborative trust, with 

further analysis and data integration finding that "sharing" is a factor that results in 

collaborating team trust. The chapter proposed "Strategic Sharing" as a method project 

managers and senior managers can add to their "tool kit" to improve the likelihood for a 

collaborative project(s) success. Chapter 7 discusses how project managers can employ 

"Strategic Sharing" in successful project delivery. 
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CHAP1[TER 7 

DISCUSSION ON THE APPLICATION OF "STRATEGIC SEIARING7' 

This chapter, uses the research data, to explain how project managers and senior 

managers can employ "Strategic Sharing" to build collaborating team trust. Theoretical 

and practical research findings are used to review the approaches recommended in the 

chapter. Ways by which project managers can establish and maintain collaborating 

project team trust throughout the project delivery phases, and by which they can 

encourage the foundations for continuing ongoing relationships, are discussed. 

Coflaborative Team Trust 

The research analysed data to look for a factor of trust building which project 

managers could apply to management of perceptions. It focussed on investigation of a 

factor instrumental in the building collaborative project team trust, related in particular 

to collaborative team and team member perceptions. Figure 9 and Figure LO of Chapter 

6 illustrate models of the presence or absence of "Sharing" on collaborative projects. 

The data showed that sharing or lack of sharing of the various team processes and 

conditions result in whether the collaborating team builds tmst. Chapter 6, Figure 1, 1 

illustrates the integration of stakeholders "Strategic Sharing" of the processes and 

conditions to the everyday practices of project delivery that were found in this research. 

A cohesive colIaborative project team, focussed on meeting deadlines and 

expectations, important information, communications, soci a1 and work activities, 

understanding, and confidences. The alternative to sharing is a divisive group of 

individuals working in an environment of discord and misunderstanding. The first group 

functions as a team and is likely to meet expectations successfully, and go on to future 

project relationships. The latter group is likely to meet with few successes, result in a 
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probable project failure, and possible dissolution of the collaboration. 

The significance of this discovery is that sharing could be applied strategically to 

foster collaborative team trust building. Through sharing, collaborative trust may occur 

faster than it would normally take when team members and project managers are left to 

their own devices. Application of sharing on a continuous, conscientious, and 

strategically directed basis throughout all project delivery phases and across all levels of 

a collaboration, could effectively increase possibilities for project success. The term 

"Strategic Sharing" is introduced because sharing should not be used randomly, but be 

considered throughout the project phases. 

"Strateeic Sharing": A Recommendation for Building Collaborative Team Trust 

The research looked at collaborative project team trust building in the IT industry. 

The question was directed at project team members who had little choice whether they 

were involved in the project, as management had assigned them to it. The exception in 

the research data was Project 3. Management had assigned team members for the other 

three projects, or they had come to the projects through a traditional contract for services 

approach. The Project 3 team members had been either originators of the project or they 

had the opportunity to choose to participate. However, all four projects fit the definition 

of collaborative project teams as they were part of muIti-company colIaborations 

delivering Information Technology industry projects. The study of teams at this level 

was considered important, as collaborative project teams and their project managers 

determine a project's success or failure. 

Discovery of sharing as integral to building collaborative team member trust is 

significant, because with knowledge of its role in trust building, project managers can 

strategically use methods of sharing to foster team trust building earlier in the team 

building and project initiation stages. Studies of team building suggest teams go 
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through four steps of 1) forming 2) storming, 3) norming, and 4) performing. Sharing 

introduced strategically to the team building process would ideally shorten the forming 

stage, reduce or eliminate the storming phase, encourage the norming phase, and result 

in increased time on the fourth phase of performing. This may be a way to encourage 

the "Regenerative Teams" discussed by Hartman.' Regenerative teams have no storming 

phase. This research suggested that the sooner collaborating teams begin sharing the 

processes, conditions and activities of project delivery, the sooner the team members 

begin the "performing" phase of project delivery. This is the result of the team 

members align themselves with the project and each other through sharing at the early 

stages of team building. 

Table 13 is presented to address what processes, conditions and activities project 

team members should share and to show actions that project managers might take to 

initiate "Strategic Sharing" for building collaborative team trust. Table 13 is based on 

Appendix 'I' which discusses how the shared perceptions of the processes and 

conditions discovered in this research affect tmst building on collaborating project 

teams and their members. The table is a directed recommendation and action oriented 

considerations to actuate "Strategic Sharing." 

Hartman, F. Ty (2000). Don't park vour brain outside: A practical a i d e  to im~roving 
shareholder value with SMART management. Newtown Square, PA: Project 
Management Institute. 
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Table 13 
"Strateeic Sharing": Recommendations for Building Collaborative Team Trust: 

Recommendation for Sharing Project Manager Actions for ''Strategic Sharing" 
1. Share Motives for ACTION. Understand Each Others Motives By: 

Collaborating JointIy addressing conflicting motives and jointly deciding specific actions 
(corporate, team. individuaI) for alignment. 

Joint acknowledgement of differences and similarities in motives and how 
they can contribute to the coilaboration. Jointly develop a plan to take 
advantage of these different contributions. (Eg human resource, budget, 
resources, financing.) 

Share expectations and goals ACTION. Define Expected Outcomes by: 
of co:labontion Jointly addressing conflicting expectations, and jointly agreeing on specific 

(corporate, team individuai) actions for alignment 
Joint development of plans to meet corporate, team. and individual 
expectations. (Eg. Training. Mentoring. Career, Scope, Quality, Schedule. 
Vacation. Profit Sharing. Budget) This requires sharing and agreement of 
corporate. team and individual agreements among the stakeholder groups so 
everyone understands others' expectations fully. and can jointly share in 
meeting them 

3. No Secrets AlIowed ACTION. Encourage open communication by: 
Keeping back and not sharing of facts. figures, motives. goals. expectations, 
problems and the other processes, builds risk misunderstanding, and 
perceptions of unuustworthiness into the team and the project environments 
as opposed to building trust. 

4- Share Learning Knowledge ACTION. Use Opportunities for knowledge transfers to strengthen team 
Information. Training, and bonds and build team trust by: 
Experience Jointly planned. training, mentoring, and information opportunities (Eg. 

Presentations and question and answer sessions from stakeholders not on 
the team, Assign individuals to the collaborative tearri that would not 
normally be involved - lawyer contact for contracts. marketing member on 
the delivery team. support staff to be project@) specific.) 
Joint discussion of different learning, knowledge, experience, and 
viewpoints. and joint agreement to specific actions to align differences. 
Joint sharing of differences and similarities in collaborative knowledge 
jointly plan way to take advantage of diversity and enable learning, 
knowledge, and infomticn sharing. 
Proximity breeds familiarity and understanding. Co-locate project teams to 
enable information and knowledge sharing. 

5. Share Stress ACTION. Identify* mitigate and utilise items causing by: 
Joint problem solving. 
Sharing knowledge, information and experience. 
JointIy address issues of stress. develop corporate, team and individual 
plans to address and understand stress. ( Eg. Team collaboration and 
agreement to overtime, reassigning workloads. volunteer to mentor others. 
additional resources added, planning for additional resources uaicing.) 
Use stress as a motivator for jointly meeting team goals and objectives. (Eg. 
Do not let deadlines slip, use stress to motivate shared problem solving to 
meet deadlines.) 



"Stratesric Sharin~": - Recommendations for build in^ Collaborative Team Trust: 

Recommendation for Sharing Project Manager Actions for "Strategic Sharinc 
6. Share Risks ACTION. Identify and mitigate potential risks by: 

Joint consideration of knowledge, learning, expectations, motives and other 
shared processes and conditions to develop and plan joint strategies for risk 
mitigation. 
Joint development of specific actions and joint agreement to providing 
resources for addressing immediate risks jointly. 
Jointiy developing Iong range plans, with specific actions to mitigate all 
possible hture risks. Don't assume it won't happen. Joint planning for 
possible risks, enabIes quick joint response when the unforeseen events 
OCCUT. 

7. Shared Problems 
VuInerabili ties 

8. Shared Survival 

9. Shared Evaluation 

LO- Shared Confidentiality 
and No Gossip 

ACTION. CoUectively solve problems by: 
Jointly establishing formai meeting agenda items for problems. or 
encourage joint problem solving meetings. 
Co-locating teams For access to the knowledge and experience or others. 
Bringing risks, vulnerabilities. stress, concerns over survival, expectations, 
motives. goals, budgets, and other concerns as problems to the table for 
joint consideration and solutions. Jointly plan and agree upon specific 
actions to align differences, and address problems. 

ACTION. Establish foundation for continuing relationships by: 
Continued shared evaluations, planning, collaborative visioning, problem 
solving. and joint decision making about continuing collaborative 
relationships. Joint decisions on continuing collaborations and future 
projects should not be done at project completion, but should be jointly 
evaIuated and problems addressed throughout all project phases. 

ACTION. Encourage improvements to team, individuals, and project 
delivery by: 

Jointly developing continuous evaluation processes, for a11 organisational 
levels and project phases. Jointly address corporate, team, individual and 
project evaluations by fine tuning oId processes or adopting new practices. 
(Eg. Consider joint evaluation and recommendations for improvements at 
each meeting. joint problem solving sessions, and at project completion.) 
Following up joint evduations and recommendations for improvements by 
putting resources toward them- This may mean money, people, sharing 
knowledge through mentoring. or other solutions jointly developed. 

ACTION. Respect confidentiality of team issues and keep issues 
private by: 

Jointly resolve team and individual pmblerns until they reach joint 
agreement to seek problem solutions outside the team environment. This 
means that individual concerns should be shared with the team and not 
outside it, to prevent gossip which is disruptive and destructive to team 
cohesiveness. Project Managers should be aware, of when it is necessary 
for shared solutions and resources From outside the team milieu. and seek 
joint agreement to proceed. 
- Develop plan for team dispute resolution 
- Share team dynamics problems and develop solutions continuously, 

possibly by agenda item at meetings. 
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Table13 Continued. 
"Strate~c Sharing": Recommendations for Building: Collaborative Team Trust: 

Recommendation for Sharing Project Manager Actions for cLStrategic Sharing" 
11. No Finger Pointing ACTION. Accept collective responsibility and accountability for problems 

and issues by: 
Jointly identify issues to resolve them Recognising that a problem may lie 
with one collaborative member, d l  problems and issues are the 
responsibility of the team and not the respective collaborator's. 
Joint problem solving, and commitment to recommendations, resources, 
mining. or other requires to address issues and problems. 

12. Shared Team Contributions, ACTION. Build team pride by: 
Acknowledgement and Regularly celebrating success. Do not limit celebration to final 
AccompIishments completion- Even small team and individual achievements should 
Team Pride be regularly celebrated- - Acknowledging team member who put in special effort Ways seen on 

research projects.: Holiday weekend for team member and spouse, Goo@ 
award from five and dime, extra time off when member needs it. a simple 
thank you. Remember all team members need acknowledgement for 
efforts. 
Acknowledging team efforts, achieved gods - Ways seen on research 
projects.: Team members and spouses group weekend get away, Golf 
Weekend, Celebration Dinner. Special Lunch, Impromptu Lunch, Self 
Congratulatory Session. 
Acknowledging the team or member is down in the dumps. has concerns. 
feels vulnerable. Jointly acknowledge and consider solutions, set goals and 
objectives and celebrate their accomplishments. Celebrate past successes 
instead of dwelling on current problems. Jointly get away from project 
environment to solve problems. 

13. Shared Fun and Enjoyment ACTION. Build team and individud satisfaction by: 
Jointly recognising individual differences in opinion of fbn and enjoyment. 
Align differences with individual and team needs for fun. Fun and 
enjoyment is a result of sharing activities, having goals and expectations 
met. Some activities interviewees identified in the research. 
- Career gods being addressed by training and mentoring 
- Vdue to team addressed by being a mentor. 
- Work has importance, value. and the end results is understood- 
- Individual on a team is valued and recognised 
- Shared Activities, planning sessions. and joint problem solving. 
- Learn from the expertise and experience of others to try out new 

methods. 
- Impromptu events. Donut Days, walk at lunch. break for coffee, a beer 

(pop) at the bar, weekIy pub get togethers. 
- Formal Arranged Events - Golf Tournament, Team Building Sessions. 

Barbeques, PM has House Party, Team Xmas Party. 
- Co-located teams - socialising / mentoring/ problem soIving 
- Discussion of differences and similarities. goals and objectives, and 

shared aligning differences and similarities promotes understanding, 
empathy & camaraderie. 



Table13 Continued. 
"Strates5c Sharing': - Recommendations for Building; Collaborative Team Trust: 

Recommendation for Sharing Project Manager Actions for 66Strategic Sharing" 
14. Shared Activities ACTON. Define project deliverables and methods of measuring success 

by: 
Jointly agreeing on all project delivery activities, joint problem solving 
through team meetings. problem solving sessions. and agreements. 
Share informal activities. Informal associations occur more readily when 
teams and their members are co-located with to each other. Access to other 
team members. promotes familiarity shared understanding. learning, fun 
and enjoyment, and communication. 

15. Shared Value OF Project and ACTION. Understand and communicate expected project outcomes, 
Team Member Value to Project roles and responsibilities by: - Jointly understanding of necessiey for the project, project outcomes, and 

how the project will be of value to other stakehoIden and jointly agreeing 
on specific actions to align differences and meet expectations. It is 
necessary so that the team and team members can attach value to the 
project, and their respective roles in its delivery. 
Holding joint collaborative stakehoIder/client meetings to discuss, motives, 
gods, expectations, problems, and joint problem solving and planning to 
align differences, similarities. and to assign knowledge experience and 
expertise. - Having clear and joint understanding of individual project roles and 
responsibiIities. and joint alignment of these with individual goals. 
expectations. Joint individual. team and stakeholders agreement to problem 
solving and planning aligning differences, similarities. and assign 
knowledge. experience and expertise to project. 

Table 13 discusses how, with whom, why and where project managers can 

employ "Strategic Sharing." Although the phases of project deIivery are discussed, the 

discussion has not explained how project managers can use "Strategic Sharing" at each 

phase. To understand better how this can be done, the research data is reflected back 

upon to illustrate how sharing could have been employed more effectively at each stage. 

The following section discusses "Strategic Sharing" activities project managers may 

take to align top management (senior management) and to facilitate collaborating team 

trust. 
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Project Manager Activities for 'Stratepic Sharinly 

Alirminp TOD (Senior) Management= Pre Project and Concent - Phases 

The following discussion is on ways project managers may align collaborating 

project teams with top management. The discussion on aligning management 

concentrates on the pre project and concept phases of project delivery. Although the 

research found it was necessary to apply shared processes and conditions throughout all 

project delivery phases, research found that alignment of senior management in the 

initial project phases was important in project success. For example, in project lthe 

initial problems would have been more easily resolved if the project manager had 

applied shared processes earlier. Projects 2 and 4 enjoyed continued benefits of having 

top management aligned in the early project phases. The recommendations are based on 

the research findings and their interpretation. Some actions discovered on how 

collaborating teams build trust could be considered appropriate for aligning top 

management. Table 14 discusses the processes and conditions, "Strategic Sharing" 

actions project managers can take, and potential results of "Strategic Sharing." Where 

specific project manager or team actions were noted in the research data the table is 

broken to explain how these actions affected the projects studied. 

Table 14A 
Alimina TOD Management (TM) by "Stratepjc Sharing" 

Strategically Shared Aligning Top Management 
Process/Condition Project Manager (PM Action) 
Motives If not told Ask & Volunteer 

(Share) own & team motives 
Possible TM Motives. 
- Profit. 
- Survival. 
- Competitive Advantage. 
- Ego/Pride/Prestige. 
- Lost Leader. 
- Continued Relationship. 
- Service Required. 
- Others - Discover. 

Result of 'Strategic Sharing" 
Project has vdue makes sense, has relevance. 
Dialogue with TM, Client begun. 
TM awareness of Team. 
TM, Client & P M  align conflicts & differences. 
TM, Client & P M  joint problem solving begins = 
open communications, understanding and empathy. 
TM, Client Share information with PM who 
shares with Team =Team feels valued 
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Table 14A Continued 
Aliening TOD Mana~ement ('I'M) bv "Strategc Sharine" 

Strategically Shared Aligning Top Management 
Process/Condition Project Manager (PM Action) Result of "Strategic Shrhg" 
Expectations Ask & Volunteer (Share) own and PM and Team understand project requirements 
& Gods team expectations and goals, 

Possible Discover TM 
Expectations & Goals 
- Profit. 
- Project Scope. Schedule, 

Budget & Quality Met. 
- No Changes. 
- Communication. 

& Information. 
- Risk Management. 
- Competence. 

and if so they may set own goals & objectives. 
TM, Client PM. & Team understand and 
empathise with each others concerns = 
familiarity = camaraderie fun and enjoyment 
TM, Client & PM discuss, resohe, and aIign 
conflicts & differences. 
TM, Client & PM begin timely risk 
management processes. training & team support 
mechanisms to aligdresolve conflict and issues. 

Project 1 and Project 4 are two examples of top management alignment. In the 

case of Project 1, although collaborator 1's management had initiated the project to 

improve company efficiencies, alignment between the team they had assigned to do the 

project, and the management themselves was difficult to achieve. This was partially 

because the corporate structure of the company, is vertically integrated, having a top 

down management style. The other major factor was because the top management at 

collaborator 1, was personally familiar with the top management of the team's first 

collaborative partner. Their associations were related to such things as fund raisers, and 

public events. Collaborator 1's assigned team members did not have access to the same 

venues or to their own top managers as did team members from the other company. 

Perceptions of team confidences being discussed with management, misunderstandings 

regarding the project goals and objectives tore the team apart. The collaborating team 

resolved the problem, by not renewing the second party's contract at a stage gating 

phase of the project, and found others they could work with who did not have 

immediate access to their top management. At this point the project manager succeeded 

to contact, meet, and share the team's concerns with top management. The project 

manager, and top management drafted and agreed to a shared plan for team and senior 
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management project communications. From this point forward, the project was set back 

on track as the top management and its project manager became aligned as to schedule, 

budget, and as to its goals and objectives. 

Project 4 is taking place in a less hierarchical environment and a flatter or more 

horizontal collaborative culture. Project managers have access to senior management, 

as Collaborator 2-2 sits on the senior management team and works closely with them. 

This access to top management is essential to top management buy in. Collaborators on 

project lovercame the access problem by initiating a communications plan, while 

project 4 has the access built into the corporate culture. 

The cultural environment in which the project lcollaborating team worked made 

discovery of top management's motives and expectations difficult. Like the project 

manager in project 1, project managers must address problems like lines of 

communication head on to begin aligning the project team with top management. 

Sharing the team's concerns of communication problems with senior managers is one 

way of addressing this access problem. Once a shared communication process is put in 

place, project managers can begin aligning their own and their team's motives and 

expectations for the project through "Strategic Sharing. Open sharing and discussing of 

team impressions about their contribution will result in a top management response. 

This feedback can serve as an indicator for project managers to management motives 

and objectives. Project managers can then align and realign the team motives, goals and 

objectives to parallel senior management's motives and objectives. This lets project 

manager and their teams deal with differences, negotiate success factors, and begin the 

process of meeting team expectations and motives. 
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Table 14B 
AIimine Tov Management (TM) by "Strateszic Shm-n~" 

Strategically Shared Aligning Top Management 
Process/Condition Project Manager (PM Action) Result of "Strategic Sharing', 
No Secrets Explain & Tell information. risks. No surprises. 

knowledge, relevant to the project Openness. 
& team (although they and you TM, Client kept informed, give support and take 
may not think it is important.) action if required 

TM, Client support & action =Team value to 
Possible Secrets project recognised accepted, dealt with. resources 
- Team Member changes- Problems & Inexperience provided if aware of 
- Team & PM inexperience. problem. (If not tern resolvable and TM can 
- Project probIems/changes. provide resources/support- 
- Team relationship problems. 
- FundinglBudgetl Schedule Problems. 

On Project 2 Collaborator 2 - was particularly good at  letting Collaborator 1 know 

and keep them informed of the smallest details. In describing the difference in 

corporate cultures collaborator 2-1 stated: 

They're more laid back, and oh yeah it will happen, We've done eight million 
projects for different people, we want you to know this information so that there is 
nothing hidden from you. They're reluctant, to be as methodical as we are. We do 
it anyway, because we know if we don't do it we could end in a bad situation. So 
we do it anyway, though they may think that it's overkill, though they didn't want 
to hear it in the first place, You'd be surprised what they really want to know." 

In the interview with Collaborator 1's senior manager, he verified his side's view 

that they did not change contracts, every thing between the two sides was informal, and 

things ran smoothly as a result. He also led the researcher to believe, that if a project 

did not go well, they would very quickly find another service provider. ColIaborator 2 

is very wise to make sure Collaborator l is  kept informed and that there are no secrets, 

and in that way managing and maintaining their ongoing relationship. 
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Table 14C 
Aliming- TOD Management (TM) by "Strategic Sharing" 

Strategically Shared Aligning Top Management 
Process/Condition Project Manager (PM Action) Result of "Strategic Sharing" 
Knowledge Tell TM of team member experience TM, Client recognises knowledge base of PM and 
( ~ x ~ e r i e i c e  Relate yours and other team- Team Members, attaches value to team knowledge 
Information) members experience. and expertise learned. 

TM, Client seeks soIutions from past work 
Avoid Ego - Present with humility. experiences of project team instead of shopping 

elsewhere. 
Team expertise valued results in respect of TM, 
Client and team commitment to project. 

Research data focussed on collaborating project team knowledge transfers. 

However a factor that might be transferable when imparting information to senior 

management, is project managers must deliver the message with humility. Team 

members on Project 1, Project 2, and Project 4 all stated that one of the first signs that a 

person is not capable of doing a job is the sign of an inflated ego or boasting which 

translates into lack of truthfulness. Perhaps others look for fault in those who boast, but 

as the Collaborator 3 on Project lsaid when describing team member competence. 

"Truthfulness, is critical, because people know, they can read you, they can tell whether 

you're telling the truth or not. If they think you're selling a snow job, then you're out." 

Table 14D 
Aliening Too Mana~ement (TM) by "Strateeic Sharing" 

Strategically Shared Aligning Top Management 

No Finger No Fault Finding with individual 
Pointing Team members discussed wit TM. 

PM Personally Represents Team 
by Accepting and Acknowledging 
Team errors omissions failures. 

PM Presenl TM decisions 
Favourably to Team. 

PM known for not back stabbing- - Team cohesiveness. 
Lea by example - integrity. 
Gives opportunity to discuss joint problems, 
instead of arguing about who did it, and thinking of 
reprisal. 
Allows TM, Client, PM & Team deal with Issues 
not personalities . 

On Project 1, finger pointing and gossip destroyed Collaborator 1's relationship 

with its first partner (Not interviewed.). Collaborator 1's (Cl) first partner had access to 

Cl's top management, and discussed issues of competence and mismanagement on the 
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behalf of Collaborator 1's team members. Cl's top management then became involved. 

This caused further team conflicts. Naturally the collaborating team member 

relationships broke down. 

This example shows it is essential for collaborating team members, and their 

project managers use a "strategically shared" team approach to information delivered to 

top management. In a project where "Strategic Sharing" occurs, there is no them or us, 

right or wrong on properly managed, shared information communicated to top 

management. 

Table 14E 
Alimin~  TOD Management (TM) bv "Strategic Sharing" 

Strategically Shared Aligning Top Management 
Process/Condition project Manager (PM Action) Result of "Strategic Sharing" 
Stress Discuss Potential Stresses (Own and Pinpoints personal issues which result in risk to 

Teams) which may affect Team which resultin risk to project > Addressed in Risk 
performance. Management Plan and b y  providing resources. 

Stress's potential applied to project plan, scope 
Solicit TM support to lessen the Risk and schedules to meet g o d s  and objectives. 
of Stress, or use the Potential of Stress. 

Risks AsW Discover TM expectations of Number of surprises are reduced. 
risk. Full spectrum joint TM, PM & Team attention to 

potential risks and plans to combat it- 
Discuss PM I Team concerns of risk. * PM and Team understand global picture of the risks 

and not just those of immediate concern. Attention 
with TM. based on experience can be given to 
global issues effecting the project 
More heads = more solutions to potential risk. 
Risk addressed by all at  Project outset. 

Problems & Admit to Problems, lack of Humility goes further than Ego in earning empathy 
Vulnerabilities team capability . and understanding. 

Gives TM & Client opportunity to understand team 
difficulties - no surprises. 
TM I Client may put resources toward addressing 
problem areas. 

Evaluation Communicate PM & Team self Timely TM I Client review and input into project 
self evaluations of project progress. progress - no surprises. 
- no secrets. Redignment of TM Client & Team goals and 

objectives. 
Request & Schedule regular joint. Joint agreement to changes in project direction 

evaluation sessions. 
Problems. risks, and Team concerns addressed in 
timely manner. 
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Table 14E Continued 
Alimine TOD Management 0 bv "StmePic Sharing" 

--- - - 

Strategically Shared Aligning Top Management 
Procdcondition Project Manager (PM Action) Result oT6Strategic Sharing" 
Confidentidity E w e  matters of private concern Team begins project together appearing to be a 
& No Gossip and team and team members at cohesive group to outside stakeholders group to 

project startup, and initial team outside stakeholders. 
misunderstandings are not relafed to 
TM. The PM's perception may not be 
the Team's perception of the situation. 
Gossip kills trust and team building.. 

On the four projects reviewed, half the individuals discussed gossip as the worst 

thing that can happen on teams. To quote the Project 3, Collaborator 1's project 

manager, a gentleman with more than thirty years experience, ''Trust breakdown is 

really based on a lot of back biting, and talking behind peoples backs, and that type of 

thing. That was kind of the worst experience I think I've had." 

Table 14F 
Aliming TOD Management TTU) bv "Strate~ic Sharing" 

Strategically Shared Aligning Top Management 
ess/Condition Proiect Mananer (PM Action) 

Value of Project Relate to TM team member and Team 
Member skills. roles. responsibilities & 
to the Project 

Discuss with TM expertise 
team member brings to the project 
the new project Put a face to the 
the team. 

Result of "Stratenic Sharine" 
Team Members are visible to TM and Client 
Familiarity = Team conmbutions to the new 
project and their potential acknowledged. 
TM, Client looks first to team for expertise not 
each expem-se not outside sources. 
TM Client is aware of project personnel 
personnel requirements. No surprises to who's 
on the team. 

Alignment of top management through "Strategic Sharing" at the pre project and 

concept stages is important because effort spent "Strategic Sharing" at these stages may 

be time and money saved at later project phases. Although applying "Strategic Sharing" 

is important at all project phases, this section focussed on project manager "Strategic 

Sharing" actions with top management at the pre project and concept phases. This was 

done because "Strategic Sharing" at these phases establishes a foundation to align top 

management and collaborating teams and to build m s t  between them. Trust buiIt with 

top management at this phase will carry through and be maintained in other project 
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phases, and will be a basis for project(s) success. 

The research focussed on how collaborating project teams build trust- The following 

section concentrates on how project managers may facilitate collaborating team trust 

building by "Strategic Sharing." 

Pro-iect Mana~er ('Stratepic Sharinp Actions for Buildinp Team Trust 

This section discusses project manager actions for "Strategically Sharing" with 

collaborating teams. It does not discuss the results, as the previous section illustrated 

this. The section explores "Strategic Sharing" at the team level through the project 

phases by discussing some project activities project managers engage in with their 

teams. 

Pre Proiect Activities, and Conce~t Phases: Team Member Selection 

AII the projects studied used some form of criteria when selecting their team 

members. On project 1, when selecting Collaborator 2 and 3 as new parrners, 

Collaborator lchose individuals they felt had no contact with their senior managers, and 

searched for collaborators who concurred with their ideas and goals for the project. 

Project 2's senior managers on Collaborator 2's side were the decisive factor for 

selecting their team members. They had an internal in house motive for developing an 

in house collaborating team that they could send out in response to client requests. They 

also put together a team that would ensure they secured Collaborator 1's future business. 

A third motive was to align more experienced personnel, with less experienced 

personnel so that there was a training component to their team. 

On Project 3, Collaborator 1 has gone through team member changes due to 

budget cuts and parent company reorganisation. The team numbers have fluctuated- 

When assembling the current team, the project leaders chose people they had worked in 

previous permutations of the team, and with whom they had worked well. With 
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Collaborator 1 becoming its own small IT softwarehardware development company, 

they offered individuals on the team employment with the new company. They had the 

choice of joining or not joining. Collaborator 2, on project 3, is a small independent 

family run business having approximately five people on permanent staff (mostly 

family.) Project 4's selection of team members was the closest to "Strategic 

Sharing." Team member fit, personal goals, objectives and motives, and attempts to 

align individuals with the project were looked at, when team members were originally 

chosen to collaborate on the company projects. However, the team members on project 

4, because they had been associated with this and other ongoing company projects, 

seemed to fall into doing the project as another of many to which they were assigned. 

They were on other projects with team members from Project 4, but the other teams also 

included other individuals. The assignment of team members to the Project was not so 

much strategic, as it was second nature. 

The following discusses some things Projects Manager should consider when 

choosing a collaborating team, or aligning a collaborating team that others have chosen: 

Motives While considering and before assigning team members Explain,Top 
Expectations Management, Client, and your own motives for being on the project. FYoprietary 
& Goals and confidential information remain so, but potential team members should know as 

full a story as the PM knows to discover his or her expectations. 
Ask what potential team member's motives are for being involved and how project 
motives conflict and align with their motives. Request solutions. 
If individuaIs have been previously assigned, cover the previous two points and work 
jointly to align and solve differences. 

No Secrets Inform Honestly, why or why not an individual is selected for the team. Their 
expertise may be required on another project, or later on the same project. Reasons 
Not to be Personal - Be Project Specific. 
Take ownership of decisions regarding team member assignments. Don't place the 
burden of assignation on team members or those not on team. 

Knowledge Inform of expertise PM and others will bring to team. 
Ask for additional expertise individual may bring to team. 
Ask what additional expertise individual hopes to gain. 
Address how project may or may not benefit individual career & potential to gain 
experience. Example Plans for Mentors, Training, New Experience, other 
opportunities. 
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No Finger If the Project Manager has problems with project Top Management, ensure there is 
Pointing no finding fault with decision makers. 

Stress potentid for overcoming problems as  a team- 

S tress Discuss stressful situations which could arise. EG. DeadIines, overtime, quality. 
Ask how an individual handles stressful situations. 
Discuss requirement for commitment to mitigate team stress. 

The team on Project 3 effectively used stress to manage their project. Meeting 

and exceeding deadlines and schedules was a point of shared pride with this team. They 

commonly planned and shared ways to meet the deadlines. Typical ways such as 

overtime were used. Also, the team members agreed if one member couldn't do the job 

or meet a deadline, he would go to the others and discuss it. As a group they shared the 

responsibility of seeing they jointly solved the problems, and they had resources 

available to meet the schedule together. When part of the team was working overtime 

to meet their team commitments, those who were not working on a particular aspect of 

the project showed up or stay behind as a show of support, and discussed progress when 

they did not need to be there. This team also did a considerable amount of informal and 

formal celebrating when they achieved their goals. Some profits and funding for the 

project were allocated for team celebrations. ( See Fun and Enjoyment.) When possible 

choose individuals with this type of shared commitment to collaborative teamwork. 

Risks PM Outlines risks to being a team member. Do Not faint an overly rosy 
Problems & picture to prospective team members. Possible involvement on a team to reflect 
Vulnerabilities reality. Like top management, team members receive No Surprises. 

Ask what personal risks the individual has by being on the team, and what would 
be needed to overcome them. 
If prospective team member likely to join team Resolve Jointly and Negotiate 
how problems and risks can be  addressed prior to them joining the team. 

Evaluation Ask how team member selection process can be improved - learn from 
experience. 
Review what prospective team members think they have been told. Clarify and 
Correct misunderstandings, missing and misinformation, and incorrect- 
perceptions of the project. 
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Confidentiality & Stress that discussions with potential team members are confidential. 
Gossip Problems prospective team member has to remain confidential, until they are 

willing to share them with others. 

Accomplishment Re-stress goals & objectives and anticipated results for project success- 
&Team Pride 

Fun & Enjoyment Inform if formal training, team building activities are pIanned. 
Ask what fun meant for the individual on past projects. 
Share ways teams have built camaraderie in past, and PM style for team building. 

Value of Project Address why the project has value. 
& Team Address why team members participation is valued. 
Member to Ask why the prospective team member sees being part of the team has 
Project value and what he or she sees the value of the project as being. 

One could pose the question - "Why spend time "Strategically Sharing" at the 

team member selection phase of the project?" By so doing, project managers ensure 

team members, coming to the collaborating team, are pre-aligned with the project. 

Also, project managers can understand prospective team members more fully once the 

individuals are on the team. They can then take measures to ensure that team, 

individual, and project goals and objectives are aligned, before the collaborating team 

starts the project. 

Pre Pro-iect Activities. and Conce~t Phases: maintain in^ Established Team 

In a group setting readdress all factcrs addressed in the team member selection 

process. Recognising that all individuals may not speak out. Readdress issues 

individualIy with them. This should also be included in the Team Contract Evaluation. 

Be Aware some team members enjoy stealing centre stage at the expense of the more reticent. 
Draw everyone out. 

Check for body language (nodding heads, shrugging shoulders, but no commitment.) Ask 
individually what concerns are. Bring forward individual concerns to group for, Evaluation. 
Inform silent team members that PM would like to use their ideas. Request that they allow 
their names be used as the source of the input. If the individual requests confidentiality, 
Encourage team member participation by Presenting their opinions with Confidentiality & 
NO Finger Pointing for group joint discussion. During the joint sessions silent team members 
may choose to bring forth their concerns or expand on them once PM puts their issues on table. 
It is difficult not to take ownership if one knows they are the source. 



Jointly align team member's concerns. Recognise this may not be totally achievable, 
Introduce Compromise and Negotiation for solutions- 

Promote Understanding and Empathy through discussion, alignment, formal team building 
sessions, joint problem solving, listening, impromptu (informal) activities. 

Pre Proiect Activities. and Conce~t Phases: Team Contract(s1 Review 

The study found unlike the construction industry, the IT industry does not usually 

have a detailed scope of work, and detailed specifications attached to the contract 

document. The contract officers on project one, required a detailed scope be attached to 

their contracts. However, the project team worked around them by having completed 

the work and additional changes before the contract was signed. In fact, all teams began 

work without a formal signed contract. Teams 2 and 4 moved quickly to formalise the 

contractual relationships, relying on change orders or notice of change, to tie down the 

scope in the interim. Several interviewees on project 3 were uncertain whether a 

contract had been signed after several years of collaboration. 

From the interviews, it was determined that all the projects reviewed for this 

research began with cursory details and a global idea of project scope. However, 

expectations that product quality would be high, and that budgets and schedules would 

be met were considerable for all teams. Generally on the projects researched, even 

project 3 where the team eventually created its own company, the project managers had 

little input into the contract documents. Fitial interviews on project 3 were with the 

team when it was still a part of a company. Subsequent interviews with the project PM 

suggested his direct involvement on contractual matters for the new company.] Two 

project managers had not seen the contract documents, as management had not shared 

them. However, both stated it would be no problem to review the contract if they 

required it. They saw little reason to request the document, as they felt it had no direct 

bearing on the project delivery. Most project team members, although aware of the 

contract's existence, were disinterested in its contents, and left that area up to the project 
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manager. The research showed the overwhelming opinion that the contract document 

served no real purpose. Several interviewees stated, and most interviewees inferred that 

the IT industry was unlike any other due to its fast paced and changing nature. Because 

of this they felt that contracts were not particularly useful for IT projects. Some 

interviewees thought that lawyers negotiated contracts to create work. However, in 

contrast to this, interviewees from all projects stated that the contract set the stage for 

the collaborative relationship. All, except two individuaIs of the twenty interviewed, 

thought that the contract had no direct function in collaborating team trust building. 

At the collaborative project level of the IT industry, there is a general lack of 

understanding regarding a contract's purpose. This may have good, and bad 

repercussions. From a positive perspective, one can see how IT project teams come 

together unfettered by convention, open to discussion, and more receptive to 

unconventional methods of getting along and working together, than their construction 

industry counterparts. From a negative point of view, the project manager on project 1, 

senior manager on project 2, project manager on project 3, and senior project manager 

and senior manager on project 4, all had previously relied on their contracts to settle 

collaborative relationships gone wrong. They only sought out the contracts after 

problems arose, or when they wanted to dissociate themselves from the collaboration. 

Only one project team reviewed was willing to share its contract with the 

researcher. That contract was traditional in nature, and focussed on placing blame on 

individuals and not on collaboration. The contract aIso seemed unrelated to the creative 

nature of IT industry and to project collaboration. For example it set unreasonable 

restrictions and times when the team members could and could not work together. 

Here, having followed the contract in project LwouId have disrupted the client 

stakeholder's operations for whom the team was delivering the project. It also would 

have made the project team's ability to collaborate difficult. 
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Despite the IT world considering whether formal contracts are useful or not, most 

interviewees referred to contracts being the legal and formal mechanisms governing 

their collaborative relationships. This was apart from the fact that on some projects 

researched, the collaborating parties had not agreed to the contract. The interviewees 

aIso said there are in house individuals who concern themselves with contract 

negotiations for the various collaborating concerns. If, as most interviewees stated, the 

contract is the basis for a collaborative relationship, it is incumbent the coIIaborative 

project team understands the contract's implications for that relationship. It is also 

important they share and discuss the implications with each other. It is refreshing that 

the IT industry approaches collaborative relationships on an informal basis, as it allows 

them additional scope to deepen and establish long-lasting collaborations. However, to 

be unaware or misunderstand the legal implications governing the collaborative 

relationship may result in unfortunate collaborative consequences. If, as some 

interviewees agree, the contract establishes the foundation for the colIaborative 

relationships, the following recommendations are forwarded to align the contract's 

intent with a collaborative project's reality through "Strategic Sharing." 

Evaluation PM, if not a part of contract negotiation process, Request, Review and Evaluate 
contract jointly with all project team members. 

Jointly Determine conflicts, and difficulties the contract may cause to the 
collaborative reIationship. Jointly plan methods of addressing conflicts. 

Jointly Determine alignments in the contract. For example, can the dispute 
resoIution process be lived with? Is the method of discussing dispute resolution 
appropriate to the project collaborative? Jointly decide mechanisms to be 
employed. 

If the contract h a s  not been signed, Find & Review a past contract, or look at the 
contract being negotiated to determine possible pitfalls. 
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Motives Understand the contract adiinistrators'motives by discussing contract with them 
Expectations Have the contract administratordIawyers discuss their motives with the team. 
& Goals 

Request contract administrators address collaborative team contract diff~culties. 
Ask for suggestions to mitigate difficuIties and risks arising from contract wording. 
If the current contract cannot be modified, Request changes to future project 
contracts. 

Recognise contract professionals have probably never been asked their opinions as 
they relate to specific projects. Dialogue with these individuals to improve 
contractual processes for collaboration, 

If the contract cannot be modified, the collaborative team should jointly agree and 
negotiate processes (eg dispute resolution, communications, proprietary 
information) to align differences, and concerns arising from contract review. Agree 
to document processes in project charter. 

No Secrets Contracts are typically worded so that parties keep each other safe by protecting 
their interests and confidentiality. The problem is, individual contracting parties 
take this literally. The result being they protect their own interests & their own 
confidentiality. Secrets have No Place in Collaborative Relationships. 
Remember collaborations are not an individual exercises. Motives expectations, 
goals, objectives, and knowledge must be shared to achieve collaborative results. 

Team members jointly discuss, negotiate and agree information that must be 
shared with each other to achieve their goals & objectives, and how they will 
communicate this information. Incorporate these agreements in Project Charier, 
thereby aligning it with the contract. 

Knowledge A reason literature gave for collaborating was for the ability to share and learn from the 
expertise and knowledge of others. The interviewees concurred that learning and 
sharing information was an important reason for them to be on a project team. Contracts 
are set up so each party's individuaI knowledge base is protected. Contracts do not 
advocate knowledge sharing. In this way contracts are counter productive to a 
collaborative effort. 

Collaborative team members review what knowledge is critical for sharing within 
the coltaborative. 

Discuss motives and expectations for knowledge transfers, and how to achieve it. 

Understand the contractual implications of sharing knowledge, so pitfalls built into 
contracts for doing so can be mitigated before the contract dispute resolution 
process needs to be employed. Knowledge of the contract is a means of aligning it 
with the project. 
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No Finger The contract document reviewed dedt with one party assuming the risk, the fault, and 
Pointing being required to solve all the other party's problems. This is counter productive to a 
Risks collaborative relationship. 
Vulnerabilities As the contract outlines concerns regarding risks, piacing blame, and how to d d  
82 Problems with problems. View the Contract as  an outline for dealing with these issues, and 

Assume Joint Responsibility for planning processes for how risks, blame, and 
problems will be Jointly Shared and Addressed. Include this as part of the 
Project Charter. 

Survival most interviewees said was related to continued employment, and continued 
colIaborative relationships for team member and company profitability. Also, discussed 
was individual team member future marketability by virtue of their relationship with the 
project, and company ability to maintain marketability and viability for actual survival. 
Recognising contract disputes can affect viability and marketability of both team 
members and the companies they work for, curtailing disputes, before is an important 
consideration. Be aware of the contract dispute resolution processes so potential 
disagreements do not jeopardise survival, 

Jointly Review and Negotiate contract dispute resolution processes. Use them as a 
template for Understanding Jointly the Negative Consequences of having to use 
these processes. 

Jointly Decide and Negotiate Plans for communicating problems, difficulties, and 
methods for their resolution, before resorting to contractual methods. 

Confidentiality Most collaborative team members are unaware of confidentiality clauses in 
No Gossip contracts, Use the contract to inform teams of confidentiality issues, and as a 

resource for Joint Development of their own plans for respecting each other's 
confidentiality. 

Accomplishment Contracts do not address the issues of accomplishment, team member pride, having 
& Team Pride fun enjoyment or reIationship activities on a project. Meeting schedules, project 
Fun & Enjoyment quality, and budget required by the contract are all a part of a sense of pride, and 
Activities accomplishment. Working together to achieve these goals may result in team 

members having fun and enjoying themselves. 
IT contracts' Scope of Work, are many times generic in nature. Encourage 
pride, accomplishment, and fun & enjoyment, by setting and scheduling 
collaborative team goals and objectives directly related to project delivery with 
applicable contract goals objectives. Celebrate achievements. 

Pre Project Activities. and Conce~t Phases: Team Charter 

Only one team researched said they had a project charter. When interviewing the 

collaborative team members, the questions asked regarding project documents was. 

"What document or documents govern the partnering relationships?" The interviewer 

did not ask pointed questions whether a project charter was one of the documents, but 
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waited for the interviewees to identify documents they felt were significant. 

Eighteen of twenty interviewees mentioned the contract as the document directly 

responsible for governing their relationships. By comparison only three members of the 

four interviewees on project 1 mentioned a project team charter. This was three of the 

twenty interviewees who mentioned the charter. This number is comparable to 

responses for documents such as a communication plan, and change orders. Of the three 

respondents regarding the charter, two were negative, with one interviewee stating: 

We had a project charter. Everyone who was on the team at that time contributed 
to the project charter. Basically it was developed by the team sitting around the 
table, each person suggesting what they felt, or what wouldn't work. I think there 
was a lot of dissent, people didn't realise it was dissent, they didn't realise that the 
charter didn't match their personal behaviours. 

The second stated: 

We did have a project charter. It seemed very ethereal, airy faerie to me. I really 
didn't care about it. I just really wanted to get the work done. The project charter 
was nice if you were an HR person. It really didn't mean a whole lot to me. It 
didn't redly move me or give me to some type of direction that I maybe didn't 
have before. It didn't move me to anything. 

The third interviewee who mentioned the charter saw some advantages to having 

one. He seemed to think "It was pretty good, you need something to get started, need 

some framework for operating initially." 

The results on the responses to the charter lead to three questions. 1) What couId 

the collaborating team members on Project I have done to have made the charter 

useful? 2) For what reasons did the other three teams not address a project charter? 

Were they too busy to consider one? Did they, like those on Project 1 also find that 

charters "redly didn't mean a whole lot" to them? 3) Because the implementation of 

project charters is a major recommendation for success in much of the business 

literature, why were charters not found in this research to be a major factor in 
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collaborative team project delivery? The answer to this may be for the same reasons the 

research question of how collaborating project teams build trust was decided on. That 

reason was, that most of the literature is directed at senior management, and not at the 

working level of a collaborative project team. Perhaps collaborating project teams do 

not see value of project charters to project delivery. From this research, further 

investigation into why collaborative teams do not use project charters would be 

beneficial, 

Despite finding that the charter was not considered a major factor to building 

coUaborative trust for the four project teams researched, the researcher advises that 

"Strategic Sharing" employed for developing and setting up a charter, would be an 

important contribution to building collaborative team trust. Project managers should 

review any contract documents with the collaborating team and integrate them with 

previous discussions from the team member selection phases. This would help to 

resolve contractual conflicts, and to decide and elaborate processes for aligning the 

contract and previous discussion with coIlaborative team goals and objectives in a 

project charter. The project charter would then become a powerful tool, if regularly re- 

evaluated, which encompasses agreed to processes for building trusting project 

collaborating team relationships. The following section discusses "Strategic Sharing" as 

a factor in charter development. In developing the charter, direct "Strategic Sharing" at 

more personal and individual needs of the collaborating team than on the global issues 

of the contract. 

Motives Discuss and Understand individud, team and corporate motives, goals and 
Expectations & expectations. 

Goals 
Activities Plan and Negotiate, Compromise and Agree on ways to achieve the motives, 

goals and expectations. 

Incorporate Plans and Agreements into Charter Document. 
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No Secrets State and Agree to the unwritten rule, that information required for project 
Activities delivery is shared by All members of the team- 

* Address in the Charter how the team will share information. Example Ernail, 
Team Meetings, Co-located Teams 

Share Personal Information which aiIows team members to empathise, 
understand and relate to each other. This is not necessary for the charter, but is a 
part of discussions and sets the basis for fun and enjoyment in the relationships. 
It takes one individual (Project Manager) to begin sharing, others relate and 
follow- 

Knowledge 
Problems & 
Vulnerabilities 
Activities 
No Finger 

Pointing 
Confidentiality & 
No Gossip 

Plan, Discuss, Negotiate and Agree on ways to share team member experience, 
expertise, and inexperience For example training requirements, agreements to 
mentor others, information sessions, and presentations by team members. 

Incorporate Plans and Agreements into Charter Document. 

Negotiate and Agree, that if mistakes are made on the project, the team 
addresses them together. Finger pointing and gossip is not allowed outside the 
group, Address these issues through agreed methods of resolution in the 
Charter. 

Ensure matters of team confidentiality remain in the team domain. Deal swiftly 
gossip & gossipers. Align perceptions with reality. 

Stress 
Survival 
Activities 

Risks 
Survival 
Activities 

Jointly Plan Negotiate and Agree how team stresses, and methods for team and 
individual survival, will be collectively dealt with. Where it makes sense, 
incorporate them into Charter. 

Encourage Team Members to Do What It Takes to share workloads and resolve 
tearn member problems when resulting stresses become apparent. 

Incorporate Plans and Agreements on how to deal with project risks and 
survival mechanisms into the Charter Document. 

Jointly Plan and Examine who, what, where, when and why are the likely risks 
to the tearn and to the project. Jointly agree and negotiate how the risks will be 
mitigated for team and individual recognition and survival. 

Evaluation Jointly Plan, Agree and Begin continuous evaluation processes. For example, 
Activities at team meetings reevaiuate problems, risks, solutions, roles & responsibilities, 

stresses, and the meeting itself. 

Appropriately, Address agreed to methods of evaluation in the Charter. 
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Accomplishment JointIy develop ways of Informing others of team accomplis hrnen ts with 
Team Pride dignity and humility. The only place for Ego is Collective among the team 
Fun & Enjoyment members, An example is project team information sessions to others in the 
Activities company, open houses for client and top management. 
Value of Tearn 

Member to Meet Goals & Objectives - Achievement instills pride. Celebrate 
Project Achievements. 

If problems have arisen Boost Moral by Celebrating Past Successes. 

Jointly Agree to Integrate identified factors previously determined with 
individuals & team during team selection phases into current Project Delivery 
Plans and where appropriate into the Project Charter. 

Be Imaginative in.considering informal ways of acknowledging team members, 
building pride, having fun, and trust building activities. Encourage the 
imagination of others on the team. 

Use formal trust building activities. At least hdf those interviewed, and 
interviewees from all teams suggested forrnai team building courses and activities 
were helpful and encouraged team trust on teams on which they had worked. 
There is a place for Professional Team Building help. 

Recognise Individual Team Member by meeting team member needs- 
Examples might be special training, or a day off to meet personal commitments. 

Recognise Collaborative Team by Collaborative Tearn Celebrations. Tie formal 
Celebrations to Achievement, or Past Successes. 

Value of Project Jointly Discuss team member perspectives on the project's value to themselves, 
the client, and to top management and Resolve misunderstandings, differences 
and conflicts. 

Align project's value to the Team motives, goals, and objectives by 
Demonstrating how a successful project will affect the team, client and top 
management. For example, a team member is recognised for being on a 
successful team. The client does a presentation on how they will use the 
completed project. Top Management discusses profitability. 

To ensure the charter is a valuable tool, its foundations shouId based on the 

collaborative teams' and individual member's shared project motives, gods and 

expectations. Using the contract as a basis for charter negotiations aligns both 

documents to the project scope and deliverables requested by top management and 

clients. To reinforce the importance of the processes, plans and agreements negotiated 

for the charter all parties must be committed to endorsing the document by signing it. 
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Develooment, Desimr, and Lm~lementation Phases 

Having built trust by "Strategic Sharingy' at the pre project activities and concept 

phases of the project, the project manager's focus is to maintain, strengthen, and 

improve the collaborative team trust. This requires that the processes and methods 

discussed, planned, agreed to, compromised on and negotiated into the collaborative 

team's project charter continued. To ensure the charter remains a viable tool, project 

managers must ensure the processes negotiated for its continued reevaluation, and 

methods for changing are set up. It is incumbent that the project manager, encourages 

continued "Strategic Sharing" by ensuring that the processes developed in the concept 

and pre project activities phases become integral to dl project delivery phases. 

Completion and Post Proiect Activities Phases 

Literature suggested that successful project collaborations led to future and 

continued working relationships. A successful team is one that top management and 

project managers do not want to see dissolved quickly, as their potential for future 

successes is high. The process of completing a collaborative project, and nurturing post 

project relationships is as important as the process of selecting the team, and building 

trust among the team members. Bringing the project to a successful conclusion by 

meeting goals and objectives for scope of work, quality, budget, schedule and client 

satisfaction, without acknowledging the value of project processes, and relationships 

built during the team collaboration could be a let down for the collaborative project 

team, The following example shows how "Strategic Sharing" could be used to reassess 

and bring closure to the project. Commitment to continued collaborative relationships 

would also be encouraged. 
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Motives Ask, and Determine what was good and bad about the project. What was 
Expectations missed and what could be done better the next time. 
& Goals 

How can these changes be implemented? 

Make a joint commitment to Celebration. Celebrate project completion- 

No Secrets Ask what team member's future plans are. Further projects, if known 
should be mentioned, 

Inform team members of project consequences not known during previous 
project delivery phases, if known. 

Knowledge Determine if project members gained experiences, expertise, or knowledge by 
having been a member of the team. 

Determine what advantages, an experience team members may wish to acquire if 
they were to collaborate on another project. 

No Finger Teams make mistakes. Collectively examine and determine how 
Pointing errors can be addressed on the next project. 

Remember, and celebrate how team mistakes were overcome. Laugh at past 
adversity. 

Stress Discuss how Stress, Risk, Problem's & Vulnerabilities, and Survival were 
Risks addressed on the project. How might they be improved? 
Problems & 

Vulnerabilities What did the team members consider stressfui, risky or problems 
Survival on the project. Note for future reference. 
Evaluation 

Celebrate having overcome the problems. Laugh at past adversity. 

Evaluate, Remember, Recommend, Implement. 

Confidentiality & Because the project is over, the bamers to confidentiality aren't lifted. Maintain 
No Gossip Confidences established during the course of project delivery. Confidences 

required then, are confidences to be maintained. 
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Accomplishment 
&Team Pride 
Fun & Enjoyment 
Activities 
Value of Project 

& Team Member 
to Project 

Inform Others of the team accomplishments. For Example, the 
client might be invited to a formal celebration, or a presentation on 
the team's successes to top management might be appropriate. 

Celebrate InformalIy, and FormalIy. Formal celebrations give 
project closure. Informal celebrations set the tone for continuing relationships. 

Recognise individual and team member contributions to the project. Everyone 
has contributed so everyone must be recognised. However, not every team 
member has same skill sets. Acknowledge individual team member contributions 
of expertise. 

Effort spent by project managers "Strategic Sharing" at the completion and post 

project phases, can set the stage for ongoing relationships on future projects. "Strategic 

Shared" celebration, evaluation, and implementation of recommendations from these 

phases, project managers will build future projects on strong foundations of trust. 

Summaw 

The data suggested sharing plays an important roIe in collaborative team trust 

building. The study identified processes and conditions, in the four projects researched, 

that if shared, fostered trust. This study proposes that sharing should be used 

strategically across the project delivery phases by all project stakeholders. The 

application of sharing in this manner has been termed "Strategic Sharing." This chapter 

discusses with supporting data, how project manager can employ "Strategic Sharing" to 

improve the team building processes, align senior management, and improve team 

performance at the project delivery phases. Data supported the importance of aIigning 

project contracts and project charters through "Strategic Sharing." Chapter 8 discusses 

recommendations and conclusions resulting from the research. 
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CHAPTER 8 

RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 

The research question was "How collaborative project teams build trust." The 

research found that individual and team perceptions of self, of others, and of the 

processes and conditions of project delivery, influence collaborating team trust. By 

investigating how team perceptions of self influenced trust building on collaborating 

project teams, research discovered that the processes and conditions of project delivery 

are a factor affecting collaborative team trust building. The chapter recommends 

"Strategic Sharing" as means project managers can build collaborating team trust. It 

discusses how sharing affects the team building phases of "forming," "storming," 

"norming" and "performing," and how "Strategic Sharing7' may improve the early team 

building phases through trust building. Also, the chapter discusses "Strategic Sharing" 

as a way project contracts and project charters might be aligned to the project delivery 

processes. The chapter discusses the thesis's limitations, the implications of the model 

for collaborative team trust building, and practical recommendations for further 

research. 

Team Building 

Discovery of sharing as integral to building collaborative team member trust is 

significant, because with knowledge of its role in trust building, project managers can 

strategically use methods of sharing to foster team trust buiiding early in the team 

building and project initiation stages. Literature suggested that teams go through the 

team building phases of "forming," "storming," "nonning," and "performing." This 

thesis found that, as result of the collaborating team members sharing the processes and 

conditions of project delivery, they align themselves with the project and with each other 
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to build trust, stimulate open and honest communication, and encourage the likelihood 

of project success. "Strategic Sharing" aims to apply sharing by using a conscious, 

knowledgeable, and planned approach to project management processes to enable and 

encourage collaborative trust building. Project Managers by introducing "Strategic 

Sharing" early in the phases of the team building process, may shorten the team forming 

stage, reduce or eliminate the team storming phase, encourage the team nonning phase, 

and result in increased time on the fourth phase of team performing. 

Project Contract and Project Charter 

Although the collaborating IT industry teams interviewed saw contracts as the 

basis for their collaborative relationships, they generally misunderstood, did not read, or 

used the contracts only when a dispute arose. Often contracts were signed or agreed to 

after the work was well under way, or essentially completed. The charter is also a 

misunderstood document. On three project teams, the charter was not used at all. In the 

case the team who had a charter, they did not fully develop it and it was unrelated to the 

team and individual motives, goals and objectives. 

Review of the (or a) contract's intent, its requirements for communication, 

confidentiality, proprietary information, and dispute resolution processes can be a 

foundation for determining how the collaborative team jointly determines and negotiates 

how they will deal with these issues. The focus should be on joint "Strategic Sharing" 

by agreeing to processes by which contract clauses could be aligned with the 

collaborating team's goals and objectives, jointly to decide better methods for the team 

to address the issues in the contract, and jointly to agree and negotiate on ways to avoid 

disputes arising from the contract wording. 

Literature reviewed showed that rarely did the project contract, and the project 

team charter agree with each other. They often are quite divergent and have conflicting 
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statements. Research showed that the charter, for whatever reason, was not employed 

properly, or not at all. The opportunity exists for collaborative teams, by reviewing the 

contract, to "Strategically Share" and express their opinions and concerns about the 

contract intent. By doing so they can jointly resolve differences and conflicts arising 

from such issues such as dealing with disputes. 

A hypothesis, resulting from this deliberation, is that having agreed to methods by 

which the collaborative team can function compared with the contract, a way to cany out 

the agreements is to document, and jointly agree to them in a project charter. The 

project charter would then become the living document through which the collaborative 

team would address their operational relationship needs. Through regular shared 

reevaluation of the charter, the team would have a structure for maintaining sound 

collaborative relationships, and for addressing the changing nature of the ?T industry. 

"Strate~c Sharing" and Collaborative Team Trust 

Project managers, by employing "Strategic Sharing," can set the stage for building 

collaborative team trust. They should encourage "Strategic Sharing" by the 

collaborative project team at the project's pre project activities and concept phases. A 

collaborative team that has spent time at these initial phases developing their skills of 

sharing with each other begins with a strong foundation for continuing the relationships 

through the project phases of development, design, and implementation. With strong 

trusting relationships having been built on the foundations of "Strategic Sharingy' these 

collaborative relations have potential for continuing associations into future 

collaborative projects. 

"Strategic Sharing" may not be integral to the nature of some team members. 

Saying project managers could screen out these individuals at the team member 

selection phase would be easy. By so doing project managers may be restricting and 
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limiting the collaborating team to skill sets, and personality types which do not 

contribute to a full spectrum of personality types required for successful team dynamics. 

"Strategic Sharing" with collaborative team members such as these may have to be  

fostered. It is incumbent that project managers lead by example in these cases. 

As collaborative project teams become familiar with and master the skills of 

"Strategic Sharing" they will become ambassadors for using its processes. Most 

individuals enjoy sharing of themselves and their expertise. By encouraging them to 

share strategically, project managers will be building foundations for individuals to learn 

an important collaborative team trust building skill. 

Limitations of The Studv 

The intent of the study was to investigate how collaborating teams build trust. 

This thesis is limited to factors associated with the population of the Information 

Technology (IT) Industry in Calgary, Alberta, Canada. The findings may be generalised 

to building collaborating team trust in other industries, if the IT industry is considered 

cross industry representative. The small numbers of respondents interviewed may Limit 

the model's validity. Based on these findings, further research conducted with a larger 

respondent population, using a generalised or a quantitative research focus across 

several industries, may extend or modify the model. The research methodology 

employed is appropriate for this project management research for the following reasons: 

A qualitative research method allows for collection of a large amount of detailed 

data. 

Detailed data, having situational specificity, allows for understanding and 

investigation of contexts and relationships, and for connectivity of the resulting 

concepts. 
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Sampling and analyses of detailed stakeholder data on collaborative team trust 

building, provides many perspectives from which researchers can extend a more 

global perspective for consideration. 

Collection of data on the four collaborating project teams, generated a large 

amount of data which was investigated, analysed, and interpreted to understand the 

collaborating team situation in the Information Technology industry that may be 

applicable to other industries. 

Implications of Model 

By investigating, anal ysing, and interpreting data from the collaborative project 

team cases, models showing "sharing's" role on successful teams (Chapter 6, Figure 9) 

and lack of sharing on unsuccessful teams (Chapter 6, Figure LO) were synthesised, The 

researcher then integrated theoretical and practical implications of these models into the 

model of "Strategic Sharing" (Chapter 6, Figure 11) proposed for enabling collaborative 

team trust. 

Theoretical Im~lications 

Based on a qualitative research study of collaborative project team members 

employed in the Information Technology Industry, this thesis contributes to project 

management knowledge by proposing a model for collaborative team trust building 

(Chapter 6 Figure 11 .) The model incorporates the processes and conditions that if 

shared among all stakeholders, during traditional project activities, result in trust being 

built, maintained, and consequently by projects being successful. T h e  research 

discovered that: 

Literature discusses collaborative trust at the senior management levels, but it 

gives little attention to trust at the collaborating project team level of project 

delivery. 
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Trust of others is based on perceptions of self, of others, and of the conditions 

and processes involved in project delivery. Management of perceptions is a way 

to encourage trust. 

Literature discusses "shared" as an adjective employed to describe methods of 

building trust. Data analyses discovered "sharing" is a method used to build 

trust on successful coIlaborative teams. 

Sharing comprises many conditions and processes which are interactional. These 

processes found in this research are shown in Chapter 6, Figure 8. 

Advances understanding of perception's role in collaborative trust. 

Advances understanding of how "sharing" functions in building collaborative 

team trust. 

Advances understanding of trusting environment as one in which 'sharing" is a 

key component, as illustrated in Chapter 6, Figure 9. 

Illustrates the interrelationships between the formal project delivery and control 

processes and conditions and the issues of team and team member interpersonal 

issues and perceptions which affect collaborating team project delivery 

Advances "sharing" as the trust building link between the formal project delivery 

and control processes and collaborating team interpersonal issues and 

perceptions. 
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Developed a model for "Strategic Sharing" for building collaborative trust. 

Practical Implications 

The model for "Strategic Sharing" (Chapter 6, Figure 11) enabled the researcher to 

develop recommendations for building collaborative team trust. These 

recommendations will help project managers in identifying substantive "Strategic 

Sharing" measures akin to their personal project management style. The study found, 

the interrelationships of many processes, conditions and relationships influence sharing. 

The resulting model for "Strategic Sharingy' is important for advancing methods of 

aligning the interrelationships in knowledge based and focussed manners. 

The significant finding in this research is that "sharing" is not an adjunct to other 

processes and conditions identified by others in previous research. "Sharing" itself is a 

means by which collaborative team members build trust among their members. 

Literature links "Sharing and Shared" with such processes and conditions as 

communications, risk, and understanding. The thesis findings suggest "sharing" has 

complicated and dense interrelationships with the other processes and conditions. By 

considering "Sharing" as a process and condition present and operable in its own right 

on successfu1 project teams, as opposed to being a part of other processes and conditions, 

it can then be considered as a significant tool for building collaborative team trust. Also 

consideration of "Sharing" as a process and condition by itself, researchers can more 

fully explore its interrelationships with other processes and conditions in future research, 

and project managers can capitaIise on its strategic possibilities. Because the 

interrelationships of conditions and processes of building collaborative team trust are 

complex, the following suggestions are provided for using the model in industry: 

Pro-actively enable the "Strategic Sharing" model for building collaborative 

team trust (Chapter 6, Figure 11) by sharing with all project stakeholders 
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through all phases of project delivery. This aligns collaborative project team 

gods and expectations with those of other stakeholders. 

Initiate processes for "Strategic Sharing" related to collaborative team trust 

building early in the project delivery process, to enable and encourage team 

building. Project managers commit to these considerations before, during after, 

collaborative team member selection has taken place. "Strategic Sharing" may 

seem a complicated and time-consuming application for collaborative trust 

building efforts. However, successfuI collaborative project teams use shared 

processes and conditions to build trust, to enable open and honest 

communication, to get along, and to develop trusting collaborative environments. 

Even on unsuccessful projects, individual collaborative team members could say 

they share something of themselves with others on the team. The important 

factor is, with forethought, planning, and attention to the familiar conditions and 

processes of sharing, "Strategic Sharing" can be a vaIuabIe and powerful 

business tool for building collaborative team trust. 

Use the contract(s), as a template for review when "Strategic Sharing" to align 

conditions and processes related to project delivery. Sometimes contracts are not 

in place. Determine what contractual arrangements govern the collaborating 

team's relationships, and align them to specific project delivery. 

Align contracts through "Strategic Sharing." Review, plan, develop, negotiate 

and agree to processes and conditions aligning areas of conflict and agreement in 

contracts. 
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Develop Project Charters encompassing negotiated principles. "Strategically 

Share" and commit to the project charter by endorsing and signing it. 

Maintain "Strategic Sharing" throughout all project phases. Trusting 

relationships built and nurtured through "Strategic Sharing" at the team forming 

stage, could be quickly lost if not diligently maintained. Ensure the continuance 

of "Strategic Sharing" by documenting and agreeing to processes and conditions. 

Commit to them in the project charter and maintain them by shared evaluation. 

Nurture collaborative team relationships at project completion for future and 

continuing relationships by "Strategic Sharing" through evaluation of project 

problems, conflicts, successes and failures. Share formal and informal 

celebrations for the project team and other stakeholders to acknowledge 

individual and team efforts, and promote team pride. All projects and teams, 

whether successes or failures, have reasons to celebrate and mark closure. 

Give meaning to "Strategically Shared" discussions at project completion and 

during post project activities, by making reference to discussions and initiating 

recommendations at the start of new collaborative projects. Collaborative team 

members continuing from one project to the next will see that project managers 

have appreciated their previous project contributions, and their value to the team. 

Im~lications for Future Research 

Other researchers have identified trust as critical to building successful alliances. 

As they may not have a choice with whom they collaborate, this thesis focussed on how 

those tasked with successfu1 project delivery (the collaborating project team) built trust 
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at their level of the collaboration. With increased numbers of inter-company 

collaborations, it is important that collaborating firms focus efforts to encouraging 

trusting relationship between collaborative project team members. Because "Strategic 

Sharing," is derived from a small anaIytical sample, this thesis recommends further 

research into the implications of sharing, as a factor of building collaborative trust. 

Also, the research for this thesis focussed on collaborating teams operating in the 

Information Technology Industry. The discoveries of this research may have 

applications to other industries. An area for further research is consideration of 

"Strategic Sharing" for other industry applications. 

During the data analyses, the research suggested that perceptions of self, of others, 

and of the processes and conditions of project delivery, influences collaborating team 

trust. Literature suggested that to build trust, perceptions must be managed. The model 

shown in Chapter 6, Figure 7, is a preliminary attempt to define and understand how 

perceptions influence trust on collaborative teams. As this thesis was studying factors 

which directly influence collaborative team trust building, the model of perceptions was 

used as a basis of departure for exploring and deepening the understanding of the data to 

learn what factor(s) may directly influence team trust building. The model in Chapter 6, 

Figure 7, is preliminary in nature, and requires in depth study to expIore further the 

implications of perceptions on collaborating team trust. 

This thesis discusses how "Strategic Sharing" may be introduced to strengthen the 

intent of contractual documents, and set the foundation for sound project charters. 

Although all but two of the interviewees suggested the contract was the legal and formal 

the basis for their collaborative relationships, neither of these documents was considered 

an important factor for trust building nor for project delivery to most of the team 

members interviewed. This may be due to the Iimitations to the number of interviews, to 

the interview population, or of the questions asked the interviewees. How these 
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documents influence collaborating team trust building, and how they may be 

strengthened for building trust requires further directed investigation. 

The thesis recommends that project charters and project contracts be aligned 

through "Strategic Sharing." The research showed there was very little movement 

toward application of project charters, and that when incorporated into a project, they 

met with little success. Further investigation is required to explore why project charters 

are not better incorporated in collaborations, and how they might be more successfully 

used for building collaborating team trust. 

Questions directed at risk, and monetary issues were acknowledged to add stress to 

collaborative relationships and thereby affect collaborative trust. Once sharing was 

identified as a factor operable in building collaborating team trust, issues related to risk 

and money were analysed to support and deepen the understanding of sharing. The full 

importance of the effects of risk, and monetary issues on collaborative team trust 

building requires further research. 

The research also suggested that knowledge transfer, training, learning, mentoring, 

gaining experience, and admitting lack of experience were important factors in 

furthering communications, having fun, and team member understanding of each other. 

Sharing of these knowledge-based processes appeared to decrease the time it took for 

team members to achieve shared understanding and alignment. As a result, the time it 

took for the collaborating teams to build trust was also achieved more quickly. The 

importance of these knowledge-based processes and conditions to those interviewed was 

confirmed by three quarters of the interviewees, and most particularly by those most 

closely associated with the project delivery, as opposed to the management group. 

Future research should investigate the effects of these "Educational" influences on 

collaborative team trust building. 
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Summary 

The initial question for this research was to discover how col1aborations build 

trust- The thesis focussed attention on how collaborating project teams build trust. Data 

analyses revealed that team perceptions influenced levels of trust on collaborating 

project teams. Further analyses identified sharing as a factor instrumental in affecting 

perceptions positively and resulting in collaborative team trust building. The conclusion 

of this research is the recommendation that "Strategic Sharing" can be a way of 

improving the team building phases, and to align the collaborating project team members 

to each other, to the project, and to top management. "Strategic Sharing" is also a way 

the project contracts and the project charters can be aligned to the project delivery 

processes and to the collaborating team relationships as a way project managers can 

build collaborating team trust. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fieure 1: Creation of A Twical - Partnerine Proiect. Page 75. The figure shows how, 

traditionally, collaborating projects are agreed upon by senior management, and their 

lawyers. A project manager may be involved in these negotiations, but this is not always 

the case. Contracts and Project Charters are drawn up, which often conflict with each other 

legally and operationally. They may also have very little to do with the project delivery. 

The figure shows how the project delivery team is separated from the decision makers and 

their intent through contracts, project charters, and conflicting messages. 

Fi aure 2: Inductive Mode of Research in Qualitative Studv. Page 88. The figure shows the 

properties of qualitative research, which has an inductive means of deriving theory. It 

shows how development of theory is the culmination of the research. Data is collected, 

questions are asked of the data, categories result from data analyses, patterns are looked at 

in the data analyses, and a theory is formed. 

Figure 3: Matrix for Ex~lanatorv Paradim. Page 90. The model shown explains the 

structure of the methodology toward data analysis. Each category that is named or 

identified because of the data anaiyse has the potential of being the key category that 

explains the phenomenon under study. Each category is examined or named a dimension, 

with its properties (attributes), context and conditions, processes and consequences. Each 

dimension is compared to the all other possible dimensions until one over riding factor 

emerges which directs or explains the phenomenon. 
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Figure 4: Data Analyses Process. Page 108. Figure 4 shows how transcribed data was 

entered in the Atlas.tiO program. The data is then open coded to discover a number of 

categories. From the open coded data, major categories emerge and are selected for further 

analyses. Through a process of dimensional analyses, these categories are analysed in 

comparison to each other, and then compared back to the original data base. Eventually 

subcategories emerge tiom the main category dimensional analyses, these in turn are 

analysed through dimensional analysis, and compared back to the data. From the sub 

category dimensionalisation, key concepts emerge, which are again dimensionalised against 

each other and compared against the data. Eventually a theory is generated regarding the 

phenomenon being investigated, It to is compared back against the other dimensionalisation 

and against the data, until no further factors emerge, and the theory is findised. 

Fiwre 5: Process of Data Internation. Page 113. The figure shows how a key category 

found during Open Coding is dimensionalised into Subcategories and Key Concepts, and 

then is dimensionalised into Key Contexts, Conditions, Processes, andor Consequences. 

The example shows two Sub Categories or Key Concepts, and Two Key Contexts, 

Conditions, Processes, andor Consequences to illustrate the process. In actuality, there may 

be many or several Subcategories, Key Concepts, and Key Context, Condition, Process, 

and/or Consequences at each of these levels. 

Finure 6: Example of Analyses of Kev Cate~orv Team. Page 1 15. Figure 6 shows by 

example the data analyses and integration of the Key Category Team. The figure is an 

illustration of how a key category is analysed regarding its properties, conditions and 

contexts, processes and consequences, and how by dimensionalising it against itself, and 

by comparative analyses with the data and the other key categories, the core category of 

sharing emerged. 
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Firmre 7: Model of Collaborator's Percentions and Resulting: Trust- Page 126. At the core 

of the wheel in the figure is the individual collaborator. Outside this core the figure 

illustrates several examples of perceptions an individual might have about himself and 

others. Acting on these perceptions and influencing them are a collaborator's own 

expectations of and motives for collaborating. During collaboration, the parties engage in 

certain processes, and conditions, examples of which Figure 7 shows. Specific actions by 

collaborators direct the processes and conditions. Because specific actions, are directed at 

the processes and conditions, a collaborator's expectations are met or not met, and trust 

either results or does not result. Conversely the trust or lack of trust resulting from 

expectations being met (or not), due to specific actions related to the processes and 

conditions taking place, affects a collaborator's original expectations and influences their 

collaborator's perceptions. The figure illustrates how influencing factors for building trust 

flow both ways between collaborator perceptions and resulting trust. 

Fiwre 8: Shariw a Foundation for O ~ e n  and Honest Communication. Page 130. Shows 

some conditions and processes that interview participants considered important for 

collaborative teams to share in the delivery of successful projects. As a result sharing 

processes and conditions, the result is a foundation for Open and Honest Communication. 

Figure 9: Sharing in the Life Cvcle of a Successful Proiects. Page 133. The figure shows 

how, at a project's outset, collaborative team members enter a project with perceptions of 

their own expectations and motives, and those of others. Through sharing of processes and 

conditions, open communication is fostered. A trusting environment results in which the 

parties get along. The result is shared expectations are met, and a high level of trust is 

developed. Levels of trust will be influenced by the team members' responses to how 

ethical, and competent they perceive their fellow team members to be, and to their 
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emotional perceptions of their ability to trust their fellow team members because of sharing. 

A successful project results and trusting relationships are built. The parties continue the 

relationship into future projects. In a true sharing environment, collaborators share a 

decision to continue or end the relationship based on alignment of their corporate visions. 

In a trusting environment, the figure illustrates the link between collaborator perceptions, 

sharing, and trust. Others are investigating the types of trust. 

Figure 10: Unsuccessful Projects and Lack of Sharin% - Page 135. The figure illustrates 

how although processes and conditions may exist for successful collaboration, the 

foundation of sharing those processes and conditions is minimal or non existent. Sharing 

a key element for building trust and project success is missing. The result is 

misunderstanding, conflict, and discord. Instead of the parties getting along and building 

a trusting environment, the antagonism leads to a low level of trust between the parties. The 

result is that chances for project success, a continuing relationship, and prospects for 

additional work are remote. 

Figure 1 1: A Model for StratePic Sharing. Page 139. Illustrates how the processes and 

conditions of "Sharing" can be applied strategically to traditional project processes. At the 

hub, of the wheel shown centrally in the figure are the shared processes and conditions. 

Outside the hub, are examples of traditional project delivery concerns and practices. By 

rotating the two wheels about each other, Project Managers can determine how each item 

in the sharing hub influences each of the traditional practices. At the outer edge are 

examples of various collaborative stakeholders. They should consider not only the sharing 

processes and conditions related to traditional project management practice, but should also 

how they will share the considerations with each other. The model can be applied 

strategically to a collaborating team alone, or equally to all collaborating stakeholders. 
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APPENDIX A 

RESEARCH PROTOCOL AND QUESTIONS 

Project: TRUST IN CORPORATE COLLABORATIVE PROJECTS 

Date: 

Place: 

Interviewer 

Interviewee 
(Coded) 

Position of Interviewee: 

My questions are designed to discover your professional opinions on companies 

partnering to collaborate on projects. 

Project lntro: I'd like to know a bit about the nature of the project you 

are couaborating with and company on. 

I. Please, brieny d e s c ~ f i  the project? 

* 

How often does the project experience staff change? 

How long has the project been in existence? 

How many people are typically working on the project? 

How long have you worked on the project? 
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Intro Question: TeU me about of your experiences with project collaboration. 

How would a company typically begin collaborating with another company on a 
project? 

When did you fist become involved in pamering with other companies? 

What were your first thoughts when you began parmering with other companies? 

From your experience, how has collaborative partnering evolved? 

How has your role evolved as a participant in partnering projects? 

Introduction to Trust: 
I'm interested m 1eamhg about Trust. Tell me what t rust  means to you? 
In the context of a Corporate Collaborative Project. 

Tell me about your experiences or give me an example of your experiences with 
trust on projects you have collaborated on. 

From your perspective how is trust built at the project level of collaborative 
partnering? (Example) 

What do you consider to be an example of a trusting environment for 
collaboration to be? 

Describe the corporate culture of your company and how it enables or 
discourages trust? 

How have you seen the corporate culture of the company you are partnering with 
encourage or discourage trust? 

How do differences m partnering companies corporate cultures promote or 
discomage trust? 

1 
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* 

What enables and inhibits trust boildimg on collaborative projects? 

Wbat do senior managers do that enable or &'bit trust? 

How (What) do project managers enable or discourage trust? 

How (what) do team members enable or discourage trust? 

a What means have you personally used to promote trust? 

How can teams build trust in collaborative partnering projects? 

In your experience, how is trust built formally on collaborating teams? 

In your experience, how is hust built informally on collaborating teams? 

In what ways have you seen collaborating teams address difficulties with trust. 

What kinds of trust difficulties have you experienced on collaborative projects. 

What ways have you seen difliculties addressed? 

What methods were successfb.I or not successll, and could you discuss why? 

What document or documents govern the partnering relationships? 
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How does this document(s) affect your ability to build trust in colhborative 

projects? 

If there is more than one document, How accurately do the documents reflect 

each other? 

How do you think the project team uses the documemt(s) to build trust? 

How does the document(s) affect trust between project's team members? 

How does the document(s) reflect actual trust Ievels on cohborative teams? 

* How do you think the document(s) codd be used to build trust? 

I'm aware that the Information Technology industry has a great deal of proprietary 

information in its contract documents. In the construction industry that I'm am 

experienced in, the contract document deals with the handling of such items as 

communication, dispute resolution, and proprietary information, but contains none of 

that information itself. This type of this idiomation would be a part of the 

Specification Section which outlines scope of work, equipment, who will do the 

work, and how it will be executed. Would it be possible to get a copy or an edited 

document which outlines how to deal with the communications, disputes, and 

proprietary issues but excludes the proprietary details of the work? 

How do monetary issues affect hvst  on collaborative projects? 

How do you think trust affects project costs? 

How do you think levels of trust are afEected by project funding? 

How do you think the risk, the collaborating firms take, affects trust? 
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Interviewee Demographics 

Male: Female: 

Age: 20 - 30- 31 - 40- 41 - 50- 51 - 60- Over 60 - 
Ethnic background: Canadian Born Ancestry 

Level of Education: 

Number of Years Experience: 

Project Management Training: 

OBSERVATIONS 
Length of Interview 

Descriptive Notes Reflective Notes 

Think abut  how the interview went 
was trust built. How. Wbat were the 
barriers if any. 

- 
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APPENDIX B 

ETHICS AGREEMENT 

UNIVERSITY OF CALGARY 

CONSENT FORM 

PROJECT TITLE: TRUST IN CORPORATE COLLABORATIVE PROJECTS 

INVESTIGATOR: LYNNE HERZOG 

FUNDING AGENCY: UNCVERSITY OF CALGARY 

GRANTING AGENCY: 

This consent form, a copy of which has been given to you, is only part of the process 

of informed consent. It should give you the basic idea of your involvement and 

participation in the research. If you would like more detail about something mentioned 

here or information not included here, please ask. Please take the time to read this form 

carefully and to understand any accompanying information. 

The purpose of this study is to investigate corporate collaborative project relationships, 

and to identify a conceptual framework of how trust factors into project success. The 

purpose is to derive theory and its application for improving success rates of future 

corporate project ventures. The investigation involves the in-depth interviewing of industry 

practitioners to gain information regarding professional opinions and perceptions of trust 

in collaborative projects they have worked on. Current industry practices are being 

examined to: 

Explore the variety of opinions project team members consider trust to be. 

Discover processes used in collaborative partnering projects to build trust. 

Determine environments conducive to trust. 

Identify facilitators and barriers to trust in collaborative partnering. 

Develop recommendations for, and identify how to incorporate the theory and its 

processes into project management practice. 
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The objective of this research is to bridge the gap from a globally accepted 

understanding on projects that trust is a critical part of project success, to an in-depth 

understanding of the social, contextual and operational processes required to successfully 

incorporate trust in co1Iaborative partnering projects. The proposed research program will 

develop and transfer to industry a conceptual framework that will provide corporate 

management, and professionals on the project delivery team a process model to incorporate 

into their project management process. Participants in this research have been chosen for 

their experience in either in project management or their participation on collaborative 

partnering projects. 

The qualitative research methods employed in this investigation will document real 

events, observe behaviours and study documentation related to corporate partnering 

projects. This research method will examine the processes from a subjective perspective 

to capture the social and behavioural aspects in corporate partnering projects that are 

difficult to ascertain from quantitative research methods. The research method is non linear 

and reactive. 

The interviews will take approximately one hour to complete. However, information 

from the interviews provides direction for the research. This provides an opportunity to 

investigate the unexpected as well as the anticipated and may affect the duration of the 

interview. The interviews will be tape recorded and the information transcribed into a 

written document, This information from both the tapes and the transcribed document will 

be coded to ensure complete confidentiality. 

All information from this research will be kept confidential. A key, identifying your 

responses and group sub-code, will be separated from the data, in a locked filing cabinet 

accessible only to the researcher. All recordings and transcripts will be erased upon 

completion of the MSc. Thesis. A qualitative s o h a r e  package will be used to organize 

information into categories and themes and will not reflect individual identities. All 

information on hard drives and disc copies will be erased upon completion of the project. 

The information published will not reveal any individual identities. 
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Your signature on this fonn indicates that you have understood to your satisfaction the 

information regarding participation in the research project and agree to participate as a 

subject. In no way does this waive your legal rights nor release the investigators, sponsors, 

or involved institutions from their legal and professional responsibilities. You are free to 

withdraw from the study at any time. Your continued participation should be as informed 

as your initial consent, so you should feel free to ask for clarification or new information 

throughout your participation. If you have questions concerning matters reIated to this 

interview, please contact: 

Lynne Herzog at 246-107 1 

If you have any questions concerning your participation in this project, you may also 

contact the Office of the Vice President (Research) and ask for Karen McDermid, 220- 

3381. 

Participant Date: 

Investigator 

Witness (optional) Date: 
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APPENDIX C 

Example of Primary Document 

Interview Transcription 

Project I Client I- 1 - Project Manager - Tape 2 - September 8th, 1999 

Side 1. 

Q. f m going to place this tape recorder right at you because this is a very cheap tape recorder 
(both laugh.) The lady who's been transcribing for me, like she misses a lot of it. Okay, so what 
I have first of dl is an ethics agreement, . . . and that's basically what I gave you about a month 
ago explaining what I'm trying to do. 

A* Right, Right, Right. 

A. It's the 8th is it not, or is it the 9th (As she signs the tape) 

Q. Yes it's the 8th, Okay . . . Good Okay an . . . d. + . . So What I'm hunting for, and I talked to 
you a little bit about it yesterday, if I could get a lead, a couple leads on this project, give 
people to call 

A. Sure, sure 

Q. Give people a call, aah then perhaps I could contact them, and maybe you might . . . do a, or 
make a pre phone call for me, and then I can just follow up. 

A. Sure. 

Q. And then there's that other project you maybe mentioned. - What I've done, and rm I'm 
looking at collaboration and collaborative projects, rve termed it, termed that, I've come to the 
conclusion that . . . whether it's a contract, a regular contract, or whether it's a joint venture, or 
whether it's a virtual partnership or whatever, you are collaborating to get something done. 

A. Right, 

Q. So . . . Uh My questions are designed to discover your professional opinions on 
collaborating on projects, and I'd like to know, first of all, a little bit about the nature of the 
project that you were working 
on. 

A. Okay, It is finished now, but it is the implementation of the Peoplesoft HRS tool into the 
Human 
Resource management systems tool at the same time. 

Q. Okay. 
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A. So we integrated the Payroll, and the HR, and actually the Benefits administration projects. 

Q. How long was the project in existence? How long did it take . . , ? 

A. This implementation started in January of .  . . ninety. . . . . . eight and . , . - . . completed 
urnmmrn we're on the second phase so early August. The first week in August. 

A. Yeah. 

Q. Okay . . . and how many people would have, you typically have working on the project- 

A. About fif . . . 

A. Fifteen 

Q. Fifteen, okay. . . And, how long were you in charge of the project. 

A. Uh. I was the . . . Project leader, they use the term project leader in the early days from the 
beginning, from January on. We got started out with a uh core leaders, core project leaders, uh 
one person would be in charge of the business and the other person being in charge of the 
technical side of the implementation. Mid ninety . . . eight we changed that organizational 
structure to more of a hierarchy. We assigned a project manager. . . and I was - . . that project 
manager. . , . . . long pause. . . . . - Although r d  been associated with the project from the 
beginning, I did not work full time on the project until June of ninety-eight. I only was putting 
in about one day out of five, we were charging around twenty percent of my time to the project 
in the early days. 

Q. And how about the other people? 

A. The other people were largely 100 percent. 

Q. Okay, another question. ... How often, . . . did the project, . . . experience staff change? 

A. Ah Very little, and ah well I should say very tittle. Um, we were, I was very unhappy with 
our business partner that we had uh hired in early, . . . we hired him in January. And I was 
very unhappy with him starting in February . . . and in fact starting at the beginning, . . . And 
we ended that contract in July. So that I wouldn't call that a turn over because we were 
basically were unhappy with uh, with his working, and since that time we had no turnover of 
the external staff. The internai staff we had two people who left the project, one left in 
February of 99, and the other one left at beginning of March of 99. The one who left in March 
went to a more appropriate job, a better jab, a happy parting. The other individual was 
unhappy with the project. ... So. . so we had relatively low turnover compared to other 
organizations. Very low turn over. 
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Q- I'm interested in finding out a little bit about your experiences on the collaboration in 
projects . . . And . . . how you typically began . . . that collaborative uh process. 

A. Ah. . . . Well, I know, personally I know, to ah develop a partnership you need a foundation 
of trust- So  personally I've always known that trust usually occurs when you have a 
combination of transparency and receptivity- Ah But transparency and receptivity was not 
there with the original partner. They thought they knew how to do the project and they ah 
weren't receptive . . . to any other ways of doing the project. Nor were they particularly 
transparent, they quite frequently worked around me . . . personally. . . once they discovered 
that I disagreed with the way, their approach to the project, they worked around me and they ah 
went directly to through to the leader of the project sponsors. I know that, so there was no 
attempt in terms of transparency and receptivity, was not as effective very good examples of it ( 
HehHeh Heh.) 

Q. This is the case of the people were. . . . , you let them go in the end. 

A- That's right. 

Q. Yeah, Okay 

A. Once we discovered that I critical of there processeees they were not receptive . . . to . . . 
my 
suggestions and they worked around me. So they, all of the usual tactics, that you would 
normally use to build trust, they did not employ. 

Q. You've really . . . . . . . . . Like I have a whole bunch of lead in here, that you've really 
skipped 
down to what I'm trying to find out, and my, my main topic is trust. 

A. Mmrn hmrnm 

Q. And that's what I'm trying to look at. So . . . Can you tell me a little bit about what trust 
means to you? 

A. Well I, I had taken a urn course on partnership many years ago, uh a continuing education 
course, and so I've always uh continued to reiterate the thrust of that . . . session, which was 
built you build partnerships no matter if it's a partnership spelled out in a contract or a 
partnership built on a handshake, on trust and uh with, really it's the two words used were 
receptivity and transparency. So, for me, um a partnership would have been an 
acknowledgement of uh the trust that each individual brings to the partnership begins with trust. 
Partnership is probably from a business sense is the outcome that you want. You wouldn't, a 
part, if it was a true partnership, all parties would be uh, acknowledge the strengths they bring 
to the table, and you'd be attempting to rnaxirnise . . . uh each person, each person's or each 
party's contributions . . . Uh to develop the most appropriate win win situation. You've got to 
recognise that urn, I'm not sure that these business partners, by signing them under contract 
haven't a lot to gain by extending the life of the project. Whereas internal people have a lot to 
win by shutting down projects a quickly as possible. 
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Q. Urn . . - Okay 

A. So I urn, I, I could not see actions from the business we had hired, nor the business partners 
that we were ah, . . . interviewed, that were alternatives to ensuring project costs remained at 
the lowest- So in other words they . . . they didn't share our objectives, or our view of 
objectives . . . . - . . - - . . . . . . And they certainly didn't uh bring to the table a willingness to 
consider the views and the learnings of uh people who weren't within their own finns. So they 
came to the table with their methodology. .. . and actually I found that their . . . I'm talking 
about two firms in total now. . . . That their methodologies aren't that current. These people 
haven't kept up with the literature, they just adhere to the methodology of the firm, and this firm 
is lagging behind the literature findings. Ah but I didn't find that the people, ( sic in the 
consultants firm Lynne's translation) because they had to use their methodology are even open 
to what the literature findings are. 

Q. So from your perspective with transparency and receptivity, how is trust built at the project 
level? Can you describe it? 

A. Well if you, if you if you do have a situation of transparency and receptivity, I, I feel that 
trust will be built because. . . . uh You'll . . . lcnow . . . . . . When partners are transparent 
with each other, you'll know the gifts they bring to the table, and each person then can the find 
success- So the reward for the partner is in the successful completion. And if you aren't 
transparent, there's going to be losers. It's not going to be win win, there are going to be a loser. 
And in, in ah our encounters two firms, they attempted to make the losers myself and urn the 
other project leader. 

Q. Which, and you didn't appreciate that? 

A. NO! I didn't apprec, and THEY SKIRTED right around us to deal directly with the uh, 
decision makers, and they tried to develop, urn close relationships with the decision rnakers, as 
high up the ladder as they could get. And thus, in some sense was far distant from the project, 
as could be. But their approach was to build . - . a close relationship, and go RIGHT for the 
decision makers, and if you aren't going to have a transparent environment, uh there's a win 
lose, uh a win lose as opposed to win win, and the losers they flagged as being myself and the 
uh, , . . and perhaps I can pass on something that, one of the, one of our decision makers, senior 
decision makers had triggered a review of project in the early days, and the uh they had the 
company, well the partner do the review, and they brought in people who had . . . very close to 
the project to do the review. That when the person came to interview me his first words were, 
you don't play golf do you (name of interviewee)? And I Uh, so number 1 he knew I didn't play 
golf, and number 2 this was held against me right fiom the beginning. 

Q. Laugh . . . I've had that experience. Anyway, 

A. So i t  certainly isn't an environment where, they they were attempting to build transparency 
and receptivity, so it can't be one sided. The transparency and receptivity couldn't be only 
completely by myself, it has to be where the partners come to the table each willing, . . . to ah to 
work together. 

Q. And you uh, you sort of jumped to my next question. So could you explain a little bit more 
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about that environment? 

A. Environment . . . prior to those people leaving, or the environment that we had in the 
successfbl environment? 

Q. Both, Both. 

A. Well, . . . The successful environment actually we uh did choose to do was not go with one 
partner, but choose the best skills that we could find in the marketplace, and uh . . . we owned 
more of the risk, that's true, but it became more of a . . . individuals working together toward a 
common end . . . So, ah, the common end was . . . delivering . . . uh, on time, low cost. 

Q. So what you, perhaps did was take out like . . . the consultant end of it, and you did a 
bunch of individuals uh 

A. Oh, that's exactly what we did, we went to the marketplace and found the most appropriate 
skill that we could for the lowest price. If there was a skill we needed at  the moment, so we'd 
have people come in, and go in, and go, so we had a lot of, we had a lot of, we had more short 
term engagements. 

Q. So were they like uh . . . small contracts? 

A. Yes . . . uh. People were here for two months or six weeks. I think the shortest was two 
weeks. So we brought people in at the certain time we needed them. 

Q. Can you describe the corporate culture of your company and how it enables or discourages 
trust? 

A. I think that, ah . . . Well that's somewhat beyond the scope of your study is it not, because 
ah your study is a how do you develop trust within, between ah yourself and ah contracting 
firm. Where is uh 

Q. Yeah, . . . But what I am trying to eventually get at is the management structure and how it 
enables you personally to build trust within your project? - . . So is there a management 
structure that kind enables that, or uh?? 

A. X'd find that very difficult to answer. Uh made our project successful is we ah did, our 
immediate, we had a project sponsor, who did uh demonstrate, faith in uh ourselves. I don't 
know whether that answers the quest: 'on or. . . . 
Q. So there was one particular manager. 

A. One sponsor, yes 

Q. Who ah, or individual that was higher up, who sponsored you along? 

A. Yes, Yes. 
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Q. I'm going then . . . 

A. What we did to develop trust, amongst our constituency, . . . we had a massive 
communications, and uh program that emphasized, uh. We emphasized not just sending 
information out, but establishing ear to ear .  . . sometimes by the telephone, sometimes by 
written, but trying to establish mechanisms of dialogue for all the various stakeholders 
interested in our project. . . So to, uh we opened up the project, so we did that. . . , that was 
our constituency, but that's not how we dealt with an external partner, but that we did with our 
huge constituency to bring people dong, because we a lot, huge ah transition for people, 

Q. So this would be the people who eventually using it, a11 the stakeholders within the 
company? 

A. Yeah, Yeah, Yeah, We had a huge a, we have a communication's master pIan which is brief 
but, it Emphasised the need for dialogue, and we had many encounters, opportunities for 
people, so sometimes it would be almost like a little bit like a conference, some of the things 
were kind of like a conference, where you could drop in on the sessions, if they were of interest 
to you, or we had open houses, or we uh, ran, uh monthly contact sessions with groups from ah, 
all of the different departments. It was an ongoing commitment . . . that we had . . . to 
speaking to uh leader teams, or work teams, uh personal visits or just allowing people to use the 
tools themselves on there own prior to . . . But we did have an open commitment on site . . . 
and we opened up ALL documents, . . . uh . . . during. . . if people wanted draft versions of 
proposals, they were able to obtain them. So we allowed people access to all information, of 
any kind. 

Q. So. . you? 

A. That's how we built trust with our constituents. 

Q. And as the project manager, dealing with the project team, how did you personally build 
trust? 

A. Within the team, within the team. we had. . . 

Q. How do you feel you personally enabled trust? 

A. Well I opened up. I think its most important that up trust with the external community. That 
was my main role on the team. Was the contact between, the H R S  team and our stakehorders 
and we had a list of, actually over 500 stakeholders, so my main role was to act as the contact to 
the outside world. So to develop, my . . . the main thing that I had to contribute to that team 
was to establish trust between ourselves and ALL of those stakeholders. That was the main 
thing that I gave to the team. The team itself was quite small, we were all housed downstairs in 
a very srnall area. So uh, uh, we had uh, team meetings that were very open, and we were also 
very open in our working, that was because there was just no privacy so . . . 

Q. You had to deal with each other because? 

A. That's right, That's right. 
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Q- Did you see anything that some of the team members may have done in the past, that . . . 
made you trust them? . . . Is there any? 

A. I don't know as there's, . . . . - . I really follow the transparency and receptivity, where 
people . . . open and ah, when I saw them bringing forward ideas, that's when I trusted them 
more, when I saw receptivity. . - of ideas. Ah, What we have to do is remember as a small 
team, we don't want to get group think, and you have to retain connections to your outside 
world, So I tried to in my way to encourage people to establish those connections, and to 
maintain dialogue with that outside world. To bring new ideas in and to discuss amongst 
yourself. . . 

Q. And then it became time for the project to go forward 

A. That's right the emphasis on the maximizing of our office. So. We, W e  ran uh, I guess you 
could call it a communications event. Several, well uh more than one. Where the event 
actually occurred right in the team working quarters. That made the team unhappy because 
there were strangers walking through. But on the other hand it made sure, I think, that. . . the 
s m g e r s  knew who was on the team., the also team saw who was attracted by the project. So 
we tried to . . . bring strangers in to . . . 

Q. So. . to put a face, a face to the team? 

A. That's right, That's right, Well, we ran some of our events, . . . uh, the team, we asked the 
team to wear similar uniforms, tee-shirts and navy pants and navy skirts, so that the huge crowd 
we had to deal with, the five hundred would know our faces. We might not know the faces of 
the five hundred, but they would know us, and they would be able to ask us in an elevator, you 
know how the project is  coming. Or, ah I heard this rurnour is it true or is it not? Uh So we 
tried uh to make ourselves open to those outside. 

Q. You mentioned events? 

A. Uh Open houses or those uh urn uh conference type events? Uh You know where we . . . 
tried uh to ensure that people on the team came to the events so people would at least see them 
and they'd be recognizable by their unique clothing. 

Q. They weren't anything like a flipping pancake event. They were more like the open houses? 

A. We didn't go to the . . . more corny stuff. Uh Uh We did, we always provided food, we 
always bought food, there was always a lot of food. Uh, and we used prizes a lot, so uh to get 
people to ask questions we had draws. For example, if people had questions then their name 
would go in a hat, we drew their names. Most people discovered by asking questions, they got 
a prize. The volume of questions corning to the team shot up. Um 

Q. And your response was increased 

A., The prize was in response to the dialogue. That's what I meant by, one type of dialogue that 
we could respond to. Giving prizes to questions. And so I think, it develops trust, . . . when we 
demonstrated receptivity. And when, when people complained about a project, and we heard 
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them-acknowledged we heard them Sometimes we needed to deal with them or  explain why 
we couldn't deal with them demonstrated by receptivity. And Uh. Uh. It was very important for 
us to be transparent, when we had problems with the team, for example when we had the 
negative reviews by our external partners, what I did I is with the HRS council, is, which is our 
monthly encounter with the council members, I read to them every single criticism that the 
external auditors, the external review people had made of our project- So it was never hidden 
from them, which, we had that transparency. So  we try and always act in a transparent way, to 
tell people. 

Q. You or  the team. 

A, That's me personally. The team had to, was asked to work in that way, but that's not the way 
they're used to. You can't get them always to, but you as the leader of the team have to 
demonstrate to be out in the forefront, setting an example. So  not all members of the team, . . . 
equally demonstrated those skills, but I tried to push them by example, showing them how it 
should be done. As I say, with the negative reviews I read those reviews to the complete HRS 
council, which had uh many . . . representatives from each department, so uh I advised, wanted 
everyone to lcnow what the negative reviews were. I read them to the team as well so, but I 
made sure that the whole corporate team knew the issues, let specifically the decision makers 
what it means- 

Q. Where there any formal ways that you built trust? 

A. Formal ways???? . .. I don't find service level agreements, for example build trust- Urn . . . 
So I uh I uh. We have uh- for help. I felt in the early months of the project, the steering 
committed and decision senior decision makers were using different communication language 
to explain whether a project was successful or not- So I tried to establish a common language of 
measuring success. And I think that did, that might have gone a long ways to formally 
building trust, because, uh, I did have a proposal on how decisions would be made, how 
performance measures, the performance measures that we would use, and also on 
competencies, how would we evaluate whether or not the members on the team were working 
correctly. And we did formalize that, and we did share it with a very broad community of 
stakeholders. 

Q. And Informally? 

A. Informally, well trust is uh uh, pushing that trust in activities whenever opportunities you 
have to hear people. And whether this be up or across o r  down. You can personally do that, is 
that what you mean? 

Q. Yeah, partially that and any uh, uh out of bound things, like that Golf. 

A. No- I DID NOT FALL. BACK ON Golf. tTh what I did do uh that kept it all very formal, 
what I did do was uh to the steering committee was offer them the opportunity to uh criticise 
either the strengths, weakness, or the project. So that they . . . Uh Sometimes people will raise 
criticisms or  comments or suggestions not allowed in a steering committee, because it is very 
formal encounter. But I provided them the off formal encounter, and a number of them took 
advantage of it. A number of them gave me their good advise of urn uh off offside. So  I gave 
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them that opportunity, and some of them took advantage of it. 

Q. And how exactly again? 

A. Well I what I would do is uh, lets see, I think I did it in six months and twelve months times, 
when I sent a note around to all the steering committees saying it's the six months point and its 
about time to evaluate all the value of the meetings that we're having, the processes we're using 
in the steering committee meetings, or the processes we're using in the project. If you'd like to 
set up a meeting with me, just let me know, and I'd, then I'd follow it through and set up a 
meeting . . . with them. What rve done, as well is that when a key decision making point comes 
uh, we always uh gave the material for the decision ahead of time, and would meet with people 
if they had concerns ahead of time prior to the steering committee meeting. So that also, 
allowed us to build trust, we weren't springing surprises on them. . . and we were receptive, we 
did appear transparent - - . To put your decision material right in front of them, so then if 
they've got comments . . . acknowledge them, and we did have an agreement that uh, if at the 
steering committee meeting, we could not, if anyone seriously objected, one person 
spoke we would deal with them off line, and there were a couple of times when steering 
committee person did disagree with our recommendation and we did push the matter, nor did 
we try and work around them, we acknowledged that it was a serious objection, so we didn't 
push it through, as an example. We tried to work with them, on issues that were resolvable, we 
we didn't push that at all. 

Q. Do you have any difficulties . . . How have you seen difficulties worked through? 

A. Well we did have difficulties on the team ah, we had quite a severe differences of opinion 
within our own personal team, . . . as to why we were chosen to go on the team, how we 
would measure success, . . . . and whether or not we were doing a good job. So we ah did have 
a high dissonance, and that's one of the ah, that's my personal explanation for some of the 
negative reviews that we obtained in the early days of this project. So when I did start working 
full time on the project, and it, and it I began by ensuring that you and all your stakeholders or  
decision makers are common understanding of what they were trying to accomplish. We did 
establish, uh first of all we, we had had all the normal foundation documents which established 
our objectives. We had all the normal project charters, we had a team charter which the team 
themselves had developed. . . on how we would work together, but to be honest, many people 
had, although they participated in the development of the charter, they didn't particularly ... buy 
into it . .  . they.. . 

So what what I did, when I came full time on the project in July, June July, first of all I created 
a formal document that said down how the decisions would be established. And it clearly 
outlined which decisions we as a team could make, and which team decisions had to go to our 
stakeholders, uh our senior stakeholders, at which level- And then you had the team who were 
quite surprised because they thought that they would be in on all the decisions. So it was quite 
a shock to the team members to realise that they would NOT be making decisions to level that 
they may have in the past. But we clearly defined for our senior decision makers, how these 
decisions would be made, because they had . . . probably a t  the prodding of the external 
service party begun to worry about the decisions we would make. So we clearly defined how 
decisions would be made, and that we would not be making a goodly number of them, and that 
we would be raising them. Where decisions would be made centrally, it would be at  the 
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arbitration would be made done by the project manager. That many on the team themselves . . . 
found that a hard decision to accept. The second thing that we did was establish . . . apart from 
our objectives was how we would measure success and productivity for the project, that I 
talked about earlier, so we established performance measures, for the business, for the team, for 
the individual. Driving it down to the individual level, I think made many of the team 
uncomfortable, because it definitely, it definitely then . . . although they weren't making 
decisions, that we made obvious their accountabilities and in the ours, we have a practice of 
group decision making, and thus lack of accountabiIity, and so uh driving the specific 
accountabilities down to an individual level also made many uncomfortable . . . because we 
were driving for time boxing and we wanted people to participate uh, as well as time boxing. 
The other thing. 

Q. Can you define time boxing? 

A. Given a certain amount of time to complete a task, and allowing your scope of work to 
change- Your quality can't change, but your scope of work can change, within the project. It is 
uncomfortabte process, but it does drive work to completion. 

Q. This is off the topic, but did you find that scope changes changed the cost of the project? 

A. Most people usually do think that. ( I heard that they didn't find the costs went up, but I 
could not hear the first sentence.) I think it was because we were driving to uh time boxing and 
we had our objectives clearly defined, in performance measures. Ah so team members who 
were unhappy with performance measures, some of them were, some of them weren't. Some of 
them quit, some of them were very uncomfortable. And the other thing that we did was define 
what competencies it took for this project to be successful. At all senior levels, at a level of 
behaviour, so at a level entry level of behaviour, and experienced level, we have four levels of 
behaviour- Then we had each individual, once we asked each person to then to personally write 
their objectives, and where they saw their competency objectives. Then we met, now if I felt. . 
. at  a certain level, and I was not getting uh . . . for a level of standard of needed behaviour. 
There was quite a senior practitioner within the organisation, I was not getting, serious uh 
senior level role modelling by all my level sevens. I set a different standard, by 
through dialogue with them, and most people who are at level seven acknowledge you're a 
leader, thus you probably should be getting behaviours at this point. But getting it in black and 
white, allowed me to get the behaviours closer to where they should have been, than where they 
were. I could use examples of behaviour that were entry level staff. Now on the team we had 
people from, we had staff people, management exec people and all levels of behaviour. I had 
higher levels of  expectations of the higher management levels than I did of an lower 
management level for example, than I did for uh other staff. But I had to get it in black and 
white. The team was not necessarily happy with all of those definitions. The team was 
probably, one person eventually left. 

Q. Do you figure that helped? 

A. He did not like his behaviour being quantified, and expectations being set. They had their 
own view of what they thought was good behaviour, and they did not like it being set by 
somebody else. Even though I worked to developed the dialogue. We actually got the 
objectives set. I was very happy with the objectives, but people did not like living by them. 
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Q. And you mentioned the Charter? That it, . . . was it that. . . successful? 

A. It wasn't no. Even though it was . . . 

Q. Can you explain more? 

A. WeIl the charter, even said what good team behaviour was . . - And people had largely to 
great extent, there was a number that. . . wrote it, and walked away from it. Uh it. Well what I 
did. 

Q. Put it in a drawer? Or. 

A. WeIl it was on the shared drive. It was commonly known it was there. What I did . . . uh, is 
I had a competency called team player. And as an example, had levels of behaviour set for 
team player and this was expectations that I had as a team pIayer. So that they'd walked away 
from the charter that they had tried to develop. It really was a . . . it was a charter that they had 
developed by everybody sitting around the table and throwing out ideas, that got put down. 

Side B. I let the tape run out and didn't hear i t  click. . . so??? 

A. We had a project charter and urn everyone who was on the team at that time contributed . . . 
to the project charter, basically the project charter was developed by the team sitting around the 
table, each person suggesting what they felt, or what wouldn't work, and I think there was a lot 
of dissent, or probably people didn't realise it was dissent, they didn't realise that the charter 
didn't match their personal behaviours. 

Q. So they just through out these ideas? 

A. It was something that they personally liked, so they probably adhered to the ideas that they 
(the individual) suggested, but there was no acknowledgement, that that charter should change 
the behaviours, and I . . . only when you made it, competency standards, competency 
expectations, uh did we then get the behaviour falling in line, with the words? 

Q. And the buy in? . . . A little, a little bit more 

A. I don't think necessarily buy in. . . . uh uh . . . I don't, I wouldn't say we had buy in, because 
it was up to you. Each person's objectives were developed with an individual. Now that still 
didn't mean that person bought in, even though they wrote it and framed it in their words, there 
was not necessarily buy into the overall objective statement that they prepared. 

Q. But you got the level of competency? 

A. I got a enough, I got enough, I got the team competency up so that we started working as a 
team. People today say about that team, that is that the team members themselves, this has been 
a wonderful team, this been one of the few teams that rve ever worked on uh. I don't believe 
for example you'd find they'd say they particularly liked the role of I played on the team. . . uh 
but they do now say it was one of the most successful teams they've ever worked known, 
because it was a true team. I don't think people found my role . . . . . . . . . . . . an easy 
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one or a nice one, but it was needed to get the behaviour to act like a team One of negative 
comments, that occurred mid year, I should say. . . ah we had a reputation of being very 
negative of having not a team. Ah, from a year ago, when the world thought that we were 
falling apart at the seams, and I had people on the team coming to me and saying . . . Judy 
you've got to do something, we have the worst reputation in the corporation, to a year from 
now, where they now say to each other, this is the best team I've ever worked known. I know 
they don't like what 1 did in between, but it got them fiom being splintering apart, and the 
reason we had such a bad reputation, the rumours were corning fiom the team members 
themselves. They were the ones that were spreading the gossip about how things were the pits. 
That was before I came down, so I, so they may not like steps that I did along the way, if it 
hadn't been for that, we wouldn't not have even have lasted, I'd say, not two months after. 

Q, What document? Document or documents did you have contractually to govern you're your 
ah contract? 

A. Contractually, Contractually, . . . Contractually we only had formal contracts with with our 
contract staff, and that all comes out of uh . . - our information technoIogy group has standards 
for contracts, so there's standard time and material. We have sort of a blanket almost approach. 
So we deal with all of our information technology contract people in a same similar manner, 
identical almost- 

Q. Is it similar to a construction Contract? 

A. Very similar. I guess you, except its designed specifically for IT, the Information 
Technology work. So we have time and material, and we have to lay out responsibilities of the 
different employees, ah where the we are are responsible, where the partner is responsible. 

Q. So does this document . . . Is it used to build trust? 

A. No, No, No, it is not for trust. It just spells out mutual . . . I'd would say legal 
responsibilities mostly. Like who's responsible, who is liable, liabilities, 

Q. Okay. . . 

A. No the contractual document does nothing to build trust. 

Q. Nothing at all, so it doesn't even, would it. . . would the team members have access to it? Do 
they use it? 

A. No. No. The only people that would have access to it are . . . the contract fm, r m  not 
even sure that all , I guess that all contractors would see it but its definitely something that is 
developed between the contract firm, and we have a group within the company that is 
responsible for developing contracts. 

Q. This is what I want to know. Is it? Could it be possible for me to get a copy of that? Is 
there proprietary information in it? 

A. Ah . . . I don't know I could see, ah. 
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Q. The reason I ask is, is I come from a construction background. And, we, we have the same 
thing, we have a general contract, and then we have a specification that deals with all the 
proprietary stuff, how to do it. But, the contract itself, which would basically say, proprietary 
information shall be dealt with this way legally, 

A. That's basically what it is. WCB responsibilities, so if the contractor was injured, on the 
our site, who is responsible, that's exactly and it also spells out the payment terms. That's 
exactly what it does. Do You want this still? 

Q. Yes. I'd love to see it because. 

A. rrn not sure we share it, but I can find out. 

Q. It's legal. That should be shareable, because, as a contractor bidding on a job you would 
think that should be available. In our, like when I was working for the government of Canada, 
it's on the internet, we don't even, we didn't even, uh in fact . . . if the contractor was bidding 
on a job that was over a hundred thousand dollars, and he got the bid documents, the contract 
was never included in those bid documents, he gets it off the Internet. 

A. We don't, in the old day's we used to at one point in time approach the marketplace with a 
contract for each uh consulting engaging, but we don't do that to the same extent because we 
were bringing in too many people for short periods of time. So we don't issue, for example, if 
we had to issue a big tender document every time, we'd still be doing this project, we wouldn't 
be finished. As I say, we brought on people for short periods of time. 

Q. But you had, Iike a legaI contract, and you had another document someplace else, that said 
you shall use this material, this kind of material, you should do, this is what we want to do? 

A. We usually had a short, uh like a bringing on a contractor for a programmer, we just looked 
for a programmer with the right skills and bring them on. Now when they come on, they sign 
this legal document that says, how we are going to pay them, the legal liabilities, but we don't 
have it spelled out ahead of time, the nature of the work. We tell them this, these are the types 
of skills we are interested in finding, but we don't necessarily spell out in a for, any form of a 
legal document the work that needs to be done. 

Q. I would like, I would Iike if possible to See that. 

A. You would like to the legal document that we use once we find the contractor. 

Q. Yes, If I could. 

A. Yeah it's not something they even look at, until they . . . People in the IT business are 
usually interested, uh like rm getting phone calls even now . . . you know like there is a 
marketplace out there for people with skills, and they like to know what skills are available. So 
what we would do, if we went, nobody would let us know what skills there are, we would do a 
survey, find out who (company)had what people of what skills, we'd bring them, interview 
them, see if they, we have quite good interviewing, we do interview them, looking for the skills 
that we needed at that time. And then, if we agreed, to using the skills and this was the rate, 
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then we would start the discussions on the contract. Often you are in a position, you're right, 
the firm, the consulting firm, would deal with our contract group and fight through whether 
they liked the clauses or not. Meanwhile, we often had the person working . . . without a 
contract- So so we very frequently had them on site working, while the firm and our 
contracting group fought it out about the specifics. 

Q. Yeah, if its possible, I would be really actually helpful. 

A. How. 

Q. It would because, 

A. It wouldn't make any difference to me, I: was trying to communicate that to you. We would 
have people here, and they would still be squabbling (the ftrms and contracts) ah but it didn't 
sort of, it didn't built trust, it just handled legal responsibilities. 

Q. Well that's what I wanted to hear too, because originally, originally a long time ago many 
centuries ago were developed, legal contracts, legalese was developed in order to establish 
some kind of communication and trust between the parties- And they don't seem to be working. 
So what you are explaining to me is on the one hand, you have this document that. . . that 
lawyers have originally . . . developed . . . to set down these communications, and how its 
going to work, and how you are going to arbitrate disputes and that kind of thing, but nobody 
looks at it. 

A. Well for example, I certainly don't. 

Q. So I would be interested in looking at it, to see what actually is in there, that that possibly 
should have effected trust on this project, and why it hasn't. So and it is important to people 
studying contract work. 

A. And, I think that, that's because the parties to contracts are firms. So the party to the 
contract is the (organisations name) and the partnering firm. Whereas the trust relationship I 
need to run the project is with Joe, who may be one employee of a thousand on that firm. So I 
could care less about the f i  I only care about the employee and his f i t  with the team. We did 
have somebody hired, he did not work out and we got rid of them as soon as we could. So, that 
was a good one, ah, ah, we never did get that contract signed, because we had him out the door, 
before we signed with the firm, and we didn't go back to that fun by the way so, . . . the finn 
might have somebody else we would have turned to. If they had offered me someone else we 
would have brought them in, 

Q. And tried them out? 

A. Yes. So that, that the contract is between the firms. Trust you build when you have a person 
on the floor, and its very much . . . uh . . . uh . . . the resources they bring, the capabilities they 
bring, including there ability to follow. 

Q. Okay? Well if you can see if you can get that for me, it would be good. 
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A. Yes, for me its almost independent to the project. 

Q. How did monetary issues effect trust on your project? 

A. Well when we have a time and labour contract, I was as very suspicious of what I would 
called every self serving move I would detect . . . by a contractor. I.E. attempts to either extend 
the work, extend the contract, slow down progress. Ah think that serves them well, because 
they make more money. So I guess in that sense, I ah, ah was not trusting . . . of urn and I still 
am not of urn companies I felt were unduly attempting to manipulate the contract. 

Q- It was driving up the project costs? 

A- Actions, Actions, I saw an a h 1  lot of actions that indicated to me that they were 
interested, in, in garnering a lot of the company's money. And often I thought of the expense 
and urn . . . threatening project success. So you had, . . - that I didn't see that their objectives 
were . . . low-cost project delivery. 

Q. Were they part of the team? 

A. They thought they were team. . . players, they thought, they actually often thought that what 
I was doing was destroying teamwork. I was trying to deliver a low-cost project in a short 
amount of time. I didn't always see that, uh, firms that we dealt with had as high interest, in 
interest in implementing at a low cost. In fact they were constantly introducing tactics, and 
approaches that would have increased the cost, likely increased the cost of the project. 

Q. And how do you think the levels of trust might have been effected by project funding? 

A. Um, project funding . . . and trust, trust, Trust affects receptivity of the project, you use 
capital funds versus operating funds. The funding sources probably, make your project more 
visible. I guess that's the trust. 

Q. And how do you think. . . You mentioned risk. . . So how do you think the risk that you 
took effect levels of trust? 

A. Uh I don't think this question makes sense? I've had trouble with all three of them actually, 
the monetary, I can push myself to think that we had troubles with trust because I didn't notice 
that everyone was as interested as we were a t  keeping costs low. The source of funds, I don't 
think really contributes to trust. And now the levels of risk? 

Q. Well you mentioned risk. . . that you took the risk on yourselves at the project level. 

A. Yes, we do, uh we, but we didn't trust the other . . . but we owned, we owned, we owned 
the risk anyway right. It was a time and materials contract. We basically owned the risk- We 
had assumed it even from day one on this project. 

Q. So it didn't affect your levels of trust in any way? 

A. No. As a matter of fact, I noticed the senior decision makers uh, although we had owned all 
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the risk, the senior decision makers had high degrees of trust, in external firms. So. . . its totally 
illogical to me at times, but they did have that high trust in external firms. 

Q. Okay. Yeah I know why. 

A. That's right. So. . . . is that a rational connection? Although we owned all  the risk, for time 
and labour contracts, and we were also paying for travel fees as well. We were really out on a 
limb. We weren't really in charge of the project, we weren't abIe to set the direction, we weren't 
able to set the methodology, and yzt we were paying time and materials, so we owned 
everything. We owned d l  of the costs, we owned the length of the project, even owned the 
failures in the project. 

Q. So why didn't you think that the trust in the people you had was affected by the risk you took 
on? 

A. We11 it didn't affect the senior decision makers. It did for me driving more to the costs of the 
project. To cost in time connected . . . I saw behaviours that, . . exp were extending project 
costs. I don't know that the senior decision makers would have had the same perception as I. 
They probably saw, our uh our behaviows as demonstrated properly anyway at a project of this 
scale. So it depends very much where you are. 

Q. And I have some demographic, material I want to ask, and the reason I'm asking it, you're 
obviously female . . . is . . . there are other people, in particuIarly, particular doing studies trust, 
especially on ethnic, cultural differences. And don't know whether I'm even going to do this 
yet, or not, 

A. Oh, Okay, 

Q. But I, I, wanted to so I wanted to get an idea of the age range and that kind. So I urn you're 
female. So are you somewhere between twenty and thirty, thirty one to forty, forty one to fifty, 

A. Fifty plus 

Q. Okay. Hmm rm getting there, I'll be there pretty soon. We both laugh. And you're Canadian 
born. 

A. Yes. 

Q. Of European Ancestry 

A. Yes Right. 

Q. Level of Education is? 

A. University Degree. Bachelors 

Q. BA., BEd. 
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Q. And number of years experience? 

Q. Your project management training. 

A. Well 1 have had courses over the years, but I have managed other projects. Uh, 

Q. So it's more uh - . , being . . , it's not what you were trained to do? It's more that, 
something came along, and they thought that they would assign Judy as the project manager. 

A. Uh we don't, today have uh, we are moving more towards towards a project management 
competency centre. I have managed projects somewhat, but rm not, I actually came from a 
business role, business manager role, and then went down stairs to do this project management 
role- But I had done it in the past. 

Q. So its.. . Uh. 

A. I had done it, but its uh . . . I was not, my line of work was not in project management. 
That's a recent addition to the organisation. 

Q. That's similar to where I was, too I began doing Landscape Architecture and then became a 
full time project manager. Afterwards- I worked for ten years, and then worked at that for 
another ten years. 

A. No, No, we didn't have until recently, somebody forrnally with a line of work that was 
project 
manager. I think we will get to that point, I'm not, . . . we'll see how it goes, we actually have 
started creating a category of project manager, but on the other hand, uh . . . for example we're 
we're are hiring for a new project manager that can handle phase two of the HRS project, and 
we are just opening it up to anyone. 

Q. Oh, Okay, so. . 

A. It's just hard to say we in this organisation, will, will take. 

Q. So mainly its just managing various projects over a number of years? 

A. yeah yeah yeah. 

Q. And that is about it. Uh The length of our interview was about, uh fif-forty five minutes, 
And do you have any comments? 

A. No. No. 

Q. And how will I find out about this contract. 
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A. Well what I can find out is follow through with the contracting group, and see if they are uh 
uh are open to sharing and it, and I think I have your phone number, and then I could phone you 
back. 

Q. Okay And the other contacts. There are other contacts and phone numbers at the end of this 
tape. 
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APPENDIX D 

EXAMPLE OF PRIMARY DOCUMENT 

DESCRIPTIVE AND REFLECTIVE NOTES 

Boject: TRUST IN CORPORATE COLLABORATIVE PROJECTS 
Date: September 8, 1998 
Place: Interviewee's boardroom 
I 
Interviewee: Project 1, Client 1-1, Project Manager 1 

Position of Interviewee: Project Manager 
My questions are designed to discover your professional opinions on companies partnering to 
collaborate on projects. 

Project Intro: I'd like to know a bit about the nature of the project you are collaborating with 
another 
company on. 
= Please, briefly describe the project? 
= How long has the project been in existence? 
= How many people are typically working on the project? 
= How long have you worked on the project? 
= How often does the project experience staff change? 
I was surprised about the amount of information I got here on the trials and tribulations of the 
project. I'm asking these questions as a lead in, but I got much more. I found out that at the 
beginning of the project, there had been another partner who tried to do them in. That the 
project had to be restructured internally to be successful, and what they ended up doing was 
basically turf their partners, and collaborate on their own terms. That is contract and hire 
people they felt they could work with, not someone who was trying to sell them a bill of goods. 
Describe the corporate culture of your company and how it enables or discourages trust? 

I really got a sense here that she felt a bit of betrayal on the part of her executive managers, that 
they had believed in the private partners over the in house staff, and when the r i f t  occurred still 
didn't support the in-house people. One manager became a sponsor for the in house people, 
which eventually helped to lead the team to success- 

What document or documents govern the partnering relationships? 
How does this document(s) affect your ability to build trust in collaborative projects? 
= If there is more than one document, How accurately do the documents reflect each other? 
= How do you think the project team uses the document(s) to build trust? 
= How does the document(s) affect trust between project's team members? 
= How does the document(s) reflect actual trust levels on collaborative teams? 
= How do you think the document(s) could be used to build trust? 

r m  aware that the Information Technology industry has a great deal of proprietary information 
in its contract documents. In the construction industry that I'm am experienced in, the contract 
document deals with the handling of such items as communication, dispute resolution, and 
proprietary information, but contains none of that information itself. This type of this 
information would be a part of the Specification Section which outlines scope of work, 
equipment, who will do the work, and how it will be executed. Would it be possible to get a 
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copy or  an edited document which outlines how to deal with the communications, disputes, and 
proprietary issues but excludes the proprietary details of the work? 
We had a long conversation on this. It is amazing how much information I got about how 
useless she though the contract document was. She could just not see why one would want to 
even look at  this, it was for the various corporate lawyers only. I really had to do quite a bit of 
explaining as to why I would want it. 

How do monetary issues affect trust on collaborative projects? 
= How do you think trust affects project costs? 
= How do you think levels of trust are affected by project funding? 
How do you think the risk, the collaborating firms take, affects trust? 

These questions left her wondering a bit. I get the sense, that she hasn't worked on a project 
where the money is pulled half way through. She did seem to think that the people she was 
working with, couId extend the contract and cost money, but it wasn't a major issue. 
Interviewee Demographics 
Male: Female: X 
Age: 51 - 60 
Ethnic background: Canadian Born Ancestry AngloIEuropean 
Level of Education: B. A. 
Number of Years Experience: 30 
Project Management Training: Courses as she went along, Continuing Education Courses, in 
house courses, and managing projects along the way. It is interesting the amount of 
information forthcoming on this question. We had a long discussion about Project 
Management at this point. 

OBSERVATIONS 
Length of Interview 45 minutes (I think closer to 55 actually on the tape) 

Descriptive Notes 
We met on time. I had a devil of a time getting down town. Traffic jammed up more than I am 
used to, but I got there with about five minutes to spare. 

Introduced myself at the front desk, Receptionist called her. She came right bingo on time. She 
had booked a srnalI boardroom to meet in, see notes for the drawing. 

Reflective Notes I think she is the type of person who likes things just so, on time etc. And 
has high expectations. . . It's a good thing I was on time. I think this helped to build trust with 
her. 

We Had things in cornrnon. I didn't know her name, but I used to go to the Gym with her for 
about five years, so we were familiar with each other. 

I could empathise with some of her statements- I still have to shut up a t  these points. Because I 
talk about my own situation about this. 

I think we had a sense of trust built because we are both "open" people, she would call it 
receptive and transparent. My receptivity is not quite on a parr with hers however. 

I think that having to explain to her why I wanted the contract helped to promote trust. - - 
because she just couldn't see why, lrd want it as she viewed it as useless. She had to understand 
and trust my intent before she would commit to getting it. I had to get her buy in before she 
would agree to get me a copy. 
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APPENDIX E 

PROJECT PROFILES 

Project 1 

Project 1 took place at a company having a staff of approximately fourteen thousand 

employees. The project was implementation of a Peoplesoft human resource systems management 

tool to integrate payroll, pay and benefits administration functions, and have them accessible to 

human resource personnel. The project also gave staffaccess to their personal pay and benefit files. 

Initially the project had a two-year schedule. It began in August of 1997 and was completed 

two weeks over schedule in August of 1999. The company implementing People soft (Cl) began 

the collaboration process when it recognised that it did not have the in house capability to fully 

plan, design and implement the project requirements. Although the company had lT professionals 

on staff, these individuals did not have the experience that comes with designing and implementing 

projects of this type, magnitude, and scope- Given their limited numbers and other workloads, the 

time they could spend on the project would also have been limited. 

To meet the goals of achieving the project in the two-year schedule they had determined it 

would take to complete the project, the company directed an in house team to form a collaboration 

to assist in delivering the Peoplesoft tool. The in house team frrst negotiated with a large 

multinational company experienced in the design and implementation of comparable human 

resource systems and agreed to collaborate with them. The multinational company was to furnish 

team members for an in house team to be established at the first company's headquarters. 

Members assigned by the two collaborating companies were to work on a team to de!iver the 

project. 

Problems between the two collaborating firms surfaced earIy between Collaborator Cl 's (Cl) 

team members and the second company's senior managers. Collaborator C1 had structured its 

contractual agreement with the second firm in a way that their collaboration could be renegotiated 

at various phases of the project. The result was that Cl's team members decided not to continue 

the relationship with the first collaborator after four months. They instead chose to collaborate 

with other companies for provision of individual expertise who could integrate on a one to one with 
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the in house members of their team. Two team members from other companies joined the in house 

project team to collaborate on the project delivery. The new collaborative team was interviewed 

for this research. Team member Collaborator C2, is an independent 1T professional. Collaborator 

3 (C3) was from a multinational IT company in competition with Collaborator Cl's original 

partner. 

The core number of people working on the team was between twelve and fifteen, with 

Collaborators Cl, C2, and C3 being the core team members. The team was located in Collaborator 

Cl's offices, in an open office system Two individuals from Collaborator C1 were interviewed 

for the research. Those were the project manager and a technical manager. The project manager 

had little I'I' experience, but a considerable amount of human resource management experience. 

The technical manager was an IT professional. Collaborator C2 is an IT professional who 

concentrated on integrating and implementing systerns- C3 is also an IT professional with 

background in implementation and project management of human resource-based software. Once 

their colIaboration began, they worked on the project full time until its completion. 

Praiect 2 

Project 2 was began when a company identified the need to correct variance problems in 

existing data banks. An application was required for comparison of variances between the differing 

databanks. The requirement was for an integrated system where existing data and new data could 

be inputted and compared. In IT terms the project is considered a data warehousing project. 

The project was small by comparison to projects 1, 3 and 4. However the collaborating 

companies are large concerns. Collaborator C1 is a large multinational IT firm. Collaborator C2 

is a major oil and gas company- The enterprises had an ongoing business relationship for over a 

year previous to the start of project 2. 

Initially the project was estimated to be of two-month duration, but minor additions and 

changes to the scope extended the project duration. To complete the changes, it was not required 

that the team members apply their efforts full time after the initial two month period. The project, 

started in June of 1999, was essentially complete by September of 1999 with additional work 
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expected to be addressed through the months of September to December. Collaborator C2 has long 

been aware that it does not have the in house capability to design and implement it's in house IT 

project requirements. However, it retains the IT capability to plan and coordinate the project 

delivery. Collaboration for project 2 began once Collaborator C2 recognised it's need, planned its 

requirements and obtained project funding. Once the project was approved, because of a long- 

standing reIationship with collaborator Cl, they approached them to collaborate on the project. 

Collaborator C3,'s IT professionals take a lead role in assuring the projects are delivered, and 

may by default become managers of projects. This function might also fall to individuals in the its 

stakeholder departments. C2 "would never give up control over their IT projects to a company 

with whom they may be coilaborating." However, collaborator Cl's management and staff may 

play a lead roles on any of its IT delivery teams. With Project 2 being of relatively short duration 

and modest funding the project was delivered with a team of IT professionals collaborating from 

both companies' LT departments, 

The core number of people working on the team was five. The team collaborators remained 

stable throughout the project delivery process. Both collaborators C l  and C2 expressed their 

preference for project teams which are co-located in the offices where the IT system is to be 

implemented. Because project 2 was of short duration, the decision was to not co-locate the team 

members, but to ensure that communication was open and accessible to all team members. Both 

teams were located in separate open office, systems. One individual from collaborator C1, who 

has a continuing assignment in colIabrator C2's offices, was assigned to project 2, along with one 

individual from C2's staff. Three individuals from Cl's staff were located in Cl's office. 

Collaborator CL assigned its own project manager to the project, as did colIaborator C2. 

Project 3 

Project 3 began as an IT company (C 1) corporate initiative to develop, produce and market 

a software product with integrated hardware. Several company employees had identified a market 

need and were supported by their senior management to explore the initiative, develop the product 

and market it. 
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The project began in 1995. During this time, It has been affected by funding changes, and 

organizational change that resulted in the project having changes in the achlal participants and their 

numbers on the team. However from the project's inception through to today, there have been two 

individuals who have remained on the project. They might be termed the project's champions. 

In 1997, project 3's Cl team members began questioning the ability of their in-house 

marketing professionds to effectively sell the software product. Their concern was that the in 

house professional marketers, were "not experts in the marketing the product'' being developed. 

An analogy would be the marketers for an automobile company attempting to market stereo 

systems. The concern is that although the marketers are capable experts at marketing cars, they 

have insufficient howledge about stereo systems to market them properly. Consequently the 

problem was one of relaying design requirements to the project design team that were not consistent 

with the product being developed. In the analogy, the concern was that the resulting product would 

look, sound, and operate more like a car than a stereo. 

Similarly, the team leaders of project 3 had concerns their product was becoming more of an 

IT solution to a problem, than a solution for the market for which they were designing it. The result 

was that they decided to acquire the expertise of a collaborator from the industry they were 

marketing to. They solicited bids from a number of companies expert in their product area, to 

collaborate with them in marketing, developing, and giving design direction to their product, 

In mid to late 1998, an agreement was made to collaborate with another company (C2) 

headquartered in the United States. The agreement was to assist in design, marketing and 

distribution of an IT solution for a non IT based industry. Although both companies are separate 

entities, the coIlaboration has resulted in the collaborator Cl project team forming and becoming 

a new company separate from its parent company. Collaborator Cl's parent company wished to see 

profits from the software development that it had funded. The product was at the stage of needing 

further development, funding and input to become a marketable software and integrated hardware 

product. As a result the new company was formed to take advantage of the opportunities to design 

and develop the software product to collaborator C2's requirements. Product marketing will be 

done in conjunction collaborator C2's industry and marketing expertise. Collaborator Cl's parent 
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company retains the rights to the software developed with its funding and former employees. 

Because collaborator C2 is United States-based concern, it will retain marketing rights only for 

products sold in the United States. The new company formed by collaborator C 1 will be involved 

with marketing in Canada and other world markets. They hope to develop new products and 

software lines, to complement its software product, and to expand into other areas of new product 

development. 

Collaborator C1 is a company of IT professionals. The individual's expertise ranges from 

senior project and technical managers, through to senior and junior IT development, design and 

production personnel. Collaborator C2 is a company with its core competencies based in an 

industry not related to IT. Collaborator C1 has little or no competency in C2's area of expertise, and 

conversely collaborator C2 has little or no competency in the IT industry. 

In the initial stages of project 3 there were upwards of fifteen C1 people working on the 

project. During the time, when funding was reduced, and product marketing became a concem, 

there were two C1 individuals working on the project. Once a collaborating company became 

involved, the number of peopIe working on Cl's side of the team is seven. Collaborator C2 is a 

small family owned concem which has been operating in its industry for more than a hundred years. 

Its team members' contributions are at its senior executive level. The collaborating team members 

teleconference on an almost daily basis, with collaborator Cl's team managers meeting personally 

with collaborator C2's team members on approximately a biweekly bases. The product has been 

site tested with collaborator C1 team members supporting collaborator C2 team members with the 

introduction and implementation of the new product to and well established industry. 

The researcher's introduction to the project was prior to collaborator CL's relocation to its 

new headquarters. The original C1 team working environment was an open office space, with the 

project manager, being located close to the team in a closed office. The new office facilities are 

a combination of offices and open space. They are now quartered a small office space, with room 

for expansion for a few additional staff, when required. 

The project is seen by those in collaborator Clto be a continuing relationship between Cl  

and C2. The project team wishes to explore and expand into C2's industry markets with new and 
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improved products. They also hope to, market the product's applications to other industries. 

Because of the distances and non availability of collaborator C2's team members, the researcher 

concentrated on the trust building activities of Cl's software and hardware development and design 

team who have been collaborating to deliver the product for the past two years, and who now make 

up the employee base of the new company. 

Proiect 4 

Project 4 is a project directed at implementation of a GIs  (Geographical Information 

Systems) project for a natural gas transmission pipeline company. The company currently has 

approximately 8000 personnel actively involved with the company and with construction of the 

pipeline. The personnel comprise direct employees of the company, contractors, and long tenn 

contract personnel. Consultant expertise is brought in on a per project basis as required. Their 

involvement may be one of several weeks, to many months depending on the complexity of the IT 

project being developed. Once pipeline construction is completed, the personnel component of the 

pipeline company is expected to be reduced to approximately one tenth its current size. 

Two of the interviewees on the GIs project termed the project as more of a GIs data 

warehousing project, than an actual GIs project. This is because the various departments within 

the company will retain control over their data. The data wiI1 be accessible through the information 

base to other departments within the company, with locks being put in place to prevent the GIs 

information from being tampered with by those who do not control the data. The team assigned to 

developing and implementing the GIs Data System, must deliver a fully operational and functional 

GIs data warehousing system to the various company stakeholders who control differing portions 

of the information. 

The researcher interviewed five individuals on the project delivery team. The pipeline 

company assigned all five to a number of its project teams. On the GIs project, the company 

contracts with four private consultants for the five individuals making up the collaborative team 

interviewed for this research. The pipeline company's departmental stakeholders are involved with 

the team for client-based direction and support. The five individuals are the core team for delivery 
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of the GIs project, with d l  team members being involved on other pipeline company teams and 

projects. Some of the GIs project team members may be working together on one or more other 

project teams. Four of the individuals interviewed are contract employees resident in the pipeline 

company off~ces, while the fifth interviewee could be considered a consultant in the traditional 

sense. Roles and responsibilities of the in-house collaborative group interviewed, ranged fiom 

senior management (Collaborator Cl), project management (Collaborators 2) and client liaison 

(Collaborator C4), all for the pipeline company. The consultant team member (Collaborator 3) has 

separate offices where a variety of pipeline company IT' projects are developed and designed. The 

consultant offrces have in-house design teams assigned to design, deliver and implement projects. 

With the separation of the company team members fiom the design team members, several 

interviewees remarked that the ability to converse and visit directly and often with those at either 

site, was important to the successful project delivery. 

The project has been in existence for approximately two years. It was slow to begin, and 

initially lacked direction. Team members agreed that this was because there was very little 

digitised GIs information to warehouse, and as a result, it was difficult to determine the full extent 

of the project goals and objectives. The researcher's understanding is, although the project was 

active, there was not a great deal of effort put toward it until the team fully understood what the 

end product should be. Several team members explained that it wasn't until late in the summer of 

1999 that the project requirements began to become more focussed, and the need for the project 

became more urgent. As a result, the major project initiative has taken place since that time. 

Team staffing has been consistent throughout the two-year period, with the exception of the project 

manager who was assigned in the fall of 1999. The project is expected to be completed by mid 

2000. 
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APPENDIX F 

KEY CATEGORIIES AND SUB CATEGORIES 

TabIelS. 
Kev Cateeories and Sub Catenaries Emerped Thmu~h Own Codinn 

Key Categories Sub Categories 

Charter Charter - Perceptions of 
Charter - Team Buy in 
Charter Contents 

Collaborating Collaborate - Why 
Collaborate - Why Not 
Collaboration - How it Begins 
ColIaboration Evolving 
Collaborative Competency 
Collaborative Experience 
Collaborative Experiences - Bad 
Collaborative Methodology/Process 

Communication Communication - Lack of 
Communication - Types 
Communications 
Communications Good - Open 
Communications Master Plan 
Communications Poor - Large Corporations 

Contract Contract - Template for Relationship 
Contract Insurance 
Contract Is for Lawyers. 
Contract Jointly Negotiated 
Contract Perceptions of 
Contract Relation Perceptions 
Contract Type 
Contract WordinglContents 
Documents - Contract and Trust Building 
Terminating Contract/Relationship Not a Staff Turn Over/Stage Gating 

C~rporate Culture Corporate Culture- Perception of Partners 
Corporate Culture - Distanced 
Corporate Culture - Future Questioned 
Corporate Culture Differences 
Corporate Culture Represented by Individual 
Corporate Loyalty to or Not 

Documents Document's Other - Formalised but Not Legal 
Document Type 
Document. - Should Have but None 
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TablelS. continued 
Kev Catenaries and Sub Catwories Emerned Thmu~h Own Codine 

Key Categories Sub Categories 

Environment 

Learning 

Parmer 

Project 

How Trust Is Built Outside Team Environment 
Team Environment 
Team Environment - Open Space or Not 
Team Outside of Working Environment 
Trusting Environment 
Trusting Environment Bad 
Trusting Environment Location 

Bad Experience Is a Learning Experience 
Learning - Willingness To. Wanting to Learn 
Learning Experience 
Mentoring 
Training and Growth 

Consultant Ability to Be Receptive to Outside World 
Engaging Partners 
Partner's Authority 
Partner - Limitations to Commitment 
Partner - Trust of Individual Staff 
Partner Admits They Can't Deliver Ahead of Time 
Partner Chosen Who Can Be Controlled 
Partner Expectations 
Partner Kept out of Decision Making 
Partner Motivations 
Partner non Threatening 
Partner Perceptions of Good or Bad 
Partner Performance 
Partner Reliability Checked 
Partner Team Member Characteristics 
Partners Position in Hierarchy 

Project /Schedule/Completion - Timely o r  Problems 
Project Beginnings 
Project Budget 
Project Changes 
Project's Consequences 
Project Costs 
Project End 
Project Fees or Compensation 
Project Funding 
Project Length 
Project Plan 
Project Quality 
Project Scope 
Project Staffing 
Project Success or Successful or Not 
Project Tracking 
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TablelS. continued 
Kev Catepories and Sub Categories Emerned Through O ~ e n  Codinn 

Ke Cate ones 2 
Problems PM Problems with Partner and Consultants 

Problems Addressed or Not 
Problems Solved Jointly 
Problems with Business Partner 
Problems with Various Partnering Competition - Results 

Project Manager PM Problems with Partner and Consultants 
Project Management Training 
Project Manager - Evolution of a 
Project Manager Activities 
Project Manager Communications 
Project Manager Decision Making 
Project Manager Expectations 

Senior Management Contact with Project Sponsors by External Sources 
/Decision Makers Senior Managers Salesmen Make Promises 

Senior Decision Makers - Information to and from 
Senior Decision Makers - Partners Contact 
Senior Decision Makers HeIp Project 
Senior Decisions Makers Make Problems 
Senior Management - Bad 
Senior Management Characteristics 
Senior Management Expectations 
Senior Management RoadbIocks 
Senior Management the Individual 
Senior Managers Loose Team Trust 

Trust Characteris tics Trust - Ho Hum 
Trust - Hope for 
Trust - Partner Reservations about Trusting 
Trust - What Trust Means 
Trust and Confidence 
Trust and Confidentiality 
Trust and Embarrassment 
Trust and HumiIi ty/Ego 
Trust and Information/Understanding Requirements 
Tmst and Loyalty 
Trust and Ongoing Relationship or Not 
Trust and Partner Characteristics 
Trust and Providing Resources 
Trust and Reliance on Others 
Trust and Risk 
Trust and Truthfulness 
Trust Built T i  it Takes / History 
Trust Regaining it - or Not 
Tmst Results of Success and Lack of 
Trustworthiness Team 
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TablelS. continued 
Kev Catenaries rind Sub Catwories Ememed Through Own Coding 

Team 

Trust Building 

How Teams Work (Or Don't) 
Team - No Finger Pointing 
Team - Not a Team 
Team and Individual Expectations Responsibilities (Clear or  Not)) 
Team Communications 
Team Decisions 
Team Differences and Problems 
Team Environment 
Team Environment - Open Space or Not 
Team External Environment - Working 
Team Goals and Objectives Have ValuelMake Sense 
Team tndividual Processes 
Team Member - Admitting You Don't KnowMave Problem 
Team Member - Finds Answer or  Not 
Team Member Commitment to the T e a m j e c t  
Team Member Interrupted Team Member Length of Time on Project 
Team Member Perceptions 
Team Member Pride 
Team Member Professional Opinion Respected or Not 
Team Member Professional - mature 
Team Member Reputations 
Team Member Value to Team and Recognition 
Team Members Assimilate 
Team Open, but Copes with Intrusion 
Team Outside of Working Environment 
Team Perception of Team by Others 
Teams Perceptions of Self 
Team Perceptions of Self - Trust and Ongoing Relationship 
Team Performance - Goals and Objectives Set. Met or Not 
Team Relationships 
Team Size 
Team Tells All 
Team Trust Building Activities (Social) 

Distrust 
How Is Trust Built Formally 
How Trust Is Built 
How Trust Is Built InformalIy 
How Trust Is BuiIt Outside Team Environment 
How Trust Is Not BuiIt 

Team Members External Team Member Turn Overs 
Internal Team Member Problems 
Internal Team Member Turn Overs 
People on SuccessfUl Project 
Team Members and Manager Promotions or Not 
Team Members Leave Project Happy 
Team Members Leave Project Unhappy 
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Table 15. continued 
Kev Cateeories and Sub Categories E r n e 4  Through O ~ e n  cod in^ 

Key Categories Sub Categories 

Stakeholders Other Developing Trust with Stake Holders 
Stakeholder Reactions 
Stakeholder Response to Overtures 
Stakeholders 
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APPENDIX (2 

REFLECTIVE MEMOING AND RELATIONAL ANALYSES 

SUB TITLE: Example: Re-categorisation of Key And Sub Categories Through 
Reflective Memoing And Relational Analyses 

Exam~les Kev Catwories Charter and Collaboration Reflective Memoin? of Sub Categorv Influences 

Charter 
Charter - Perceptions of 

Charter - Team Buy In 
Charter - Team Buy In 
Charter Contents 

Memo and Reflective Analvses of Original Sub Categories Related to Charter 

Team members from only one of the four projects discussed a project charter. The general opinion was that the 
charter seemed ineffectual. One view was that the charter was: 

very ethereal. airy faerie to me - . - I redly didn't w e  about it, I just really wanted to get the work done. The 
project charter was nice, but. . , if you were an HR person, It really didn't mean a whole lot to me. It didn't really 
move me or uh give me some type of direction that I maybe didn't have before. It didn't move me to anything. 
Project 1 Partner 2- 1 Tech Expert 1 

While another interviewee saw it as like to haves. 

To be honest, many people had, although they participated in the development of the charter, they didn't 
particularly ... buy into it. Basically the project charter was developed by the team sitting around the table, each 
person suggesting what they felt, or what wouldn't work, and I think there was a lot of dissent. or probably people 
didn't realise it was dissent, they didn't realise that the charter didn't match their personal behaviours. It was 
something that they personally liked, so they probably adhered to the ideas that they (the individual) suggested 
but there was no acknowledgement, that the charter should change the behaviours, and only when you made it, 
competency standards. competency expectations, uh did we then get the behaviour falling in line. with the words? 
Project 1. Parmer 1- 1 Project Manager I. 
The most positive view of the charter was that : 
It lays out the objectives, methods, the schedule, the resources, deliverables, risk management fxcors of the 
project. Um it. . . it was pretty good. I mean you. need something to get started, You, need some framework 
for operating initially. Now some of the scheduling stuff in there was unreaIistic, we just didn't have a good 
enough basis to do estimating. at that time. given our experience. But had we not had it, it would have been much 
more difficult. So it, it, it was good. Probably about a third of it would have changed as we went along. in light 
of how long does it realIy take us to do this- You know, how do you really do these kinds of jobs, what 
methodologies are we really going to apply. uh so, it, it you know was a good shot at it initially. It's got to be a 
living document though. Project 1, Partner 1-2 Senior Technical Expert 1 

This implies that if the team member perceptions of the charter are to be positive, the charter just can't be derived 
by people agreeing to how and what they see the project being in an ad hoc manner. The charter in the case of project 
1 seemed do be done in this manner. Without the charter having astructure, where individual and team expectations and 
goals and objectives clearly spelled out the result seemed to be a document that was given short thrift- Negative 
perceptions of the charter seemed to be related to the fact that the charter was tailored to individual expectations not as 
they related to the individual and not to the group. The actual expectations seemed lacking. The charter if couched in 
terms of generalities gives the document a aura of not being relevant to the project team members or to the project. This 
perception leads to the charter being relegated to a drawer or filing cabinet. 

With only having one project team having participating in a charter, and team member perceptions of the charter 
ranging from "astarting place for the project and project relations" through to seemingly ineffectual, it is difficult to judge 
how important a charter may or may not be as a method of building team trust. What comes through plainly is the fact 
that because the charter itself wasn't explicit regarding individual and team expectations, goals and objectives. team 
members did not place importance in the document. I get the feeling that because of team member perceptions of 
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"Charter" as the newest trend, proper effort may not have been put into structuring it at the project outset- This is 
especially me. when one considers, that the project manager considered the charter as agroup of individual Like to haves 
with no individual or team buy in. She felt this so much so, that she had mini individual contracts which each team 
member regarding their roles and responsibilities. Clearly the perceptions of the charter's importance to successful team 
project must be managed by explicit and structured expectations. 

Other Influencing Considerations and Sub Categories on Trust Building for Key Cate~orv Charter 
If the charter is looked at in terms of crust building factors, the two influences determining whether the charter 

has an effect on collaborative trust is the Perceptions the collaborators have of the Charter and also their personal 
expectations of themseIves and others due to the contents of the charter. and the expectations of the charter itself- In the 
w e  of Project 1 the perception of the value of charter was not high and the resuIting expectations of regarding the charter 
were low. On the other hand because the collaborators had discussed their expectations in an info& an unstructured 
way, as a resuit. they did have expectations of themselves and others. 

Underlined statements represent either a new sub category or  a context, condition process or 
consequence of the sub category 

Perceptions (Charter) 
Team Member Perceptions of Charter 
Team and Individual Expectations Responsibilities (Clear or Not) 
Team Member Commitment to the TeamlProject 
Team Member Perceptions of Expectations 
Team Member Commitment to the Team/Project 

Collaborating 
ColIaborate - Why 

Expectations 
Learning Experience 
Level of Trust 
Survival 
Project Success or Successful or not 
Project /Schedule/CornpIetion - Timely or problems 
Project Quality 
Trust and Ongoing Relationship/or Not 
Trust and Reliance on others 
Trust Results of Success and Lack of 

Collaborate - W h y  Not 
Project /ScheduldCompletion - Timely or problems 
Project Success or Successful or not 
Trust and Ongoing Relationship/or Not 
Trust Results of Success and Lack of 
Trust and Risk 

Collaboration - How it Begins 
Engaging partners 
hve l  of Trust 
Partner Perceptions of Good or Bad 
Survival 
Trust and Risk 

Coilaboration Evolving 
Collaborative Methodology/Process 
Project Manager Activities 
Partner Motivations 
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Memo and Reflective Analyses of Original Sub Categories Related to Collaborating 

Without exception in the twenty interviews, the interviewees stated that the reason for collaboration was to get 
access to expertise that was not available in house, either due to availability of the expertise, or because of time 
constraints on the experienced stafE The time constraint issue still revolved around the fact that experienced in house 
people were limited in numbers and were multi tasking in other areas where experience may be lacking. Therefore the 
in house people tended to take on more of a directional role in the project collaboration than a hands on one- 

The response to the colIaboration fell into two groups, Those that had been in the IT industry prior to partnering 
becoming general practice. and those who had graduated and joined the industry subsequent to collaborating becoming 
commonplace. Those who had been in the industry ten years or longer alI  made reference to outsourcing as a major 
influence that has coloured their working reIationships. They d l  felt that collaboration was "forced" - this is maybe too 
strong a word, but they had to do it, because expertise was no longer resident in house. Some of these individuals were 
"outsourced" while others remained as in house expertise. Outsourcing was a result of companies focussing on the 
business they are in, and not on having in house support staff. 

Those who arc newer to the industry all had very little to say about collaboration. It seems to be a way of life 
for them. They ail have experience with it. One feflow in project three even mentioned that during his education at 
University, colIaboration was the n o m  I almost sensed that for those newer to the industry. the questions on 
collaboration were inane. Some exampIes of comments about coIIaboration were: 

From Project 1 
I think it is something that is growing, in western Canada, and probably in North America in generaI. 
It seems a Iot more companies are realising they don't have the expertise, to do  certain functions, Not 
just necessarily what I'm doing, but in general, and they contract it out. It's not because they don't 
have the money, it's just because, it's not core to their business and they're not interested actualIy in 
developing their own staff to do it. So they contract out a function. A lot of oil and gas companies 
in town, say their core business is oil and gas, maybe the transmission of oiI and gas, but their core 
function isn't to become the Microsoft of North America. So they contract that function out. It's more 
and more common all the time. Whereas in the past they'd cry and do it all themselves. You know, 
I think what has really spawned it off is you've had a Iot of down sizing. There was really a whole 
level of uh expertise, and administrative expertise, which was just detached from a lot of large 
organisations. In my opinion. And you know they realize later on that the work has to be done, so 
they contract it out. Project I Partner 2-1 Tech Expert 1 

From Project 2 
I think it's a cost measure for companies I would think. And I uh, uh, they have a need for some 
things that it is not cost efficient to have their own resources to manage, and also to keep up with 
every sort of expertise that may be needed. So it's you know, it's if they can concentrate on whatever 
their business is then they can allow another company to help them out with the areas they need help 
in. Project 2 Partner 2-2 Project Manager 

From Project 3 
This partner, they have their requirements, their demands because they have a lot of experience in 
the industry- They know what people want, in terms of a [product name] system. And we [company 
name), when we started developing the product, were purely research. And often, as you know, when 
you develop something new, and there is not much industry experience, you might be looking at not 
necessarily what the people want. So we are developing some very high tech, very new, very 
advanced, but it's very difficult to sell, because it simply is not what they want. And people 
especially, when you take them a demo, they do not tell you much. They don't say that's not what we 
want, They say wow that's nice,. Would it sell? I don't know. Wiil they buy it? Not necessarily- It 
takes them a long time to decide. So having this partner works in many, many good ways. They are 
our customer, they tell us what they what they want. As a result, it makes our life a lot easier. In 
terms of, collaborating with them, I guess, they're our customer, we deliver to, meet their needs, 
they're happy. Project 3 Partner 1-4 Senior Technical PM 3 

The focus of this interviewee is slightly different than those in project 1,2, and 4. This is 
potentially because the individual has only been in the industry for seven years. The collaborative 
reasons here are much more one of we are developing something for their market. They have the 
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expertise we need to meet the market demand- We collaborate because we each have expertise the 
other wants. This person has no sense of outsourcing being a factor. His partner in the new 
company however has been in the industry for over thirty years. His take is: 

From Project 3 
Q. what were your f m t  thoughts about being told to do it. 
A. Fear. 
Q. Fear. Why?. 
A- Because it was not a traditional way I had done things in the past- I just ran a department and 
everybody kind of did what I said, and this was more kind of crying to get out and understand what 
the customer wanted and so it was quite a different environment for me, because I typically worked 
for many years in a you do what I say mode. I would say it's it's caused me to dramatically change 
my style from being one of somebody tells me what to do, I take on the responsibility of telling 
everyone else what to do, to being okay lets collaborate on this and see what, you know what are the 
other ways of looking at it. I guess what I've learned more than anything is that there are different 
ways to look at things. That I don't always, that my way necessarily isn't the right way. So I would 
say that it's kind of reduced errors on my part. Because, when, in the other traditional method I used, 
you might be right 80 per cent or 70 percent of the time, but the 30 percent you're not, you end up 
trying to cover up on that, to a large degree. Project 3 Partner 1-6 Project Manager (Senior 
Management) 3 

Where one individual thought collaboration is a straight forward we do it because it's 
necessary, the other interviewee had been forced into it through company restructuring and 
outsourcing. The second interviewee exemplifies the responses from most of the long time IT 
industry people. That is that they didn't like the idea at first, it caused them fear and angst, and 
they believed it wouldn't work out. However, once they had been involved in collaborating they 
could see the benefits. Not one of these people would go back to the way things were before. 

From Project 4 
I think probably about 1992D3, I during the early nineties, the late eighties, there was a significant 

move for companies wanting to outsource. I think, and this is just an opinion, what's happened here, 
particularly in the IS world which is the one I'm familiar with is there has been a significant move to try and 
recognise that the people in your organisation don't have all the answers and uh that you want you want to 
look for a broader wider more in depth, doing dl these things. You want it to be less expensive so you go 
and take, and say your IS group, you maybe don't actually say it to them, but in essence what you do you say 
we need to go to an outsource organisation where we have a wider and different types of answers to the IS 
questions that we want to ask, and that sort of, that sort of drifted into that in the nineties, and you can see 
that companies like EDS, IBM, and Ge Capital, Gemini and a bunch of others, have all been offering 
outsourcing s e ~ c e s ,  and they've been wildly successful, against the opinions of a lot of techies who thought 
the singularly ineffectual. But the reality is that management wants, different answers to questions that it 
typically got in the past, and it gets this through going to an outsourcing. Project 4 Partner 1-1 Senior 
Management 

The last sentence in this interviewee's quote adds a new dimension. Even if the staff were 
all in house, management wants different answers than those that could be given by in house staff. 
This maybe explains why management always thinks that the advise consultants give them is that 
much better than in house staff. I'd always thought that it was because the dollars spent on 
consultants were more readily apparent to management than the dollars spent on staff. Staff costs 
are hidden often in overhead. Whereas consultant costs are usually part of the project costs. I'd 
never thought about the fact, that management wants and needs a variety of answers, and this may 
be a reason they collaborate. However, if this is the case, one wouId think that they would go to 
a variety of consultants instead of going with the known quantity and those they "trust". %Qif 
Project Manager for the company in project 4 reflects on collaboration and how it has changed 
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from an in house experience to a consultive experience. Competence was a requirement in both 
cases. However, the emphasis is now on bringing company competence to the table, as opposed 
to finding internal individual competence for a project. Individually one still must bring team 
member confidence to the project, but the dynamic of proving overall company is an added 
dynamic to the project team dynamics. 

From Project 4 
I think back to when I was an employee of a company. There is not question that to get to an end 
objective my focus was getting the appropriate skill sets at the table. Now mind you that was in house 
or with the company. I mean, that to me seems just a natural. Now that I'm more outside of that 
world, I'm more in the consulting world, I look at what my company brings to the table. And then 
I say, "okay, I know what the gaps are in terms of where we're not focussing our energies." And when 
I come into a project, a new project, I'm constantly thinking of those things we need. "Okay I will 
bring in this type of a skill set." And whether it's external or internaI it's just a naturaI for me. Project 
4 Partner 2-2 Chief Project Manager 1 

This comment leads into the follow three sub categories. 

Collaborative Competency 
Expectations 

CoIlaborative Experience 
Collaborative Experiences - Bad 

Bad Experience is A Learning Experience 
Partner Motivations 
Pm Problems with Partner and Consultants 
Problems with Various Partnering Competition - Results 
Team Perception of Team by Others, and Teams Perceptions of 
Senior Decisions Makers Make ProbIems 

Collaborative Methodology/Process 
Project Manager - Evolution of a 
Collaboration Evolving 
Corporate Culture 
Partner's Authority 
Project Manager Activities 

The consideration for team member competency whether it was individual or team was 
important through out the interviews. Collaborator competency was an added dimension to this. 
The interviewees aimed this not so much at the abilities of the collaborator, although they had to 
have expertise in what they were collaborating for, but at the ability of the collaborator to "get 
along with others" Examples were cited throughout about experiences (particularly those which 
were not positive or bad) Problems with the bad experiences seemed to lie in the areas of power 
and control by one partner over the other. Whether real or perceived, the interviewees cited 
situations where the other collaborator tried to control the project, influence the senior managers, 
or their ego was such that it disrupted the team building trust. 

In the case of Project 1 the team had one collaborating partner that attempted to deal directly 
with the other team member's senior management. 

From Project 1 
So these guys actually had a back door into the city and urn and, and could make you know whatever 
false allegations, or you know swing a sort of spin on things that they wanted- If we'd spent our time 
refuting it, we would have appeared as defensive. So we found them, like I said pretty self serving, 
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and not terribly accurate in what they alleged so, they were not trustworthy. They in end were pretty 
much sleazy salesmen, and urn, you know, I hate to say it, but its true. Project 1 Partner 1-2 Senior 
TechnicaI PM 1. 

The team members they were colIaborating with may in actuality closely associated with the 
senior management of their partnering team members. say this because those doing the 
schmoozing at the one company were more likely to be on the golf links with the senior 
management at the other company, and they may not have felt so inclined to actually have to work 
with the Iower echelons. At the same time those at the lower echelons would never have the 
opportunity to deal directly with their own senior management.] This arrangement could lead to 
a lot of misconceptions. Those on the team had the impression that their collaborating team 
members were going behind their backs, and bad mouthing them. This may have been true, but 
it may have been a problem that the other team member couldn't keep their mouth shut to the 
senior management, who in turn read all sorts of innuendo into their comments. The first team did 
what ever it had to do to get rid of the other party. They actually had more power than their partner 
perceived, because they knew the internal operations of the company, and could manipulate things 
to their advantage. I really think there might have been misunderstandings going on here with the 
first partner, and no communication. Whereas with their second set of collaborators, the team 
chose individuals that did not know the senior managers, and with whom they couid deal directly. 
1 almost thought that it was choosing a collaborating team members that they could have power 
over and control. They'd been stung once and so decided to choose a partner that couldn't screw 
things up for them. Maybe it wasn't that much of a power thing. . . but . . .then again. They had 
been threatened by their previous partner, and didn't really want to collaborate with anyone who 
threatened their security. I'd say that being perceived as non threatening comes into it trusting the 
other partner. 

The following quote from the project manager of project 2 illustrates how she over came the 
feelings of "acting like salesmen" that the in house team members from project 1 felt they had to 
deal with in their initial collaborative dealings. 

From Project 2 
I think it's important not go in there saying that you have all the answers and step over people because 
it gets to be that different IT departments could do the job. Which is you can have somebody else 
coming in and saying we're the best and we can solve all your problems. I think that it sort of says 
that basically you couldn't do your job. So it's very important to make them realise that you know 
what you're doing, and that you're just trying to help them you know with solving their problems. And 
once you get that then it's easier for them to sort of work with you and accomplish what they're asking. 
Project 2, Partner 1-2 Project Manager 2 

Being from a large firm, similar to Project 1's initial collaborative team members, she 
realises that there is selling that goes on. She recognises that the "client" or team members they're 
collaborating with perceive this as possible bragging orego. There is a suggestion that ego covers 
up incompetence. This individual was a very unassuming person. She and the project manager 
on Project 4, I would say were the two individuals interviewed lacking in ego. It was more we've 
got to do what we've got to do to deliver. It would be hard to pin the ego thing on anything the 
project manager in Project 4 said as lack of ego, but she is a very understated individual. Similarly 
the interviewee from this quote. 

Ego takes two forms. Over blown ego tends to breed distrust, and lack of confidence in the 
other collaborator's competence. On the other hand self ego, and team ego, seems to build a sense 
of pride, on being on the team. If team members and others perceive the team to be productive, 
high profile and successful, team member pride of association with the team increases, as does the 
potential for perceptions to be higher of the team member's reputation for competency and value 
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than if they were on an unsuccessful team. The opposite may be true also. Lack of success, lack 
of confidence, lack of pride may breed low self esteem and pride. In project three partner 1-4 
acknowledges that they had been forced into the position of having to sell their prduct in order 
to maintain the sunrival of their project and of their team. They had not been successful doing this 
by themselves and went into a collaborative relationship to improve sales. 

From Project 3 
"hey, we're not going to sell much." We did have a sale. But, in order to kind of meet the senior 
management's requirement on having some sale to offset our development costs we had to do 
something. So, at that time, the choice was simple. Either sell what we had, or invite other people to 
come join us. So we put out a request to invite those companies to come, and basically come and look 
at the product, and then have a very open kind of discussion on how they want to proceed. Do they 
would want to buy it outright, do they want to fund the development, do they want to have some sort 
of form a new company. It's all open. So that's how we ended up- It's hard. You can't control. But 
what I h o w  so far, it's been a very enriching experience, and we can benefit them, because since then 
we are making a lot of progress, with being able to make sales, which is excellent- And that gave us 
confidence in their ability too, that they keep, keep landing or being more successful. It will give us 
more confidence. That is something. That's the missing part they've given us. That's a good way to 
put it. We are missing one hand or one m of being able to grab the market, and they are providing 
it- That does encourage our relationship. Project 3 Partner 1-4 Senior Technical PM 3 

The reference to the confidence in their collaborative partner goes hand in hand with the fact 
that the other collaborator is successful. This success has translated not only confidence in their 
partner, but also into confidence and belief in themselves to be successful. The result is that the 
core team has left the parent company and set up their own company that maintains its 
collaborative relationship with their original partner. They are also looking for other collaborative 
retationships throughout the world to market the product, identify new products, and expand their 
business, and have entered into a collaborative relationship with their former parent company. 
Members of the software development side of this team are extremely proud that they were on a 
project that was seen to be extremely successful when it was a part of the parent company. That 
they have bucked the perceived and real roadblocks senior management put in their way, and that 
they have had the backbone to go out on their own and establish their own business. The sense of 
pride one gets when talking to these people is amazing. It isn't an overblown ego thing, it's more 
of the fairy story 'The Little car that could". Once they saw they "could", they started believing 
in themselves. As a result of this experience when one talks to them they seem to have a 
tremendous sense of self worth. They don't "strut their stuff' so to speak, but just seem content 
with their accomplishments and successes. They seem secure in their abilities. It almost goes back 
to they aren't salesmen, and because they aren't they believe they can do the job. They say they 
do the job by meeting expectations. 

Other Influencin~ Considerations and Sub Cate~ories on Trust build in^ for Key Cateeorv 
Collaborating 

Underlined statements represent either a new sub category or a context, condition process 
or consequence of the sub category 

Exstations of Self 
Competencies 
Partner Expectations 
Partner Performance 
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Expectations Met 
Success Factor - Conswuence 
Partner Performance 

Perceptions (Collaboration) 
Competencies 
Power and Control 
Partner's Authority 

= Partner non Threatening 
0 Going Behind the Back (Gossi~) 

Partner Perceptions of Good or Bad 
Partner Performance 

Getting along 
Ex~lanatow Cateporv a Condition That Has Processes 

Gossip 
Going Behind the Back of 
Tactics Pr0cesses)to Combat 
Team - No Finger Pointing 

Survival 
A Reason for Collaborating; 
Partner Motivations 
Trust and Reliance on Others 

Project SuccessfuI or Not 
Team Member Pride 
Importance of Work Assigned 
Project Successful or Not 
Team Member Reputations 
Team Member Value to Team and Recognition 
Trust and Ego 
Trust and Confidence 
Trust Results of Success and Lack of 

Trust and Partner Characteris tics 
Ex~lanatow Categow Conditions and Processes 

Trust and Ongoing Relationshiplor Not 
a Consequence of Proiect Successful or Not 
Trust Results of Success and Lack of 

This analysis section is sixty pages long. The remainder is on file. If required please request 
remainder for review. 
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APPENDIX H 

Team Perceptions of Self 

Related to Trust Building 

I 
TEAM PERCEPTIONS OF SELF 6 OTHERS 

I 

- - - - a -  .) Links occur - Direct Links 

Finure 12: Team Perceptions of Self Related to Tmst Building 

The following pages show the codes identified and their analytical relationships. 
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Code neighbors list 
Code-Fir: Code Family Focused Network on: Team Perceptions of Self and Trust and Risk - 
main 
- - 

Legend 
R - Is Associated With 
G - Is Part of 
N - Is Cause of 
A - Contradicts 
P - Is Property of 

Avoidance/Nonjudgmental 
P: Getting AIong/Working Together 
P: Partner Non Threatening 

Communication - Types 
P: Communications Good - Open 
P: Expectations 
R: Getting AlongIWorking Together 
P: Sharing 

-G: Communications Master Plan 

Communications Good - Open 
P: Expectations 
R: Getting AIong/working Together 
R: Sharing 

-P: Communication - Types 
-P: Open - No Secrets 

Communications Master Plan 
G: Communication - Types 
-P: Team Perceptions of Self - Processes for Trust 

Competencies 
G: Project Manager Expectations 
R: Team Member Pride 
P: Team Perception of Team by Others, and Teams 

Perceptions of Self 
-R: Team Member Reputations 

Expectations 
P: Expectations Met 

-P: Communication - Types 
-P: Communications Good - Open 
-P: Partner Perceptions of Good or Bad 
-N: Sharing 
-N: Team Gods and Objectives Have Valuetrnake 

Sense 
-P: Team Member Perceptions 
-G: Workload 

Expectations Met 
G. Fun and Enjoyment 
N: How CS Trust Built FormaIly 
N. Occurrence of Trust 
N: Project End 

-P: Expectations 
-N: Getting Along/Working Together 
-N: How Trust Is Built Informally 
-N: Team Member - Finds Answer or Not 
-G: Team Member Pride 
-N: Team Perceptions of Self - Consequences Trust 

BuiIding 

Fun and Enjoyment 
G: Learning Experience 
G: Sharing 
N: Understanding Pamrer/team Members 
-G: Expectations Met 
-G: Getting AIong/Working Together 
-R: Team Trust Building Activities (Social) 
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Getting AIongMrorking Together 
N: Expectations Met 
G: Fun and Enjoyment 
N: How Is Trust Built Formally 
N: How Trust Is Built I n f o d l y  
G: Learning Experience 
P: Problems Solved Jointly 
R: Team Trust Building Activities (Social) 
-P: Avoidance/Nonjudgmental 
-R: Communication - Types 
-R: Communications Good - Open 
-G: Open - No Secrets 
-N: Partner non Threatening 
-N: Sharing 
-P: stress 
-P: S U M V ~  
-N: Team - No Finger Pointing 
-G: Team Member Perceptions 
-G: Team Members Assimilate 
-R: Team Perception of Team by Others. and Teams 

Perceptions of Self 
-P: Team Perceptions of Self - Conditions for Trust 
-P: Team ReIationships 
-G: Trust and Reliance on Others 
-R: Trust and Risk 

Gossip 
-A: Team - No Finger Pointing 

How Is Trust BuiIt Formally 
-N: Expectations Met 
-N: Getting AlongIWorking Together 
-R: How Trrlst Is Built Informally 
-N: Team Member Value to Team and Recognition 
-G: Team Trust Building Activities (Social) 

How Trust Is Built informally 
N: Expectations Met 
R: How Is Trust Built Formally 

-N: Getting Alonflorking Together 
-N: Team Member Value to Team and Recognition 
-G: Team Trust Building Activities (Social) 
-N: Trustworthiness 

Learning - Willingness To, Wanting to Learn 
-P: Parmer Team Member Characteristics 

Learning Experience 
R: Mentoring 
G: Sharing 
R: Team Member - Admitting You Don't KnowMave 

Problem 
R: Understanding Parmer/team Members 
-G: Fun and Enjoyment 
-G: Getting Along/Working Together 

Mentoring 
R: Problems Solved Jointly 
R: Project End 
R: Team Gods and Objectives Have Value/make Sense 
R: Team Member - Admitting You Don't Know/ 

Have Problem 
N: Team Member - Finds Answer or Not 
-R: Learning Experience 
-R: Sharing 
-R: Team Member Pride 
-P: Team Perceptions of Self - Processes for Trust 

Occurrence of Trust 
N: Trust and Ongoing Relationship/or Not 

-N: Expectations Met 
-N: Partner Perceptions of Good or Bad 

Open - No Secrets 
P: Communications Good - Open 
G: Getting Along/Working Together 
R: Problems Solved Jointly 
P: Trustworthiness 

-G: Partner Team Member Characteristics 
-N: Sharing 
-R. Team ReIationships 
-R: Trust and Risk 

Partner Non Threatening 
N: Getting Along/Working Together 
G: Partner Perceptions of Good or Bad 
R: Team Trust Building Activities (Social) 
-P: Avoidance/Nonjudgmental 
-G: Partner Team Member Characteristics 
-P: Sharing 
-R: Team Member Perceptions 
-G: Understanding Parmer/team Members 

Partner Perceptions of Good or  Bad 
P: Expectations 
N: Occurrence of Trust 
R: Parmer Team Member Characteristics 
N: Project Manager Expectations 
R: Team Member Perceptions 
G: Trust and Ongoing Relationship/or Not 
-G: Partner non Threatening 
-R: Senior Management Expectations 
-R: Stakeholders 
-N: Team Differences and Problems 
-G: Team Member Reputations 
-G: Team Member; Assimilate 
-G: Team Relationships 
-G: Trust and Reliance on Others 
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Partner Team Member Characteristics 
P: Learning - Willingness To, Wanting to Learn 
G: Open - No Secrets 
G: Partner non Threatening 
R: Team Member Pride 

-R: Partner Perceptions of Good or Bad 
-R: Team Relationships 

Problems Solved Jointly 
G: Sharing 
R: Team Gods and Objectives Have Vdudrnake 

Sense 
-P: Getting AlongIWorking Together 
-R: Mentoring 
-R: Open - No Secrets 
-R: Project End 
-R: SunrivaI 
-G- Team Differences and Problems 
-R: Team Member - Admitting You Don't Know/Have 

Problem 
-R: Team Member - Finds Answer or Not 

Project End 
R: Problems Solved Jointly 
R: Trust and Ongoing Relationship/or Not 

-N: Expectations Met 
-R: Mentoring 
-R: Sharing 

f roject Manager Expectations 
N: Stress 
R: Team Differences and Problems 
N: Team Member Perceptions 

-G: Competencies 
-N: Partner Perceptions of Good or Bad 
-R: Senior Management Expectations 
-R: Team Perception of Team by Others, and Teams 

Perceptions oFSelf 
-R: Team Relationships 

Senior Management Expectations 
R: Partner Perceptions of Good or Bad 
R: Project Manager Expectations 
R: Team Differences and Problems 
N: Team Member Perceptions 
R: Team Perception of Team by Others, and Teams 

Perceptions of Self 
R: Trust and Risk 

-G-- Stakeholders 

Sharing 
N: Expectations 
N: Getting Along/Working Together 
R: Mentoring 
N: Open - No Secrets 
P: Partner non Threatening 
R: Pmject End 
R: Team Member - Rnds Answer or Not 
-P: Communication - Types 
-R: Communications Good - Open 
-G: Fun and Enjoyment 
-G: karning Experience 
-G: Problems Solved Jointly 
-G: Stress 
-G: Survival 
-G: Team - No Finger Pointing 
-G: Team Goals and Objectives Have Valuelrnake Sense 
-G: Team Member - Admitting You Don't Know/ 

Have Problem 
-G: Team Member Pride 
-R: Team Relationships 
-G: Team Trust Building Activities (Social) 
-R: Trust and Confidentiality 
-P: Trust and Reliance on Others 
-R: Trust and Risk 
-R: Workload 

Stakeholders 
R: Partner Perceptions of Good or Bad 
G: Senior Management Expectations 

Stress 
P: Getting AlongIWorking Together 
G: Sharing 
P: Survival 

-N: Project Manager Expectations 
-N: Team Differences and Problems 
-N: Workload 

Survival 
P: Getting AlongiWorking Together 
R: Problems Solved Jointly 
G: Sharing 
N: Trust and Reliance on Others 

-P: Sness 
-P: Trust and Risk 

Team - No Finger Pointing 
N: Getting Along/Working Together 
A: Gossip 
G: Sharing 
G: Team Perception of Team by Others, and Teams 

Perceptions of Self 
-P: Team Perceptions of Self- Processes for Trust 
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Team Differences and Problems 
N: Partner Perceptions of Good or Bad 
G- Problems Solved Jointly 
N: Stress 

-R: Project Manager Expectations 
-R: Senior Management Expectations 
-R: Team Member Perceptions 
-G: Team Perception of Team by Others, and Teams 

Perceptions of Self 
-R: Team Relationships 

Team Gods and Objectives Have Value/Make Sense 
N: Expectations 
G: Sharing 
R: Team Member - Finds Answer or Not 

-R: Mentoring 
-R: Problems Solved Jointly 

Team Member - Admitting You Don't Know/Have 
Problem 

R: Problems Solved Jointly 
G: Sharing 
-R: Learning Experience 
-R: Mentoring 

Team Member - Finds Answer or Not 
N: Expectations Met 
R: Problems Solved Jointly 
-N: Mentoring 
-R: Sharing 
-R: Team Goals and Objectives Have Value/Make 

Sense 

Team Member Perceptions 
P: Expectations 
G: Getting Along/Working Together 
R: Partner Non Threatening 
R: Team Differences and Problems 
N: Team Relationships 
-R: Partner Perceptions of Good or Bad 
-N: Project Manager Expectations 
-N: Senior Management Expectations 
-R: Team Perception of Team by Others, and Teams 

Perceptions of Self 
-R: Trust and Reliance on Others 

Team Member Pride 
G: Expectations Met 
R: Mentoring 
G: Sharing 
R: Team Member Value to Team and Recognition 
R: Team Perception of Team by Others. and Teams 

Perceptions of Self 
R: Trust and Reliance on Others 

-R: Competencies 
-R: Partner Team Member Characteristics 
-N: Team Member Reputations 

Team Member Reputations 
R: Competencies 
G: Partner Perceptions of Good or Bad 
N: Team Member E'ride 
G: Team Member Value to Team and Recognition 
R: Trust and Reliance on Others 

Team Member Value to Team and Recognition 
N: How IS Trust Built Fonnally 
N: How Trust Is Built I n f o d l y  

-R: Team Member Pride 
-G: Team Member Reputations 

Team Members Assimilate 
G: Getting AIong/Working Together 
G: Partner Perceptions of Good or Bad 
G: Team Trust Building Activities (Social) 

Team Perception of Team by Others, and Teams 
Perceptions of Self 

R: Getting Along/Working Together 
R: Project Manager Expectations 
G: Team Differences and Problems 
R: Team Member Perceptions 
R: Team Relationships 

-P: Competencies 
-R: Senior Management Expectations 
-G: Team - No Finger Pointing 
-R: Team Member Pride 
-P: Team Perceptions of Self - Context for Trust 

Team Perceptions of Self - Conditions for Trust 
P: Getting Along/Working Together 
0. Team Perceptions of Self - Processes for Trust 
-G: Team Perceptions of Self - Context for Trust 
-R: Team Perceptions of Self - Perspective on Trust 

Team Perceptions of Self - Consequences Trust Building 
N: Expectations Met 
-R: Team Perceptions of Self - Perspective on Trust 
-G: Tearn Perceptions of Self - Processes for Trust 

Team Perceptions of Self - Context for Trust 
P: Team Perception of Team by Others, and Teams 

Perceptions of Self 
G: Team Perceptions of Self - Conditions for Trust 
-R: Team Perceptions of Self - Perspective on Trust 

Team Perceptions of Self - Perspective on Trust 
R: Team Perceptions of Self - Conditions for Trust 
R: Team Perceptions of Self - Consequences Trust 

Building 
R: Team Perceptions of Self - Context for Trust 
R: Team Perceptions of Self - Processes for Trust 
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Team Perceptions of Self - Processes for Trust 
P: Communications Master Plan 
P: Mentoring 
P: Team - No Finger Pointing 
G: Team Perceptions of Self - Consequences Trust 

Building 
-G: Team Perceptions of Self - Conditions for Trust 
-R: Team Perceptions of Self - Perspective on Trust 

Team ReIationships 
P: Getting AlongNorking Together 
R: Open - No Secrets 
G- Partner Perceptions of Good or Bad 
R: Partner Team Member Characteristics 
R: Project Manager Expectations 
R: Sharing 
R: Team Differences and Problems 
P: Trust and Reliance on Others 

-N: Team Member Perceptions 
-R: Team Perception of Team by Others, and Teams 

Perceptions of Self 

Team Trust Building Activities (Social) 
R: Fun and Enjoyment 
G: How Is Trust Built Formally 
G: How Tmst Is Built informally 
G: Sharing 

-R: Getting AlonglWorking Together 
-R: Partner Non Threatening 
-G: Team Members AssirniIate 

Trust and Confidentiality 
R: Sharing 
P: Trustworthiness 

Trust and Ongoing Relationship/or Not 
-N: Occurrence of Trust 
-G: Partner Perceptions of Good or Bad 
-R: Project End 

Trust and Reliance on Others 
G: Getting AIongIWorking Together 
G: Partner Perceptions of Good or Bad 
P: Sharing 
R: Team Member Perceptions 
R: Trust and Risk 
G: Tmstworthiness 
-N: Survival 
-R: Team Member Pride 
-R: Team Member Reputations 
-P: Team Relationships 

Trust and Risk 
R: Getting Along/ Working Together 
Rr Open - No Secrets 
R: Sharing 
P: Survivd 

-R: Senior Management Expectations 
-R: Trust and Reliance on others 

Trustworthiness 
N: How T m t  is Built Informally 

-P: Open - no secrets 
-P: Trust and Confidentiality 
-G: Trust and Reliance on others 

Understanding PartnerITearn Members 
G: Partner Non Threatening 
-N: Fun and Enjoyment 
-R: Learning Experience 

Workload 
G: Expectations 
R: Shan-ng 
N: Stress 
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APPENDIX I 
EXPLANATORY OBSERVATIONS OF 

SHARING PROCESSES AND CONDITIONS ON PERCEPTIONS 

Table 16. 
Ex~lanatow Observations o f  Sharing - Processes and Conditions on Perceptions 

Shared Fracess or Condition Observation of Sharing on Perceptions 
Stress diminishes individual tensions and enables better performance 

decreases interpersonal tensions and enables better coIIaboraeive 
performance 
encourages collaborative tear. to colIectiveIy resolve swssFul problems 
through shared activities, goals, and sharing of other processes and 
conditions 
coalesces team to make exceptional effort to surmount adverse conditions 

Activities 

Planning 

Goals 

Understanding 

Recognition of Conditions 

Collaborator Contribution 

Fun and Enjoyment 

Training 

leads to appreciation of other collaborators, their goals. expertise, or interests 
perceptions managed through familiarity 

diverse opinions of motives, expectations and project direction are aligned 
understanding of project purpose. roles. and responsibilities are aligned. 
appreciation and howIedge sharing of collaborators' processes enabIe 
kinship 

differences and similarities regarding motives and expectations aligned 
agreement on the project's purpose 

aligns collaborators' activities, goals and other processes and conditions 
reduces risk of mismanaging perceptions and misconceptions 

aligns colIabomtive team goals and activities 
results in joint problem solving 
brings appreciation of and ability to deal with other condi tions and processes 

demonstrates willingness to coIIaborate 
demonstrates competence 
manages perceptions by demonstrating collaborator attitudes and integrity 
encourages individual and collaborative team member pride of association 
recogni& individual and collabcrative team member &due to team- 

* knowing individual and team ideas of fun and enjoyment, improves 
interpersonal understanding, aligning team and individual needs with other 
processes and conditions 
sharing diversity of h n  and enjoyment provides varieties of opportunity for 
team and individual trust building activities 
brings comradery and a celebratory atmosphere to the colIaborative 

recognises personal and group career needs and aspirations 
-:>motes understanding by allowing colIabontors to share their expertise 

appreciation and better understanding of mentor expertise promotes 
fellowship 
recognises individual and team value to h e  project 
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Table 16. continued 
Ex~Ianatorv Observations of Sharing on Perce~tions 

Shared Process or Condition Observation of Sharing on Perceptions 
Team Member Value appreciation of individual and collaborative team roles and responsibilities 

imparts info--on about member value to the project. 
acknowledgement of member importance. aligns coltaborative efforts with 
goals, activities, team pride and information sharing required for success 

No Finger Pointing 

Team Pride 

Problem Solving 

No Secrets 

Information 

Learning 

Survival 

Vulnerability 

joint responsibility for difficulties recognised 
leads to collaborative team joint problem solving 
joint recognition of vulnerabilities 
joint or individual training needs recognised 
managed perceptions to outside world by presenting a cohesiveness image 

team membership demonstrates competency and career advancement 
team success, reflectson individual success 
recognition of accomplishments and contributions focuses collaborators on 
activities, plans, and goals. directed at further success. 

of individual member problems demonstrates concern for the member, and 
member value to t e a m  
aligns collaborators in joint actions. goals, planning for project success. 
appreciation of individual differences enabling compromise forcollaborative 
good 
allows for critical collaborative evaluation of risk. goals, planning and 
activities 

open knowledge and information sharing encourages sharing of the other 
processes and activities. 
sharing private information addresses perception of lack of information. 
working in the dark, and lack of support by others. 

imparts datum related to meeting project goals 
leads to better understanding of other collaborators 
leads to appreciation of team member co-operation 

learning each others processes promotes understanding and improvements 
in business practices 
promotes understanding of collaborators' limitations enabling joint efforts 
to integrate competencies and upgrade limitations. 
encourages collaborative efforts for career advancement and development 
attention to demonstrates concern for team member goals and aspirations 

shared gods. planning and actions for project success reflect on future 
careers 
enables collaborative team pride 
enable strategies for team continuance, goal setting, risk avoidance 
comradery, and project success 

demonstrates non threatening attitude 
demonstrates willingness to reveal failings and enthusiasm to learn 
demonstrates open attitude about self revelation 
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Table 16. continued 
Ex~lanatorv Observations of Sharine on Perce~tions 

Shared Process or Condition Observation of Sharing on Perceptions 

Knowledge 

Team Confidentiality 

Risk 

Value of Project 

Accomplishments 

No Gossip 

- demonstrates competency 
demonstrates desire to mentor and share abilities and successful processes 
allows team members to harmonize their expertise to the project goals 
imparts information about individual motives, interests, and expectations 
demonstrates open attitude and willingness to communicate and discuss 

- managed perceptions to outside world by presenting a cohesiveness image 
enables kinship and joint problem solving activities directed at team pride 

advances understanding of others' motives. expectations and concerns 
forwards a compendium of concerns so activities. goal setting. and 
interaction with other shared processes and conditions can address and 
mitigate risk 
advances team understanding of corporate project importance. 

alignment agreement of project value enables pride of association 
selfworth. enables joint activities, planning, goals directed at project success 

appreciating team member past accomplishments recognises competency 
recognition of accomp1ishment.s builds team confidence - We can do. - celebration of accomplishment guides perceptions of self worth. 
interpersonal understanding, collaborative activities, goals. and adds fun and 
enjoyment 

presents unified image to others outside team. 
enables team pride by uniting members in presenting competent, self reliant, 
and happy group. 
stems the spread of ill will 
focuses team members on joint problem solving to overcome bad 
perceptions. 
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APPENDIX J 
PROJECT'S DATA RELATED TO MODEL OF 

SUCCESSFUL PROJECT DELIVERY 

Table 17. 
Proiect's Data Related to Model of Successful Proiect Delivery 

Project Phase Project Factors. 

Project Start Project 1 This project was a beginning relationship for all collaborators involved 
Collaborator I- Problems with previous collaborator on this project. chooses new 
collaborator's with care. 
Collaborator 2 -One owner IT consultant with many years experience at working and 
collaborating in house at fellow coIlaborator's facilities, 
Collaborator3 - Member of a large multi-national IT company with many years 
experience in the type of application being implemented 

Project 2 The project was a continuation of ongoing relationship from past project coIlaboration. 
Collaborator I - Large Calgary based oil and gas company with IT requirement 
Collaborator 2 - Large Multinational IT firm 

Project 3 This project coIlaboration a result of poor in house capabilities on part of collaborator 
1 to market software and integrated hardware product Collaborator2 found through the 
solicitation of proposals. This project was a beginning of the relationship for the two 
collaborators. 

Collaborator 1 - Large IT firm based in Canada 
Collaborator 2 - United States based service sector company requiring 
software/hardware application. 

Project 4 Project team in place from other on going projects. They have had an ongoing 
relationship based on other projects, and are currently collaborating together and with 
others on other IT projects. 

Collaborator 1 - Independent Consultant representing Calgary based oil and gas 
sector company as senior IT professional. 
Collaborator 2 - Calgary based project management company - coordinating in house 
IT professionals and consuItant collaborators 
Collaborator 3 - Caigary based IT consultant 
Collaborator 4 - Independent Consultant representing same Calgary based oil and gas 
sector to integrate stakeholder requirements . 
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Table 17. continued 
Proiect's Data Related to Model of Successful Proiect Deliverv 

Project Phase Project Factors. 

Expectations Project I Common Motives Quality product 
and Motives Expectations ScheduIes Met - for profit on one side, for meeting budget on 

other side 
Other team members meet their goals and expectations. 

Collaborator 1 Other collaborators would respect their input 
Other collaborators competent 
Expertise not available in house, learning from them others 

Collaborator 2 Access to Collaborator 1's company - no limitations to 
movements. 
Profit. but leave collaborator I with quality product and 
accessibility to his expertise when he'd left Profit not 
everything. Don't leave without leaving something behind 
Flexibility to negotiate changes. and discuss options. 

Collaborator 3 Profit, but leaving colIaborator 1 with quality functioning 
product 
Access to confidential information to deliver product properly 
Roadblocks to product delivery eased by collaborator 1 
Flexibility to negotiate changes, and discuss options. 

Project 2 Common Motives Quality Product 
Expectations 

Collaborator 1 Required the IT service, wanted quality product deliveed in 
reasonable time. and at a reasonable cost- 

* As long as kept informed, seemed to have little problem with 
small budget and schedule changes -especially if they were of 
his making. 
An informal relationship not restricted by contracts. 
To deal with local IT company representatives, and not out the 
multi national out of two owners. 

Collaborator 2 A showcase project for demonstrating their reliability for 
delivery quality. on budget, and on schedule projects. 
Formal notifications of change and sign off. 
Development of in house team for client response. 
Other in house team members meet their goals and 
expectations 

On this project, the expectations were not aligned Collaborator 1's team realIy looked 
on the project as an extension ofan ongoing relationship where formal contracts weren't 
necessary, where collaborator 2 used formal mechanisms such as notice of change, and 
change orders to keep collaborator 1 managed and informed. It almost seemed that 
collaborator I didn't realize that he was being managed- Collaborator 2 was looking 
on the project a s  a prototype for future relations, even though it had an established 
relationship with collaborator I. 
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Table 17. continued 
Proiect's Data Related to Mode1 of Successful Proiect Delivery 

Project Phase Project Factors. 

Expectations and Project 3 Common Motives Profit by developing and marketing an integrated software 
Motives Expectations hardware product to meet Collaborator 2's industry needs- - Functioning, not over engineered and designed product. 1.e- it 

will do what it says it will do to meet current market needs. 
Product improvements will be done to meet future market 
needs, but shdl not impede the marketabifity of the current 
product 
Other collaborators meet their gods and expectations- 

Collaborator I Expand into new markets. 
Sell a hardwarekoftware product they believe in and profit 

Collaborator 2 * Note Collaborator 2 was not interviewed due to it's corporate 
headquarters is in the United States. The following expectations 
are based on impressions received from collaborator 1. 

Bring an industry they have been active in for over a hundred 
years current to today's way of doing business. 
Improve Business efficiencies 
Profit by expanding their business opportunities through 
technology, and marketing the software /hardware product 
Quick Response to requests. 

Project 4 Common Motives Deliver a fimctioning IT solution to a variety of company 
Expectations stakeholders- 

* Once decision to proceed was made, - a quality, on time. and 
budget project A11 team members agreed that the project had 
sat in limbo for some time. It had been identified as a need, 
but the stakeholder departments of the company these team 
members were providing the service to. did not know what 
they actually needed for some time. The project had been 
"simmering" with no action on it taking place until the 
stakeholders knew what they needed. At that time, the team 
identifiedcosts, and schedule for the project delivery, to which 
their client stakeholders agreed, AIthough the project had been 
active for approximately two years, actud work at the time of 
interview was five months with anticipated completion five to 
six months later. 
Other stakeholders meet their goals and responsibilities 

Collaborator 1 Senior IT Client representative, under contract - Functioning 
IT product for in house company stakeholders. 
Budgets and schedules met, to be informed of any changes. 

Collaborator 2 Client representative under contract f ~ r  project management 
Expectations to meet goals and objectives through congenial 
project team relationships, scheduling, and project 
management practices. 
Company profit by demonstrating sound project management 
projects to forge continuing relationships. 
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Table 17. continued 
Project's Data Related to Model of Successful Project Deiiverv 

Project Phase Project Factors, 

Motives and 
Expectations 

Collaborator 3 Consultant IT senrice provider. Deliver functioning IT 
product to meet client needs. 
Company profits through meeting project goals and 
expectations Project 4 

CoIlaborator 4 Client Stakeholder Liaison under contract. - meet stakeholder 
and needs - Function. to the schedule they need to budget 

Other team members meeting stakeholder concerns. 

Perceptions Project 1 Common Discussion open, willingness to listen 
Perceptions Other colIaborator's are competent at what they do 

ColIaborator I Other collaborator's open to suggestions, ideas. and needs 
Other collaborators non threatening 
Other colIaborators assimilate into our culture 
Other colIaborators in it for money, but want to help us  

Collaborator 2 Collaborator 1 clears away obstacles so 1 can do my job 
Cotlaborator 1's culture is political, and bureaucratic 
Collaborator 1 (team members) is extremely flexible 

CoIlaborator 3 Bureaucracy make project delivery difficult. when stakeholders 
perceive fictitious motives 
Collaboratorlextremely good at handling in house bureaucracy 
so I can do my job. 

Project 2 Common The existing relationship between the collaborators is a good 
Perceptions one. 

Collaborator 1 The existing relationship was a good one, as long as this is the 
case there would be little need to go searching for another 
coIlaborator. This collaborator stated that if things went awry, 
he would start looking around for another colaborator- 

Collaborator 2 The existing colIaborative relationship has to be nurtured to 
ensure continuance. - Evidenced by the effort this collaborator 
spent on this small project to ensure collaborator was kept 
happy- 

* tf they deliver consistently good service, on time and on 
budget, they will have an ongoing relationship with 
collaborator I. 

On this project there was a sense of two big companies, who have established a client 
service provider relationship. However, because of their size. there are some problems 
of overcoming relationship problems. On the collaborator 1's side. there seems to be 
no love lost if the relationship went sour. while collaborator 2 seems to recognize the 
value of establishing and maintaining ongoing coIlaborative relationships. 
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Table 17. continued 
Proiect's Data Related to Model of Successful Proiect Delivery 

Project Phase Project Factors. 
Perceptions Project 3 Common The product being developed has value and will be profitable. 

Perceptions Fellow collaborators are competent. 

Collaborator 1 Collaborator 2 will be able to deliver what they say. 
Success with this product will lead to ongoing relationship 
with this collaborator, and new market opportunities with other 
coUaborators. 

Collaborator 2 (Insufficient data to determine this collaborator's perceptions) 

Project 4 Common Collaborative team members are competent 
Perceptions Collaborating is an constructive and profitable way to deliver 

projects. Because these individuals are all contract or 
consultant based, they were all enthusiastic about project 
wllaboration. ColIaborator 1 and collaborator 4 discussed 
how they had expressed reservations when they first had to 
begin collaborating on projects. However, now that it was a 
way of life. they emphatically stated that they would not go 
back to employee based project delivery again. 

Collaborator 1 Consultant and contract collaborators can be relied on more 
that construction contractors, who need more formal contract 
arrangements. 

Collaborator 2 Their has been some team member change to be sorted out. 
Aligning stakeholders is critical to this (and al1)projects 
success 
The team and collaborating companies are all absolutely open 
in their dealings with each other. Collaborator 2's company 
policy is absolutely open. 

Collaborator 3 The client manager of the company for whom collaborator 3 is 
collaborating has good vision. 
The company loves our prototype. It's not something 
extraordinary, but it functions and they love it. They're not 
used to seeing something function. 

Collaborator 4 Others on team will deliver what they say. 
The fellow collaborators have a lot of senior experience. 

Shared Processes 
& Conditions 

See Appendix I - Explanatory Observations of Sharing of Processes and Conditions on 
Perceptions: These processes were emerged from the data analyses and reintegration. 
Results in team getting along and tnrsting environment built. 
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Table 17. continued 
Proiect's Data Related to Model of Successful Proiect Deliverv 

Project Phase Project Factors. 
-- 

Expectations Met: Through sharing project expectations become aligned on the project. Individual are 
 or Success also met as a result 

Expectations Met 
For Success 

Project 1 Team Project delivered on Schedule, with Quality, and to Budget 
Expectations Met Recognition by others - Senior Management 

Acknowledgement and Special luncheon - Awards 
Presentation 
Team Members enjoyed working together and had fim doing 
so. All four project team members mentioned this- They 
didn't go over board golfing o r  out of work activities together. 
but all stated that working together had been fun and an 
enjoyable experience. 
This may not have been an initial goal, but it was aresult of the 
shared experience. 

Collaborator 1 Company gods and expectations met, the profile in company 
(Team Members) is raised 

Recognition by management - although this was bitter sweet. 
as they had been previously not supported by management- 

* Working relationship with outside service provider(s) 
established 
Project Team members from outside their working 
environment assimilated and got along we1 with the in house 
t e a  members. No friction. 

Collaborator 2 Business relationship established. 
(Team Members) Access to Future projects 

Confidence built with many Collaborator 1's internal 
stakeholders. 

Collaborator 3 Goals andobjectives met. (These became relative when she left 
(Team Members) IT company employer.) Established own personal 

relationships, as Collaborator 1 speaks very highly of her. 

Project 2 Common Quality project. 
Expectations 

Collaborator 1 Happy with product- and service provider. The schedule and 
budget, although considered important weren't that big a 
factor. as this client increased scope significantly. and willing 
paid for his additions. I.E. He r e a l i d  he was making 
significant changes, and had the money and leeway in his 
scheduie to do so. 

Collaborator 2 Budget and schedule met Collaborator 2 seemed to think that 
the schedule was particularly important to collaborator 1 on 
this project, This may be because of past project relationships? 
However, this concern didn't seem as critical to collaborator 2. 
Maintained existing relationships for future project work. 
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Table 17. continued 
Proiect's Data Related to Model of Successful Project Deliverv 

Project phase Project Factors. 
Expectationsp Project 2 ColIaborator I Training provided.   or Success (Team Members) Opportunities to solve problems with other team members. 

Team member knowledge and value recognised by being a 
Mentor 
Company recognition by being on successhl project 
Learning is fun - This may be due to the fact that one junior 
individual has a personal passion for assimilating knowledge. 
This combined with a senior person who loves to impart his 
knowledge and experience- This sharing of knowledge 
included other team members as they participated in sharing 
their own experience and learning with the other two team 
members. 
Get Along and Work Together - A common expectation on all 
four project teams 

h j e c t  3 Common Prototypical testing completed and successful in real life 
Expectations situation 

First sales prospects initiated 
New product lines being contemplated. 
Learn from each other the requirements to make the sofnvare 
tool work, LE. Collaborator 1 discovered that the software tool 
didn't have to be as technically involved as they expected, 
Simplicity was the way to make it saleable. ColIaborator 2 
learned the capabilities of software, and began questioning the 
potential for other applications. 

Collaborator 1 Collaborator 2 has successfilly initiated prototypical test in an 
actuaI application. 
Marketing and sales begun by collaborator 2 on bases of 
prototype 
New Product has applications which may be marketable with 
minor redesign to other industries, other industry collaborators 
being sought world wide. 

Collaborator 2 Collaborator 1 on site to trouble shoot prototype during live 
test 
Software tool developed to technological to meet demands of 
100 year old evoIutionary industry. 
Sales of product begun to other industry players (competition 
and collaborators) 
Potential of product generating new industry ideas- 

Collaborator 1 Potential to learn and expand career by being on high profile 
(Team Members) project There was a sense from the people on this team felt 

they were there because they were the star performers of the 
company. 
Opportunities to learn 
Recognition of Team Member Efforts- These individuals 
worked very hard, and considerable overtime to meet 
deadlines. These efforts were recognised by Team and 
Individual weekend get-a- ways with spouses, Golf weekends, 
informal celebrations, extra time off in compensation. 
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Table 17. continued 
Proiect's Data Reiated to Model of Successful Proiect Delivery 

Project Phase Project Factors. 
Expectations Met Project 3 Three of the six people interviewed stated they expected to have fun on a project- Two 

of these said the project manager was fun to work for. The other three individuals 
including the project manager stated that working on the project was fun, and they 
purposely kept their working ielation "light". Just doing the work together and learning 
with each other seemed to constitute hn.  The celebrations were bonuses. 

Collaborator 2 Insufficient information to determine whether individual team 
(Team Members) member expectations met 

Expectations Met Project 4 Common Campany Stakeholders so far satisfied with the product, and 
For Success Expectations are enthusiastic about its potential. 

Getting along to solve problems 

This team was more integrated in their expectations than the collaborators on other 
teams because none of them were from the client company proper. Although three were 
contract employees and one a consultant. they seemed to have amalgamated to meet 
their client stakeholders requirements. It was dimcult to determine where in the 
organization the culture of the client company left off. and the contractlconsultant 
relationship began. It was most evident in terxns of the consultant collaborator. while 
the contract collaborators appeared to be one with everyone else in the organization. 
This could be because there are very few people who will be left with the organization 
in the next two years. The team members seemed to hold no illusions that they would 
have continued employment with the their client. and this did not seem to be an 
expectation. 

One sensed that the individuals had pride in delivering a quality, product at a reasonable 
cost and on schedule. The expectations from each other might be that they have 
established anetwork of connections for delivery of other client projects. The ability to 
learn from their fellow coIlaborators also ranked high with three of the individual team 
members. with one"stating, if you don't learn anything from your bosses. then they're 
not good bosses." 

Project Results Project 1 Project 1 completed in 1999. two weeks over schedule. Budget met, and client happy. 

Collaborator 1 Team Members reassigned. I n t e ~ e w e e  Cl-2 is collaborating 
on a number of other IT projects (as he was when this project 
was being implemented) 

Collaborator 2 Had a continued relationship with Collaborator 1. on several 
of their new IT projects. 

Collaborator 3 Left her parent company, which still supplies others to 
colIaborator 1's project teams. Collaborator 1 speaks very 
highly of her, and if Collaborator 1 were to do a similar IT 
application again she would be considered. Her move to a new 
company is a capitalises on her very specidised IT experience. 
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Table 17. continued 
Proiect's Data Related to Model of Successful Proiect Deliverv 

Project Phase Project Factors. 

Project Results Project 2 Project 2 completed on time to the scope of work initially requested. However 
collaborator 1's add ons and changes increased the start to completion time of the project 
from two months to Five months. Collaborator 1 recognised the consequences of this 
action. 

Collaborator I Happy with project will continue in relationship with 
Collaborator 2 until problems arise. 

Collaborator 2 Continuing as Collaboratorl's main service provider. through 
management of expectations and changes. 

Project 3 Collaborator 1 and Collaborator 2 continue in their relationship- Collaborator 1 has 
split from it's parent IT firm and maintains a relationship with them. 

Collaborator I Continuing reIationship with collaborator 2 hoped for many 
years to come- Collaborator 1 has left its large parent company 
and set up it's own small IT softwandhardware development 
company. It is now in a triangular colIaborative relationship 
with its former parent who retains proprietary information 
developed under its corporate banner, and with collaborator2. 

Is actively searching out other collaborators to meet world 
marketing needs. as it retains proprietorship for marketing 
outside the United States. 
Actively searching for new products and new markets. 

Collaborator 2 Continued relationship with coIlaborator1 to encourage 
improvements in industry 
Retains American Marketing rights for product 
Recommending new products for development- 
Retains collaborative relationship withCollaborator 1's parent. 

Project 4 CoIlaborators continue to work together on their client's IT delivery requirements. 

ColIaborator 1 Maintain their positions as contract employees with the client, 
and 

Collaborator 4 collaborate with collaborators 2 and 3. 

Collaborator 2 Although in similar situation to Collaborator 1 & 4 is more 
project reactive. making position on the team more changeable. 
I.€. collabcrator's 1 & 4's positions are more closely tied to the 
client. Collaborator 2 is a representative from another 
company. who is resident in the client offices. Collaborating 
relationships with all three other collaborators have been 
maintained into ongoing and continuing project work. 

Collaborator 4 Continuing and ongoing project relationships with other three 
collaboraton, from a basis of independent consultant. 




